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BOOK I

HESTER
CHAPTER I

TEMPXRAMENT AND FORTUITIES

1.

The first link in the chain was obviously forged by tempera-
ment. Either Mrs. Stahl or Nancy Freeman, who filled many
offices in the Stahl household, none of them satisfaotorily,

neglected to replace the lid of the flour-tub. Similar and
greater acts of neglect had been committed in the past, and
no penalty exacted, but on this occasion a fortuitous mouse
intruded into the flour-tub and made history. Of this mouse
nothing more is known. Doubtless it was a well-meaning
creature enouj^. Indeed, we only know that it was a mouse
at all, from circumstantial evidence. It came and went, left

a musky trace of its passage, and vanished.
Mrs. Stahl had an Irish temperament, chiefly evidenced in

a habit of procrastination and a reposeful trust in miracles.
The procrastinating habit may have been responsible for the
absence of a Ud from the flour-tub, certainly it was responsible
for the presence of Nancy Freeman. Mrs. Stahl had thought,
and said, that she must " really look out for another girl,"pi
it is possible that she would have braced herself to the ef
had it not been for that other factor in her temperamenv- -

her sweet faith in the impossible. However inefficient Nancy
proved herself, Mrs. Stahl always hoped that she would do
better to-morrow or next week. Mrs. Stahl maintained her
happiness by such illusions as these. She had an imagination
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and directed it in her service ; she pictured a reformed Nancy,
and the picture became real to her. She told heraelf stories
of a perfected Nancy, and believed them. " Why don't you
Back the girl ?" Hermann Stahl would aak when he came
home for the week-end, and found disorder. " Oh, she's been
so much better lately," would be the reply, and Mrs. Stahl
believed that Nancy really had been better.

Not but what Nancy was a willing girl enough, but she was
empty-headed and more than a little vain. For her vanity
she had some Justificatioii. She was admired by several
ambitious young Camberwell tradesmen, beginning life behind
the counter or on the seat of a delivery cart. aLo, she was
admired and flattered by the penny postman, a widower of
some standing and a man possessed of much curious infor-
mation. On Sunday afternoons Nancy wore a chignon and
hoops

; she was before her time as a servant type, one of the
pioneers of the " better-dressed-than-mistress " oider. With
so many affairs on hand it is easy to understand that Nancy
had little time for her duties in the Stahl household.

It was on a windy morning early in October that Mrs. Stahl
crossed the trail of the historical mouse. She made the
discovery at a time when she should have made her pastry,
but she, nevertlieless, wasted a few more precious minutes in
waiting for a miracle. She sniffed the flour^tub wistfully,
and added ocular to olfactory evidence, but though the
evidence was pres^ted time after time in a precisely similar
manner, she returned to her examination on each occasion
with a reinspired hope that she might have been mistaken.
At last, in despair, she summoned Nancy.
Nancy was '

' doing
'

' the front bedroom, her chief instrument
a duster which required frequent flourishings out of the front
\i'indow. After each flourish Nancy rested sad watched the
passers-by. It was an interesting occupation, aad she was
resentful, almost indignant, when she heard the summons of
her mistresb. " Drat yer, what's it now ?" was her commit,
spoken to an imaginary audience, and she lingered i«gietfully
at the window until she heard the sound of footsteps coming
upstairs.
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" I want ye Just to oome downstain a minut," said Mra.
Stahl, ooaziiigly.

"Yesm," replied Nancy. "I was Just shaking out the
duster. Did you call befor'm ?" Nancy's conception of a
respectful form of address was the addition of an occasional
" m " to her words.

" Now Just smell that !" said Mrs. Stahl, when the pair
arrived in the kitchen, and she pushed the flour-tub towards
Nancy and waited eagerly for the verdict. After all, she
might have been mistaken. Nancy sniffed.

" Well I never !" she said, and her glance at the cupboard
imder the dresser, and the instinctive twitch she gave to her
petticoats, raised the alarm of " Mouse !" as clearly as any
spoken words.

" What d'ye think's been at it ?" asked Mrs. Stahl, searching
for a last gleam of hope.

" Why, micem !"

Mrs. Stahl sighed. " I was afraid so," she said. " Now
ye'll Just have to run round to Beeton's like a good girl, and
fetch me some more flour."

" Yesm !" responded Nancy with alacrity. There was a
passable, embryo grocer at Beeton's, and the trip presented
itself as preferable even to the flourishing of a duster from the
front bedroom window.

" And it's a fine morning," added Mrs. Stahl glancing out of
the window, and discounting the force of the equinoctial gale
that was ravishing the plane-trees. " Ye'd better take baby."
The baby was Jacob Stahl, aged seven months and two days.

2.

Nancy put a shawl over her head, and pinned up the bib of
her apron. On week-days her potentialities as a pioneer were
not in evidence. The perambulator was wheeled out, and
little Master Jacob was laid therein. Little brotLer Eric, aged
three, should have Joined the pilgrimage on foot, but he was
very much occupied with a large picture-book ; he was studying
the letters of the alphabet, and objected to being disturbed.
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As usual, it was Mrs. Stahl who gave way. Eric already

exhibited signs of precocity, a desire for book-kaming, and a
persistent habit of getting his own way were his most notice-

able traits, seen at the age of three.

The perambulator deserves recognition. It was three-

wheeled and heavy. Its tyres were of iron and its construc-

tion primitive, but in one respect it corresponded exactly to

the finest product of twentieth-century mechanism. It con-

formed to the law of modem four-wheeled perambulators, that

law which still obtains among present examples. It never

ran in a straight line. Nancy was flurried by the wind,—it

faced her on the outward journey,—and the necessity for the

constant elevation and redirection of the front wheel, irritated

her. Nowadays, perambulators are such buttei^y, such

delicately balanced contrivances, that little weight on the

handles is required in order to tilt those self-\rilled front

wheels off the ground, in fact, it is not unusual to see a
logical nurse neglect the front wheels altogether, slant the

whole contrivance to an uigle at which equilibrium can be

maintained without difficulty, and sail gaily along regardless

of any risk from baby's unusual inclination, so perilously

suggestive of a " rush of blood to the head." But it would
have needed the exercise of considerable strength so to have
tilted Jacob's perambulator ; moreover, Nancy required a free

hand to prevent the forcible abduction of her shawl. The
wind was in one of its most rakish moods that morning.

Little wonder that Nancy lost her temper at the necessity

of loosing her grip on the shawl, and thus risk its elopement
with iik>lu8, in order to reset that obstinately divagating front

wheel, on the straight path.

Nevertheless the journey to Beeton's was accomplished
successfully, a brief flirtation was conducted, and the flour

obtained and placed in the foot of the perambulator beyond
the reach of Jacob's tiny legs.

" A fine child," remarked the passable yoimg grocer, as he
arranged the parcel.

" M—yes !" replied Nancy casually, and then to show her
interest she added :

" Nice eyes, he's got."

i
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" Not the only one," aaid the young grocer with marked
intention, and Nanoy bridled and answered that she didn't

want any of his impertinence, and so sailed of! in the direction

of home with a following wind.

She appeared to be set for a fine passage. The shawl now
clung ti^^tly to her, and if the outline of her form was very
clearly expMed to any who mi^^t follow her, Nancy was not
apparently handicapped by the circumstance.

The penny postman was a fortuity. He turned into the
wake of Nancy's passage from a side street, and Nancy
glimpsed him out of the tail of her eye. Forgetful of the
wind, she turned half round to make sure.

It is at this point that all the trivialities, outcomes of other
trivialities, suddenly coincide. As Nancy turned, there came
one of those insidious gusts of wind that are to the last degree
exasperating. One of those bursts that take you by the
shoulders and shake you, that wriggle and push and btruggle,

that seem desperately anxious to escape from nowhere and
find you opposing them, that are rough and ill-tempered, and
desperately vicious, self-assertive, arrogant, and overbearing

;

that throw dirt and leaves in your face, push you out of their
way with an unbelievable rudeness, and then career down the
itreet with a triumphant shout, taking with them any article

ihat can be violently wrenched from your person.
Nancy threw up both hands to clutch her shawl.
The pavement was on a slight incline, the perambulator

lad a little way on it, and the whole force of the wind behind,
t was a heavy perambulator, and it gathered momentum.
Nancy, affronted by the ill-mannered jostling of the wind,

id not realize the situation, and no one can blame her ; nor
an any blame be attached to the penny postman, for he saw
ihe danger and started to run, shouting, in pursuit of the
lerambulator. He might have caught it if the infernal affair
ad run straight or turned in towards the wall, but as though
Bjoicing in its unwonted freedom, it set a diagonal course
tor the roadway, sailed along gaily for some ten yards, reached
"^le curb, lost its hold of earth with the off rear wheel, staggered,
rched, and upset.
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The Btill shouting postaum wm first on the scene. Nancy,

BO soon as she oauf^t sight of the ninaway, corered her face

in the shawl, the retention of which was to be so deariy paid

for, and was subsequently led home, weeping. It was the

postman who rescued a floury and ominously quiet baby from

the gutter, and who placed him in the perambulator re-erected

by the first contingent of the rapidly collecting crowd.
" Is 'e 'urt ?" " 'Oo was with Mm ?" " Is it a boy or a

gel V* were the questions suggested by the vimous characters

and sexes of the crowd. The penny postman's face was very

grave as he looked down at the uncannily silent child.

" I know where 'e lives. 1*11 take 'im 'ome," was all the

answer vouchsafed to inquirers.

It was a startling and terrifying picture which met Mrs.

Stahl on the doorstep. A solemn postman, a very white baby,

and a miscellaneous assortment of wide-eyed onlookers

—

withal no Nancy.
" Been a little hacoident," said the postman. " I'll fetch

the doctor."

Dr. Pennyfather was a reassuring person but weak in

diagnosis. After he had made a somewhat cursory examina-

tion of the tender little frame of baby Jacob, he beamed
encouragingly on the anxious Mrs. Stahl. "No, nothing

serious, I think" was his verdict, " but we must be careful of

this bruise at the back of the head. Very careful. The
sutures are hardly closed yet." That bruise was the scare

which drew Peimyfather off the track. He tended that bruise

with solicitude. It was a marked thing, other bruises,

notably one at the base of the spine, were overlooked.

Even after this reassurance, Mrs. Stahl's fury of resent-

ment against Nancy did not subside. Nancy was packed off

within an hour, despite all protestations of sorrow and of

innocence.

In passing out of the Stahls' household, she passed, also,

out of the history of Jacob. In after years she was a name to

him, a name round which a legend of carelessness and neglect
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had been woven. To Jacob the name of Nancy Freeman

•tood later for all that waa flippant, kUe, and self-seeking in

woman. Yet Nancy made an excellent wife and mother,

and reared five healtiby children. It was the young grocer she

married, not the penny postman.

CHAPTER n
ARLY IVFLUXNCBS

1.

Jacob Stahl's grandfather, Otto Stahl, generically a Gtennan,

specifically a Bavarian, a Municher, had settled in London
somewhere in the thirties, and had eventually been made a
partner in the business of Myers and Co. , a firm of wool-brokers

in Coleman Street, known under the style of Myers and Stahl.

Otto Stahl married Hester Myers, the daughter of his partner,

a pure-blooded Jewess, after waging ". five years' war of

aggression upon the orthodox princ . of Hester's father,

and took her to live in Bloom8bur>, the early Victorian

Kensington. There were three children of this marriage, one
of whom, the second girl, died young. The eldest daughter

was christened Hester after her mother, and like her brother

Hermann was brought up on her father's Lutheran principles,

placidly acquiesced in, though never actually adopted, by
Mrs. Stahl.

Hester favoured her father's family in appearance as well

as in faith, and became a wide, flat, plain-featured woman,
endowed with splendid qualities of steadfastness and good-

nature—a woman who would have made an ideal wife and
mother. Unfortunately her lack of physical charm, combined
with a natural modesty that prevented her from ever taking

the initiative, proved a barrier to the attainment of those

ends for which she was pre-eminently fitted—a fact that she
op^y lamented with honest common sense when she had
arrived at an age when any hope of marrii^ might reasonably
be supposed to have disappeared.
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When Hetter wm fifteen her mother died, the immediate

oftuae of her death failure of the heart'i action— a failure

determined by tlie neceieity for an increaee of woric within

continually decreasing limits, due to thesuperabundantly flesh-

forming qualities of Mrs. Myers' person. From this time

until her father died, twenty years later, Hester managed the

Bloomsbuiy establishment with a precision and economy
that marked her out as a model housekeeper— indeed, she had

what amounted to a genius for domestic management.

Her brother, Hermann, was more versatile. With him the

Jewish graft bore more fruit than the German stock, but it was

fruit of poor quality, giving evidence of arrested development.

Doubtless the flow of sap was too sluggish.

Hermann was educated at the City of London School, was

taken into his father's firm at the age of seventeen, and re-

mained there until he was twenty-four. The immediate cause

of the rupture between father and son was Hermann's deter-

mination to marry Hilda O'Connell, an Irish girl of little

education, whom he had met during a summer holiday. This

in itself was a matt«^r of sufficient seriousness to cause a

breach between the two men, but the relations between them
were already strained, and a smaller point of dispute would

have been sufficient to bring about a permanent estrangement.

Hermann's temperament was imsuited to office work, yet a

certain determination of purpose, combined with a love of

money for its own sake inherited from his mother's family,

had held him in check, kept him within the bounds of his

father's endurance. The boy's occasional outbursts and in-

discretions had often been made the subject of severe repri-

mand, and many telling punishment had been inflicted by a

reduction or temporary cessation of his salary ; but his offences

had, hitherto, been ultimately condoned upon a promise of

better behaviour, although these promises were never kept

for long, and Otto Stahl had confessed to being " about sick

of it," only a few weeks before his son's crowning indiscretion

created the final breach between them.

There is not much to be said in favour of Hermann. He
was a hybrid whose undeveloped virtues and unsteady desires
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oonflioted only to certain ends. In btuineM his penurious

methods Mid ohtfaoteristi i meanness in all money matten

brought him financial security, but militoted against his

obtaining any grea success. He made no big coups because

he dared no risks, his financial genius was obscured by the

caution and stolidity inherited from his father's family.

When he left, or, to be more precise, was ejected, from his

father's firm, he obtained a po«ition as traveller for a whole-

sale house, in Wood Street, which dealt in machine-made lace,

chiefiy in the form of trimmings and insertions.

The work suited him, in that it gave him a certain amount

of leisure and the interest of perpetual travel, as his work lay

principally among the drapers in the smaller provincial towm

of England and Wales. He never neglected his businesa,

chiefiy because he worked largely on commission, and among

the pleasures he found in life, he found none so attractive as

the ar regation of money.

His tarried life, if not a triumphant success, was not

entirely a failure. The zest inspired by the natural purity

and remoteness of his Irish girl, -.vas never quite lost ; largely

maintained, no doubt, in later years by the long periods of

separation between husband and wife, for Hermann was hardly

ever at home except at the week-end, and not then, if he could

make an additional aixpence by charging his firm for travelling

expenses he had not incurred.

One other unpleasant trait of Hermann's character must be

touched upon, however briefiy—he was not a faithful husband,

a fact never suspected by his wife. A simple, sweet-minded

woman, Miia wife of Hermann Stahl's, devoid of evil thoughts,

who attributed nothing but good to all with whom she asso-

ciated ; a devoted wife and mother, but quite ineflScient as a

housekeeper, her vagaries in this latter direction the one source

of friction between her and her husband. With him domestic

economy was a science, whilst she was innocent even of

arithmetic.

Nevertheless it was not an imhappy household, this ittle

Camberwell manage of the Stable' . Nancy Freeman's suc-

cessor proved a Jewel, and devoted herself heart and soul to
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the care of the little Jacob, condemned for the fint fifteen
years of his life never to put his feet to the gronnd. The elder
boy, Eric, neither then, nor at any later period of his life, gave
trouble to anyone. A solid serious peijon, Jacob's brother,
with a genius for application. In him all the hereditary ten-
dencies seemed to have blended and consolidated. In Her-
mann Stahl they were all awash, bumping and tumbling

;

some two or three of the bigger always in evidence, the others,
sometimes on top, at others forced below the surface; an
untidy, heterogeneous collection of qualities with nothing to
bind them together.

A strange convention of races and conflicting tendencies
this that lies behind Jacob Stahl and his brother Eric, but the
laws of heredity are hard to understand. That primary
inclination to deviate from the original type upsets all calcu-
lation from the outset, since it is impossible to foretell what
direction the variations will take, and all these 'variations are
checked from spreadmg too rapidly by the human instinct
that makes the small man marry a woman six feet high. If
like were attracted to like in the making of marriages, how
much more quickly man's evolution would progress, and what
queer types we should have in a few generations, even in such
a small matter as that of noses, for instance.

2.

The eaily years of Jacob's life were all spent in Camberwell,
a suburb that offered among other advantages that of being
within easy distance of Alleyn College. Not that this con-
venience affected Jacob, whose education was conducted
spasmodically as occasion offered, but Eric was permitted to
make full use of his opportunity, and sohdified in body as a
result of his compulsory six-mile walk each day, nearly as
much as he solidified in mind as a result of his educational
training.

It is hard to avoid using some variation of the word
"solidity" in connection with Eric, but it is the quality of
compactness that is implied rather than that of heaviness.

ivvl
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He was not brilliant, yet he won a certain measure of success,

because he never tired, because he never failed to achieve

what he set out to achieve, and because work came more

easily to him than play. Games were not distasteful to him

;

he played cricket, football, t hockey according to the jason,

with a certain amount of success that was due to his concen-

tration on the matter in hand. In fact as a cricketer he might

have achieved high honours, for he was a " head bowler " of

considerable capacity, and was endowed with great powers

of physical endurance. But when at the age of fifteen he

was in danger of being tried for the first eleven, he suddenly

exhibited an extraordinary tendency to bowl wides and half-

volleys. Eric had no ambition to win honours on the cricket

field, no intention of wasting too much time on a sport that

made no real appeal to him.

As a result of this lack of enthusiasm for such on essential

part of the curriculum, Eric was not popular with the boys

;

neither was he, for another reason, a favourite with the

masters, despite the credit he brought to them and to the

college. The latter failure—if it can be called a failure—was

due to his character as a whole ; he was too self-contained, too

self-sufficient, to win friendship either from his contempor-

aries or his seniors. He made no appeal of weakness, accepted

the learning of superior scholarship with a quiet assurance

that gave no gratification to him who imparted it, and was

wont, in his confidant, impassive way, to correct any of those

slips that are certain to be made sooner or later, even by the

most efficient teacher whose course of instruction is not

confined to a single subject. This tendency of Eric's towards

a sturdy dogmatism was the more irritating to a man of high

attainments, in that the boy never made an assertion, much

less attempted a contradiction, if he was not absolutely sure

of his ground ; and when Eric was sure of a thing it was quite

certain that that thing was susceptible of proof.

As Eric plays an important, if not a very large, part in this

history, it is as well to have a clear understanding of his

character and attainments at the outset, and no better sum-

mary could be given of them than that of Percy Morpeth, the

m
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man who spent hia geniug in teaching mathematics, officially.

o"t o'coTgr °'
'^'' ""°''"*"^' *° *"^« ^^ ^» *«- - -d

thf^iTf?
'^*' ^^^^"^ *°P ^ *^° °* ^^ ^«"°^ ^"Wt*™. andthe chief topic was Eric's success.

tum, I have a great pity for Stahl," and then in answer tothe expostulation and surprise of his listener, he continued •

«hin hu/u"^ K °Tf*' °* '"''^' ^ «««»* y«"' '« scholar-ship, but he 18 barred from great success in the world of menbecause he has neither principles, nor humanity. Yes ^^1know he does the right thing, from what we call princitlle^'ut
It IS a matter of logic not of feeling. I noticed an incidentnot long ago that bears me out rather well on that i^^.

-nn'rii * ^^^ *r"«'* ^^^^^^ ^"^ ^"^ » Joser by Ander-

asked Stahl to come up to my room after school, which he did

TerTw T
'"*/^^T °^ ^^^i^'^"""^- You may remem:

do still, that the boy was suffering from an obsession andwas not morally to blame. Well.^I found that3 ^known all about Anderson's little games for some weeksbefore the facts came to light generally. ' Why didn'rvou
tell anyone V I asked naturally enough ' HaX S^ thW
I didn't thmk the boy had so much generosity sofShim If he had tried to stop Anderson, if he had talic^ to Wml
quite calmly. I saw he was sure to hang himself sooner orlater, sir. if he was left alone.' You see. as a matter of pridJehe understanifa that it is not the right thing-that i !
outside the code of the best schoolboy honour^to show up

ftTdtf T" ' ^;* '^^"^ '« '''' the slightest feeLfg aUu?
it, he did not care two straws whether the boy hung himselfo^not to use his own expression. With StahHt wL Slmatter of two and two must and ever will make four, a factfor which there is no palliation, and no excuse is n^^
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An emotional two or a temperamental four is outside the

range of Still's comprehension. I always feel that Stahl is

a conglomerate, you cannot separate the ingredients of his

character, they are all bound together in one solid mass. Your
true artist must always have a deep sympathy with humanity,

because he sees himself continually in the men and women he

meets. And don't you see that this is because he has the

faculty—which Stahl has not—of separating his ingredients

as it were, of being able to call up any side of his character at

will—or, if your prefer it, of surrendering himself to any of his

emotions—and allowing one side of him to dominate his sensa-

tions for a time ? It is that which gives him the power of

understanding other men's weakness and streng^ ; he has all

their potentialities, and can develop them separately by the

power of his imagination. Put it this way : a genius can

weigh human nature because he is so delicately balanced

;

Stahl, never, because he is so gid."

If Morpeth had needed any jonfirmation of his theory, he

might have found it in the criticisms of his hearers, themselves

grown too rusty at the mental hinp *^o respond to the theory

put forward.

3.

Jacob had none of his brother's talent for application. It

is true that his early traininf; encouraged him in a habit of

idleness, but the effect of training on character is merely that

of development. There was a bias in Jacob's mind that no
amount of education would have coimteracted. Just as in the

case of Eric there was a combination that had no solvent.

In the case of these two boys, it so chanced that each, by
force of circumstances, fell under the influences best calculated

to exaggerate his natural bent. If their positions had been
reversed, the career of each would have been different

—

potentialities would have remained undeveloped, inclinations

arrested, lesser powers encouraged—but no training could
have produced in Jacob his brother's love of application, nor
would the lack of opportunity have frustrated Eric's devotion
to work.
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J^J!i^r "^^
r*?*

*''*" ""PP""' **»« inclin-fcion. of theoommonpkoe mrnd
; it may in .uoh omm produce a fruit

leota « hnuted by the power of diacrimiiiation exeroiMd bythe mmd upon which the influence is exerted.

1 ^^'l ^f^A '^'^ ^^^^^' ««* »^ subsequent oawerlaigely affected, by that lack of unanimity in dSLcSL whkh

years ago than it is to-day. ^

wh^"^ ^J^T"^.^"^ ^^ ^°°*^ pwctitioner Pennyfather.

old baby had sustamed a permanent injury to the spine andwould never be able to walk. The exJt Sature of th"kWhe w« unab e to define, pwferring, in the absence of p^r^uZ^owledge. to confine himself to a discourse upon tCe&ctrather than upon the cause, of the malady

F.^«w\ M-.T^'.u"^ r^ °^**' ^"^^ ^« taken to Sir

rr^ZS ^''' ^^^
?f

J«»o^iedged to be the first authorityon spmal diseases m Great Britain. This expert after im

dSTt^t 1 ""^ ^'"''^ "^*^"* ^y "^ SltoiTLgT
k^n « ^ J^*

nerve-motors of the extensor muscles had

to trace the precise seat of the evil which had undoSbtedlybeen caused by a concu^ion of the spine due to the faU ^ateven if the mischief could be precisSy located no oplLwaa posaible. and. finally, that a ^cal ba^teTS

t^rn^pn^to-xtfiatr^sr^^^^

A« » jwult of this opinion ud of Henminn Stahl's diMB.
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At tiie tfo of seven, Jacob's nataxe grew tired of too mnoh
NBting, and, seeking an outlet for her nndevetoped powers,

spent her tempers upon Jacob's miannderstood person by
vjsitiiig him with a succession of abscesses on the back. As a
result of this aaad of the continued oitreaties of his wife,

Hermann at last cons«ated once more to part with a sum
sufficient to consult hi^^er autiiority than the family doctor,

and Jacob was taken to Hordaunt Stone. Stone was then
at the hd|^t of liis popularity, looked upon as a quack by the
medical piofesuon, but working, according to repute, wonder-
ful cures in cases that had been abandoned as mcurable by the
faculty.

" We'll have him playin' cricket in a month," was Stone's
pronouncement. '' Ye see, madam," he explained to Mrs.
Stahl, " there's one thing in this world your doctor with his

hospital trainin' will never make any use of—^and that's

common sense. He's all for classifyin' thesymptoms accordin'
to rules and regulations, an' when he's reduced 'em to a pro-
portion sum, he can work ye out an answer on paper as clever
as paint. Only the trouUe begins when his figures is all

wrcmg at the begmnin', an' his calculations don't fit, because,
ye see when ye're dealing with human nature twice two uU
Just as soon make twenty-foive as the number ye're taught

I

naturally to expect. Now, what's wrong with the lad is just
[that he's been kept lyin' on his back for sivin years wid
1
nothin' to kick against, an' his natural forces not havin' had

j
the mcouragement they'd every right to look for, have Just
protested by sending him these nasty little sores. They're

I

Just signals of distress, ma'am, an' we must send 'em a life-

boat, only it's a boat as he'll have to work himself, and it'll

[go on wheels."

St(me was a mechanical genius, and his prescription took
|the form of an extraordinary vehicle propelled mainly by the

I

arms of its occuprnt, but having a contributory means of
[power in rising and falling pedala—platforms is a better
[description—deaigiMd to exercise Jacob's feet and 1^^
I The idea was an exoelknt mie, and did Justice to Mordaunt
E Stone's powMS of common sense, but it had two disadvan-
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ttages : the first that it was Just throe timet too heavy—the
oyold trade had not then reyolntionized our oonoeption of
lighC vehicles—the second that the temptation to use the pedal
motor was not sufficiently strong to overcome Jacob's natural
disinclination to exert the atrophied muscles of his legs. As
a consequence Jacob paddled himself along in his new car-

riage (it cost Hermann £25) by the exercise of his arms alone,

his legs moving automatically up and down, but contributing
not the least fraction of a horse-power to the propulsion of the
vehicle. And even so, exercise could at first be taken only
on a dead level, for the machine was too heavy, and Jacob's
arms too weak to make the least headway against an incline,

while the same elements of weight and weakness made it

dangerous for him to attempt any descent. And his mother,
dear, unpractical woman, was always there to push, and her
feeble protests that Jacob must try to use his legs were
instantly crushed by the complaint that it made him so tired.

Nevertheless, the movement necessitated by the use of his

machine, saved Jacob's legs from wasting away altoget' r,

and probably encouraged their growth, for they did grow
lengthwise. One thing at least Stone's machine did for him,
and that was to develop his aims and chest.

4.

Thero are few incidents worthy of notice in Jacob's life,

other than that introduction of his machine, until he was
nearly fouiteen. By way of supplying him with some kind
of education he was sent every morning to a preparatory

school, kept by two sisters in the neighbourhood.

The sisters were of the Victorian, genteel type. Their
father had been an alderman and had had an eetabUshment
at Heme Hill, but he left very little behind him, and his

daughters had been compelled to augment their income by
teaching. Not th«it they were to be pitied on that account,

for they did very well, and their gentility suffered no diminirii-

ment. The elder Miss Parry was tall and thin. She dressed

in black silk, and wore a pince-nez on a thin gold chain. She
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WM gesMrmlfy aapposed to be " nther an inyalid," « theoiy
in ^iiioh ahe heraelf wm a finn believer, and encouraged by
never patting in an appearance before lunch. Her part of
the burden of educating the twelve small boaiden and the
twenty-two day boys, was confined to giving music lessons
and taking one class in dictation during the afternoon. She
had her value, however, for she received the parents, and Ifiss

Janet's irreproachable manner, her dignified presence, and
her air—^when there were any parents about—of tenderness
for, and cahn forbearance with, the aggravating habits of
small boys was a big financial asset. In private it may be
noted that Miss Janet was slightly acid.

Her younger sister. Bliss Nancy, was short and thick-set,
and wore spectacles. No one would have recognized Miss
Nancy without the spectacles. When she desired to see any-
thing without their aid she wore them on her foiehead, her
eyebrows being apparently designed by nature to prevent
them from slipping back to the bridge of her nose ; but whether
on her nose or her forehead, the spectacles were always there.
Miss Nancy taught in the school from 9.30 to 1, and from
2 to 4, she did all the housekeeping and overlooked the
cooking, mended tixe boarders' clothes, superintended the
meftis, saw the boys to bed, nursed her sister, and occupied
her spare time in making her own dresses. In the work of the
school she was assisted by two govemessm, one who attended
daily, and one who was resident. An excellent penon. Miss
Nancy, although she did not receive the respect acooided to

I
the superior attainments of her sister.

Jacob was a favourite w?*h both sisters. Janet spoiled him
and Nancy taught him. Even the resident govemese, an
austere Scotchwoman of thirty-four, relaxed her discipline in
his favour. For, even at the age of eight, Jacob was inter-
erting to women. You picture him at this age with a long,
oval face

;
pale and rather thin. He looks, perhaps, paler by

virtue of the contrast aflPorded by thick dark haii^-always too
;
long because his mother preferred it like that—and the deep

I
blue of his eyes. It is a very serioos face, full of pathos shat

I

obtains for him a pity he does not merit, for Jacob was never
2
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to be pitied even in his childhood. He had an exceedingly

good time in his own way, and he never envied thoae oidinaiy,

commonplace little boys who had the full use of their limbs.

Not he

!

But other boys could be a source of trouble sometimes.

Jacob discovered this on the second day of his school career.

Up to that time his only experience in this sort had been of

Eric, who was kind to him on the whole, if a little inclined

to bully him quietly when their mother was out of the way.

Even Eric was somewhat as other boys at the age of ten.

6.

That incident of Jacob's second day at the Miss Pariys*

does not show him in a very favourable light.

Miss Nancy had been urgently summoned by the cook, and

had left the class to reconsider an ill-learnt lesson, under

threat of severe penalties should they fail to be letter-perfect

on her return.

The moment Miss Nancy had closed the door behind her,

an overgrown sandy-haired boy of eleven or twelve, who had

been sitting with his back to Jacob, turned and surveyed him

with a curious stare, an example followed by the seven other

little boys who constituted the top form. It was their first

opportunity for a decent examination of this new and strange

specimen, as their previous covert glances in his direction

had been so severely reprimanded by Miss Nancy as to make

it inadvisable to indulge further curiosity. Miss Nancy kept

a cane and knew how to use it.

" What's the matter with you 1" asked the sandy-haired

boy.
" My legs are weak," returned Jacob with a conciliatory

smile—he was not at all shy, he had never had cause to be

afraid.
" Can't '-ou walk ?" continued his c -oss-examiner.

Jacob shook bid head.
" Won't you ever be able to ?"

" I don't expect so."
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" Whftt'B the matter with *em ?" The sandy-haired boy

had by this time put his legs over the form, and was studying

the rug that covered Jacob's lower limbs, stretched out on

the sofa that had been specially introduced for his benefit.

" I hurt my back when I was a baby," said Jacob.
" Let's look at 'em," said the sandy-haired boy, pulling

aside the rug. Jacob made no resistance, he was not self-

conscious on this point—as yet—a little vain, rather, of the

distinction between himself and the rest of his species.

" Oh Lummy !" remarked Sandy-hair, when Jacob's wasted

limbs were disclosed. " Don't they look rum ? I say, look,"

he continued, addressing the rest of the class, who were all

attention, the boys on the far side of the table standing up in

order to get a better view. " Tus' look at his legs. Can you
feel in 'em ?" This to Jacob.

" Of course I can," replied Jacob, a little hurt at not

getting the sympathy and tenderness he always received

from strangers.

" Let's see !" said ndy-hair, tittering. " 'S anyone got a
pin?"

Half-a-dozen pins were forthcoming instantly.

I
" What are you going to do ?" asked Jacob, a little puzzled.

I " Stick a pin into you, see if you can't feel," replied Sandy-

1 hair maliciously. The other boys giggled, keenly interested

, in the experiment, full of admiration for the audacity of their

' ringleader.

f
" But you mustn't ! It'll hurt ; of course I can feel," said

'jj Jacob querulously, still unable to believe, however, that the

§ threat would be carried out. Eric never went so far as this.

f " Oh, I mustn't, mustn't I ?" mimicked Sandy-hair. " Will
* it hurt ? Let's see," and he advanced the pin in the direction

if Jacob's legs.

Then Jacob, beginning cO be terrorized by this bvilly, who
med so big and strange to him, did the worst thing he

lould have done, he made threat of appeal to a higher power.
" K you Jo I shall tell Miss Nancy," ho said.
" Sneaky, sneaky custard," broke out the class in a sing-

ng, subdued in tone by fear of a returning Miss Nancy.
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" SnedE, are yon f" said Sandy-hair, dropping his teasing,

tentatire manner, and becoming suddenly threi^«ning, over-
bearing.

" Yon tell Miss Nanoy. that's aU, and see what FU do.
Hear f You do tell, that's all."

" Oo away I" returned Jacob, " I ahaU teU her."
" Better not," replied Sandy-hair, and then hearing a sound

from the kitchen, he made a sudden dart at Jaoob's 1^ with
the pin. Jacob hit out quickly, open-handed like a woman,
and succeeded in scratching Sandy-hair on the nose, but before
further retaliation was possible, Miss Nancy's voice was heaid
in the pass&ge and the whole class instantly became absorbed
in the contemplation of their lesson ; Sandy-hair back in his

seat, head on hands, privately seeking traces of bk>od <» his

nose by the application and examination of a dirty forefinger.

But Jacob was in tears, tears that he was at no pains to
conceal, and no friction of application by the class was able
to hide their misdemeanour, from the examination that fol-

lowed. Jacob was a too willing witness. He had as yet no
feeling for the school-boy concepts of honour and manliness

;

and Miss Nancy, well-meaning, hard-working creature that
she was, had no understanding for the boys die endeavoured
to teach, aiMl heard Jaoob's whimpered story through without
interruption.

" Did you prick him, Miles ?" she asked of Sandy-hair at
the conclusion, and the sturdy Miles replied :

" Yes, Mhs
Nancy," without equivocation, and rubbed an anticipatory
hand on his knickerbockers.

The cane was at the other end of the room, and the brief

interval afforded while Miss Nancy reached for it behind the
glass-fronted bureau-bookcase, was utilized in the extension
of tongues, the making of hideous grimaces, and the framing
of the words '* Sneaky, sneaky custard " by the memben of
the class ; all directed to Jacob, who felt a k>nely, haid-used,
little outcast from his kind, and devek)ped an urgent hatred
of all small boys, and an equally urgent desire for mother-
comfort.

Miles took his caning without a flinch, althou^ it was
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•dministerad with no Ugiil haiid, tad th«iMfter signifitd to

tlie renuiiiider of the oUm by a ooTeit wink th»t he had not
the least inclination to 017, seeking salve for his hurt in a
farther application of his tender pahn to the seat of his

knickerbockers.

Jacob, refusing to be comforted, was sent home early in

charge of the Scotch governess, who sought to inspire him
with ideals of manliness in herown rough, hardy way—without
effect.

It was not the physical hurt that had reduced Jacob to
those hysterical tears, and it was only his mother who could
comfort that wound to his childish vanity, that check to his

natural anticipation of k)ve and sympathy that he had always
been led to expect as a natural right.

CHAPTER III

HB8TBB

1.

Thd first great influence in Jacob's life was an intruding
mouse, the second, which was not exerted till nearly fourteen
years later, was a misinterred sparrow, which in its death
became a plague.

.
It was Pennyfather with the bent for prognosis, now

growing grey in the service, who first instigated the search
for the body.

" Unquestionably a case of typhoid," he remarked to the
' usband of his patient, " and the only one in the neighbour-
hood. You ought to have your drains sewi to."

" It ain't the drains," replied Hermann, with confidence,
" they were done a few months back, before I took on a new
lease. Vereker's my landlord, and I made him overhaul the
place before I'd take it on again. I've been here fifteen years,
now, and he didn't want to lose a good tenant. Oh ! no, it
ain't drains, you can gamble on that

!"
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" Wh»t About the water t" Mked the doctor. " Do yon
keep the oiatem clean 1"

" Ctftem's new," said Hermann. *' We scrapped the old

one in March, when the house was done. Come up and see

for yourself."

Tlie new cistern proved rather inaccessible, but wh«D at

last the two men had scrambled through the trap-door, and
made their way across the ceiling Joists into the far comer of

the roof, they were assailed ^^ an odour that did not speak
well for the cleanliness of t water.

" Rum thing," remarked Hermann, peering down into the
dark recesses of the new cistern, " stinks, don't it ?"

The doctor assented, holding his nose, as he, too, tried to

see the smell in the black water of the hidf-filled cistern.
" Don't have a constant supply," said Hermann, indicating

the pendant ball-cock which dripped slowly and mournfully
into the water below. " The water gets run right off some-
times. I'U get a light."

" I'v* told *em to draw the water off," he announced, whoi
he retii^ned a few minutes later with a candle, " they're

saving some iu buckets, and it comes on again at six. We'll

get to the bottom of this. 'Struth, it does stink."

There was a fa8cin&tli>u i v/atchixxj^ the sinking water and
the two men kept returning to the comer, despite the obnox-
ious smell that seemed to grow in intensity as the water fell.

" Something there !" says Hermann, when he was able a^

last to stand his candle on the floor of the cistern, from which
the water was rapidly receding, and they watched the some-
thing that dragged with the ebbing water in the direction of

the outlet pipe.

" Damned if it isn't a blasted bird !" said Hermann with
sudden conviction as he examined, at a respectful distance, the
sodden mass of decomposition.

"Phew! Yes. Undoubtedly a bird. Phew!" assented

the doctor, and the two beat a retreat.

" Chuck that water away, it's rotten," commanded Her-
mann when they got downstairs, and later, " I'll have a man
in to clean out that cistern thoroughly—wonder how the
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brute fot in t Well, doctor, no <me*e fMiH, eh f Butm haye

got *l the CMIM, th»t'e one comfort. It's » bleeaing we're not

»U down. I'll g«t a mui in to clean the cistern at once. I

•uppoee i\> on^^t to be disinfected 1 All right, I'll see to that."

And he did see to it at once. Quite a practical man in some

ways, Hermann Stahl.

f

The location uid abolition of the prime cause of the trouble

and the purifying of the infected pipes did not, however,

materially conduce to the recovery of Bfrs. Stahl.

It was considered advisable to send away both the boys,

and Eric found a place as a temporary boarder at the College,

while Jacob was accommodated at the Biiss Parrjrs*.

It was Jacob who was most affected. He was very helpless

at that age, mentally as well as physically. He lacked power

of initiative, and was unable to formulate, much less to grapple

with, any idea of change.

Meanwhile a new force was coming into his life, a force

that was destined to effect a great change in his whole manner
of living. The name of this force was Hester Stahl, Hermann's
sister, who came at her brother's appeal to nurse her sister-

in-law, aad nuuiage the house.

Otto Stahl had been dead two yean. After his death

Hester had found herself provided with no more than an
income of £160 a year, for the business of Myers and Stahl

had not prospered too well in its later days, and old Otto had
been living on his capital in order to keep up the house in

Bedford Square. Hester, when she found herself practically

alone in the world, had elected to live in the country, and had
taken a cottage in a small village in the Eastern Midlands.

She and her brother had corresponded at long intervals, but
there had never heeack any real sympathy betweooi them,

and it was in desperation that Hermann had written and
appealed to her for help in his distresa. He had certainly

been in a serious difficulty, his honm upset himself kept away
from business in order to attend to thir s and, worst of all

Olil
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to him, all sorts of horrible extra charges to be met on every

side, Eric's board, Jacob's board, nurses, doctors. Heaven

knows what ! To do him justice, however, Hermann had done

everything in his power to save his wife, and it had been the

thought of his sister's shrewd common sense and her gift for

management that had influenced him to beg her assistance.

He had felt that her presence in the house would, in itself, go

a long way towards assisting his wife's recovery.

Hester first saw Jacob in Miss Parry's drawing-room. She

had heard something of him from her brother, but had no very

definite idea as to the nature or cause of his weakness.

Miss Janet introduced them, but Hester found that lady's

praises of Jacob too highly sweet«ied, and soon asked in her

blunt, straightforward way to be left alone with her nephew.

" I want you to tell me all about this," said Hester, laying

her hand on the rug that covered Jacob's legs. "May I

see ?"

Jacob willingly assented, the strength and self-confidence

of this new aunt appealed to him, he felt, already, that here

was someone to whom he could look for support, and at this

period of his life support was what he most needed.

" They're only weak," he explained, " but I can waggle my

toes and I can draw them up, like this, only they're not strong

enough for me t- ' "md on."
" What did tb :ctor say about them 1" inquired Hester,

and Jacob gave her a fairly accurate account of Mordaunt

Stone's opinion and prescription.

" And do you use the machine, or whatever you call it 1"

was Hester's practical comment.
" Oh yes," repUed Jacob eagerly, ' I go about in it every-

where, only I can't push with my legs, you know, they're not

strong enough."
" And never will be, if you don't use them," said Hester.

" Haven't you ever tried anv exercises ; Uttle exercises to

develop the muscles ?"
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" O^i yee," aasented Jacob, " but they made me rather

tired."
" And you didn't stick to them ?"

" It didn't aeem worth the bother," remarked Jacob, and

Hester began to see where the trouble lay. She saw the boy

lar'. iiig ki utitiative and steadiness of purpose, and the well-

m aning but cat- ess mother so easily persuaded into relaxing

aL \ e Tort she h /I set herself to make.
" I'm gt^ing 60 take you in hand, Jackie," said Hester.

" We'll soon have you on your legs."

" You'll have to make me do it," replied Jacob, showing

that he, too, had some understanding of the difficulty.

" Make you ?" questioned Hester. " Don't you want to be

able to walk t"
" Oh yes, rather," returned Jacob. " Of course I do

;
I

often think about it, only it takes so long and it is such a

bother, and it never seems to do any good."

Hester was not quite clever enough to guess how Jacob's

imagination, ruiming ahead of his actions, was in itself a

deterrent from any continuity of purpose, but at least she

grasps the main fact that he needed a firm hand and close

supervision, and these she intended to supply. As postpone-

ment was no part of her policy, she set about her purpose

without delay by making a closer examination of Jacob's

limbs.
" Now," she said, when she had partly undressed him and

seated him on the sofa with his legs hanging. " Can you kick

my hand 1"

Jacob succeeded ir. reaching the hand placed a few inches

in front of hi** toes, but he did it by retracting his legs «id

letting them swing forward, an action which did not utilize

the atrophied extensors, the real source of his weakness.

Hester did not realize this, and exclaimed, " Oh ! but you

can use them quite a lot. Are you sure you couldn't stand if

you tried hard ?"

" Thai—that wasn't quite fair, really," stammered Jacob,

who had a moderately clear oorapr^iwifiToa of the true state

of affairs, " I didn't kick, then, properly, i just let 'em swing.
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I can pull 'em up, you know, only I can't kick 'em out, not

without swinging."

It was Heater's first lesson in physiology, but she was an

apt pupil, quick to grasp essentials. Jacob had given himself

away, abready, and his aimt had no intention of allowing him

to shirk.
" Try again, then," she said, and this time Jacob played

fair and the effort to reach her hand proved abortive. Still

there was a slight, almost imperceptible, forward movement

of the leg from the knee downward, and under cross-examina-

tion Jacob admitted that he could feel a " sort of tweak " in

the shrunken muscles of his thigh.

Tliis is as far as they went that morning, for Miss Janet

returned and was rather shocked to find a little boy with bare

legs in her drawing-room.

4.

In the intervals of nursing her sister-in-law, in itself no

light task, and of managing her brother's house, Hester

managed to spend at least one hour every day with her

yoimger nephew, and the whole of this time she devoted to

enforcing the practice of exercises.

For Mrs. Stahl this task had been an impossible one. That

imaginative temperament of hers which had descended in a

large part to Jacob could not brook the hck of encourage-

ment. To do a thing day after day and bee no result, receive

no inspiring sign of improvement, was not possible for her,

and added to this primary inability, she had had to contend

with an opposition from her son arising from the same attitude

of mind that she herself brought to the solution of the problem.

It was on the fifth day of her ministrations to Jacob that

Hester first encountered the real difficulty which beset her.

Jacob was seated in the dormitory, his legs hanging down,

a wooden box under the bed behind his heels to prevent him

from resorting to the unfair practice of swinging, and Hester

was kneeling by him, assisting the awakening of power in his

muscles by a primitive form of massage.
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" I don't think I can do much this morning," remarked

Jacob. " I feel rather tired, and I can't feel the muscles at

all when I'm tired."

He was bored with the performance already, the excitement

of a new experiment had not been maintained by any prospect

of success. The exhilaration of mind, the stimulus provided

by the new hope instilled by his unt's steadiness of purpose

had died down. He saw this new treatmeni following the

lines he knew so well. It had become a bother, why worry

about it, after all he was quite happy as he was.
" I am sorry you feel tired, dear," said Hest«r, " but I can't

come to you at any other time, so you must try and do your

best now."
" It isn't any good. Aunt Hester," persisted Jacob, " I'm

sure it isn't Miy good, I can't kick a little bit better now than

I could the first day ; not a little bit."

" Going to give up after five days ?" returned Hester.

" That's not the sort of stuff men are made of. You must

stick to thin^, Jackie, go on, and on, aad on, with them or

you'll never succeed."
" Yes, I know. Auntie," said Jacob, only it's no good

going on, and on, and on, with a thing that's hopeless, is it ?"

This was the point at which Mrs. Stahl had always failed.

Her boy's mind affected her own, sh*" saw things from his

point of view, began to feel that h'" was right, that it was

hopeless this effort of their's to put Jacob on his feet, and so,

weakly fighting her own inclination to let things slide, she

gradually gave in, and she and Jacob were happy together

—

telling each other stories of what they would do when he was

miraculously cured.

On the other hand Hester could not have succeeded if she

had adopted an attitude which may be taken as being exactly

the reverse of Mrs. Stahl's, that is to say if she had merely

insisted by reiterated command on the continuation of the

exercises. In that curious balance of forces known to us as a

human being, the powers of impulse and conduct are so in-

extricably involved that to neglect the former was, in Jacob's

case, to court certain failure. The attitude of mind in idiioh
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he sefc about hi* exeroises wm anw "^i»l factor in tiie prob-
lem. Hester Stahl was unimagu .e—for a woman—her
knowledge of psychology in relatiou to phjrsiology, or in fact

in any relation, was almost nil, yet by that intuition common
to women—an intuition that becomes genius when allied to a
olear reasoning power—she understood that Jacob must bo
anoouraged to do his exeroises, not driven ; and she set herself

to instil into him the hope and enthusiasm that had not been
kindled hitherto by any material sign of improvement in his

condition.

Uer encouragement took two forms. One was a magical
eye for improvement. Hester, the unimaginative, became
suddenly endowed with extraordinary powers of seeing the
things that wera not. Was Jacob able to move his legs the
smallest fraction of an inch more than he did yraterday,

Hester bet-ame exuberantly cheerful at the rapidity of his

prugit)88, dilated on it, exaggerated its significance, and
confidently prophesied a complete cure. The other form of

encouragement came into play when Jacob was at his worst,

when his despondent mind exercised ih) influence on his

dilatory muscles, and the slight improvement of yesterday
had been turned into an apparent retrogression. Then Hester
was full of plans and thoughts for the future, a constructor of

pictures, exciting the boy's imagination with ideals of physical

completeness. And Jacob reacted under her influence untiJ

energy and purpose returned. After such mornings as these,

it was Hester who was tired rather thui her patioat.

But at the end of three weeks ther« came a check to the
exerc^ises, for a few days tl.oy were forgotten. By Jacob
everything was forgotten, save the one fact that he had lost

his mother.

It was all unexpected. Mis. Stahl had apparemtly beea on
the highroad to recovery, and her prognostic medical adviser
had been confidently indulging hii^elf in a v«y revel ol
cheerful anticipations. Then had come a suddeo, "^^T^Tig
relapse, and within a few hours Mrs. Stahl was dead. Mwli^'ai
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d«t»ilB are of no furthor interest, though Hermann, Rtruggting

in Ml abyM of grief and confusion, vainly reiterated :
" I can't

understand it. She was going on so well—^you said. What
could have happened ?"

Pennyfather saw a suspicion of his incompetence in Her-
mann's eye, ano forced his reluctant mind to a tardy diagnosis,

but Hermann gleaned no comfort from half-caught medical
terms, " ulceration of the intestines,—probably developed into

an abeoesa—perforation, the ultimate cause,"—and so returned

to his original position with :
" Well, I can't understand it.

You said she was going on so well."

But it was Jacob who suffered most, because he had the
greatest capacity, and becatise he could not understand that

his mother was dead.

He had been kept away from the contagion for five weeks,
k)nging always for the time when his mother would be well

enough to see him again—a time that was always near at
hand—and at the last Hester thought it mere cruelty to bring
the boy to the side of the unconscious, dying woman.
To Hester fell the task of breaking the news, a task she

would not delegate, for already Jacob had become to her the
dearest thing in the world, and she performed her task reso-

lutely and well. She had been up all night, but she went to
Jacob at the usual time, began his exercises as if there
were nothing amiss, and replied to his usual questions about
his mother by saying that she was better.

" Shall I be able to see her soon ?" he asked, and she hesi-

tated before she answered.
" Not Just yet, dear

"

" But why not ? Why can't I see her soon if she is better ?"

" She has been so ill," said Hester, " and she must go away

—

perhaps for quite a long, long time."
" Oh ! but why can't I go with her ?" asked Jacob.
" You must make up your mind that things won't be quite

the same again," said Hester, seeking some way of reconciling
the boy's mind to the thought <rf sep&ration. " You mu.'itn't

exped now to be witti mother aa you used to be."
Jacob, raokii^; his brain for an explanation and finding none.
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fell back on Ids perpetual " Why, vrhy V* and Heeter physioally

worn out, and strained nervously almost to the breaking-point,

was hard put to it to repress her irritation agamst that un-

answerable monosyllable.
" You will learn why in time, Jackie. I want you to como

down into the country with me—to my cottage. Wouldn't

you Uke that ?"

" Oh yes, rather. When ? Soon ? Why couldn't mother

come too ? That uxmld be Jolly," replied Jacob, and then

added " Couldn't she ?" so eagerly that Hester found her task

harder than ever.

Sometiiing of her misery showed itself in her dear, plain

face, for Jacob asked her why she was so sad this morning
;

it was a new experience for him to see Aunt Hester depressed.
" There is a good deal of sadness in the world, Jackie," she

answered, " only it's no use making a fuss about it and think-

ing oneself ill-used. I think sometimes that the people who
make the most of their troubles, do not know what^trouble

really means, and make a big pretence to cover their own lack

of feeling. If I did look sad, it was because I was sorry for

you. Not because of this," ihe went on, touching his skeleton

limbs ;
" we are going to cure that, but because you will have

to make up your mind to endure a great sorrow."

There was a solemnity in Hester's tone which chilled Jacob
and ct'uveyed to him the first thought of apprehension.
" What ?" he asked, puzzled and half fearful. " What is it ?

What's the matter ?"

" Jackie dear," said Hester, putting a protecting arm round
him, '' do you think you could bear it, if you didn't see mother
again for quite a long time ? If you came to live with me in

the country ?"

' 1 should like to come and live with you," replied Jacob
after a short silence. ' I don't like being here very much

—

bu^ why can't mother come too ?"

And still Hester did not cell him the whole cruel truth. She
persist-ed, with a wonderful patience, in preparing liis mind for

the thought of separation, before telling him how long that

separation would be. Her task was made some%> hat easier by
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the fftot th*t the boy had not seen his mother for some weeks,

and, with the elasticity of youth, had already adapted himself

in some measure to new ciroumstanoes. Nevertheless Hester

had to soften the blow to that warm living hope of a speedy

return to the confidence and companionship that had made
life something more than endurable to Jacob, and she under-

stood that the blow could only be 8oftei..ed by substituting a

new consolation for the old one.

So, while she continually recurred to that note of foreboding,

she alternated with it a note of new mother comfort, and

lingered over her descriptions of the new Ufe she and Jacob
would live together.

When the truth camo at last, Jacob wm not conscious of

any shock. He felt that he had known it before, although

incapable of putting it into words, and he nestled close to

Hester, conscious only of the wish that she should not go

away from liim.

Hester neglected many important duties, and stayed with

him until late in the afternoon, for she felt that of all the many
things she had to do, to comfort and console this boy was the

thing best worth doing.

She did not absolve herself entirely from the charge of

selfishness ; she knew that she had had no happiness in her

life equal to this of finding some object upon which to spend
her love, but she was not troubled by any weighing of her own
motives. Hester was too self-confident, too clear-sighted, too

healthy-minded to indulge in any morbid analysis of her own
character. Her method was always to take the path which
seemed to her the most direct and profitable ; and when her

choice was proved to be ill-advised, she profited by the lesson

learned, but wasted no time on regrets.

When Hester left him at last, Jacob still found consolation.

Everyone made much of him, and the small boarders regarded
him with admiration. Any sense of loss or loneliness was
made almost pleasant by the excess of sympathy and con-

sideration, wad Jacob fell asleep, a happy mwtyr. The setting

had been supplied, he unconsciously took his note from those

around him, and ^iayed the part he was expected to play.
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But in the night he dreamed of his mother, and when he
awoke the bitter tears, the desperate longing, the agony of

desire for her presence, were all intensely real ; and the reality

stayed with him, until Hester took him awa;-, ton days later,

to live with her in the little village of Ashby juttou.

CHAPTER IV

THE PBO0K8S OF THB MIRAOLI

SoMB lives fall naturally into periods, and one stage is defi-

nitely separable from another in retrospect by some marked
difference in residence, companionship, or occupation that

has affected the mode of life and of thought. Other lives

remain unaffected by change, their continuity is never broken,

differences of living and companionship have Httie or no

influence on their character. The cause of the distinction

lies in the amount of susceptibility to influence and in the

power of adaptation to circumstance, possessed by him or her

whose life is acted upon. Enough has been said to show that

the character of Jacob Stahl was essentiaUy one that must

be classified as being susceptible to influence, whilst thai of

his brother, Eric, furnishes an example of character that

determines its own circumstance, is independent of inflnenoe

or support.

The second stage of Jacob's life began when he went to ttre

with Hester Stahl in her cottage at Ashby Sutton. It n a

stage that had the greatest determining iniBnence on his Kfe,

yet the inciients of the first five years were few.

Hester had seen but one difficulty in the way of her {nopoaal

to adopt Jacob, the difficulty of providing him with aa

education. Her own income of £160 a year, though amjie

for her simple needs, and sufficient to provide nuuntesance

for herself and Jacob, was not enon^ to cover tiie expeaises

of an education such as she desired for her nephew. Slie
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therefore Uokled her brother, antioip»tiiig a ourt refusal, but
determined nevertheleee to stick to her point. Hermann,
ItowevWr proved quite amenable, and admitted hie liability

without diwussion. It vnm decided between them that an
allowance of £100 a year should be paid to Hester as Jacob's
guardian, and Hermann did not even suggest that an account
should be rendered by his sister. One i; apt to Judge Hermann
Stahl harshly ; inclined to seek reasons for any act of apparent
generosity on his part, and certainly in this case there were
many inducements to be urged for providing his invalid son
with a home in the country ; thero were possible even ultimate
savings to be effected by thus ridding himself of responsibility

for the sum of a hundred pounds a year. At the same time it

should be remembered that Hermann was genuinely distressed

by the loss of his wife, and it is exceedingly probable that he
wished to do all in his power for that son to whom his wife had
been so devoted. The last two years of Hermann Stahl's life

were not happy ones ; we may prefer to believe that his con-
science was clear as to the provision he had made for Jacob,
to believe that it was an act of generosity unalloyed by any
petty considerations.

It remained for Hester to find a means of spending a part
of Jacob's allowance to the best advantage, and on her return
she consulted the rector of Ashby Sutton, the nearest reliable

authority on the subject.

Peter Fearon, the rector in question, found an admirable
vay out of the difficulty, a way that incidentally assisted him
to solve a little problem of his own. Fearon was an Irishman
from the North, a man of some ability, but his ability was not
of a kind to win him distinction in the Chureh. He may
perhaps be counted lucky in having been given a living,

—

worth between three and four hundred a year,—by a com-
patriot bishop ; but an Irish wife and a family of seven children
—the eldest eleven years old—were sufficient counteractions
to over-indulgenoe.

Wh^ consulted by Hester with regard to Jacob's education,
Fearon immediately grasped the possibilities of the scheme.

" It seems to me, Miss Stahl," he said, " that you're by way
3
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of bdng in rather a difficult position. Yon s*y th« lad oan't
walk a step, and yon can't therafore send him to school in the
ordinary way. On the other hand, yon tell me that you can't
a£Ford more than £00 a year, which will hardly be sufficient

to provide you with a private tutor. And yet you wish him to
have a sound education, you say ?"

" It is difficult, I know," replkd Hester, who had not caught
the rector's drKt, as yet.

" I was thinking," continued Fearon, " if there was no one
you could send him to. Hopkins at Shennington, now, takes
pupils, but that's seven miles ; too far to go—and Hopkins
looks for more than you're giving in the case of a rasident
pupil. But, anyway, you want to keep the lad at home in

order to look after him, I tmderatand."
Hester nodded ; the suggestion of " Hopkins at Shouiing-

ton " had given her the clue she wanted. " What are you
doing with your own boys ?" she asked.

" Well, I was Just thinking of that," returned the rector.
" I've been obliged to teach them, myself, up to the present,
but I'm thinkingnow of sending Feargus to the King's School.
He's only ten, but he'd be better with other boys. There's
three girls between him and Colin, and he wants playmates.
Now, ye see," continued the rector laughing, " I'll be frank
with you. It's Just this way. If I could take your nephew
myself—I could send my own boy to school, and if I oouW
send Feargus to school, I could take your nephew. It Just fits

in like the pieces of a puzzle—only, to tell you the truth, I'm
Just wondering whether I'm worth the money you're offerin'."

Hester, however, had no doubts upon this question. She
had come to the rector with no definite plan in her mind, but
the moment that the suggestion of Fearon's tutorship was
made, she saw in it a practical and satisfactory solution of
her difficulty.

Jacob's hours of tuiti(« were not lengthy. Ab originally
agreed, they were from tea to one in the morning, and from
three to five in ttie aft^noon, but the morning leBB^ms were
continually interrupted, and that in the aftenuxm was not
as a rule overlooked.
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Aahbj Sattmi wm a parish of aome fleven hundnd soula,

and their olaima oould not be entirely negleoted.

Fearon's oonoeption of his tutorial duties was a high one,
but he continually fell below his own standard. As a oonse-
quflooe Jacob's tuition eshibHed erery phase of application
on the part of his instructor, passing from the rigorous and
conscientious attention that usually marked Fearon's attitude
on Monday morning, to the careless and absent-minded dis-

traction that continually resulted from the manifold oaras
attendant upon his duties as the head of a difficult and depen-
dent household, and—upon occasion—from his duties as a
priest.

A good fellow this rector, but much afflicted by family
lesponsibilitiee, some conscience—and a temperament.
Jacob was responsive to the mood of his tutor, attentive or

idle according to the temper of the day, occasionally making
some eflFort to work on his own account when discipline was
relaxed, but most often idling, trifling with a book that was
no part of his woric, some book introduced surreptitiously or
borrowed from his tutor's store of fiction.

Tet he assimilated some learning. His knowledge was not
specialized, there was no subject in which he was well
grounded, his Latin was weak and his Greek contemptible,
his mathematics never reached the calculus, his history and
geography—subjects that did not interest him in his youth

—

would have dispaced the fifth standard of any Boaid School,
his French exhibited the characteristics usual to English
teaching, yet Jacob patted as a clever boy. He produced the
effect of knowing more than he did. It can hardly be said
that he deceived his aunt and his tutor, yet the result of his
attitude was a misconception as to the amount of his learning.
There is no need to labour this point, yet it is so typical not

only of the boy, but also of the man, that some mention must
be made of it. Periiape the truth of the matter is that Jacob
was clever, inasmuch as he had an apprehensive and dk-
tinctive mind, quick to seize knowle^ and appreciate its
value

; a mind capable of a measure of oaneentration, analytic
up to a point, above all—introspective. As an ilhutration of
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Iha flnt two CMnlties it may be mentioiMd that After three

ye«n' inatraotion he wm able Almoet to hold hit own with

Fe«ron at oheM, and Fearon had a mathematical turn and
was a fair player.

One other factor of Jaccb'i youth must be dealt with

hiitorioally, before representing the incidents and develop-

ment of his career, a factor this, of supreme importance, to

wit, the use of his legs.

The indefatigable Hester took the whole burden of his care

upon her shoulders, from the time Jacob came to Ashby
Sutton. She allowed no relaxation of discipline, no shiriung.

no postponement. Yet with all her firmness she avoided

any appearance of the dictatorial manner that might have

made her ministrations an irksome neoeestty.

Her task was bright«aed by the sudden improvement that

began to show itseU soon after the change of surroundings.

TIU^ may have been due to more healthy air and food of the

country, or it may have bem the result of the work she had
already expended at Heme Hill. Whatever the cause, the

results began to be evid«Qt b^ore Jacob had been a week in

the country. It was a Joyful occasion, that on which it could

be agreed with glorious certainty between them thai Jacob
was positively regaining the use of his thigh muscles.

" Auat Hester," said Jacob one morning in a hj;^ stale of

excitement, " I can really kick a little, look," awl he suc-

ceeded in agitating the lower half of his l^s to tfae eztasit of

more than an inch. " I know it doesn't look much," he went
on, " but I can feel an awful difference

can feel the muscles doing what I want.

I mean ?"

Hester did know, or pretoided she did, Imt ste exhib^ed a
certain caution ; not that her own hopes wen not hi^ bat

because she saw Jacob already eager to ontar for a walking

race, and she knew how long would be ths a!»»gi'jiafl <rf pp-

vitaKzing and developing these warted limfaa.

Jacob was incapable of restraint that day, he kicked diH-

I feel I COM do it. I

Do you know what
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g«nUy. if surreptitio .iy, throughout hki morning leMoiw,

could h«rdly be oonstra^ad to lie down after lunoh, «tid wm
all eagemeM to continue his usual exorcise* after tea. As a

result there was a slight reaction next day—chiefly ntontal

—

that only Hester's inspiriting influence could prevent from

becoming a fit of depression. But the enthusiasm soon re-

turned, and faith in the ultimate success of the remedy begot

a frame of mind eminently conducive to the desired result.

Still it was Hester who was responsible. Left to himself,

even at this stage, Jacob would have relapsed through sheer

inertia ; incapable, without assistance, of sustained effort.

Progress was rapid at first. In a few weeks Jacob was able

almost to straighten his logs, but there improvement hesitated

for a time ; he couldn't walk, he couldn't stand without

assistance, and Hester saw evidence that tendons had con-

tracted, the heels were raised, the knees always a Uttle bent.

Jacob, too, retarded his own recovery by being over-anxious,

another symptom of the same conditions that had earlier led

to his despondency. The machine had been brought into

requisition again on new terms which forbade the use of the

hands for aay purpose but that of steering, and Jacob, when
Idt to himself, would overtire himself by his diligence in

working it up and down the level stretch of road in front of

the cottage. The important point of diet was one that was
not neglected at this time. Hester fed her patient with meat
and strengthening foods, backed by an abundant supply of

milk.

At the end of a year Jacob could walk in some fashion with

the help of two sticks, but it was a very travesty of human
ambulation. The tmpractised muscles of the foot, the im-
perfect control of the thigh muscles, contracted tendons, the
failure to co-ordinate the whole, all militated against that
attainment of poise necessary to the maintenance of the
upright position. Jacob tumbled rather than walked along,

his body bent forward, his wobbly legs never straightened,

swaying dangerously every time his sticks were lifted in order
to make advance.

It came to Hester one day after wishing the boy's maimed
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efforts that she had reached the limits of her capacity. Some-
thing she had done for this body of his, but its improvement
beyond the point attained, was outside the scope of her powen.
She understood tJi_<i ihe must call in a more expert autiiority,
for she was determineii that Jacob should not only walk, but
should walk as other men. With this object in view she took
the advice, as a preliminary measure, of the chief suigeon of
the iifirmary at Pelsworthy, the nearest town, a man of much
discrimination, who, after a searohing examination of Jacob,
opined that the case might be permanently cured, and
advised her to take the patient to Sir Anthony Broadstone
of the Orthopaedic Hospital m London. As a result of the
consultation with this authority, Jacob had to undergo various
operations that kept him and Hester in London for many
weeks, and made severe demands on Hester's savings. There-
after Jacob was furnished with expensive instruments designed
to keep his legs straight laterally, and to prevent the tendons
from again contracting, and further he was prescribed a new
and very elaborate set of exercises that were first learned in a
naedical gymnasium off Oxford Street, and afterwards prac-
tised diligently in the cottage by means of a complete set of
apparatus especially purchased for their performance ; Hester
as usual, supervising and enforoing that thoroughness and
attention to detail which commands success in all intricate
and involved operations.

For two years after the cutting of his tendons—that is,
until he was seventeen—Jacob was compelled to wear steei
splints, and to walk with crutches. During these years he
had to develop his leg muscles for two hours—divided into
four exercises of half an hour each—every day, and, in
addition, to practise walking exercises with the help of
crutches or sticks, designed to instruct him in the proper
usage of his Umbs, and to famiUarize him with that difficult
art of balancing, an art so easily acquired in babyhood, but so
difficult when neglected for the first fifteen years of Ufe.
At seventeen he walked without splints, and with the help

of one stick. His shouldeis, arms, chest, and trunk were,
even at this age, finely developed, but his legs were noticeably
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thin Mid weak, and too short for the length of his body. He
had trouble, too, at tunes with hig Joints, hips, knees, and
ankles : for disuse of functions often brings an even greater

penalty than their misuse. These troubles, however, tended
to diminish as he grew older, though he was never able to

walk long distances or to stand for any length of time without
considerable fatigue and some revival of those pains in his

Joints.

Jacob was alwajrs in some sense a lame man, his muscles
refused to be developed beyond a certain point, and, as a
consequence, you saw when he entered a room, that there
was something wrong with his walk, something that made
women feel sorry for him.

He always had some look of the martyr in his face, he was
naturally pale, his features were finely cut, rather ascetic, and
those gentle, expressive eyes o^his seemed to call for sympathy.
But he is not to be pitied, he does not even deserve sympathy.
His lameness was no drawback to him, it did not hamper him
in the life he led, his pallor was due not to ill-health but to

the texture of his skin, that look of suffering was tho result

of his childhood's experience, it did not express his thought,
his real feeling ; it was no indication of mental or physical

trouble.

ti

ti-

lt becomes necessary to finish this account of the earlier

years of Jacob Stahl, by making some reference to the settle-

ment of his financial position and that of his brother.

Hermann, after his wife's death, hegaa to degenerate very
rapidly. His bent had alwajrs been in that direction, and
now the last restraint was removed ; however feeble the check
may have been, it had always exercised some influence on the
inhibition of his natural tendencies.

Erie was sent to the College as a boarder ; his holidays were
spent with his aunt and younger brother at Ashby Sutton.

Hermann thus freed from all domestic responsibilities, sold

the remainder of the lease of his Camberwell house—^he did
not lose by the transaction—and lived entirely in commercial
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hotels, a mode of life to which he was weU aoonstomed, and
one that admirably suited his tempeiament. He had saved
money,—his income for the past fifteen yean had never
faUOTi below £800,—but he still stuck to his work, not because
he hked it, but because he would have been miserable if his
savings had not been accumulating.
But at the end of six months his excesses in a certain

direction were suddenly interrupted. Hermann had to
undeigo a serious operation, and was iU for many weeks.
When he returned to business, he found his one source of
excitement and interest taken from him, and life soon became
unendurable without a substitute. This substitute he foundm alcohol, and submitting himself feebly to his new master, he
drank himself to death in eighteen months.
During the last year of his life he gave up his business

entirely, for the drug seemed t* develop his latent sluggish-
ness of disposition, and his money-grubbing propensities were
afterwards exhibited only in smaU acts of meanness and
cheating. U he had lived a few more years it is probable that
he would have dissipated entirely the capital he had saved,
for the desire for alcohol soon overpowered any other spring of
action, and drove him to expenditure that horrified him in his
rare moments of sobriety.

At the end of it all, however, he bequeathed something short
of £6,000 to his sons, £600 went to Eric, for the completion of
his education—Eric was then seventeen and had won an
open scholarship at Caius, which he afterwards bettered by an
exhibition at Trinity—the remainder to Jacob. There was a
Justice m this act that must be entered to Hermann's credit
for Enc had been his favourite son. Hermann had a dislike
for the physically unfit that he could not overcome. This
legacy of Jacob's, after paying duty and settling his father's
affairs, was invested in " trustee " stock, and brought him inm income of Just over £120 a year, but the capital was entirely
at his own command, although it was managed by Hester so
long as Jacob remained in her charge.
One word as to Eric at this point of his history. We find

him, despite his self-confidence, rather resentful of his father's
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will, for he knew the value of money, and had the capacity
to use it to advantage. This reeentment of his made itself

apparent during the Christmas holidays spent at Ashby Sutton,
the first holiday after Hermann's death. The two brothers
had Uttle in common, but this inheritance served to thrust
them even further apart. Eric bullied Jacob intellectually at
this time, continually cross-examining him as to his scholastic

attainments, and making a Jest of his ignorance. Jacob
resented this intensely, for he had begun to show a pedantic
vanity, airing his scraps of knowledge for the benefit of Hester,
and thoroughly appreciating the meed of her admiration. As
a consequence the household was divided and uneasy, and it

was a relief to Hester and Jacob when Eric returned to school
at the end of Januaiy. Tlie money was a passing influence,
the breach between the brothers was, fundamentally, one of
temperament.

^.1

CHAPTER V
THE CHOICE OF A PBOFESSIOy

1.

" Why not an architect, James ?" remarked Eric. The name
comes by a natural process, thus, Jacob—Jacobus—James

;

a sequence suggested as a form of facetiousness by Eric, who
occasionally used the complete expression.

The question arose from a discussion as to the choice of a
profession for Jacob, a problem that so far had failed to yield
any solution.

Both Hester and the rector saw in Jacob an ideal curate,
and their influence had been mildly exerted to create in him
an aspiration for the taking of Holy Orders, but Jacob had no
desire to assume the office o* a priest. He had a full share of
obstinacy if he lacked determination—his powers of resistance
were greater than his capacity for initiative.

In this matter of entering the Church, Jacob's real objection
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1*7 in tiie desire for freedom. Although bat dimly ooiMcioai
of this himself, he feared i\» obligstiomi of a popetual duty,
a conception of the demands of the priesthood that haunted
his imagination. He had before him the example of Peter
Fearon, a man perpetually tormented by conscience for not
living up to his own standard, and Jacob felt that his own
standard must needs be an even higher one than Feaion's.
Jacob had strong religious t«uienoies at this time, but th^
were manifested as a condition of mind rather than as a
standard of morals, they were emotional n^her than practicaL
Thus he glorified the duties of the priest, but feared to face
the practice.

The participants in the present discussion were Jacob,
Hester, and Eric, who was spending the latter half of his second
long vacation with his aunt and brother at Ashby Sutton.

" An architect ?" repeated Hester. " Wouldn't that meau
he would have to go up ladders and walk about scaffoldings ?"

Jacob, according to his usual practice, was thinking out the
proposition by the application of his own mind, without regard
to experience or previous knowledge.
" I don't believe," he continued, disregarding Hester's

objections, " that I could possibly des^ a hous:% I haven't
the least idea how to do it."

" Well, do you suppose anyone—with the romw . le ex-
ception of Martin Chuzzlewit—ever did or could .sign a
house or any other complicated affair without having studied
the principles ?" asked Eric with a sneer.
" I suppose there are rules you would learn," said Jacob,

still analyzing, " but I haven't the least gift for building things
like houses in my mind, the detail worries me."
" You're very handy with your pencil," interpolated Hester.
" Have you got a gift for doing anything with your mityl V*

asked Eric.

Jacob paused, Eric's bullying superiority always crushed
and depressed him.

"Oh! I don't know," was his answer to his brother's
question. '= You never think I can do anything. You're
worse than ever now you're at College."
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" Om do«tn*t say ' at CoUege,* '* remarked "Enc casually

;

" you're very provincial, James."
" Well, wha* do you say ?"

" The whole purport of the sentence was rather childish,"

returned Eric, " but the expression * at College ' is horrible in

any connection. You might say ' at Trinity ' or even ' at

Cambridge,' if you want to be coUoquial."

Jacob was continually being dropped on by Eric for such

faults of speech as thir and, if he resented the manner of the

correction at the time, he did not forget the lesson. It took

time to learn avoidance of stilted and provincial phrases, but

he was imitative in these things, and had, moreover, an
instinct for adopting the right forms of speech. Thanks to

Fearon and Eric, he had no accoit.
" Oh ! never mind that !" broke in Hester. " What about

architecture as a profession ? We've never thought about it

before."
" Well, what of the scafiFold and ladder difficulty ?" asked

Eric. " I hadn't thought of that."
" That's no diffik;ulty," said Jacob, who had a conceit of

his own agility. " I'm all right so long as I can get my hands
on to anything. I don't know that architecture's such a bad
idea. How do you begin ?"

" Get articled to an architect, I suppose," suggested Eric.

"There's Mr. Baker at Pelsworthy," said Hester; "he's
quite in a big way, I believe. We might ask him."
As a result of this discus *''^n Mr. Baker was consulted.

^'
;

:i;l|

1:

2.

Mr. H^iry Baker was a short, stout man, with an intel-

lectual head, and a fussy manner that covered a nervousness

he had never been able to conquer. After an exchange of

letters, there was an interview between him, Hester, and
Jacob, followed in due time by the signing of articles, an
operation that conferred upon Jacob all the privileges apper-

taining to the use of Mr. Baker's office, and to the study and
imitation of Mr. Baker's methods, for which benefit Hester
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M Jacob's guardian was content to pay an immediate premium
of £60, and to hold herself responsible in two further sums of
£26 each, to be paid at intervals of twelve months. And thus
Jacob was formally indentured for a term of three years.

It was rather a fascinating office this of Baker's in the
precincts at Pelsworthy, full of relics garnered in church
restorations—poppyheads from old pews, carved stone bosses,
crockets, finials and stops ; lengths of string-courses and hood-
moulds

; fragments of tracery in stone and wood, one or two
brasses, and a heterogeneous collection of other Gothic, eccle-
siastical remnants were fixed upon the walls, in place of the
usual perspectives of work executed, or the uninstructive
drawings of past pupils. At one end of the outer office a
complete stone sedilia and piscina had been erected, taken
intact from the ruined chancel of a neighbouring church that
had been awaiting restoration for the past twenty-five yean.

Jacob's first task on entering upon his duties was to make
a measured drawing of the piscina, a work consecrated by long
established usage as the inevitable preliminary step in the
instruction of Blr. Baker's pupils. Jacob was nervous and
shy, r^ardful of the eye of George Bennetts, a square, dark
young man whp was paid a salary of £2 a week to conduct
the alPairs of the office, keep the books, go over buildings,
make the greater number of the working drawings, copy
specifications, and, when there were no pupils, take tracings.
A steady plodding young man this Bennetts, who was even
more shy of Jacob than Jacob was of him.
As a sample of the kind of drawing he should aspire to

make, Jacob was shown the achievement of the brilliant
Mr. Bradley, a former pupil, who passed his A.B.I.B.A.
examination whilst still in his articles, and was now earning
£3 a week in the office of a London architect. Jacob was
allowed to retain this drawing of ISIr. Bradley's as a guide
but lest he should be tempted to take his measurements
therefrom by means of ' dividers,' instead of from the solid
by means of tape and foot rule, he was advised to make his
own drawing to a different scale.

Jacob was very quick to apprehend the subtleties of geo-
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metrical drawing, and the enthuaiaatio interest he displayed

in the repreeentation of a ' dog-tooth ' enrioiiment, earned for

him the commendation of Mr. Baker.
" Hm ! Come ! Very good," said Baker. " Eh ? not half

bad, for a first attempt. Eh ? Mr. Bennetts ? Yes, yes, very

quick to get the idea."

Bennetts morosely pointed out some dozen or so mistakes

in Jacob's drawing ; morosely because this was his cover for

nervousness as fussiness was that for Mr. Baker's. His

criticism, too, was not due to any ill-humour or a hypercritical

spirit, but to a conscientious desire to help and instruct the

new pupil.

Jacob grew gloomy at the alteration involved in the recti-

fication of his mistakes, and had to learn that the making of his

first measured drawing was not to be achieved without toil

a*>d application. It must be confessed that he grew tired

oefore the drawing was completed, and was not sony when
a rush of work induced Mr. Baker to set him the new task of

tracing, a task that he learned to perform with enough
efficiency in two days, to allow of his work being used for

office purposes. When he returned to his first drawing after

a three weeks' interval, he decided to begin it all over again,

in order that he might make it without a single mistake. But
this second drawing was also consigned later to the scrap-

heap, and it was not until Jacob had been in the office some
eight months that his first work was inked in and finished up.

Even so, it did not please him, and he finally entered his

determination to make another at some future time, that

should utterly eclipse the work of Mr. Bradley.

The period of pupilage does not furnish any incident of

real importance, but the tendencies that Jacob has already

exhibited show signs of becoming matured. As an example
it may be noticed that he wasted more time in Mr. Baker's

office than he did under the tutelage of Fearon. To the
solemn Bennetts, Jacob was by way of being a revelation, a

'71'
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type of nokleM daring, bat BeniMtta OMne of a goUd, Ck>d-
fearing fandly, and oonMqnently hit opinioii k not without
prejudice.

To him, the mannfaotnn of a oheM-board for olBoe uae^
whilst Ifr. Baker was absent on one of hk fiequent rUta to
measure the dilapidations in some recently raeated reotorr,
was a revohitionaiy act daring the wrath of small gods who
visit neglect of discipline with merited punishmflnts, so
Bennetts regarded Jacob with something of awed admiration,
even as he administered sarcastic rebukes thus,

" I suppose you're not in a hnny to finish that tracing t
It's got to go o£f to-night or to-morrow."
Jacob was very busy blaokmg the alternate squans.
" If you don't finish it, / shall have to stop and do it

"

" AU righfr-ru finish it in hatf a tick, don't wony. I'M
go on with it as soon as I've done this. I've got to leave tha
then, tiU it's dry."

The tracing was eventually finished in time for poet, but
showed signs of imperfect and hurried woAmanship that was
unworthy of the oiBce standard, as Bennetts did not fail to
point out.

Jacob regretfully criticizing the finished chess-boaid, ad-
vised his fellow worker that he was a " fearful grouser " and
there admonition ceased. The ohess-boaid was to be the
best of its kind produced by any amateur in office houn, but
the hinge had not had sufficient consideration and was a
failure, as the board would only shut up quite flat when the
working side was folded outwards. It may be put in the
same class of production as the drawing of the piMnna—not
quite up to the contemplated standard.
By degrees Jacob's influmce and example effected a broad-

ening of Bennetts' outlook, displayed not only in a gzeater
lenienoy towards this wayward pupil, but even in occasional
acts of confederacy. For instance he aUowed Jacob to
initiate him into the subtleties of chess in surreptitious
moments, and developed a remarkable capacity for that game.
But Bennetts was of the type that adventures wisely. He
had a conscience that could not be tricked by so^iistiy, and
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he noted all time epent in thoee dieeipatiom with J«oob, and
made it ap later by staying after houm in the oiBoe, or by
taking woric home.

In one other way did Jaoob aetoniah and inform Bennetts,
though a year's companionship was necessary belore sufficient

confidence had been established to allow Jaoob to express the
budding flower of his imagination. Jaoob was then nineteen
and his burgeoning was something premature, maybe, but it

gave promise of future efflorescence.
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BOOK II

MADELINE
CHAPTER VI

THK BUBOIONINO

1.

It was the outline of his veiy first love-affair that Jacob
confided—an imperfect outline, and not entirely a true
one. The difference was caused by a wish to convey the fine
romantic atmosphere surrounding the affair in Jacob's mind,
and this one fact hardly seemed likely to reproduce the glamour
that had exalted the original incident. The story may be
told in his own words, making note of his one deliberate
inaccuracy.

" I say, Bennetts !"

B«mett8 flashed a side glance at Jacob, and noticed that
his elbows were on his drawing-board, and that he was staring
intently at the lower sash of the windows in front of him.
No doubt he vould have stared out into the street beyond,
but Mr. Baker had had the lower sashes glazed with obscured
glass to hide the distractions of the thoroughfare. Mr. Baker
Imew well that when there was work to be done, the tempta-
tion to kwk out of the window was quite irresistible alike to
pupils or paid assistants.

" I say, Bennetts !" repeated Jacob.
Bwmetts grunted and continued to make progress with his

drawing. Mr. Baker had departed for a distimt rectory half
an hour before, and Bennetts, though he might waste a little
time later, had no intention of begimiing too eariy.

48
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" I My, Bctineito," s«kl Jacob for kh« fthiid time, " have
you tmr b«mi migaged t"

" No t" The monosyllftble wm m emphAtk And whole-
hearted * denial aa anyone could wiah.

•• Why not
!"

•' Why don't you get on with your worit
!"

" That's all right I Why haven't you ?"

Bennetts sniffed disdainfully. "Why haven't you ever
been married t"

" Don't be an ass ! Haven't you ever seen a girl you
wanted to marry 1"

" No !"

Bennetts had a great fear of young women. On the few
occasions that had found him an unwilling companion to ono
of the sex, though only for a few minutes, he had suffered

untold torture. His ahynen in such oiroumstauoes nuMle
him a determined misogynist.

" Do you mean to say you've never been in love ?" urged
Jacob, but Bennetts refused to give him either enoouragv^meut
or confidence, so he resumed work for the time, but being full

of his subject, returned to it when he and his companion
were having a picnic hinch in the office. A special entertain-
ment, this, that had become a feature of the day in the absence
of Mr. Baker.

"It seems funny," said Jacob, eating a dry and floury
scone, and making grunting pauses in his efforts to retain his
hold on the conversation whilst choxing over the disposition
of his powdery food, " funny you sho^dn't ever have seen
any girl—you know, any girl, I mean, that seemed different to
other girls, or women. You're sure to ; sooner or later."

Bennetts regarded him with a sceptical stare, but only
vouchsafed a monosyllable. " Why ?"

" Everyone does sooner or later."
" Meaning to say ... ?"

Jacob blushed, but accepted the encouragement and.
losing self-consciousness as he continued, bore down his un-
sympath^c listener.

" There was a sort of fate about it," he began. " I was
4
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thinking *boat--tiuii0i of that aort, and thao I mw h«r, all

of a sadden."
" Oh i did you propose to h«r on th« spot t" Bannetta.

always self-oonscious. was constrained to bwome facetious.
" Don't be a silly ass." returned Jacob. " Why can't you

be serious, sometimes—^I'm not making this up, I want to tell

you about it, only how can I. if you make iUiotic romarks ?

They're not funny."
" Sony," replied Bennetts, with a markedly ironical inflec-

tion, " I didn't know it was so serious."

"I think it must have been Sir Anthony Felmendale's
daughter. They've been away in Italy for ever so k>ng—I've
never seen any of them before, but we heard they were coming
back last week."

" Bit hopeleas, isn't it ?" put in Bennetts with a grin.
Jacob resented this insinuation, but passed it by lightly enough.

" Oh } well," he went on, " I haven't got as far as that yet.
I haven't even spoken to her—in fact, I've only Just seen her
once—-yesterday."

" How old is she ?" Bennetts wouW not have been sur-
prised to learn thi^ the lady was of mature age.

" Oh ! I don't know. She's, she's quite young—I shouMn't
think more than sixteen—or seventeen."

This was his deliberate misstatement. Jacob had guessed
Sir Anthony's eldest daughter to be not more than thirteen,
as a matter of fact she was a year older.

'* Bit young, isn't she 1" Bennetts was of opinwn that
this affair need not be taken seriously, even witii Jacob's
exaggeration, which he did not guess at.

Jacob blushed again, this time at his own mendacity, more
than ever resolved that the truth must never escape him.
He couldn't face ridicule on such a subject. To avwt it he
made successful appeal to the snobbery, inevitable in the pro-
vincial mind, in which the tradition of the thra'l is still so
near the surface.

" Do you kiM)w anyttiing about the FelmerBdales ?" he asked.
" Not much," returned Bennetts, " Sir Anthony has been

away a lot. Mr. Baker has never done any work tiiwe."
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n««m to tho origiMkl th«m r : Imojom difficult.

Hie tceiie, which J«oob had fefti«d to dMoribe, had not been

withmit a owtain atmoaphere of ronuuioe, despite the tender

yean of liiaa Felmendale.

Jacob had wandered over to the park fence of Elntover,

and, tired by his mile walk, aa yet the limit for a single ^ort,

had climbed the laddw stile and perolied himself on the top

bar, from whence he looked down tiirough an avenue of young
green that pressed upon the narrow path leading throu^ the

plantation to the open land beyond. His mind had been

wandering in doubtful ways. Already he had begun to specu-

late on the mysteries and attractions of women. There had
bern a confectioner's assistant at Pelsworthy for whom he

had cultivated a shy and distant admiration, until, venturing

into the shop, he had discovered serious defects in her front

teeth. This and her accent had disillusioned him. The
ideal refused to expand, despite careful enuouragement. The
memory of front teeth that had decayed into strange pointed

shapes—^possibly by over-indulgence in her own wares—was
too iuNstent, and the conception of other teeth that did not

grow, and that might discover a foundation of an unnaturally

red composition, was even more repulsive to him. For a few
days he had contimied to take occasional glances at the un-

doubtedly pretty profile that could be glimpsed between the

big glass Jars of unhealthy-looking sweets that stood in solemn

a^ uniform rows in the window ; but this soon palled, and
he was seeking another, and more perfect ideal, conceived in

Us own mind as a refilled and completed version of the young
lady confectioner.

The vision that came to him was of a different ordw.

A giri of fourteen, flushed with ninning, her gre^t mane
of red-brown hair flying loose over a white summer frock,

that would seem fc^ its scantiness to have been a relic of the
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previous year
; hatleas, breathleM, but radiftting a glory of

eRger, petulant, intoxicating youth and vigour, ahe came
down the narrow path, her long legs taking leaping strides.
tul she drew up within two yards of Jacob, and stopped at
last to regard him with an insolent stare.
Jacob was oppressed by a sudden shyness, uncertain

whether speech was expected of him, in any case unable to
find words. So he sat silently, taking in a picture of two
rather contemptuous eyes of a warm hazel brown that matched
very nearly the colour of that glowing tangle of loose hair.
Later he remembered other items, subconsciously noted
during that moment of tensity which held them, locked as it
were, m mutual regard. Such items as a white skin, some-
what freckled across the brid«e of a nose that was short
straight and daintily finished as to the springing of the
nostrils

;
a fuU red mouth, also daintily shaped, and now

slightly open to admit of rapid breathing ; teeth that were a
very model for aU confectioner's young ladies. But above
all he earned away an impression of personality, of something
wilful, proud, commanding, yet essentiaUy feminine, a picture
of a gurl-woman who might be his tyrant, for whom he would
sacrifice anything, everything.

All this came later, even the memory of facial detaU, when
Jacob had had time to exeroise his power of imagination and
idealization. For now the nymph, held for no more than a
bnef second by Jacob's stare, broke away from the hold of
lus eyes, and, turning impatiently with a shrug of childish
shoulders and a distinctly uttered " Oh ! quelle bdtise," re-
treated in the manner of her coming.
And " How silly !» echoed Jacob in EngUsh, as he watched

eagerly his flying nymph. Then redundantly he blamed
himself for being an ass, an idiot, a mooning, tongue-tied,
foohsh calf that could not utter so much as a foolish bleat to
detain e^en for an instant this warm, living impersonation
of all beauty. As he turned reluctant footsteps back to
Ashby Sutton, he carried with him wonderful material for a
new and splendid ideal of femininity, albeit juvenescent, but
then he was only nineteen, and in three years
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3.

From this desire he wove the fabric of a hundred dreams,

and sought convincing detail to give reality. She had been

disdainful, and he pictured conditions that should change

her disdain to admiration. He became a hero in a hundred

ways, strong, triumphant, elevated to an admirable glory

that made him the envy of men and the desire of women.
Then, from his height, he would stretch a hand to his vision

of loveliness and tell her that great and wonderful though he

was, he was her very slave, a creature fain to obey her smallest

word. Or, wandering in a lower plane, he created a simple

danger, some tinker tramp, menacing this frail, female thing

with horrid threat of kidnapping or holding to ransom, till

Jacob, the hero, outwits or overpowers him—the victory is

intellectual or physical according to the mood—and there-

after throws Mmself at the dainty feet of the thirteen-year-old

maiden (his estimate) to be again her slave and abject lover

till such time as . . . In three years. . .

.

But how could Jacob say these things to Bennetts the

scoffer, Bennetts the unimaginative misogynist who gloried

only in completed work of the most trivial kind—such as a

drawing kept clean, a neat tracing, or some minor problem of

building construction, successfully grappled with ?

Nor dared he confide in Aunt Hester, inasmuch as he

realized by a precocious instinct that Aunt Hester, however

sweet and kind she might be, would have an inclination to

repress his dreaming in this direction. No, he saw the im-

possibility of any confidant ; there could be but one, and she

was hopelessly far above him, the daughter of a titled land-

owner, and even as a child proud ; indignant at his intrusion

on her father's estate. So Jacob dreamed, and wandered as

often as might be to the ladder stile in the park fence of

Elmover, and was unrewarded by any further glimpse of his

ideal. Was she not far removed from him ? Picture to

yourself that at thirteen she thought in French. What a

world separated her from the oonfeotioner'a assistant. How
great the difference between Miss Brown's " How silly " and
this vision with her *' Quelle bdtise."
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This precocious blossoming of Jacob's was a false sprinff •

an immature budding followed by a " blackthorn wintw"'
that lasted two years. During this time of retarded growthm one direction, he made some progress in others. He readmuch modern fiction from a Pehjworthy circulating library, afew of the Enghsh classics, an occasional volume of essays on
hterotur© that inspired him with the wish to write, and much
nondescript, worthless stuff that he had hard work to fonret^\^ **^P^ ** "^^^ ^'^ ^«^We and spasmo<£c.
though they pleased him at the time, and were thVsubJect

fi^lJT !.
"? P'T ^^ ^'^* ^^'- To her, Jacob Ln-

fided hM desu* to become a great novelist, but his plot-an
involved, machine-made affair-r«fused to develop on any
but the most conventional lines, and he found the effort of
concentration necessary to describe the actions of his un-reahzed puppets, distasteful and weaiying. The writing of
this novel never passed the stage of an attempted first ch^r.
the whole of which was entirely irrelevant. This attwM,t

?r!u u"?
T.P^^"'* ^ *^® **^'°« ^'^d diverted his mmd tothe thought of becoimng an essayist. He was even encouragedm the ambition by Enc, who condescended to i«ad the ^orton the occasion of one of his visits to Ashby Sutton and r».marked that Jacob " had rather an original^styleTpTt^

K,T*^^**^
criticism. Jacob racked his brains for a subject,but the things he knew did not seem worth recording, and he

of which he knew practically nothing. So his literary iT
brtions waned after a time, and his progress in Mr. Inker's

^Z.7!^u f Pr:P°.^^«^' •"dAunt Hester was no longer

Srite r^ut^
"^ ^ '^^^ something for him^

men the subject came to him, it was not material for anessay but for a poem.
Eric was doim for a few days' hoKday

; a glorious Eric witha dark moustache, passed safely into the Home Civil, a manwith an mcome and a position, a man who was saving money.
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To Jacob h« was a paralyzing nprmeataJtive of learning, a
scholar ^lo had the matmial for a hundred e68a3r8 at his
oommaad, who oould quote Lessing and Fiohte and read them
in the original, and who had, indeed, written an article on the
EthioB of Criticism which had been accepted by one of the
Reviews. The proximity of so much scholarship depressed
and disheartened Jacob, made him feel the worthlessness of
his own literary ambitions, made him more resolved than
ever to stick to architecture. And even here Eric's reading
had been more thorough than his own, if it were a question
of some classic remnant, such as the Temple of Vesta at Tivoli
for instance. But in such a vulgar matter as building con-
struction, Jacob's office training gave him an opportunity to
display some superiority, an opportunity he used to the best
advantage

; for his brother had an inquisitive mind, listened
to Jacob's discourses on the framing Of a double hung sash
frame with interest, and occasionally put questions that neces-
sitated reference to office authorities.

It was a cold day in early June that brought new experience
to Jacob. The occasion was a cricket match between Ashby
Sutton and a neighbouring village. Eric had volunteered his
services on behalf of Ashby Sutton, and Jacob and Aunt
Hester had accompanied him as spectators. The match was
played in a great rough field, known locally as Sharpe's Ease.
Sharpe, it may be noted, was merely a local carpenter, but
as the Ease (probably a corruption of Easement), in which
he had no proprietary rights, adjoined his yard, and could be
only mitered therefrom from the village side, it had been
named after him. The accommodation for spectators was as
primitive as the pitch, the latter being a roughly shorn and
incompletely rolled area some thirty yards square, while the
seating consisted of two long forms, unstable and not to be
sat upon at their extremities unless properly weighted with
other occupants, lest they should rear suddenly to the per-
pendicular and slide the unwary sitter to grass.

Aunt Hester, with motherly consideration, had brought a
rug, ai^ insisted on wrapping it round the lower half of a
slightly peevish Jacob, resentful of coddling. These two had

i
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the whole seating aooommodation to themselvw, for the
opposing team, who had won the toss and taken first innings
as a matter of course, preferred the grass, and avoided the
ne^hbourhood of the uncertain forms ; and the partisans of
Ashby Sutton, some dozen viUagen. had taken up positions
close at hand, ready for counter-aoohunations and enoourage-
ment to their own team. Tent, pavilion or boundary thero
was none, indeed a man might have run twenty for a single
hi, if he could have hit hard enough. A cold, depresc^
stretch of pasturage it seemed to Jacob, and he could have

T- u u i\ "^°^ ""®''*^ ^y *^« intrusion of the cattle
which had been driven into a remote comer of the wilderness,
but were, apparently, either lacking in curiosity or accustomed
to the vaganes of the strange two-legged race.
Of the Ashby Sutton team only two were in flannels, Eric

and a red-hiured youth of seventeen or so, a stranger about
wiiom Aunt Hester was unable to affoid any information

It was very duU. Jacob was waiting patiently to see Eric
go in, his bowling on that uncertain pitch had not been
successful, and the fielding was of the feeblest. Who could
arouse any enthusiasm for the run-getting of the opposition,
some lout swiping haphazard at a '' good length baU "

?ihou^i his eye must have been true enough, for the tout wasmaking maiy runs.

5.

Four o'clock brought schoolchildren and preparations for

Jf*w l"^
*f«««-taWe, large white metal urns, a clothes-

basket fiiU of loaves and cakes, and more unstable forms,
l-hwe things, both preparations and school-chUdrw, were amild diversion, but Aunt Hester was no tonger present to
rtceive Jacob's criticisms. She had seen a widow piot^g6e
assisting m the tea-making, and had gone to make inquiriesm r^ard to some domestic detail of laundry, and Jacob
looked round m search of her, fretfully anxious for her return.

*!. 71^'^ ''*''«*'* ^y * ^'«" o* ^h't« d««»«. seen dimly
throi^rh the perspective of shed and piled timber affordedby Sharpe's yard. " Village girls," was his inwwd comme^
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uttered in the ipirit of " unbentfen," an antidpation of dis-

appointment, for he had not forgotten his faiiy of Bhnover
and still looked for her—on oooasion; still made her theheroine
of dreams at increasingly long intervals.

This time he did not look in vain. No village girl ever
oame with that quick impatient stride, nor carried her hat,

swinging it recklessly by the brim—instead of wearing it

according to the usual convention. Nor had any village girl

such a wild mane of glorious red-brown hair ; unrestrainable,
burning, wilful, petulant hair. It was by that he knew her
as she came through the little gate from the yard, and made
straight for the form on which he was sitting. The small
dark girl, also dressed in white, who was with her, was a
negligible detail.

But when Jacob saw the subject of his dreams actually
approaching him, no longer a dream but a glowing, beautiful
young woman of sixteen, he was stricken with a horrible
nervousness that might have disgraced the misogynical
Bennetts. His heart began to beat wildly ; if any escape had
offered he would have accepted it, but he was afraid to exhibit
himself walking alone, so noticeable an object in that wilder-
ness of cattle-shorn, mole-mined field. So he sat still, veiy
still, bending an absorbed gaze on the reckless hitting of
Ashby Sutton's visitors, and the materialized day-dream
passed him without a glance, turned, stared for a momoit at
the rapidly progressing cricket match, and then sat dp^
within a foot of him. The dark sister followed, more precise,
her very manner of sitting a demure rebuke to that vital,

buoyant creature beside her.

Jacob remained frozen to his seat, afraid to make the least

movement ; his eyes were glued on the progress of the un-
interestir^ match—but he was deUciously conscious of the
presence of this new, invigorating personality. He was con-
scious of her movements, the impatient fanning of her big
straw hat—she had undoubtedly been running—of the sweet
scent of a clean linen drees, of an atmosphere of girlish fresh-
ness. But his dreams wanted remodelling—she was two
years older, nearly a woman, and, alas ! more unapproachable
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than evw. " Qoelle bMse.'* nag in his mind, bat wh«n
flpeeoh oame from hii neighbour, it wm English of the English.

They're in."

" How do you Imow V from the negligible sister.
" Can't you see BiUy fielding oyer there ? Who's the other

man in flannels ? He doesn't look like a villager."
An opportunity this, for Jacob, but he dated not venture

and the sister repHed with an uninterested shake of her head
and silence fell again.

'

Jacob became occupied with a Jealousy of Eric, thus singled
out for attention, but was not Eric always blessed, a paiagon
stalking through life with gterious potentialities. . . . ^ig
line of thought was interrupted by another observation from
his neighbour.

"What an awful pull ! I wish they'd get ou<r-I want to
see Billy go in."

Billy
!
was he a brother ? He had red hair, but of quite

another shade to that of the divinity. Billy's hair was red
distinctly, disgustingly red, while hen was not red at all!
Jacob toyed for a moment with the attempt to find adequate
description, but " autumn leaves," the only simile that oame
to him, was rejected and he returned to pondering on Billy's
relationship. ^

" Oh, good ! There's one of them out, anyway."
A refined voice, though her phraseobgy was of the school-

room. Jacob feU to wishing that she could hear his voice,
that she might know that he, too, was not a villager or a
farmer's son. He wished he could edge away a little furtherm order to see her better, but he was afraid such an action
might be misconstrued. As a matter of fact she had hardly
noticed his presence, but Jacob was thinking so much of her
that It seemed hardly possible she should not be thinking at aU
of him.

This desire of Jacob's to make his voice heard, to attract
attention, was partly the outcome of inward dissension. He
had been inclined to argue himself out of the sphere of dream-
land, beautifully commendable but unreal. He was fighting
the tendency to think things instead of doing them as he
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{dmaed it, and he struggled desperately to ov«roome a shy-
neas, for which he found ready ezcuae in phyrioal disability,

disability to shine by deeds of athletic pnmess ; how glorious

a thing it would be to bowl that slogging anti-Aahby-Suttonite,
for instance. He could not forbear lingering over the idea for

a fow moments.
His first effort at speech was a painful failure, an attempt

—it was no more—to say " Well fielded " when Eric succeeded
in correctly anticipating the erratic leapings of a bumping
ball. The sound of his own voice frightened him, he choked
in the middle, and, imagining that he must be the object of
amused contempt, suddenly became the victim of a hard
cough. He persisted in the cough, even after his furious
bluriies had subsided ; he wished to demonstrate unmistakably
that it was a genuine affliction. Then he became angiy with
himself, and becoming unspeakably brave, deliberately moved
a few inches further from the girl beside him, and turning,
looked full at her. She was, apparently, quite unconscious
of his regard, absorbed in the play of the match, but Jacob
could not watch her even from the vantage of the unseen.
It seemed to him an act of profanation to stare at that soft,

sun-warmed cheek, those brown eyes, the firm, hot curve of
the red mouth. She was to him a thing too wonderfully
beautiful to be looked at, save with the deepest reverence, a
separate creation far removed from the ordinary world of
commonplace humanity—and yet, if she could but be con-
scious of his homage, his almost craven worship.

But the end came b^ore opportunity offered.
" Oh, good, Billy's going on." The ejaculation was fol-

lowed by a cheer and " Oh, well bowled, Billy," as that hero
sent down, first ball, a full-pitch that spreadeagled the
defender's wicket. In a fine glory of excitement at Felmers-
dale prowess, the two girb rose suddenly, and Jacob was
nearly precipitated to grass. Swinging a moment on the
short end of a balanced see-saw he saved himself only by an
undignified and hurried struggle to find his feet, legs and
hands being enveloped in the rug; the hands were in his

pockets partly because of the cold—^though the mere sight
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of Ififls Felm«nd«to •hoold h»T» wanned hin^-ohiflay,
perh»iM, to find a rafage for thmn. Jacob tiuough inaz-
periMioe was backward in the minntue <A self-aMaranoa ; al
twenty-one he retained memories of an awkwardness, ex-
cusable only at sixteen. Even this slight mishap depressed
him.

6.

The tea ^Hiioh followed was a failure from his point of
view. There was an uncomfortable five minutes before he
found a place at the table. Eric was discussing policy with
the chief batting hope of Ashby Sutton ; Aunt Hester, the
ever helpful, had been appointed oiganizer-in-chief of the
preparations, and Jacob, burdened with an ill-folded rug,
uncomfortably conscious of an imagined conspicuousness,
an altogether unheroic figure, stood silent and solitary,
nervously stealing an occasional glance at a restless white
figure that spoke condescendingly to a few favoured villagers,
and then displayed a familiarity with the horrible red-haired
Billy that plunged the lonely watcher into an abyss of
misery. Never had he seen quite so beastly and contemptible
a youth as this one with the red hair.

When at last he was installed on Aunt Hester's right hand
at the top of the table, and was able to make some show of
importance by assisting in the replenishment and disposal of
ill-matched cups of cofiFee-colonred tea, Jacob still remained
disconsolate. The boy, Billy, was noisy. Joking lightly with
confused rustics, and his rallyings on missed catches or
evaded hits, made him the centre of admiration. Even she,
the wonderful one, laughed and encouraged this vulgarian,
and Jacob vTondered morbidly whether this were the type
admired of women. In his own mind he found delight in the
contrast between himself and the coarseness of a youth
capable of such horse-play as the throwing of cake across the
table, but what did he know of the feminine mind 1 He pictured
it gentle, tender, deUoate, but might it not by virtue of these
very attributes admire the strong, the virile ?

Inquiry of a great and garrulous Mrs. Smith who sat next
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him ftnd talked ateadily m she ate, grunting i^md her mouth
WM too full for words and becoming slowly articulate as she

prepared the way for a refilling, elicited the fact that " *Is

name's Mister Kingdon, sir. 'E's been 'ere afore, I'm told,

thou^^ not often in the village. Staying with Sir Hanthony,
and Mrs. Cook, who does some of their washing, told me only

two days back as some 'ankerchers she 'ad was marked King-
don, which is where I got the name from. 'E's a nice, pleasant

spoken young gentleman, ain't *e, very free and open-like

with heveiyone !"

Jacob in disgust turned again to Aunt Hester, vouching only
a nod by way of reply, and the tea dragged on, a mere accom-
paniment to Mr. Kingdon's " free and open-like " Joviality.

II

M

7.

Jacob had become hopeless, now. His mood was one of

self-sacrifice, as the slighted lover—who had never so much
as received a glance from his beloved—^he saw himself con-

demned to a life of dreary celibacy. In furtherance of this

project, he did not return to his form for quite half an hour
after the match had begun again, and then only when he had
at last divorced the useful Aunt Hester from the circum-

stance of tea and village inquiry.

Bain threatened, and he allowed himself once more to be
wrapped in the odious rug, preferring this degradation to the

ignominy of an argument with Aunt Hester which might
have revealed too many intimacies to a certain lady within

earshot.

The day finished with an encouragement and an insult.

Billy had fallen somewhat from his pedestal. Disgraced by
a paltry score of three, he had come, gloomy for the moment
and out of temper, to explain to his admirers the exact cause
of his dismissal, obviously a gross mischance; and Jacob,

delighted at his downfall, listened to his excuses and hoped
their patent disingenuity bore the same message of "silly

brag " to the ladies of Felmersdale that he hioMelf read so

plainly. And tiien when every allowance had been asked
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for. \md wickel. Ud ligfat, bad luok. and » doien other hmd
things, Jftoob heard m quartioii put in a lower voice that gave
him a todden glow of luq>pineM.

" Do yoa know who that ii 1 Don't look ronnd, silly,

okMe to you, that boy with the blue eyes ?"

It was she wiio asked the question. Then she was inter-

ested in him after all ; she had noticed him.—But the answer
was crushing, horrible, an answer Jacob never forgot.

" Oh I that t I don't know, I thought it was a woman."
Then came the rain that saved Ashby Sutton from defeat.
You picture Jacob that night killing Billy by horrible

torture, but also you see him looking at himself in the glass,

to satisfy himself as to the cotour of his eyes. Were they
unusually blue ? And she had noticed them.

CHAPTER Vn
LMOVXR

1.

Thk family of Felmersdale had been established at Elmover
since the twelfth century, but the baronetcy dated only
from the days of George III. They had been staunch Whigs
every one, till afterthe Reform Bill, when oki Sir Miles Felmers-
dale had found himself suddenly without a seat in the House,
and had relinquished active politics. Since that time the
family had faUen into a stertorous Conservatism that went
no further than supporting the Tory candidate by personal
encouragement and registering some half-a-doxen votes in his
favour.

Hio present Baronet, Sir Anthony, was an apathetic man of
fifty with a surly manner. He had been a rake in his youth
and spent the accumulations that had awaited his majority,

—

his father had died when ho was a boy of eleven. His mother
was an Italian from LombMrdy, and had taken her only son
with her to Italy every winter so long as she had had control
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fd his moYeniMito. Thia Moounted for tlie l%ht foragn
•ootBi, Sir Anthony still reUiaad, notioMltk in » tlight trill

of the " r " in oertain words, and dso Aoooanted in part for
something not truly English in his oharaotw. After ten years
of foolishness, the usual riot of a youi^ m^p with plenty of
money and little brains, Sir Anthony had fallen in love with
a girl of sixteen and had married her out of hand. She waa
the daughter of a lawyer's clerk, and Sir Anthony had scraped
up an acquaintance with her in Hyde Park one Saturday
afternoon. She had oome to kmk at what she called the
*• grand folk " and had occupied the chair next to him. The
courtship had been brief but urgent. The young Baronet
was suffering reaction after a loi^ bout of the special fatuities
encouraged by the Gaiety ladies of that period, and he turned
with relief to the innooexKse and freshness of the ingenuous
ohiW, and for the sake of these quaUtiee overlooked her pro-
nounced Cockney accent.

Sir Anthony certainly had the excuse that the lady of his
choice was beautiful. She was a London type, with a com-
plexion for which no better simile can be found than the
hackneyed one of a peach, which conveys the idea both of
cofour and texture. She had been married in her parish
church in Camden Town and after a few months in Italy had
come to take up her position as Lady Fehnersdale at Ehnover,
somewhat to the dismay of the county, who found the com-
bination of Cockney manners and accent, and hair still de-
pendent in a long plait, altogether opposed to their sense of
fitness.

2.

After the birth of her first child, a son who died when he
was a few days old. Lady Felmersdale, then a matron of
seventeen, put up her hair and wserted her individuality.
Her first conquest was the dowager, whom she drove out of
England after two years' bickering; her second was Sir
Anthony, who was reduced in the course of another two years
to his proper position in the household a positwn subordinate
to the will of his wife.
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Thtn ilionkl h*r» been a third oonqoett—the ooiuity ; bat
this WM nerer aohieved, hMtily muy^d. 7«dy FdoMnddle
WM » vain wonum, bat the had neitiier the ability nor Uie
patience to aohieve aooial ocoeM. The county called, dis-
approved, and departed with contempt—the men i^tying
Fdmendale and excusing him, the women pitying without
finding excuse. Nevertheless, if it had been boldly attacked
and mtertained, the county might have been won, but Fel-
merKlale was indifferent, he hardly knew the people, he had
never mixed with them, was not interested in them. His wife
found herself in those early d %y» too hopelessly at sea. She
had no knowledge of the usages of these people. She would
have been more at home in a London drawing-room than
among these hard-riding women who talked nothing but
hunting one half the time, and little else for the other half.

There is no need to dwell on the solecisms of young Lady
Felmersdale, or her flounderings in a world where the glory
of titles greater than her own did not excuse the absence of
what she expected in the way of " drawing-room manners."
The good-natured Flora Biaroh " had a try," as she said,
*' to help Ser on a bit," but Ethel Felmersdale was not the
right type to be helped on. She had, despite her personal
vanity, a gift of sturdy common sense and it helped her in
this nu. er to realize the impossibility of ever becoming on
terms of intimacy with the county. Nor would she be
patronized by Flora March for whom she had a feeling akin
to contempt, notwithstanding the fact that she was the daugh-
ter of a Marquis. So Lady Flora had to give her up as im-
possible, which she did promptly at the first rebuff, a rebuff
in particularly bad taste, a suburban rudeness unforgivable
in Bfaroh circles.

There followed a long period of Continental wanderings,
during which time Elmover saw little of its Lady and her
husband. The eldest girl, Madeline, was bom in Italy and
favoured her paternal grandmother, the dowager. Jn her
childhood Madeline was polyglot, speaking Italian, French,
or English indifferently well, then Italian was dropped and
forgotten, and though French sometimes came uppermost.
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M on the oooMion oi her fint mMttiag with Jacob by the
Ehnorer ladder itile, EngUsh had gradnalfy inpidaated the
other langoages. But this familiarity with other ''v -ma of
•peech saved ICadeline and her sister, who was v.,o years
younger, from any imitation of their mother's accent. Btiwl
Fehnersdide soon reached the limit of her powers of self-

education. Her ear was incapable of appreciating the
difference in the vowul sound of such a word as " county " as
pronounce^' '.^ the native of Camden Town or spoken by
Lady 17 ,vr?ich, nor was this the only crux, for Lady
Felme '

*

perilo

yovr-'

M. !. o.t.,;hl '

in ^-hly

wia? ' <-^r.i \ -1. :'<on of her husband's name came
Si; Es *^hony," and, curiously enough, then. sr t<

iH< hters, she came ei^^t years after

i< ^'a^. /ocent, though she, too, was born

8.

It '.vaa iiuo till i^Tw;«line vas nearly seventeen that the
Felmersca'o 'th tlicii family of three daughters came to
live pemuu . .j at iliinover. By this time Ethel Felmers-
dale had developed a noticeable rotundity, thouf^ she kept
her beauty and still studied it ; no one ever saw her untidy.
But there is one more confession to make—she had become a
secret drinker.

Ah a vice it was of the mildest type. Two glasses of sherry
and a little whisky, taken surreptitiously, was sufficient to
make her maudlin and foolish. Her husband knew of her
weakness, but welcoming the change of temper generally
associated with these periodic outbursts, made little eflfort

to control her mild excesses. Nevertheless, the fact formed
another link in the chain of causes that drove him away from
his own kind.

Madeline and her next sister, 'fina, knew also, and made
some tentative efforts to restrain their mother. Although
standing lees in awe of her furious temper than their father,
they did not rraioostrate openly, but tried to remain with her
•wbrnot they knew by plain evidences that her desire vtub
towards the sideboard. It was Madeline who suffered most.
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for LMly Falmecsdale at her worst, on the hftftpily rue oooa-
skuu when the had gone beiyond the limits ol her oaiptaty,
had developed Uie qualities of a virago, and Sir Anthony being
always absent at such times, a :raven in hiding, Madeline,
who knew no fear of her mother, had borne the brunt of a
temper niiich had more than once found vent in blows.
Yet on the whole the household was not an unhappy one.

Anthony Felm^rsdale was devoted to his thiee daughters
and rtill admired his wife, rotundity, shrewishness, and evil
habits notwithstanding. It is true that tiieie were times
when he regretted the society of his youth, and he had on
occasion given way to brief oirtbieaks. But he had found
subsequent submission to authority—the coarse, plain-
spoken, strongly resentful authority of Lady Fehnersdale—
too high a price to pay, and now as he neared the respectable
age of fifty, he had settled down to a careless, do-nothing life,

chiefly occupied by farming and rabbit-shooting. The county
k)oked down on him, not so much for having married a wife
from Camden Town as for his general slackness in the matter
of (>port. A Fehnersdale that didn't hunt ! Wast«r, weak-
kneed, poor creature, steppy fool, spavined, were some of the
adjectives and epitiiets that passed and were acc^ted as truly
descriptive of Sir Anthony 1^ the county. It was woa^ to
make a man misanthrope to see him turn out on the Boxing
Day meet at Elmover, an institution that was stiU upheld.
A bad day for the hunt by reason of the Pelsworthy crowd
that always put in an appearance, but still an institution.

4.

It was in the summer of their first real year at Elmover
that Lady Felmersdale started the annual gardoa-party. It
did not represent a vain attempt to capture society ;—that
was done with—ambition, if it had ever existed, mer^ into
a contempt for the manners of Flora March and her kind, or,
at least, so expressed by the lady of Elmover. Rattier might
the annual garden-party have been described as an act of
condescending charity extended to neif^bouring rectors,
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th«ir wivM and familiM, Mid to oertom leleoted household*
in Aahby Sutton, dependent* in aome kind on Elmover
frediolds. How Hester Stahl and her nephew o«me to be
inohded in the invitations is not quite certain. It may hare
been through Fearon, who was on visiting terms at Ehnover
and despised his richest parishioners as he himself was despised,

but made an exception in favour of Madeline and Nina, both
of whom he wished to prepare for confirmation—a wish that
did not concern Sir Anthony and was opposed by his wife
because Fearon had been the first to make the suggestion.
But how the invitation came to be sent is not a matter of
moment ; others less worthy were also invited ; indeed, certain
rectors' wives who knew the county turned up their noses at
tile Elmover garden-party and declined all subsequent invita-

tions, becoming more subjects for contempt added to the
many in Lady Felmersdale's list.

To Jacob the invitation seemed to be sent direct from
heaven. His heart bumped, stopped, and then raced like

the engine of an unreliable motor, when tbe over-elaborate
card was put before him by Aunt Hester, with the remark that
we were " going up in the world."

Jacob temporized, intent on Iweakfast to hide the extra-
ordinarily irregular workings of his heart, which he feai«d
might become apparent to the keen observer.

" I wonder why they asked us ?" was his comment.
" It's a big affair for tenants and people, I expect," ex-

plained Aunt Hester, who was not posted in Elmover afiairs

and knew nothing of county contenq)t.
" Oh ! I see, I suppose so. You're an Elmover tenant, arm't

you 1"

Jacob was at once relieved and disappointed : relieved in

that already a cold sickness of appr^ension had beset him at
the thought of meeting the " great ones (^ the earth "

; dis-

i^iqpointed in that he approved the honour of being asked so
to meet them.

"Isuppose we'd better go," remarkedAunt Hester, "not that
I oare much about it, I've become such an old country woman,
but it will be a good thing for you to meet new people."
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uppose I oufht." ratomed Jaoob. " If I'm ever to
work up any sort of a private <^niieotion, get private work or
anything, I suppose I ought to meet everybody I can."

" You mj^t be made the Smover architect," suggested
Aunt Hester, always hopeful where Jacob was concerned.
Jacob took up the idea by refuting it, as was his way,

anticipating contradiction.
" (Ml

!
well, hardly, considering I'm not out of my articles

yet," he said witii simukted contempt. " Besides, they're
suit) to have some big pot, a regular expert on the T)lace, who
knows all about the house and things like that."
" WeU, you never know," repUed Aunt Hester, cheerfuUy,

accepting her cue. " Who can tell what might happen ?"

The fact of the invitation leaked out . ^, Mr. Baker's offica
in the course of the next moming'ji work. Not to appear too
snobbuh Jacob laid great stress on its being a "tenants'
affair," as he supposed, but when Bennetts amplified the
supposition by suggesting that " they asked aU sorts of people
to things like that," Jacob hedged a Uttle hy drawing Ben-
netts' attention to the fact that the " tenants' affair " ex-
planation was merely hypothesis. A hint, this, that he had
had a kind intention in propounding it, a wish not to over-
li^elm a middle-class Bennetts by any brag of moving in
high society.

" I suppose you expect to get appointed arcWtect to the
estate ?" Thus Bennetts, who was careful not only of Jacob's
insteuctwn in affairs technical, but had an eye, also, to his
training in matters of social intercourse. After three years'
daily intimacy, Bennetts found an occasional tendency to
bumptiousness in the articled pupU, which he felt caUed upon
to suppress. It was his method of displaying affection.

" Oh
!
don't be an idiotic ass !" was Jaoob's comment.

Bennetts was really a Uttle difficult at times. But Bennetts
merely grinned and being gifted with a retentive memory
made reference to e two-year-old conversation.

" Or marry the heiress ?"

Very likely !" Jacob also could makn use of the weapon
vi satire, but ho had to dive into a convenient deak and i»o-
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moto a long and hopdeas March for a scale that was not th«re,
in order to coyer a blush that no straining of the Jaw or
resohite composition of His features could suppress. From
ambush he daborated his satire, talking to stop further sag-
gestions from Bennetts.

" Or both. Why not both ? You don't half realize the
opportunities, I see Midless possibilities. There's mauy a
true word spoken in jmt, you know. You're making a Joke of
it, being a funny ass Iqr nature, but I'm deadly serk>uB. . .

."

He ran on, still hunting for a non-existent scale, hoping to
have diverted the conversation into safer channds by the
time the bum had left the fa^. But Bennetts was malignant,
envious periiaps.

" Well, you fell in love with her two years ago," he persisted
without remorse, " met her in the park or something. How
old dkl you say she was V*

" Oh ! don't be funny !" Jacob was angry this time, but
BeanettB, as was his custom, only grinned satirically.

5.

The invitation wiis accepted by Aunt Hester in proper
form, but there remained a questun.. diiBcoIt of nnttlnmont
What clothes should one wear for a country garden-party ?

In the comer of the elaborate card, the word " Tmam " was
printed in inverted commas as thmigh it wwe a quotation

;

but Jacob did not, could not, play tennis. He had no flannels,

and thooi^ the interval before the great event was kmg
enouf^ to allow of flannels being mi^e in Pelsworthy, he
considered that his wearing of them would be inapproprate.
He might be asked to play, and have to su£for the humiliation
of acknowledging his mability. No, flannels, the one cer-
tainty, were impossible for him.
Revolving the question and finding Aunt Hester and

Bometts equally unreliable, obviously unversed by the nature
of their replies in the etiquette of the subject, Jacob wrote to
Brie, an anthori^ tm the ri|^t form in all matters. Tlie

npfy wa« exceedingly unsati^actoiy. " In town one goes
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to garden-partioe in a hock, or moraii^, ooftt Mid • top hat.
U tiM BhnoTier a£FaJr m » more or Iom formal occasion, I
ahoold think this would be the correct dien."

Jacob tried to picture himself in theae afanotfe unknown
garments. He saw himself in a tail-coat and top hat alter
the pattern favoured by Mr. Baker, walking across the parte,

or beiqg received by Lady Felmersdale on the lawn in front
of the house. His artistic soul rose in protest against such
a picture. No, Brie was probaWy right, that terrible com-
bination might be correct, but for him it was impossible.
Remained his best suit of blue serge, Pelsworthy made.
But would they regard him as a country bumi^dn, these
aristocrats, dwdlers in high places t Lord Tony March and
his compeers might be there, dressed according to the pre-
scribed code, and by comparison Jacob would be singled out
as an ignorant, ill-dressed lout who knew nothing of society's

ceremonial observances. Or even, if it were indeed notiiing
more than a " tmiants' affair," wouM not Jacob be chMsing
himself with the unknowing in the eyes of the Felmersdales,
who, thou|^ they might not expect the London mode, would
recognize its fitness.

So Jacob aigued back and forth, and for once wished that
he had taken Holy Orders. How easily these things are
ordained for the nlergy !

This question of clothes is an iiMtance of a growing feeling
in Jacob for what may be called the fitness of things. He
had a sense of the Incongruous. In dress )m first idea was
to be inconspicuous. It is probable that could he have known
for a certainty that the rank and fashion of the county would
be present at Elmover, appareled as for a momii^ call in
Mayfair, he would still have riurunk from the mile and a
half walk over the firids in so hideocuriy inappropriate a dress.
But after much agony of mind Mid Mrtjdpatoiy nervousness,
he solved the question for himself in his own way.
He would wear his best blue clothes because his others were

iK>ticeabIy shabby. He would woat black boots, because he
jneferred them to brown, which drew attention to his feet.

For the rest he would go in the character of an artist—so he
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oonodvod it—who is not bound by tiie ordinary sartorial

oonvvntiona. He would in tiiis oharaoter w«ar a straw hat,

a loose green tie and no gloTes— and when opportunity

occurred he would allow it to be known that he was studying

Art, of wiiich architecture was certainly a branch. When he
had got the feeling of the part, Jacob was comparatively at

ease again. The problem was naturally and gracefully solved.

Moreover, the dress he had designed for himself suited him ;

he hated the sight of himself on a Sunday morning in gbves
and a bowler hat.

He saw a new fitness in having adopted the profession of

an architect, and toyed with the idea of letting his hair grow. i
n

CHAPTER VIII

THE BLMOVXB GARDSN-PABTY

1.

The great affair was over.

The Jacob walking slowly back over the fields with Aunt
Hester was a new Jacob. He was a conqueror, uplifted,

whose imagination was running riot. He was glad that Aunt
Hester was silent, for he did not want to uik. His mind
was full of wonderful thoughts, too woi^erful to be put into

words, impossible of translation, as yet, to Aunt Hester.

This, not because Madeline had taken any peculiar notice

of him, but because he had been a social success, and had
realized possibilities in himself which to this shy, country-

bred boy seemed new and altogether wonderful.

Aunt Hester was quiet also, because she had seen his

success, and guessing something of his pres«it state of mind,

was trying to reconcile herself to the thought that the time
was fast coming when Jacob would rely lees and less upon
her, when she would slip into the background of his thou^ts,
and become to him a person of secondary importance. Hester
Stahl had failed in none of a mother's duties, since she had
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adopted Jacob, and she had fulfillad them to bettor paipoM
than his own mother irould have done. She had now to
suffer a mother's pain, the pain of being superseded.

It was not till supper was half over that they began to
discuss the detaib of the great affair, by which time Jacob's
fervour of mind had cooled down sufficimtly to need relief
in expression, and Hester had prepared herself to give him
the admiration and applause she knew he would demand from
her. Her own xaood she must hide, though she longed for
sympathy as much as he, longed to have Jacob's assurance
that she could never be less to him than she was now.

2.

" Well, it was quito a success, don't you think ?" Jacob
began. He wanted his applause to be spontaneous.

" Oh ! quite." Hester's reply was given cheerfuUy, but she
stuck there, the words would not come.

" I think Lady Fehnersdale's awfully jolly, don't you ?"
TWs time the insinuation was not to be neglected, and

Hestor took her fence with a rush.
" Well, I had hardly any chance of Judging—you monopo-

liaed her."

" Oh f no, hardly that." This modestly. He waited for
more encouragement.

" Oh f yes, you did. She seems to have taken a tramendous
fancy to you."

" Do you think so ? ReaUy ? I like her awfuUy."
" Oh ! there can't be any doubt of it. She took you about

with her all the time. I think Sir Anthony was getting quite
Jealous."

Jacob laughed. " She has asked me to go up to Ehnover
whenever I like. A sort of general invitetion, and she said I
was to be sure and come, and that I wasn't to think she
didn't mean it I wonder why she liked me."

Hester, who had sMised something of the conditions at
Elmover, the unequal marriage, the social faUuie, might have
given Jacob a reason fairly corresponding to the truth, but.
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inateMl she put ont h«r hand to him, and smiling affection»teIy

said, " Of ooiin« she liked you, ally boy."
jMob took the hand offered, this exohuige of little oaranes

between them wm »n eveiyd»y matter, but the reason he
found unsatisfying.

" Oh ! that's only because you do," he said, somewhat in-

oonsequently, though his meaning was dear enou|^ to Hester,

"but you're prejudiced, you know, there must have been
some reason or otiier."

It had been plain enough to the discerning. To Ethel Fel-

mersdale the evident admiration and respect of this handsome,
intdligent boy. had been gratifying to a vanity, that was
starving for something to feed upon. The fact that she was
neariy old enough to be his mother allowed her to accept his

tribute of reverence in the r^t spirit. If Lord Tony had
offered her an apparently similar tribute, her inborn respect-

ability would have taken offence, she would have placed,

correctly enough, the worth and intention of his regard.

But Jacob's admiration had been of another kind, imbued
with respect. So she had been flattered, and finding in him
a ready listener had come to feel for him a very real liking.

Hesterhad guessed something of th», partly by her woman's
ready observation and intuition, partfy by the attitude of one
or two of her fellow guests, noticeably that of two o^ically
attached ladfes who fondly believed himself to be hand and
glove with the county. But her plain duty at tiie presMkt
moment was not to belittle Jacob's conquest, so sho parried
his search for reasons by asking him what he had found to
talk about.

" Oh ! all sorts of thii^," replied Jacob. " The place, you
know, and some of the people and that sort of thing. I told

her about being an architect, and she said she had an uncle
who was an architect, and she seemed to know something
about it. She did a good bit of the talking, but I kept my
end up all right. I didn't feel a bit shy. I don't think she
was bored."

" Oh ! I'm quite sure she wasn't bored, dear, you were a
great spooessr"

^^^^%
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" Yon'ro pleMed. *ron't you, 6mt !»*

He«ter wm tftken off har guard by thit tudden qucttion.
She thought she had been Mting so wdl, givii^ Jaoob hiii
share of pniM with enthudMm and oheerfuhieM.

•• Why do you say that !" she asked.

11* ',^°°'* ^°^^- ^®" ••"* *o *>• nthm reserved about it
aU. I thought you would be awfully pleased. You want me
to know people and get on. Don't you like Lady Felmers-
dale ?" "^

"Of course, deai^I hardly saw anything of her to-day."
Hester's innate honesty made her a bad prevarioator.

" Tm sure you will like her when you know her bettor."
persisted Jacob. " She's so kind, and she's good fun, too.
And when you come to think of it, it was very good of her
to take such a lot of notice of me. After all I'm nobody."

" Quito as much as she is " Hester let her true opinion
shp out without consideration, but Jacob, used to her measure
of adoration, missed the standard of the comparison.

'• Oh
!
weU, not quite, you know, dear," he said, wiUi a

tolerant smile. "Aftor all. she is Lady Felmersdale of
Elmovei^-.one of the great ones of the earth."
Hestor did not disiUusion him. Jacob should have his

triumph untouched by any hint that could flaw ite magnifi-
cence, so she merely replied fondly that she hoped great
things of Jacob one day.
He was in the mood to respond to tWs touch, and did not

deny the possibiUty
; but, after enlarging for a moment or

two on his prospects, he returned to the garden-party. There

J*"-!!rTr°"®
essential, engrossing subject upon which he

desired Hester's opinion, but he dared not open it directly,
so began with a hesitoting " Did you notice any of the other
people—anyone particular ?"

3.

As a matter of fact he had seen but little of ICadetine. She
had been playing tennis when he and Aunt Hester had
amved. He had caught a vision of her, of soi
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it

I
1

olevmrlj aoiiTe. He had heud hut rebukiQg her partner with

oKoofaoom phnMwe in lan^iing oraMm thftt the oritioal

mi^t hAT» Judged unnecesmrily krad. To Jaoob the lond-

MM had left onJy an impreerion of ariatoomtio oonfidMice

;

it appeared aomething admirable by reason of its inimit-

ability so far as he was oonoemed.
Later he h^d seen her in tiie distance, aotire again, super-

intending a subordinate tea-table, whilst he had been attached

to Lady Felmeradale, making a show of assisting at the

centre of affaire. Once ICadeline had come over to ask her

mother whether she might invite some guest to stay to

diniMr.

By virtue of this one incident, she had become woven into

the fabric of associations that became to Jacob a brilliant

tapestry, the colours of which remained vivid, the figures

distinct, when a thousand subsequent incidents had faded

into a dull, oblivious grey, a dim bhir of indistinguishable

shades. Always he could recall that picture of the garden-

party :—^liadeUne in the centre, vivid, graceful, a loose strand

of red-brown hair rusting the whiteness of her frock, Bfadeline

clutching a disordered hat with impatient hands, obedient

to the unspoken reproof conv^ed by critical mothei^ regard

of untidiness, whilst half defiantly, as if anticipating denial,

she broke out :
" Oh ! Mums, can I ask Basil Reade to stay to

dinner, else we shan't have time to play another set ? He's

... Oh ! thanks, Mumsie dear ; I thought you wouldn't

mind." Then Maddine flying off again, a bearer of good
news, but recalled to receive a whispered but audible admoni-

tion concerning untidiness, and a warning not to get too hot.

All this is in Jacob's picture, not as a moving series but,

strangely, as one impression. Part and parcel of it is his

own fee&ng, the fear of being introduced, which proved need-

less, and ceasing to be a nervous fear was turned into regret,

and more than all, one delicious moment, when he caught

and held Madeline's regard for the fraction of a second, and
seemed to understand in that instant that he was not alto-

gether negligible in her estimation.

Round tikis centre of life and emotion was a background that
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did not ranuin ooiuluit. Udy fUmendde, fliuhad withthe «ui but .tiJl b«.utlfal. her cheek. r.tidni«i tCdo^

U^bnUiMt i.Und. of ««riet gerwuum.. and farther,beyond the p«k fenoe. the rough pMture-Und of the park

^0^!^^J^ -oattered foieet tree^ to die .gainitacM^d-tant wood Interwoven with it aU the^ oJonuhed graM. mingled with that of dainty cakee tea and^^t worn by hi. horteM^H«d. dimly^^Tr^r^rol

guett. aMooiated with the silver and china of the tea-toble

S^*J •*»«Phere of » new hxury and reBnement, of i•trange heaven of delight, in which Jacob had miffeied w-cunence of wonder to find him.elf at ea«» ; a fZ Sadl^

the thought of them wm a. the waking from a bliwSdWam
to a dreaiy, vulgar world, tediou. and commonplace

ticilSi r^"
°°*^"* "^ °' **"• °''**' p*«p^«' "y°»« P«^

Hertw had no clue, die had had no hint a. yet of Jacob'.

the Eteiover ma.terpiece that fiUed her nephew', mind. HerecaUed her from di^mnion. anent drab, faded perwnalitie.with a plainer question.
i^nwiwuwea

there ? The tone wa. one of weU-a«mmed indifference.

n«„l"«
•^"•fching of the second one," repUed Heeter inno-

JT^~^ a"^ I *^»»\,J»»«y
''^M her. Rather a prim little

girl, with dark hair. Shy and awkward ; of co^ ^-^
only a child, not more than thirteen or fourteen.''

•t^the^cncket match in Juni^you remember, when E^
"Oh ye. I I'd forgotten." StiU Aunt Heeter would not
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4

bita : the ftppe«red to think h« wm talking for the Mk« of
fbding something to My. The b*it muet be plainer attll

;

in a minute or two she would be getting ready to wash up
and put away the supper things, and then the opportunity
would be gone ; so Jacob continued boldly in fear of a blush
that would betray him.

"Hie eklest one was playing tennis most of the time. I
think."

" Oh, I don't know which was Miss Felmersdale : there
were two or three girls playing. Do you know which it

was 1"

" She was in white," returned Jacob, faltering at descrip-
tion, and conscious of weak d^nition, for white had been
the chief wear of the younger women, and even of some who
might more wisely hare chosen a less conspicuous material.
"In white!" repeated Hester. "It seems to me they

were all of them in white."

There was no help for it. Jacob saw that he must either
drop the subject or give the due boldly, so, still avoiding
a definition of the Ftorentine red, for which he had no phrase,
he leaped desperately.

" She had rather remarkable hair."
" Oh !" Aunt Hester awoke to sudden comprehenswn

and interest.

" Was that girl with red hair, BCiss Fehnersdale ?"

" I believe so," said Jacob, still seeking an answer, but with
teeth on edge, intensely resentful of Aunt Hester's de-
scription.

"Oh, really! Yes, I did notice her particularly. She
was so full of life and spirits. Rather a tomboy, but very
pretty. She'll be a handful one of these days, I know."
" A handful f How ? IX> you mean "
" I mean she kwks the sort of Ifiss who gets her own way,

and may be dangerously attractive when she grows up. If
I were her mother I should keep a very sharp eye on her."
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5.

Jacob meditated this Judgment, smoking a cigarette in the
little back garden, while Aunt Hester was capably performing
the menial duties of their small household.
He found solace in the feminine tribute to Madeline's

beauty, but many a twinge and pinch of Jealousy at the
prophecy oX future entanglements. She was so far oflf and
so " dangerously attractive," but surely she was weU guarded.
It was to be noted with Joy that there had been no sign of the
red-haired Kingdon at EUnover, and indeed, as a rival, he
faded gradually from Jacob's thought after this date ; but
who was the favoured Basil Reade invited to stay to dinner
with such eagerness ? Some tennis-playing, athletic sprig of
gentility, with every chance in his favour ? Jacob hated
hmi already; picturing him endowed with a grace and
strength of body that he himself could never rival. Women
admired strength in a man! He remembered imagined
slights from shop-girls whom he had met and stared at in
the streets of Pelsworthy. It seemed to him that they
always looked first at his legs to see why he walked with a
stick, leaning on it more heavily than is customary ; and, then,
that they regarded him either with contempt, or, still worse,'
with pity. Would she, the glorious Madeline, pity him ?

Heaven forbid. If pity were akin to love, it was not the
kind of love he desired. He wanted—no, he could not picture
his desire yet, but at least it was not the motherly, pro-
tecting love so generously given by Aunt Hester

Madeline! He had heard Lady Felmersdale pronounce
the perfect name, that was tuortened familiarly to the almost
equaUy beautiful " Maidie." A tender, lovable diminutive, so
It seemed to Jacob. He remembered the exact tone of Lady
Felmersdale's voice as she recaUed her elated daughter to
warn her of untidiness and undue exertion. " Sfadeline !"

and then as the girl turned, " Come here a moment. I want
you." He remembered the petulant frown, anticipating, and
impatient of rebuke, as Madeline came back, and the quick
assuring nod of her head as she acceded to her mother's
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wfakpered admonition. "All right," she bad said; "/
won't—^it is rather warm." Even the school-girl phrases
were something to be admired, the lack of primness was in

the atmosphere of Elmover, an aristocratic disregard for

middle-class conventionalities. Aunt Hester's " tomboy "

was a misapprehension ; she did not understand these things,

was incapable of a true appreciation of what she would per-

haps call the " Elmover folk "; they were out of her world,

but he understood, or thought he did, for that garden-party
made Jacob a terrible snob for a time.

That night, alone in his own room, Jacob went round the
same circle again, ending always with Madeline's remoteness.
Remote not only by reason of birth and circumstance, but by
reason of her glorious beauty. She could never condescend
to notice him. Such thoughts begot dreams of ambition
that sent him to sleep at last, a world conqueror, and, more
wonderful still, the conqueror of the glorious Madeline.
And that general invitation to Elmover ? Would he ever

be brave enough to venture there alone—without Aunt
Hester ? At least they could first make a formal call

together. It would be expected after the garden-party.

ii

CHAPTER IX

THB PUSLIBUS OF EIiMOVEB

1.

Thj: formal call was a failure.

" Not at home, madam !" was the report of the butler,

though Jacob felt sure he had caught sight of Lady Felmers-
dale at one of the upper windows. He wanted to remonstrate,
to urge the butler to more careful search for her ladyship,
who might so easily be overlooked in that big houae, but
while he pondered on these things Aunt Hester had delivered
their cards and the butler had taken a step backward into
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the hall, plainly awaiting their departure in order that he
might close the door.

Still, the cards had been left as a reminder of his presence,

the cards which had been the subject of considerable fore-

thought and some perturbation. They had been specially

printed in Pelsworthy for this occasion. Jacob had been
determined to do the thing properly, but he had had grave

doubts as to whether he should figure on them as Mr. J. L.

Stahl or simply as J. L. Stahl. Hester thought either would
do, not realizing the importance of being correct in such
matters, and had even suggested that " Jacob Stahl," with
" Architect " in smaM capitals underneath, would look pro-

fessional—a suggestion that contained two horrors : first,

the hint of advertising his profession, and, second, the dis-

closure of his Christian name. That, at least, might be kept
secret, and he took advantage of the occasion to advise Aunt
Hester that he preferred to be called James, or, better still,

Jimmy.
" But why, dear 1" Aunt Hester had asked. To her the

name had become associated with the owner of it, and had
lost all other significance.

" Oh, I hate Bible names !" replied Jacob.
" But isn't James a Bible name ?"

"Oh yes; but that's different— it's English, too—the

other makes you think of Abraham and Isaac and all those

Old Testament people. Really, Aunt Hester, don't you
think you might call me Jimmy ? Eric always calls me
James."

Aunt Hester had promised to try.

Eric had been in Germany when the serious question of the
" Mr." or " no Mr." had to be settled, and so, lacking high

authority, Jacob had decided to figure simply as J. L. Stahl.

When the cards arrived, he had regarded them with a very
critical eye, and had found no difficulty in persuading himself

that they " looked all right." Aunt Hester had agreed, but
she would have done that in any case ; besides, she was no
authority.
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2.

The call had been paid on the first day of Jacob's holidays.

He took three weeks in August, time that might well be

spent, according to Mr. Baker, in making measured drawings

of the fine old church of Ashby Sutton. Previous efforts had

not been altogether satisfactory, and Jacob had determined

to set about the work in grim earnest, this year. Monday
had been wasted, the anticipation of going to Elmover had

precluded concentration, but Tuesday morning saw him
diligent with rod, tape, notebook and step-ladder, engrossed

-|^ in measuring the priest's door—a rare bit of late twelfth-

y century work, with deeply undercut mouldings in a semi-

circular arch. Quite a remarkable sprint of work he made
that morning, and he displayed a fine conscientiousness in

his regard to detail, measuring every Joint in the stonework,

rubble as well as ashlar. But he found it dull working

without an admirer, and by twelve o'clock he was hoping

that Aunt Hester would disobey his injunctions not to in-

terrupt him, a hint thrown out at breakfast in a noble spirit

of determination, after a final resolve that he would think

no more of Elmover and its people, but would devote himself

to making the ablest and most completely perfect drawing

of that South door. The ambition kept him at fever heat for

an hour or more, while his imagination ran ahead of the

mechanical work of taking measurements, and pictured

delicate details of the subtle delineation that was to follow.

Then his imagination began to tire, and the thoughts of the

drawing he was to make became stale and used up. Physical

calls for relaxation supervened, and for a quarter of an hour

he rested on a flat-topped tomb and smoked a cigarette while

he allowed his thoughts to wander in fields dissociated from

architecture. It required an effort to begin again when the

cigarette—the consumption of which he had assigned as a
limit to this period of resting—could be nursed no longer, and
though he drove himself to return to his self-imposed task, he

no longer worked with the same enthusiasm. His mind now
rejected the picture of an ideal drawing, with the same dis-

*
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taste that may be felt by other senses after the persistent
eating of one kind of food, and he employed his imaginationm constructing a stoiy of uigent necessity ; he saw himself
working against time to achieve some notable object. As a
stmiuhis this conception was not so effective as the earlier
one, but it served for a time. One o'clock had been the hour
fixed by Jacob as the limit of his morning's work, but the
last half-hour was not fruitful of results, and>a^gave up
finaUy twenty minutes before his limit was^feichSk. But
Fearon's step-kdder had to be returned, an under
that mvolved a chat with the rector's factotum on the suAct
^ fishing, and Jacob saved his reputation, so far as Cnt
Hester was concerned, by not arriving at the cottaceMU
nearly half-past one.

" You haw done a good morning's work," was the cheering
reception that awaited him,
"Pret^ fair," he repUed ; "I have practicaUy finished

taiing the measurements ; it's rather tiring sort of work
you know. You have to stand about such a lot."
"Yes, dear, you must rest this afternoon," said Aunt

Hester.

"Yes, I think I've earned a rest," responded Jacob,
who was beginning to feel now that he had reaUy putm a very fuU morning. "I can plot my dimensions after

"Don't do too much, dear," was the answer he received,
after all you are having a holiday now."
No answer could have been more effective as a spur to fresh

OTdeavour though no such effect had been intended by Aunt
Hester. Jwjob became imbued with fresh energy, and started
to plot his drawing half an hour after lunch. He would have
worked after tea if he had not arrived at a point where it
became imperative to rub out half that he had already done
owing to a mistake due to misreading his own figures. Thes^
sets-back always discouraged him. Nevertheless the draw-
ing was partly inked in by Thursday afternoon, though the
operation had been begun before the pencil work was properly
completed and the result gave indications of falling very far
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short of the design conceived at that diligent outset of Monday
morning. Then came a glorions irruption and fox a time
the drawing made no further progress.

3.

Jacob was gardening, weeding a bed in the little strip of
grass that separated the cottage from the village street. It
was a blazing August afternoon, and he had discarded coat
and waistcoat. He knelt on a mat to save the knees of his
trousers, leaning over the border of marigolds to reach among
the stems of the rose-trees, one hand half buried in soft earth,
the other busily employed in uprooting every intruding blade
of wild growth—^in such things he was exceedingly thorough

—

while his mind was occupied with a fairy story, by the light
of which it would seem that the sole chance of winnii^ the
Princess lay in accomplishing the superhuman task imposed
by the Jealous spirit of evil, who had ordained that one frag-
ment, however small, of alien growth not uprooted, shoukl
condemn Jacob to the fate of his innumerable predecessors,
none of whom had been able to perform such an incredibly
difficult feat. So engrossed was he that when some vehicle
drew up beyond the open palings which divided him from the
road, he imputed it to the baker without looking round, and
wove the tradesman into his story as an emissary of the
Jealous spirit employed to divert his attention and frustrate
his design of perfection.

" Doesn't Ifiss Stahl live here ?"

Jacob rose hurriedly, and stood, earthy hands instinctively
held aloof from contact with his clothes, speechless and
a\«*ward as at that first meeting at the stile at Elmover, the
only thought in his mind a desire to push back a damp lock
of hair that had fallen down over his forehead, a desire
impossible of aooomplishment with such hands.

" You're Mr. Stahl, aren't you ? Wemet at the garden-party."
Madehne's eyes were smiling with a friendly wish to relieve
Jacob's embarrassment ; her sister, sitting in the governess
cart, preserved hw usual expression of faint disapproval.
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"I—I've been weeding," stammered Jacob, striving to
recover self-possession. " Excuse me being in such a beastly
mess. Won't you come in ?"

•' Well, we came to know whether you would come over to
tea," said Madeline. " Only us, you know," she added, with
a warm smile, as though to relieve him of perplexity.
Jacob was smitten with an urgency to escape from the in-

vitation. The thing he had longed for, and played with in
his imagination, now only filled him with fear and a wish to
be alone—he had seen her and spoken to her—in a way—^it

was enough, splendid material for day-dreams. His reply
came instinctively.

" Oh
! thanks very much ! I don't know that I could come

this afternoon, I'm afraid ... my aunt's out. . . . She would
wonder where I'd gone." And even as he spoke, his objective,
logical, controlling self was arguing, " Fool ! Here's your
chance. Don't dream things, do them !" Yet if Madeline
had accepted his excuses, he would not have had the hardi-
hood to withdraw them, and the golden opportunity would
have gone, probably for ever ; but she sensed something of
the spirit of his refusal, and suggested, still smiling, that he
" might leave a note for Miss Stahl."
This was a bridge, it gave him back courage, this glorious

thought of leaving a note to say that he had gone to Elmover,
by invitation

; that he had been fetched, in fact. He began
mentally to word the note even as he answered.

" I might do that, of course, I . . . But," with a sudden
accession of courage, " I say, I can't come like this."

" You might like to wash," suggested Miss Fehnersdale.
;.' Jacob smiled, and essayed, without success, to push back
that confounded wisp of hair with the back of his hand.
" Well, rather," he agreed. " Do you mind waiting ? Won't
you come in ?"

" We might go on to Mrs. Hales' and come back," put in
the sister from the governess cart, speaking for the first

time.

"Oh! good idea!'' said Madeline; and then to Jacob,
" We've got to go and see someone in the village ; we'll come
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back wad fetch you. We shan't be more than ton minutes.'*

Ab she got back into the cart and took the reinn from her sister,

she added, " Then you are coming, aren't you ?"

" Oh I thanks very much I" was allJacob could find to say
as the cart swerved round and rattled away. Madeline's
driving was like that of Jehu.

4.

He found much to say to himself, however, as he washed
and dressed with a fervent haste that involved misunder-
standings with studs and a clean shirt, and, as was his habit,
he occasionally spoke his feelings aloud. " Idiot ! what did
you want to refuse for ? Lord ! you must have looked a
pretty sight, with your hair all over your face and your
hands inches thick with mud, and a dirty shirt on. Hang
these links ! Now I suppose you're going to keep her waiting
half an hour. Beastly ungracious you were, too ; looked as
if you didn't want to go in the least. Oh ! do buck up."
But the governess cart was not kept waiting, for when

Jacob had at last succeeded in " making himself decent," as
he phrased it, always with an anxious eye directed towards
the road below his window, the cart had not returned, and
he had a few minutes to cool down while he wrote this char-
acteristic note to Aunt Hester. "The Miss Fehnersdales
drove over and have asked me to go back with them to tea.
Don't know when I shall be back—probably for supper."
Then, clean, and with some recovery of self-respect, he waited
at the gate, rather, cold as to the spine end in much the
same nervous condition as a patient before a serious operation.

" Sorry we've been such a time," said Madeline, as she
whirled up to the cottage, the Uttle grey pony nearly sitting
on his hind-quarters when brought to an abrupt standstill.
" Mrs. Hales is such a gossip, you simply can't get away from
her. Do you mind sitting a bit more in front ? It keeps the
balance. Oh, come up, you little beast !"—thw to the pony,
with an impetuous application of the whip. " What are you
waiting for ?"
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Jacob found words umieoeMMy m they oantend up the
teep hill out of the vUkge, all liadeline's remwks being
addressed to the pony, but when they had reached the high
level ground of the common, the quiet siater opened a polite
conversation by inquiring,

" Have you been long in Ashby Sutton 1"
" Oh

! eight years—rather more," replied Jacob. " I was
bom in London, at least, Camberwell : it's a suburb, you
know." He would have enlarged upon this subject, safe
ground and sure as he found it, but the younger Biiss Pelmers-
dale, with good intention but chilling eflfect, broke in upon
his description of South London, a description to which she
had been listening without the slightewt interest. Her inter-
ruption took the form of another polite question : did not
Jacob admire the view from the common ? she asked ; taxC.

Jacob felt crushed. With an access of sensitiveness, he in-
ferred that his conversation had been a bore, and so, after a
formal acquiescence in approving the scenery, he relapsed
into monosyllabic answers to the endless string of polite
futilities which the younger Miss Felmersdale had at her
command.
The situation aggravated Jacob ; he wished to shine before

Madeline, who made no attempt to Join in the conversation.
He had the male desire to " show oflf," common to men and
other animals in the mating season, and if this conventional
little dark-haired girl of fifteen would have given him an
opportunity, he felt that he could have taken advantage of
it

;
but instead she crushed him with polite phrases—put him

in his place, as it were, a favoured visitor of lower social
status, to be treated with condescending approval. There
was a strong vein of duU respectability in Nina Fehnersdale,
she had the making of a district visitor, a Sunday-schooi
teacher; she was an acceptable type, reading tb- English
code of life—morals and manners—with docile reverence,
obedient to the letter of that wWch to her was infallible, rirfit
beyond any possibility of dispute, the thing that was and
is and ever will be.

While Nina Felmersdale crushed Jacob into silence with
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insipid and form*! oonvenation, BCadaline, wiihont deliberato

intention, wu silently provooative. At seventeen she wm
not without experience, and the tilt of her unformed mind
was towards romance. Her young idealism saw in any man
by whom she was temporarily attracted the possibility of per-

fection. This because her vividly imaginative mind was con-

strr.otive ; it was not so much what Hhe saw as what she
sought, that constituted her realities in this direction. Jacob
attracted her by that dominating law which ordains the union
of opposites and so preserves the average. There was this

essential di£Ference between Madeline and Jacob, that she
sought instinctively to live her drenms and he to dream his

life. At this moment she was, without conscious purpose,

playing the game of the ^oman who compels attraction. By
her reserve and withdrawal of interest she enhanced the

power of her least submission, and at the same time stimu-

lated the active principle of pursuit Inherent in the masculine
character.

5.

Tea on the Elmover lawn was an ordeal to Jacob. Lady
Felmersdale had had ulterior motives in sending Madeline
and Nina to Ashby Sutton. In their absence she had visited

the sideboard, and now put a strong restraint upon herself

in the presence of a stranger, which was manifested in a stiff

formality, a Camden Town correctltude, coloured but not
structurally altered by nineteen years' consciousneM of t

title. Sir Anthony, understanding the situation, was morose—"grumpy," as Madeline put it—and Nina, with purMed

mouth and disapproval in her small dark eyes, maintained »

prohibitive silence. There was a social chill in the air whi^
strongly a£fected Jacob, who had no suspicion of its orlgk

He sought an explanation in his own presence, and con
strued the surly formality offered him without politeness,

into a deliberate intention to impress upon him a sense of

social Inferiority. At a later period of development he would
have resented the attitude, but he was too young as yet in

Felmersdale graces, also he lacked knowledge and experience.
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Aft«r t6ft uid » period of uncomfbrUble dlenoe,— Sir
Anthony reading » paper, Udy Felmerwlale gasing some-
what too intently upon nothing in partioulai^-Jaoob made a
movement to riM, hia intention a formal leave-taking, bnt
Biftdeline, who up to thi« time had appeared to be loit in a

T* °i*^' ^^«<* •* *^ suddenly and shook her head.
Jacob bhished. He found himself taken into a confidence,
though he did not understand its purpose, and foUowed
Madeline eagerly with his eyes for another sign.

" Nina I"
*

•• WeU ?" The young lady addressed, looked up inquir-
ingly at her sister with raised eyebrows and a sUght inclination
of her head towards her mother.
"Oh I come here a minute." said Madeline, and then to

Jacob
:

" Excuse us for an instant. I want to . .
." The

sentence died away as she led Nina ^ few paces from the tea-
table.

S» Anthony looked up over the top of his paper, foUowing
his daughters* movements with his eyes.
Jacob could hear nothing of the conference that followed,

but he saw an explanatory Madeline glancing every now and^am at him and Lady Fehnersdale ; and a sUghtly resentful
Nina apparently unwilling to play the part assigned to her.
Ihen Madehne returned and addressed him.

" Would you care to see the gaiden ?" she asked.
" Oh .' thanks very much. Yes, I should. . . . Thank

you. Jacob wondered why it was so difficult to answer a
simple mvitation in appropriate language.

" I may not see you again" grunted Sir Anthony, proffering
a amp hand—which he withdrew again immediately Jacob
had touched it—and with this civility he got up and walked
away. Lady Felmersdale rose quite steadily, and remarked :

You must come again while this weather lasts : don't wait
for an mvitation "

" Come along," interrupted Madeline impatiently, but
Jacob hesitated; politeness demanded that he should at
least shako hands with his hostess, who was now regarding
him with an affectionate smile. But Lady Felmersdale
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reliered him of this embArraMment,—though she substituted
another—by saying, with a playful assumption of being hurt

:

" Oh I yes ; go abng I I know ! You don't want to talk
to an old woman like me ; you want to be o£f with Maidie
somewhere in the garden. . .

.*'

" Oh I aren't you coming ?" broke in Bfadeline, this time
with real temper.

" Why don't you go ?" simpered Lady Felmersdale. " You
can't want to stop and talk to an old woman like me. . .

."

Poor Jacob, utterly unable to understand why he was so
peremptorily ordered away by MadeUne while her mother was
talking to him, stood confused and uncomfortable. How
could he turn hib back on his hostess while she was actually
speaking to him, regarding him, too, with a rather fond smile ?

If he must be rude to soiueone, it must be to the person—how-
ever adorable—who was manifestly in the wrong. But Nina
saved him and put an end to the dilemma, by interposing
between him and her mother, saying " Oh ! Mumsie, I want
you to come and look at the puppies."
"Oh! You!" repUed Lady Fehnersdale. "You're aU

alike. Never let me talk to the young men. You're Jealous
both of you, that's what it is," and as she was led off, almost
forcibly, by her younger daughter, she looked back over her
shoulder and waved Jacob a coquettish good-bye.

6.

"I thought you wanted to see the garden "—MadeUne
was plainly in a hot temper—" but if you prefer to go and
see the puppies with Nina and mother . .

." She finished her
sentence with a gesture.

" No, I don't. ... I want to see the garden, only. . .
."

Jacob paused and gathered courage. " I couldn't possibly
come while Lady Felmersdale was talking to me. Could I ?"

Madeline regarded him quietly. Ab-eady her temper had
cooled. " Of course, you don't understand," she said.

•• Understand ? What ?" asked Jacob, perplexed.
" Oh

!
couldn't you see mother was not quite herself to-
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day ? It's the heafr-«he goes to slee^ and she's funny like
this when she wakes up; not quite herself. That's why
father was so rude to you. . .

."

" I didn't notice anything "
" Very polite of you, but you can't be quite blind. Are we

going to stand here all night ?"

" I'm sorry." What he was sorry for exactly, Jacob did
not know, but as he followed Madeline, who, as usual, found
it difficult to walk when she might run, he felt that a confidence
had been established, something which couldn't be analyzed,
but an encouragement.
The garden, as such, did not occupy their attention for

long. They made their way up behind the house across the
Italian garden, now a blaze of geraniums, across a sloping
lawn broken up by (rnamental designs of flower-beds, till
they reached a great galvanized wire construction like a laige
aviary, covered with climbing loses.

" Let's sit down," said Madeline, " it's so hot," and by way
of keeping up her role of cicerone, she added :

" We call this
the quarter-deck, this path, you know, and this affair's a
rosary, of course. Do you smoke ?"

"Oh ! thanks, yes ! Don't you mind ?" said Jacob, pro-
ducing a cigarette case.

" Rather not. It keeps the flies off. I smoke, too, some-
times."

Jacob had read of women who smoked, he remembered
CSgarette in Ouida's novel, but those women were all vivan-
dieres, or Httle better, and his naive mind was a httle shocked,
but he proffered his case, nevertheless, with a hesitating
" Would you care to smoke now ? The flies are rather a
niiisance."

" Thanks, I don't mind," replied MadeHne; and there fol-
lowed a tremulous moment as Jacob assisted with a match
and nearly touched Madeline's finger. He had never touched
her yet, not even shaken hands.
MadeUne smoked her cigarette Jerkily, drawing in the

smoke with half-closed eyes and blowing it out with absorbed
attention in the manner of the inexperienced ; and Jacob
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watched her with a shade, the first shade of disillusionment,
but an exhilarating sense of adventure. " They did these
things in Society," was his thought. " He had been shocked
because he was a country bumpkin, but he was learning "

—indeed he was learning more rapidly than he knew.
Their conversation had no particular point. They talked

first of the weather and then of London. Madeline's London
was a very different place to the London Jacob knew, and
they compared notes and discovered each their own ignorance.
Jacob's I .^ndon was provincial, a little self-contained town
of a suburb, from which his only excursions had been to that
quarter north of Oxford Street which the elect of the medical
profession have made their own; Wimpole, Harley and
Welbeck Streets. They found common ground in Bond
Street, but little to discuss. Then they drifted on to Jacob's
present occupation—and future, and so by degrees he was
warmed into talking about himself and grew more at ease ; and
Madeline found him interesting because he was of a type that
she had never met before, because he was intelligent, and
because he attracted her in some way that she didn't under-
stand.

They had been in the rosary an hour when Nina came and
interrupted them, whispering something to Madeline that
made her frown impatiently.

^

'' Oh ! all right," was her comment, and then to Jacob :

" I'm sorry I've got to go in to mother."
" I'm afraid I have stayed too long. I ought to be going,"

he said, and then the unnecessary Nina interposed, and
offered to show him the way across the park.
"Oh! don't you bother! I know the way," returned

Jacob, as he watched the figure of Madeline flying across the
lawn. He had meant to shake hands with her, but she had
gone with a friendly nod, and Jacob felt that by this curt
leavetaking she had cancelled the joy of that hour's conversa-
tion. He was a little rude to Nina, protesting that she r^illy
needn't come with him, and she took him at his word, which
fitted well enough with her own inclination.
He loitered across the garden, skirting the back of the

t
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aouae, and made his way to the side gate which let him into
«be Bpmny, and so to the ladder stile where he had first seen
Madeline. Arrived there, he perched himself in the same
position he had occupied on that memorable occasion.
Then the unexpected happened, for again he saw Madeline

running towards him down the narrow footpath.
" Oh I I'm so glad I caught you," she panted as she came

up to him. " Mother asked me to find you and say she was
sorry she wasn't able to entertain you this afternoon, but wUl
you come and have tea on Tuesday V*

" Oh ! Thanks. Yes. I should like to, awfully."
" Au revoir, then." Madeline looked at him with a new

expression. " You wiU come, won't you 1" she said, holdimr
out her hand.

®

Jacob made no reply, but he looked straight into her eyes
for a moment, and Madeline laughed a Uttle self-conscious
laugh, tightened her grasp of his hand for a fraction of a
second, and then ran o£F down the path.
At the end of the path, she turned and waved to him.
For the first half of his walk home Jacob's exaltation bore

him on wings, then physical tiredness asserted itself and his
legs dragged, but stiU Joy surged over him in waves.

You look tired, dear," said Aunt Hester when he came
mto the cottage. " Have you had a good time 1"

" I am rather tired," replied Jacob. " Yes ! I've had a
very nice time."

CHAPTER X
DEVELOPMENT

1.

^E (Rawing Of the priest's door made no progress between
Thursday and Tuesday. Two or three times Jacob un-
covered it and laid it on the table, but a strong disinclination
for work overtook him on each occasion. Instead, he satmakmg aimless little sketches on the comer of that large sheet
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of hand-made paper; sketches that strove to convey the
impressioii of a young girlish face, and that were rubbed out
again with sudden vigour and little spurts of temper.

" Won't it go ?" asked Aunt Hester, coming in during an
interlude of fierce erasure.

" It isn't a question of ' going ' exactly," returned Jacob,
crossly, " I can t work. I don't know what's the matter with
me. I hate the beastly thing."

Aunt Hester sighed. It had required no gift of insight
to diagnose Jacob's malady, it was written plainly in his

face, his speech, his restlessness, his abstraction, but Hester
had given no sign that she guessed what was in his mind, and,
for once, she feared confidence, for it was not in her heart to
encourage him in what she believed to be hopeless, however
great her love and sympathy, or, perhaps, because of it.

Everything was confessed on Tuesday evening, however,
after the second visit to Elmover, a short visit which ended
abruptly in Jacob's being driven back by Lady Felmersdale
and Nina, an entirely unsatisfactory visit in every way.
Madeline had been childishly merry with her mother and
sister, but had not vouchsafed Jacob an encouraging glance,
she had, in fact, been almost rude in her neglect of him.
Jacob put his own construction on her attitude, took the
whole burden of it upon himself, read into it a contemptuous
dismissal of his worship, and so, after supper, he stared
moodily out of the window, sighed like a tempest, and con-
templated early death.

Later, when the lamp was lit, he essayed to smoke a pipe,
and pretended to read, while Aunt Hester, apparently en-
grossed in darning her household linen, watched him and
waited for the confidence she knew could be delayed no
longer. Presently Jacob attempted to relight his pipe for
the tenth time, shut his book with an air of determination,
and announced that he was going to bed.

Aunt Hester looked up at the clock. " You're early to-
night," she said.

" Yes. I'm sick of eveiything. I want to go to sleep and
forget," returned Jacob.

' fl
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" What is it, dear ?"

" Oh ! nothiig." Jacob got up and went ov©r to the fire-
place and knocked out his empty pipe with careless diligence.
From this retreat—he was behind his aunt's back—he ad-
ventured the remark that there didn't seem to be anythiar
worth living for.

^
" Why to-night more particularly ?» inquired Hester.
" Oh ! I don't know," said Jacob, still aimlessly tapping his

pipe on the bars of the grate, and then, " I suppose you can't
guess ?" ''

" Is it something to do with Miss Felmersdale ?" Hester
was still engrossed in her needlework, and did not look up.
"Yes! Something. I suppose I'm an awful ass. It isn't

lAely she d ewr take any notice of me—only, last time I went
over there I thought, somehow, she might. She was rather
JoUy to me, you know—when she said good-bye. Of course
she didn't mean anything reaUy, only it meant a lot to me. . .

."

You'll soon get over it, dear !"

TTie inevitable, futile consolation, always true and never
to be behoved. Even as Hester spoke it, she recognized its
futility, and putting down her work, turned towaids Jacob
all love and sympathy. He was only twenty-one, and his
reply was as inevitable and futile as her attempt at con-
solation.

" No
! I shan't ever get over it !" Then, realizing that his

statement lacked any power of carrying conviction until
elaborated, he continued :

" I fell in love with her years ago
when she was quite Uttle—I saw her in the park at Elmovw '

It's . . . it's fate."

^
Hester was practical, she wasted no more time in cliches.
Come and tell me all about it," she said, for she knew that a

trouble such as Jacob's loses much of its bitterness when it has
been put into words.
When full and free confession had been made, Hester

hesitated. She took an entirely different view of the facts
and drew an inference directly opposed to Jacob's. She
hesitated because she feared that this boy and girl love-affair
might grow, not because she thought it wa« over and done
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with. She made a mistake as the result of the hesitatioii,
because in the pause she forgot eveiythii^ but Jacob's imme-
diate happiness, but it was not a mistake that in any way
affected the issue—no word or influence of Hester's could have
swerved the outcome.

" I don't think you need despair, yet, dear," was what
she said, and Jacob brightened visibly. This was the con-
solation he sought before all else.

" Don't you ? . . . ReaUy «... Why 1 . . . Why don't
you ? . . ." Jacob pressed eagerly, and Hester tried to
encouri^e and to hedge at the same time.

" Well, dear," she l^an, still hesitating, a little unwilling,
perhaps, to elucidate the feminine psychology of Madeline's
attitude. "Miss Pelmersdale gave you some—some en-
couragement on Thursday, didn't she ?"

"I suppose so—yes, I thought it tremendoluly en-
couraging."

"And afterwards, I suspect, she thought, perhaps, she
had gone a little too far—knowing you so little, and she
was waiting for you to take the next step. . .

." Hester
paused, her analysis sadly incomplete, and Jacob, deeply
mtrospective, interpolated " I wonder."

" But, Jacob—Jimmy, dear, what can come of it, even if
Miss Felmersdale did learn to care for you, in that way ?"

" Do you really think it's possible she might ?" Jacob
could not, as yet, consider any other problem.
"Of course she miglU, dear," persisted Hester, "but

even if she did, what then ? What could come of it ?How . .

."

Heaven !' interrupted Jacob, ecstaticaUy. " Just-
heaven. I can't think beyond ' at point—yet. I don't
want to. I leave aU the rest on . knees of the gods. But
18 It possible

; do you really, really think it's possible ?"
For this time Hester ceased remonstrance, but it was

then m her mind to return to that attitude when she could
find her nephew in a more plastic mood. Afterwards, in the
dark, quiet hours, she threshed out the whole probieia. It
seems as if in this thing, the determined, practical woman

, >;J
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was untrue to the prinoiples of her own character ; but she
was shrewd and far-seeing enough to know wlien she encoun-
tered a force too strong for her to oppose. She recognized
such a force here. This was no matter to be dealt with in
the manner of Jacob's exercises. There, inertia had to be
overcome, this was a positive, dynamic force that, if faced,

must be resisted. And above and beyond all questions of
common sense was Hester's love for Jacob. " Was it for
his ultimate good," she argued, "to attempt any drastic
remedy for his madness ?" She debated giving up her cottage
and moving to some village on the further side of Pelsworthy,
beyond the sphere of Felmersdale influence. Then, supposing
the present passion to be outlived, would not another, possibly
a worse, take its place ? Hester thought of her brother, and
from that came to thinking that Jacob's love-afiFair was in
its way a beautiful thing, however hopeless from a worldly
point of view. And if tragedy came, a bar upon Jacob's
visits to Elmover, a forcible separation, a removal of Madeline
beyond the sphere of attraction, would not these things,
finally, help to strengthen him and to keep his mind free
from evil ? For of any suspicion of evil in connection with
this affair, Hester had never a single thought ; that and the
possibility of any happy issue, she did not take into con-
sideration. Thus in her practical, unimaginative way, Hester
came to a decision. After that night, though she suffered
occasional doubts, her help and sympathies were enlisted

on Jacob's behalf. Hester, it may be noticed in conclusion,
always anticipated an unhappy outcome for Jacob's love-
affairs—but she never considered her own interests ; in this

as in all otherthings touching Jacob'swelfare shewas supremely
unselfish.

2.

The next morning, Jacob was so far emboldened as to plan
a walk to the Elmover stile, and after some faltering and
much nervousness, he set out across the Common, lingering
by the way and searching his mind for excuses, in preparation
for that which he did not dare to anticipate. When he was
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stai a quarter of a mile or more from the outskirts of Elmover,
his loitering culminated in a dead stop. Arguing back and'
forwards with himself, he decided that he would look such
a "silly Ma" it ahe should happen to come through the
plantation and find him mooning on that particular stile.
Acute self-consciousness overtook him, he blushed, and with
a sudden determination took a course at right angles to his

I

original direction, a course which led him down the slope of
the hill. At the bottom, he sat down on a convenient hump
of brown grass that had once been an ant-hiU, and studied
the meandering trickle of the little bitwk which runs across
the Common and then dives underground to emerge as a
clear spring some half-mile nearer to Ashby Sutton. Runninc
water always held a fascination for Jacob.

It was a glorious day ; a still, hot morning of August
sunshine. The brown-green of the Common stretched up
before him to a thin, hazy sky-line that seemed to wriggle
\wth the heat, and against the light the Uttle humped bushes
of blackthorn, distorted and bent with the force of winter
winds, looked dead and parched. Jacob turned sideways^d regarded the cool, clear green of the forest trees in the
Elmover plantation. " Exquisite," he murmured without
hmited apphcation of the adjective, and then with a fall to
bathos he added

:
" Phew ! but isn't it hot ?" and fell to fanning

himself with his straw hat.
The trees of Elmover continued to hold his attention.He could see the break where the path ran out to the ladder

stile, and the sun Just caught the stile itself, the flight of six
steps afld the crossed supports at the top, a little, remote
step-ladder, dwarfed by the magnificence of the trees, but
the entrance to Paradise. Thinking of it as an entrance
Jacob overlooked the fact that it was equaUy an exit, andwhen a httle bunch of white, distorted by the heat hazeshow^ momentarily on tne top, and then flickered down t^be hidden by a dip in the ground, Jacob's heart gave a Jumpand then began to beat to suffocation.
What should he do i It might be ... and if it was, shewouldn t see hun there, down by the brook. He stood up

7
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and gazed and saw nothing, waited for an eternity, and then
began to climb slowly back up the hill towarda the path.
Yes

!
It was. She was coming up the rise, carrying her

hat, and evidently going over to Ashby Sutton. Jacob was
overcome with nervousness ; he felt an overpowering desire
to hide. Would slie think he had come out to look for her ?

He compromised by turning his back resolutely on Elmover,
and took a diagonal path up the slope towards the village!
" She must see me," he aigued, " and she needn't take any
notice of me, if she doesn't want to. I can pretend not to
know she is there tiU she is past me, or just take off my hat."
So with a step that la|^ and grew slower and slower,

he sauntered back across the Common, resolutely keeping
his eyes away from Elmover, but listening tensely for the
sound of a step that should overtake him. Slowly and yet
more slowly he walked, and no one overtook him.
Two hundred yards behind, Madeline restraining her

impetuosity with some trouble, screwed up her mouth and
regarded Jacob's back !

" I'm not going to run after him,"
she said to herself. " He must have seen me. If he doesn't
want to speak to me, he needn't . .

."

At last Jacob stopped, took off his hat and u-iped his
forehead, hesitated, and then turned quickly. »Iadeline was
pulling a stick out of a hedge two hundred yards away.
She was not looking in his direction ; she seemed quite un-
conscious of his presence. Jacob wiped his forehead again
and called himself a fool. Then he swore faintly but with
a soft insistence, smaU, foolish repetitions of one word, the
only expletive he ever used. "Damn!" said Jacob by
way of tonic

;
" damn !" and then, taking his courage in his

hands, he made a bee-line in the direction of Madeline, with
the blood singing in Ids ears and his knees trembling.
The desired stick was not easily to be disengaged ; it was

not free when Jacob had reached the path.
" May I—can I help you ?" he said.
Madeline turned with composure, physicaUy heated, but

socially cahn. " Hallo !" she said. " Hot, isn't it ? Nevermmd about the stick, it won't do, it's too big."
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" Yes, it is hot," replied Jacob, and for a moment they

stood and looked at one another.
"Let's go down to the spring," said Madeline, breaking

a silenoe that was becoming uncomfortable ;
" there's some

shade there."

" Oh
!
yes, rather !" Jacob wished to express warm approval

of the project, then he added :
" Were you going over to the

village?" ^ 6 »

"No! I wasn't going anywhere particular. I got sick
of lessons and told Mumsie I had a headache, and she told
Miss Peares I needn't do any more, so I Just came out for a
walk. Isn't it a ripping day ?"

" Ripping !" agreed Jacob with enthusiasm. His speech
was chiefly of the weather tiU they reached the spring.

3.

The spring comes out of the earth at the bottom of a
cleft, driven into the hill of the Common ; it looks as if it
might have been a railway cutting that had been intended
and stopped prematurely. Madeline went ahead, clamberini;
easily down the steep slope, but Jacob had to follow more
wanly, holding on to the stems of the lank and rather barren
bushes that grew on the incline. When he reached the
bottom, Madehne was paddling her hands in the Uttle basin
of water that receives the cold stream from the hill

" Jolly and cool," remarked Madeline.
" Yes, isn't it ?" was aU Jacob found to say, and by wav

of gi^ emphasis and feeling to his appreciation, he, too
squatted down and dabbled. Ho was desperately anxioui
to be bright and amusing, but his thoughts stammered, and
lucid speech was beyond him. Madeline wringing her chiUed
hands came to his rescue by demanding a handkerehief, which
was proffered with enthusiasm. Fortunately, as he noted
with some rehef

, the handkerchief was passably clean
From this incident onward, progress was rapid. Madeline

returned the damp handkerchief by throwing it at its owner,me action was, perhaps, reminiscent of the flirtations of
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village girls, m ubserved on fattive oocMioiui, but it Mtab-
lished easier relations. "Schoolroom" was a word that
occurred to the mind, offering at once explanation of a for-
wardness not to be abused or misunderstood, and suggestion
of a convenient attitude that might be adopted. Jacob
realixed that he had been too serious ; he took his cue and
essayed the frivolous.

Soon they were splashing water at each other, Jacob with
restraint, Madeline with intention, and when that palled
they were both laughing.

" Are you wet ?" asked Jacob.
" Not nearly so wet as you are," returned Madeline, but

still she was wet enough—a wetness almost entirely due to
her own efforts—to demand further recourse to the damp
handkerchief, and Jacob had become bold enough to proffer
assistance in its use. He trembled when permitted to help
in the dabbing of the white blouse and grew nervous, hot
and afraid. He became suddenly deferential again, polite
and formal. He would have drawn away and resumed
distant relations (he had been so near her, her face sun-
warmed and flushed had almost touched him, his hands had
hovered over her shoulders, a strand of wonderful hair had
lain for a moment over his wrist. All this was sacrilege.
In his heart and mind was adoration, remote, detached
worship), but Madeline held the situation.

" You are a rum pup," she said, half laughing. " Why
are you so serious, all of a sudden ?"

" Am I serious ? I suppose I don't know . .
."

Madeline looked at him, smilingly, provokingly, and
Jacob looked back at her with a new and startling question
rising in his mind. "Did she expect him to kiss her?"
This was a new situation, something that in dreams took an
entirely different aspect. His imagination had played him
false.

"I say," he stammered, his face burning, "do you—
I mean it isn't possible, is it, that you like me a little ?"

It amounted to a proposal, but Madeline maintained the
atmosphere of the schoolroom.
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"Oh, I don't know I Porhapi You are so awfully
serious."

She turned her head slightly away from him, waiting ; but
Jacob kept quite still, staring at her ; trying to understand
this new wonder. " Perhaps she oared for him, for him /"

It is doubtful how long the situation might have lasted
if Ifadeline had not continued the initiative. It was a small
indication, but enough. They were sitting side by side on
the sloping bank, and she moved an inch or two nearer to
him—there was Just the faintest suggestran of " snuggling "

in that movement.
Jacob, trembling, laid his hand on hers that was still

damp and cold with spring water, and then, fearfully, almost
religiously, he bent forward and kissed that warm, delicate,
fragrant cheek.

The very ghost of a kiss it was, made without any move-
ment of the lips. Just the slightest contact without pressure.
There came hem the sound of one faint " Boom " from

the distant chi ,i of Ashby Sutton.
" Oh, my goooness, it's one o'clock ! I i

' simply fly !"

exclaimed Madeline, and before Jacob had ^r covered
his sense of reality she was on her feet and scrambling up the
bank. He followed, calling t . her, "One moment, I'm
coming," but she didn't stop for him. At the top of the bank
she turned for a moment, looked down, and waved to him,
but when Jacob had reached level ground, she was a hundred
yards away, running with her head down.
Jacob watched her out of sight.

There are two points to be noted, immediately consequect
upon this kiss. The first that Jacob did not" rant to go
home and dream about it, he wanted to see Siadeline again,
to be with her instantly. The second that when interrogated
as to her movements, Madeline made no mention either to
her mother or to Ninar-though the Utter was the recipient
of most confidences—that she had met or even seen " that
rather nice boy, young Stahl." The description is borrowed
from Lady Felmersdale. These two points each involve a
distinct change of attitude.
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ThftI night Aunt Hester wm again wakeful. Jacob's
elation had been too manifest for him to hide his triumph
as he had intended—a determination arrived at during his
walk home—but his account had been abridged, there were
reservations. Hester, pondering, worrying and speculating,
was chiefly concerned as to the feelings and intentions—if
she had any—of Biadeline. Was the child in earnest, or
merely a flirt ! To Hester the problem resolved itself into
these two definite alternatives. Hester frequently made this
mistake in (X)nsidering her problems.

CHAPTER XI

BINNBTTS m OPPOSITION

1.

Jacob's holiday was extended from three weeks to six that
year. It might have undergone further expansion, but Aunt
Hester's silent reproach was not to be borne any longer, and
Jacob acknowledged defeat at list, unwillingly. He had
made a stand for freedom and boldly resisted authority. He
was of age, and for the matter of that independent, now,
financially, and if he chose to stay away from the office, in
which he was only a pupil, that was his own affair. This
was Jacob's first quarrel with Hester, and he became very
hot, assertive and ill-tempered over it,—deliberately ill-

-tempered to give himself more courage—and Hester, at first,

made the mistake of being authoritative, which gave her
nephew the opportunity of saying things he could never
have said if she had pleaded and not scolded. Jacob never
saw Hester's tears, nor guessed that she had shed any ; he was
engrossed in greater matters, at Elmover almost every day,
and he had become impatient of restraint. After that quarrel
there was an atmosphere of unhappiness and uneasiness in
the cottage for three days, and then followed a reconciUation
—which broke up the old relations for ever.
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Wo oaa't go on like this, Aunt HMter." Jacob Mid.
*' Yoa miMt MO. rwOly, that I »m not » boy any longer."

Hester had seen it. seen it with bitterness and resentment,
but she only Raid with a sigh :

" I don't want to go on like
this, dear, you know that."

•' Can't you see things from my point of view ?" asked
Jacob.

" But what can come of this Elmover affair ?" replied
Hester.

Jacob was on his feet, moving restlewly about the cottage.
" I don't know, I don't know—yet," he said. " I suppose I
shall have to say something to Sir Anthony, soon. Lady
Felmersdale knows, of course, and she doesn't seem to
mind. . .

."

" Perhaps she thinks you are both too young to be serious."
" Yes, perhaps. I don't know—I don't want to bother

about the future, not yet, I want to enjoy the beautiful
prssent."

" Doesn't Sir Anthony guess ? You are up there nearly
every day."

" I hardly ever see him. I—I don't always go up to the
house, and when I do, he is not there, generally."

" I suppose you don't go except when yoo know he's out.'*
" That isn't a very nice way of putting it, is i: ? / don't

mind seeing him a bit, only they—only she—I mean it seems
better not to, somehow." Jacob could not bring himself to
pronounce the beloved name except in the presence of its
owner, and then the saying of it became a term of endearment.

" I don't see what can come of it," repeated Hester.
•' I don't see why we shouldn't—be married. Not yet, of

course."

" On a hundred and twenty pounds a year ?"
" Oh ! Lord no ! But I've got a profession. Do you

think I've no chance of making » r money, myself ?"
" But you're neglecting your profession, dear," said Aunt

Hester, gently, bringing back the conversation to the point of
difference.

" Oh ! n^lecting it !" Jacob was becoming angry again.
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For a week or two. What possible difiFeronoe can that
make ? I shall work harder than ever when I get back, but
I must have this time, now. I shall never have another time
ukethis. Besides. . .

."

"Yes? Besides what?" prompted Hester as Jacob
hesitated.

" Does it matter ?" asked Jacob. " You must see that the
thing has got to be. You couldn't ask me to mve it un
could you ?" * *^'

Hester sighed. She felt weak and very desolate. She
wanted her boy back again, and was wilHng to pay almost
any price to get him. " I haven't asked you to give it up "
she compromised feebly.

" Well, couldn't you try not to worry about it ? Can't
you trust me ?" Jacob's tone was petulant.

" I'U try, dear," said He^^ter, and kissed him. After that
there was quite a reconciliation. It almost seemed, for a
time, as if the old relations had bei^n renewed, but Hester
knew that that was impossible. She had been first, and she
was now undeniably second in Jacob's thoughts.
After this she entered no open remonstrances, but Jacob

became continually more conscious of her disapproval with
regard to his absence from Mr. Baker's office, and so gave in,
at last. He was assisted by his own consciousness of the
fact that he was wasting his time. There was the future to
be thought of, he admitted that, but he preferred to foiget
It m the glorious present. The future would be all right
he had wonderful dreams about the future, on occasion he
even had designs on the premiership.

2.

It was a horrible experience, that return to the study of
architecture. As Jacob toiled up the hill to Mr. Baker's
office, the smell of Pelsworthy streets choked him with dustv
famiharity. "^

It was one of those perfect September days which have a
character all their own. There had been a slight frost in the
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ni(^t, and thegrass was heavy with dew. The hedges had been
hung with a rich lace-work of spider's web. The air was very
still, 'ving promise of a hot da: ^hen the sun had dried the
dew. rhe smoke from cottage chimneys went up in a straight
column, gradually fading into the hazy blue of the sky.
An occasional brown leaf fell softly through the heavy green
of the still living foliage, rustling and tapping as it slid from
branch to branch. In the big ehns behind the church, the
rooks were congratulating one another on the promise of the
moniing and comparing notes as to the frost in the night, all
cawing at once and apparently enjoying themselves amazingly.

" Fancy wasting a day like this in Pelsworthy," murmured
Jacob, as he walked to the station, and beii^ in a mood to
find fault with all that called him from the clean, sweet
loveliness of that September morning, he worked himself
into a fine state of disgust with all that was Pelsworthy.
The smell of the office struck him as unbearably mouldy

and stale as he opened the half-glass inner door that gave
access to the room in which he worked, and there was Bennetts
hard at it as usual, tracing, as though there were no finer
thing in the world than this dusty, dingy, degrading business of
designing horrible shelters from the freshness of the sweet air.

" So you have condescended to come back ?*' was Bennetts'
ironical greeting. " I thought you had set up business on
your own account in Ashby Sutton ?"

Jacob smiled feebly. How could he reply to these stupid,
vulgar Jests of the incurably bourgeois ? What could he
possibly have in common with this middle-class Bennetts ?
Mr. Baker came out of the inner office, brisk, fussy and

energetic.

" Eh ?" he said on catching sight of Jacob. " Eh ? Ah I

of course, of course. Well, well, been enjoying the fine
weather ? Um ' Ah ! Now ! what about those tracings,
eh? Bennetts, you'd better get on with the details. Come
now, all the fresher for a rest, eh ? How's your aunt ?"

"She's quite weU, thank you,'' murmured Jacob, feehng
rather like a schoolboy in trouble, and struggling to regard
the httle round figure of Mr. Baker with Ehnover contempt.

n

I

\\
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"Ah! indeed. Capital! Capital! WeU, weU. Now!
Bennetts, copy these letters, will you. I've got to catch the
10.26 to Nassington," and Mr. Baker suddenly looked very
stem and retreated into his own oflSce with an air of being
hard pressed for time.

Everything going on as usual, the same old dreary unin-
teresting round, but Jacob could not resist a feeling of delight
that Mr. Baker, at least, would be away all day—Nassington
was at the other end of the diocese. He determined to take
two hours for lunch, and leave early, r^ardless of all sneers
and sarcasms from Bennetts. After all, he wasn't paid for
his time, he needn't come at all if he didn't want to. Why
shouldn't he take the afternoon off ant' go to Elmover ?

"You'd better come and work ^ver here," remarked
Bennetts. " I've got the big board. If you take this tracing
up, you'll never get it flat again."

" I suppose we can move the board," snapped Jacob. " It
isn't glued down, is it ?" He felt a strong disinclination to
work anywhere but at his own seat.

" Bit Mondayish, aren't you ?" queried Bennetts. " You
can move the board if you like—I thought it would save
trouble for you to work here, that's all

!"

" I don't care." Jacob hesitated and relented somewhat,
but he still felt a distaste to being moved. He had dreamed
dreams of Elmover in that place of his, dreams that had
materialized in the most astonishing manner. " Don't you
bother," he added ;

" I'U do it." However, they moved the
boards together.

Jacob worked that morning. It seemed preferable to
talking to Bennetts, and tracing allows one plenty of oppor-
tunity for dreams. Moreover, he was dreading some allusion
to Elmover. It was quite evident that Bennetts could never
be made a recipient of any confidences that touched the
sacred things of life. Never had Bennetts seemed so in-
curably middle-class, as he did thai morning. He hadn't
shaved, and he had a Pelsworthy accent which Jacob had
never noticed before. Therefore Jacob worked, and if he
had short intervals of gazing at the ground glass in front of
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him which hid the hot Pelsworthy street, there was excoM,
one must wait for the ink to dry. He was not at ease con-
cerning the annouQcoment he thought of maldng as to his
proposed absence in the afternoon. He regretted that he
had not done the bold thing and mentioned his intention to
Mr. Baker. There was no reason why he shouldn't do as he
liked, but it meant a fuss ; Bennetts might be " funny," or
he nught be nasty, there were precedents for both attitudes.
Jacob wavered, uncertain whether the afternoon was worth
the bother. He reflected that even if he went home, it was
long odds against his seeing " anyone "—a convenient word
that had m Jacob's mind a very limited application. She
knew that he would be at the office aU day, and would not
be expecting him.

ibid th«n Aunt Hester would be hurt, and thmk his new-
made rest, ition to work hard did not amount to much. At
iMt he decided to stick to his tracing, and became conscious
of a feehng of relief. He hated the mental eflfort necessary
to face an unpli sant situation.

Later he saw the finger of a kindly fate in his decision.
A little after three a timid knock came at the outer door.
Ctome in !" beUowed Bennetts, but no one replied. It

was cattle market at Pelsworthy on Monday, and the occu-
pants of Mr. Baker's office were used to the shy invasions of
country drovers, who mistook the little lobby for the entrance
to the next-door public-house.

" Some fool of a yokel," murmured Jacob without look-
ing up.

The knock was repeated, very timidly.
"
P^'_5^°\®

^ •'" bawled Bennetts, getting down from his
stool. The door was opened nervously, and Jacob, tumin«.saw Nma Felmersdale. very red and awkward, standingin

1 1!S rT-^* "IT °^ ^" '^^ ^^ * moment.lndNina
turned to him with reUef.

"Oh, Jimmy !»_to such familiarity had he come, even
witii the reserved Nina, in those five weeks-" we're drivingand we thought, perhaps, you'd care to come back with uT^^can you ? Nina paused and looked askance at Bennetts
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who was absorbed in his drawing, but pink as to the ears
;

then she dropped her voice, " Maidie wouldn't come. Will
you meet us at the Angel, in about half an hour ?"

" Yes, rather, of course I will." It didn't occur to Jacob
until Nina had gone that it would have been wiser to have
accompanied her. When he came back into the office he
found Bennetts, stiU a little pink, but no longer absorbed in
his drawing.

"That's Miss Felmersdale, I suppose," he remarked
ironically.

Jacob stopped and looked at him. There was a silence
which seemed to last quite a long time, while Jacob regarded
Bennetts with a long and speculative stare that gradually
lost focus, so that Bennetts felt that Jacob was no longer
looking at him, but t' >ugh him.

" No," said Jacob at last, " it's not."

"
Taken up with someone else ?" asked Bennetts.

" That was Miss Felmersdale's younger sister," returned
Jacob. His vanity could not allow of such a misconception,
but Bennetts obviously did not believe him.

" Oh
! is it ?" His grin evidenced his scepticism. " Getting

on, arun't you ?"

Jacob was overcome with anger at his own inability to
make Bennetts comprehend. For a moment he struggled
with a desire to shout at him, swear at him, call him a fool
but he realized the futility of these methods. Instead he
controUed himself with an effort, shrugged his shoulders, and
proceeded to change his coat.

" You're not going, are you ?" inquired Bennetts, with a
change of tone, as he watched the proceeding. " That tracing's
got to go off to-night."

^*
" It can go to hell for aU I ca^," said Jacob as he walked

out of the office.

The slow, dogged Bennetts was offended. You picture
him—this broad-shouldered, black-haired, square-headed man
with his strongly marked, slightly arched eyebrows—heavily
angry, even passionate, throwing down his square and pencils
and going over to inspect the tracing on Jacob's board, then
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with a sullen resolution taking up the uncompleted work, and
setting himself to finish it, sulkily, morosely, with a slow,
detennined anger that would last for days.

~t

CHAPTER XII

KLMOVEB PasSBBVES

1.

It was a day of portent, that twenty-third of September ; a
day that began with the depression, incident on the retiim
to an atmosphere of oflSce work which contrasted so dis-
tressuigly with the atmosphere of Elmover; a day that
brought unanticipated relief in the afternoon, and a return
to holiday delights ; a day that ended with a blow. . . .

Jacob had not to wait long in the precincts of the Angel
Hotel, before Madeline and Nina appeared. Madeline was
in one of her happiest moods, gay, irresponsible, and yet
withal so gloriously affectionate, that Nina—who for once
had been allowed to drive—spent much time in reminding
her sister and Jacob that they were not the only occupants
of the governess cart, and that there were, moreover, various
other people in the world who—according to Nina—were of
an inquisitive and teU-tale disposition, people represented
by labourers in the fields and occasional foot-passengors on
the road, any one of whom not only might, but probafty
would, recognize the occupants of the governess cart, " and
you never know who they mayn't tell," was Nina's conclusion.
Nma was by nature afraid of being found out, even when
tnere was nothing to find ; Madeline knew no control but her
own wishes.

" We don't care, dear, do we ?" she said to Jacob.
" Rather not," responded Jacob, with enthusiasm.
Was it possible that only half an hour ago he ha ^ been

tr-^ing tedious plans in Mr. Baker's office, in the company
of the middle-olass Bennetts ?
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Ibey had tea m the sohoolroom. a merry, unohaperonod,
dehghtful tea, and afterwards Madeline proposed that she
and Jacob should go up to the woods that run down to join
Elmover grounds on the Pelsworthy side, woods where black-
berries were abundant, and the hazel-nuts "practicaUy"

"You are siUy," protested Nina; "you're safe to get
caught some time, and then there'll be a fine old row."
"Oh! it's aU right," laughed Madeline. "She's-you

know —an irreverent allusion to Lady FeUnersdale—" and
father's gone over to shoot at Fordham."

" WeU, I think you are awfully silly—both of you," said
Nina with emphasis; "you'U go too far. Mother's Just as
likely as not to send for you."

»
"Not she," replied Madeline with a look of contempt;
she Jolly well wants us out of the way."

Lady Fehnersdale's unhappy weakness was growing ever
more pronounced. In the Felmersdale family the subject
was not referred to openly. Between Sir Antiiony and his
daughters there was a tacit understanding, no mom—tne thing
was never spoken of. Only between Madeline und Nina
had there been any exchange of confidences, and even they
dealt chiefly in innuendo when touching the mysterious
topic. It IS, therefore, unlikely that an outsider, such as
Jacob, would have been let into the secret had he not made
the discovery for himself, and, indeed, both MadeUne andNma had done their best to keep him from that discovery.
But one evening at Elmover, the only evening Jacob had ever
spent thero-Sir Anthony had gone up to town, a rare in-
cident—Lady Felmersdale had been in an unhappily gay and
amorous condition, and despite the angry efforts of her
daughtere had insisted on kissing Jacob. It was a memory
that made him feel hot and uncomfortable for many subse-
quent days—the stout, flushed woman, with a silly smile,
pushing aside the physical opposition of the two distressed
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girls, and saying with an inane laugh, " Oh ! you go away, you
two, you want him all to yourselves, / know. You go away,"
and then to Jacob, " We don't want 'em, do w»—they're
only kids, only kids." And he saw himself stammering,
distressfully looking to Madeline for assistance, making mute
inquiry as to what he ought to do. . . . A horrible memory.
. . . Madeline had explained everything to him next day

;

made to him, in a mood of appeal, a confession of her own
weakness, her shirked attempts to prevent the occurrence of
these horrors. ... She had even asked Jacob to help
her. ...

The blackberries were not very attractive. It had been a
dry, hot summer, and they were smaU and hard ; and the nuts,
though ripe, were not plentiful. An oasis of mossy grass
hidden amongst the thickest of the hazel, seemed designed
for confidences, a material seclusion from all that was njt
nature.

Madeline was stretched carelessly on the grass, regardless
aUke of the negligence of her attitude or of possible damage
to her dress. The attitude was characteristic, and as to the
frock—the grass was dry and the bits could easily be picked
off later. Jacob sat hugging his knees, thoughtful, and he
hardly knew why, a little ner>ous. He had been regarding
the unusuaUy quiet Madeline with the eye of an artist
wishing that he had the genius to perpetuate the picture'
Eopecially his senses were enraptured by the exquisite con-
trast of that graat mane of rich brown hair, so gloriously
ahve, agamst the texture of the dead brown of parched moss
But ho could not be content to fill his eyec with the picture he
wanted to touch it and fondle it, and then, he knew, would
come kisses, and after a time even kisses paUed. How could
he find satisfaction, he wondered, and came to in answer in the
thought of permanent possession. It was because the time
was always so short ; he had to make the most of it •

if he
couJd look forward to years of uninterrupted intercourse
with this beautiful thing, he could find serene enjoyment in

n

li
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mere contemplation, was the thouglit of his innocent and
uninstruoted mind and senses.

" Penny," said Madeline casually, without moving her gaze
from its abstracted regardance of the sky.

" I was thinking how beautiful you were," replied Jacob
solemnly.

Madeline lifted her head slightly, and looked at him for a
moment, then sinking back into her former position, she
remarked, " You are a rum pup, Jimmy !"

Jacob smiled and moved a little closer to her, near enough
to bury his hand in the rippling masses of her hair. The
bathos of her remark was not conducive to the continuance
of detached, artistic idealization.

" But you are beautiful," he repeated.
Madeline smiled up at him, tolerant of worship. " I know

you think so," she said, " but you're, oh ! you're not quite
right in your head on that subject."

" I am," protested Jacob. " I was looking at you from
a iiurely artistic point of view."

" Mother doesn't think me beautiful," MadeUne went on,
smiling a little grimly, " when she's not quite—you know—
and gets into one of her tearing rages ; she always goes
for me about being so ugly ! The other » »ght she called
me . .

."

" Oh ! Madeline, don't," interrupted Jacob. " I loathe
your mother when she gets like that. She's, she's so . .

."

" Yes ! I know, but youVe got to be awfully nice to her
all the same," replied Madeline, without waiting for Jacob's
discovery of a just description. " li you aren't, she can make
it beastly for us. I should never be able to see you if she
didn't let me."

" She doesn't know you're here with me now, does she ?"

asked Jacob.
" She knows wr went into Pebworthy to fetch you. She

suggested it ; said <<re might bring you back to tea. Of course,
she just wanted Nina and lue out of the way. . .

."

" You do try to keep her from it, don't you ?"

"Oh! Yes!" Madeline sighed hopelessly. 'Not so
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much M I used to—it's no good, you know. One can't do
anything."

" I'm awfully aorry for you, dear."
" It's no good worrying," said BCadeline, sitting up. " Let's

foiget all abouji it now," and then after a slight hesitation, she
added, " I daren't stay, very long."
Jacob was still a tyro in the art of making love. He always

hesitated to take the initiative. But he understood the
purport of Madeline's last remark, and half shyly drew him-
self close to her, and then, having made the plunge, he drowned
himself in rapture.

But kisses do not, cannot satisfy, and Jacob released him-
self, a httle ashamed that he had pressed so far, foolishly
anxious lest his innocent caresses had offended the modesty
of his ideal. So unnecessarily anxious was he, that he must
needs make an effort to reassure her that his adoration had
differed no diminishment.
" You know that I love to kiss you," he said ; " but I

could love you just as much if I never kissed you."
Madeline, propped on one elbow, regarded him thought-

fully. " Why shouldn't you kiss me ?" she asked.
"We are going to be married some day, aren't we?"

agreed Jacob.

The ghost of a frown gathered for a moment on Madeline's
forehead. " Oh ! yes—some day, if you ever make enough
money. ..." **

" Why did you frown ?" asked the sensitive Jacob.

I'
Did I? I didn't know I did."

"
Yes you did, a very little frown. Why did you ?"

" Oh ! I don't know. It's rather a long way off, isn't it !
Isa^ what's the time ?"

" Not six—you needn't goSyet, need you ?"
" I mustn't stay long."
Then followed another interlude out of which was born a

question that Jacob had never before asked, thoudi it had
often trembled in his thoughts.

" Has anyone ever kissed you—before ?" The tone of the
question called for a negative answer.

8
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Instead of replying m he expected, Madeline laughed gaily.
" But have they ?" Jacob persisted, a new note of audety

in his voice.

" What do you think ?" Madeline answered.
The vulgarity Jarred on Jacob. " Oh ! don't play with me,

dear," he urged. " I mean no one has ever kissed you as I

have, not in the same way—you know what I mean."
His earnestness and anxiety produced their impression, she

took her cue from him, and turned her head away.
" Tell me," persisted Jacob. " I must know."
** There was someone—he was only a boy. . .

."

Tlie childish admission hurt him. He was fiercely Jealous
again, as he had been at the Elmover garden-pirty, but he
must have more knowledge, and so continued.

" Oh ! Madeline, you didn't care for him, did you 1 Who
was it ?"

" Nobody you know. It was last June."
" Can't you tell me about it ?"

" N-no. What does it matter ? It's all over and done
with."

" You didn't core for him ? Madeline !"

A great fear was springing up in Jacob's mind. He had
not during the past five weeks considered the possibility that
anyone but himself had ever made love to this girl. In the
purity of his own mind he had conceived her love for him to
be of the same kind as his own.

" Madeline ! You didn't care for him ?"

" Oh ! I don't know. I suppose I thought I did. I was
such a kid."

" But did he kiss you ? Not as I have kissed yc ' ?"

Perhaps Madeline was in some way enjoying his suffering.

It gave her a sense of power. But she assumed an attitude
of humility, and her confession was made with her hands
clasping her ankles, her forehead on her knees, her hair all

about her face. She gave a ghost of a nod from this position,
a vague affirmative that keened Jacob to a desire for the truth.

" Not often ?" he protested.
" Pretty often," murmured Madeline.
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" Then you did—««re for him ?"

" I mippoM I thought M>—then."
" How old WM he »"

" Nineteen. It was my oouain, mother's nephew."
A memoiy awoke in Jacob of the scene on the cricket

field, and of that gauche, common boy with the red hair
who, someone had said, was staying at Elmover.

*; His name wasn't Kingdon, was ?" he asked, the name
sprmgmg to his mind with horrible certainty. " Not a bov
with red hair ?" '

MadeUne looked up. "Why? What do you know about
him ?

'

" Oh ! not that boy. Say it wasn't !"

" Why ? What was the matter with him ?"

Poor Jacob, he was badly hurt;. His too active imagina-
tion msisted upon picturing that coarse, horrible boy (Scob
had not forgotten the insult offered him) caressini? this
dehcate, sweet Madeline. Ugh ! How could she ? For amoment he revolted. He got to his feet and moved away

•• Good Lord !" he ejaculated. " How could you ? That
oeast

'

Madeline looked up at him, ruffled by the wound to her
vanity, so new from this source.

iJ .ft-.T"''™*
*^*^*'" *''^ ^^'^ indignantly. " IVe always

Uked Billy. Father was rather rotten to him, he's never had
a chance."

" You didn't really like him."
" Yes, I did," defiantly. " Why not ?"
" It makes me feel sick," returned Jacob. He sat downa reasonable distance away, and began to smoke. To break

the tensity of the silence he repeated his last remark with a
variation, and murmured emphaticaUy, " absolutely sick "
Madehne was resentful. For a moment she intended togo away, and never see Jacob again, but before she had timeto act on the mtention, she changed her mind. It mav be

tliat she saw that Jacob would make no effort to detain her

d^J Jl?'.^'^\''°"^*^
'^^^ ~*^' ^^* amounted to a'defeat. Whatever her motives and emotions, she was con
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Mioiu •till of h«r power over him, and after m short interval
of gloomy lilenoe the went aoroM to him and wound her arm*
round his neok.

" Don't be oross," she said caressingly.
':- But Jacob sat wounded and unresponsive, trying to adjust
his conception of her to this new knowledge, yet vividly
conscious of the Joy of her presence, fearful lest she should
withdraw i* It was this fear which quickened the concilia-
tion. If Madeline, offended by his lack of raeponse, made a
movement to withdraw her arms, and found herself detained.

" I thought I made you sick," she said.
" Not you. not yon," returned Jacob, holding her. " only

the thought of that—that beast."
Madeline condescended. "I was such a kid." she said,

her face against his. " I—I didn't know anything, and he
was so big and strong. Don't shudder. There'll never be
anybody 1 nt you again—^never I"

" Never ! You promise !"

" Of course."
" Promise I"

I promise." This with a hug of warm assurance.
Aif^r all," paid the converted Jacob after an interval,

giving expression to his new-found point of view—"after
all, kisses don't count for much."
They had separated from their near embrace, and as he

spoke Jacob was studying Ifadelines face. At his words,
she blushed as he had never seen her blush before, a great
flood of colour crept up her neck, cheeks, forehead.
" Why did you blush ?" he asked.
" I didn't," said Madeline, and hid her burning face in her

hands.
" Madeline ! Why did you blush ?" he persisted.
Her only reply was a sob. Jacob, who had never seen

Madeline cry even in anger, thought she was laughing.
" Why are you laughing ?" he asked.
" Oh f I—I'm not. Oh ! of course you'll never under-

stand. It wasn't my fault I It . . ." She broke off and
sobbed unrestrainedly.
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Jacob didn't move ; he felt cold and dok. His wuspioion
WM growing dearer

; innocent aa he waa of any experience,
he had read much.
"I didn't know—I didn't understand. I didn't under-

stand." sobbed Madeline.
" But," stammered Jacob, " you don't mean—^you. . .

."

Madeline looked up. " Don't mean what ?" she asked.
"You don't mean," said Jacob, 'that you. . .

." He
broke off and began again. " You don't mean that he. . .

."

" Of course not ! You don't think I . .
." She. too,

found words impossible.

Jacob rose stowly. " We ought to be going," he said.
Bfadeline agreed, and very sUently they made their way

back to Elmover. They skirted the house and went on to
the ladder stile.

" Don't bother to come any farther," said Jacob. '• Good-
bye."

" Why are you so cross ?" hesitated Bladeline. " After
all, Billy's my cousit., and kisses don't matter."

" No, kisses don't matter," replied Jacob.
*• You don't think . . ." said Madeline, looking at him,

and then she turned away quickly and left him, for he knew,
aud she saw that he knew, and though she cried again after
she had left him, in her heart of hearts she had wanted him
to know.

CHAPTER XIII

THB WHEATSHXAF OLABKT

1.

" You are late," said Aunt Hester cheerfuUy. " Have you
been making up for lost time ?"

The remark ww intended as an encouragement, there was
even a spice of prais* .- it, but it waa peculiarly unfortunate.
Jacob, weary with dit^ster, had had some thought o* meHng
confidences, but this greeting jarred him. At that nreut
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he loathed all memory of work, he waa in a state of intense
emotion that was not all pain. " Biaking up for lost time !"

he thought. "Aunt Hester can't understand, n T told
her she'd be glad—glad ! She'd think that no^ Id gc
on working. Good Lord, working!" He shut iuiself in,
resolved that he would never confide any hint of J s r lasted

v

to Aunt Hester.
^

" Yes, I am rather .'ate. There was a lot to do," he lied.
At supper, Hester watched him uneasily. Jacob made no

effort to be cheerful, ate very little, and that mechanically.
Hester talked on indifferent subjects, she anticipated another
revolt against Mr. Baker's office, and was uncertain how to
meet it. She thought this moody attitude was a prepara-
tion, deliberate

; and she was surprised when, after a silent
evening, he bade her good-night very quietly, and evinced
no sign of opening the topic she dreaded.

You're tired to-night, dear," she said, and then added :

" I suppose you want to catch the 9.10 in the morning ?"
" The 9.10, yes," repeated Jacob. " Good-night."
Hester was puzzled, but she did not suspect that Jacob

had not spent his whole day at Pelsworthy.
Jacob felt tired and wanted to sleep, but he was no sooner

in bed than his imagination began to torture him. " I won't
think of it," he said with desperate resolution. " I wiU go
to sleep ari forget—everything." A minute afterwards he
found himself picturing new and more horrible details. At
half-past eleven he thought it was nearly morning, lighted
the candle and looked at his watch. When he had at last
convinced himself that it was still going, he decided to give
up the effort to sleep, and for a time sat on the edge of his
bed smoking cigarettes. The night was cold, but he took a
pleasure in a physical discomfort that distracted his thoughts
from more painful things. About one o'clock, when he had
smoked all his cigarettes, he got back into bed and curled
himself up to warm his ice-cold feet. By degrees he began
to dozA and to wake again without any consciousness that
he ha' -een asleep. He was startled when his candle began
to flic )r, -nd he found that it had burned itself out. His
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watch told him that it was now a quarter past three. Then
he blew the candle out, and forgot eveiything till he was
surprised by Aunt Hester's knock. Even then he could
hardly realize that he had slept.

As he walked to the station, he knew that the office was
not possible for him that day, but he could not have faced

any disturbances or arguments with Aunt Hester. He
decided to play truant. The weather still held, though a long
wing of fine cirrus, very remote and high, that was spreading

up from the south, gave evidence to the weatherwise that
the period of summer was determined. At the station Jacob
studied the time-table in the poky little booking-office, and
found that there was a train out of Pelsworthy due at 9.18.

He remembered that his train always met another in the
morning, but he had never before concerned himself as to

its destination. He had never been down the line before,

and after one or two stations the names of the stopping-

places were unfamiliar to him ; he decided at last in favour
of Stannisthorpe, because the first three letters were the same
as those of his own name.

" Return ?" asked the station-master, who was also book-
ing-clerk and porter.

" Oh ! yes, return, please," replied Jacob.
" Been 'aving a 'oliday ?" remarked the station-master,

by way of making conversation as he stamped the ticket.
" You're quite a stranger. Five an' thrippence, please."

" I went in yesterday. . .
."

" Didn't see you come back, though," parried the station-

master.
" No ! I drove," said Jacob, and the memory of that

drive seemed to be of something very distant and far away.
He went out on to the platform and wandered up and down
till the train came in. His lips were sore and his mouth
dry from smoking unaccustomed cigarettes in the middle of
the night, but he was enjoying a spirit of adventure. Curious
as it may seem, he had never before been so far, alone in
a train.
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I;

2.

The spirit of adventure grew as he neared Stannisthorpe.
Ihe character of the scenery had changed. He was out of
the river vaUey nov and in a broad undulating country offew woods, that was new to him. He would have enjoyed
this discovery of unknown country immensely, if he had not
Deen forced to cany with him that memory of yesterdav •

1^^^.r'tu^.'^i ^"^^^ ^^ P'«"^^«^- He wanted toput off the thought of it. . . .

coUected his ticket, for thei« was no sign of human habita-
tion visible from the little wooden platform.
The man Jerked his head vaguely over his shoulder.
How far is it ?" asked Jacob.

;;
"Bout a milenarf," grumbled %e man, and moved away
Here, I say," Jacob caUed after him. " Can you tellme what trains there are back to Ashby Sutton ?"

Twelve seven 'n four noine," repUed the man, and madegood his escape.

''Four nine," repeated Jacob to himself, to impress thetime m his memory, as he went down the steps on to the road.
It had taken him rather more than an hour to come, thatmeant he would be home about the usual time, and therewould be no need to tell Aunt Hester anything about his
excursion. The fate, were being kind to him. For a fewmmutes his spirits went up. Hang Bennetts and Mr. Baker '

He loitered down the road to the village, still in an exploringmood. It was not so hot as it had been, a little fitful breeShad come out of the south-west, and there was a thin haze
of cloud which dimmed the sun.
Stannisthorpe proved to be a village of quite respectable

size on a mam road, with an Inn which Jacob marked as agood place for lunch later on. Meanwhile he had to aet
through the time somehow, and he was becoming conscious
of a desire to sit down. He walked on through the onestragghng street of Stannisthorpe. and looked about forsome wood or quiet spot where he might sit down and think
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He had decided that he would think out the whole Hituation
thoroughly before he returned home. He must make up his
mind definitely. He sighed, for how could there bo any
alternative to the utter renunciation of Madeline? The
environs of Stannisthorpe were not inviting, and he loafed
through the morning with constant references to his watch.
He had nothing to smoke, as he had brought neither pipe
nor cigarettes with him, but now his mouth felt compara-
tively clean again, and he called himself a fool for his neglect
of so important a matter. He sat on a gate for some time,
but the wind was getting stronger, and the clouds coming
up out of the south-west were now heavy enough to blot
out the sun altogether ; he even felt cold, and glad to walk
again.

He had fixed half-past one as a reasonable time to return
to the village for lunch, but he found himself back at the
Inn nearly an hour earlier than he had intended. He was
shy and doubtful a .t going in

; perhaps they didn't pro-
vide food at places ot this sort, he reflected, for he was quite
unlearned in such matters. There were two doors. Under
the sign was a dc^r which opened boldly on to the high-
road, the other was sot back behind a strip of garden,
and approached oy a wicket-gate in a thick privet hedge.
He decided that this entrance must be private, if it be-
longed to the Inn at all, which was not certain, and after
two or three minutes of hesitation, he nervously opened
the door under the sign, and found himself in a passage
from which he could see into a room on his left, the walls
set round with forms, drawn up to long trostle-tables, the
floor strewn with sawdust. Two men were visible sitting
at the table, with metal pots in front of them. Jacob
approached nervously, and discovered a little pewter-covered
bar set across the comer behind the door, and an- iher door
behmd the counter. Trying to appear unconscious of the
stare o. the two men, he moved up to the bar snd waited
for someone to appear.
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* He} iioother ! You're wanted !" caUed out one of the
men, anu then, as Jacob turned, he said :

" She's Joost away
You ring that there li'l beU them-«he'll coom."

" Oh ! thanks," stammered Jacob, and gently tinkled the
little hand-bell which stood on the counter. Presently a
stout, florid woman of about forty, bustled in through the
door behind the bar.

" Well 'n what for you ?" she demanded, looking Jacob
over with a critical stare.

'* Er—can I have anytliing to eat here ?" he asked.
" Plenty of bread and cheese, if that'll suit you," returned

the landlady.

Tliis was not at all what Jacob wanted ; the landlady,
seeing his liesitation, said

:

" Or did you want dinner ?"

" Yes ! I should prefer that, if you can manage it,"
answered Jacob. " I wasn't sure . .

"

" Oh ! we can manage it," said the landlady, apparently
a little huffed. " You came in the wrong door—the other's
the 'otel entrance "; and Jacob found himself ushered across
the passage, through a sitting-room, and then into another
httle room, chiefly remarkable for a very large table and an
excess of chairs.

"You'd better 'ave it 'ere," said the landlady. "The
coflFee-room's beyond, but there's no one in to-dav and
this is 'andier."

$:

By chance Jacob had stumbled on the Wheatsheaf, an old
coaching Inn whicli still kept up its reputation, owing to the
patronage afforded it as an excellent centre in the hunting
season. In the winter the Wheatsheaf did a very select
business, and the landlady, when she discovered that her
guest wanted decent entertainment and was not unwilling to
pay for it, bestirred herself to provide quite an elaborate
meal.

It was all in the spirit of the adventure, and Jacob, wait-
ing for the first course, decided that something stronger
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than water was necessary as an accompaniment to the
banquet.

" And what will you take to drink, sir ?" asked the land-
lady, when she brought the soup.

" Have you any wine ?" Jacob hardly knew sherry from
claret, but he hoped for some intimation, some guide from
the lips of his hostess.

" Why, yes, sir !" she said. " We've very old cellars 'ere.

Quite noted we are for our wine, and no better Judge than
me 'usband, as many of the gentry round would tell you
themselves. But I suppose you're a stranger in these parts ?"

" Yes ! I've never been hero before," said Jacob, racking
his brains for the name of some appropriate wine. He re-

membered in London, after his operation, that he had had
dinner at a restaurant with Aunt Hester, who had ordered
something that ended in " heimer," he thought, but he could
not display his ignorance by ordering " something-that-ends-
in-heimer," and the first syllable evaded him.

" P'raps you'd like to try some of our special claret,"

suggested the landlady, at last, as Jacob seemed to be no
nearer an answer to her question. " It's four an' six the
'alf bottle, but me 'usband says it's worth double."
Jacob thought the price very reasonable.

It was a sound wine, and was brought by the landlord in
person, nursed in a basket and uncorked with tender care.
" Twenty-seven year in bottle," said the high-priest of the
cellar, concluding his history, and waited with arms folded
for Jacob to perform his part of the ritual. Jacob never
knew how he fell in the landlord's estimation by his trial

of that precious wine. He never inhaled its fragrance, nor
examined its colour ; there was no preliminary savouring of
the bouquet, that last hesitation before the first drops are
allowed to pass the lips ; no rolling of the mellow fluid on the
palate before the supreme act of swallowing ; no appreciative
smack of the lips, to be followed by the expected commenda-
tion

:
" A fine wine that, landlord, a very fine wine." No !

Jacob tasted it as he might have tasted lemonade, and said
it was " very nice." " It might a' been ginger-beer, and he'd
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never 'ave knowed the difference," grunted the landlord on
his return to the kitchen. " I 'ate to sell a good wine to a
customer like that—it's fair wasted on 'em."

There, however, the landlord was in error, for that sound
claret brought Jacob inspiration. Under its mellowing in-

fluence he began to see wonderful possibilities. He was a
boy of a somewhat religious turn of mind, ^ad his training
and education had stiffened him into a conventional attitude
towards what he labelled collectively as " sin." There can
be no doubt, also, that at this age he was something of a
milksop. His lameness had made him dependent, and it

was only within the last six weeks that he had begun to
develop any originality of thought.

Since that parting last night at the Elmover stile, he had
regarded his problem only from one point of view. He had
seen it as a stoiy out of one of those many delightfully moral
novels he obtained from the Pelsworthy library. He saw
it all in black and white, there were no half-tones, and for
his own part it had appeared to him that there was no option,
save renunciation. He had, indeed, not thought out his
problem at all ; he had adopted the thoughts of writers of
modem fiction to fit the situation.

It was not only the effects of the Wheatsheaf claret that
brought him clearer sight on that September afternoon, the
claret was merely an instrument which quickened his imagina-
tion and gave life to the thoughts that had been accumulating
subconsciously during the past six weeks. For nearly twenty-
four hours he had been considering a particular desire of
the flesh

; consideriug it with disgust as something removed
from himself, he had made no personal application. Now,
as that sound claret warmed and stimidated him, he began to
find a new and strange courage. He had come out on an
adventure, and he began to consider the possibilities of life

under new and extraordinarily fascinating conditions. That
other boy—Kingdon—was a beast, in that Jacob maintained
his opinion; but he was a man, whereas he, himself . . .

"Oh
\^
he'd been a molly-coddle. What did she think of

him ?" Jacob hastily finished his wine and ordered cigarettes.
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" Good Lord !" he reflected, as he smoked in blissful ease.

" Why shouldn't I taste life ? Why . .
."

A spatter of rain against the window roused him, he looked

at his watch. It was half-past three. He rang the bell,

asked for his bill, and inquired if he could have a trap to the

station.

6.

By the time he reached Ashby Sutton the effects of the

claret were subsiding, and the mile walk home to the cottage

in the pouring rain reduced him to something more than

ordinary flatness again.

"Oh I'my dear boy," said Hester, "you're wet through.

I sent a trap to meet you, and they said you hadn't come by
the 4.60."

"I went in to see about my season ticket," lied Jacob.
" I never thought of looking out for a trap."

The Wheatsheaf claret was not wasted, it had inspired

Jacob to look over the edge of his world, and he had seen

another world beyond. When he had once dared, the rest

was easy. His adventure had residted in a wonderful dis-

covery, he had discovered that it was possible to hold views

of life different from those of Fearon, Eric and Aunt Hester.

This was the greatest discovery he ever made.

CHAPTER XIV

BBIC IK OPPOSITION

1.

Thb benefits of a sound training in mathematics are in-

estimable. The study of the potentialities held by a funda-

mental and determinable x induces a logical and analytical

habit of mind. The synthetic habit follows, or should

follow ; when it is attained the mind is equipped for the con-

sequent study of the more intricate problems of life. This
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in its application to training. A profound study of mathe-
matics will not fit a man for life, nor will any other engrosung
specialism. The ontologist must be many-minded, he may
have fantasy, but m t bigotry, and absorption, whether in
the calculus, in a particular school of painting or letters, or
in any specialism that tends towards a denial of other turns
of thought, implies bigotry; wherefore specialism, though
materially helpful, is bad for the soul. But as training there
is nothing so strengthening as the study of the determinable
X. If Jacob had persisted longer in his attentivenMS and
devotion to that fascinating sign, he would have floundered
less and developed more rapidly. After his great discovery—
after he had boldly conceived and grasped the disintegrating
truth that it was possible and even creditable to have an
independent mind—he should have made resort to the only
study which deals in certainties. Instead he floundered, at
first wildly, believing he was about to sink, and then, per-
ceiving that if he sank it was no deeper than a man may sixik
into a comfortable heap of feathers, he floundered with
enjoyment, or it might be said that he wallowed. Indeed, he
wallowed until the feathers were dissipated, and he discovered
beneath them a stony and uneven hardness that caused him
grave discomfort. Not till then did he set about the deter-
mination of his particular x, which may be figured with
unmathematical vagueness as a standard, some imitable
integer of thought, conduct and purpose.
During the six months which followed his great discovery

Ja^ob had some occasional dim perception of the uncer-
tainties of general standards, even while there was still an
unknown depth of feathers between him and the stony
hardness below. While he was with Madeline there seemed
no doubt or question, so far had he progressed from the
original point of departure. He did not analyze his concep-
tions deeply, but he saw himself following a perfectly natural
course. There was no sin in his relations with Madeline,
because neither of them believed themselves to be sinning.
Sin, so called, was in this instance a corle, man-made, to
preserve the moral status quo, a Ught and easily broken code
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that oould be aet aside without inourring any penalty of the
law, without incurring anything more than a certain, more
or less n^ligible, displeasure of society, easily to be pacified.

Moreover, society was in profound ignorance of the doings,

which it might have described—from its own point of view

—

as culpable. Let society, therefore, remain in ignorance
and the stigma did not exist. So powerful became Jacob's
persuasion that at times he doubted whether society itself

would blame him, or her,—except outwardly—and that
merely for the ostensible purpose of impressing the code, by
precept, on its own sons and daughters. Jacob recklessly

preconceived a standard, and bent his mind to its deter-
mination, encouraging every tendency to deny the truth of
the code. But on occasion a dim perception of uncertainty
was superimposed. What would Aunt Hester, or Fearon,
or Eric

—

My? When he was at Elmover they became in

imagination supple, plastic creatures, to be moulded by
argument, but when he came into their presence, they
appeared suddenly rigid and unyielding, they radiated an
atmosphere of unconquerable bigotry. Each had his, or her,

own standard, but in tliis tiling they would be united to
disapprove him, and how could he argue with them and
exhibit the fallacy of the code ? If but one of the three
had been on his side. ... In fancy he heard Fearon's
" But, my dear boy . . ." or Aunt Hester's " But, dear, you
must see . . ." or Eric's " But, you young fool . .

." They
would be so solid, so united in this. Most of all he feared the
informed contempt of Eric, and after two years the brothers
were to meet again.

2.

Eric was coming to spend Easter at Ashby Sutton. His
letter to Aunt Hester had been short, but Eric always wrote
briefly.

" Coming down here for Easter ?" Jacob had asked.
" Only from Thursday till Tuesday," Hester had replied,

and had passed Eric's letter across to Jacob. He had studied
the meticulously neat, tiny writing, each line spaced with

ft'

M
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absolute preciaion, the left nuu^gin wide and parallel ; and an
he had read, Jacob had mentally compared hiii own in-
determinate hand with this scrupulous regularity. In-
imitable, he had decided,—but he would have liked to
imitate it.

" Doesn't say why he's coming," he had commented.
" I suppose ho wants to see you."
Jacob had drawn down the comers of his mouth to indicate

at once incredulity and dissatisfaction at the compliment
paid him.

" Not he !" had been his sole comment.
Easter was late that year, and when Jacob started to meet

the seven o'clock train it was still bioad daylight. In th<'

village he met Madeline unexpectedly, and was deflected
from his original purpose of meeting Eric. Madeline ex-
plained that she had come over on her mother's behalf to
fetch the altar vases which Lady Felmersdale was going to
" do for Easter." Madeline was, indeed, carrying the vases
in her hands. " Are you coming back as far as the stile ?"

she asked.

" Well, my brother's coming down for Easter . .
." began

Jacob.

" Oh ! you'll get enough of him," Madeline said, and then
after a pause she added :

" Father's over at Pelsworthy,
we needn't hurry, unless you want to get back for dinner "

3.

" Where do you suppose James has gone ?" asked Eric,
when he and Aunt Hester had finished supper alone.
Hester was embarrassed. She guessed where he was, but

Jacob had asked her to say nothing to his brother of the
Elmover intimacy. " I'd sooner tell him myself," Jacob had
said. So Hester, who was an inexpert liar, bungled her
answer, and Eric frowned.

" Does he often disappear suddenly like this ?" he asked,
and at that moment Jacob came in.

" Hullo ! we thought you were lost," was Eric's greeting.
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" Hullo !" responded Jacob. " Sorry I couldn't meet you."
U WM not a cordial meeting after two years' separation,

but Eric was displeased that his brother should not ha\ i> met
him, and /acob had instantly become aware of some uoti> of

the old bullying authority in Eric's tone ; he resented it, ho
was determined that he would not passively admit his old
inferiority.

Jacob refuHed all offers of the supper proHsed uptm him by
Aunt Hester, and presently Eric displayetl the real objerit

of his visit. He was going to be married, noon, in a few
weeks at most. This was startling ; neither Hester nor Jacob
had had any hint of an engagement.

" Yes, I've been engaged for over a year," said Eric, " but
there were some difficulties in the way. Her people are not
strictly orthodox, but her father has some prejudice againnt
her marrying out of their own persuasion ..."

" Do you mean that they're Jews ?" blundered Jacob.
" I hope you have no objection," sneered Eric.
" Oh ! Good Lord, no !" said Jacob eagerly, intending

propitiation, and blundering farther, " Why we're quarter
Jewish, too."

Eric's expression conveyed a pitying contempt, but he
made no answer, and continued his statement of intentions.
Jacob, paying little attention, wondered why he had been
snubbed. It is true that at Elmover he would never have
breathed a word of that Jew strain, but surely if Eric was
goiug to marry a Jewess, he should be rather proud than
otherwise of that Semitic ancestry. Always this attitude
of superiority, this administering of snubs ! Yet Jacob,
struggling to persuade himself of his own equality, was lx>me
down by his brother's personality. Eric was so certain, so
infallible, so undeviatingly clever.

As Jacob watched him and listened to his recital, he be-
came more and more depressed and conscious of inferiority.

The girl whom Eric was going to marry had been at Girtcn,
and had taken a first in modem languages ; she had three
hundred a year of her own, she was brilliantly clever, and
had social experience and influence ; she was, of course. Just

9

HI
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the right and suitable penon for Eric to marry. And Eric,
himaelf

,
was in a good position ; ha r * earning altogether

wme four hundred pounds a year, and had splendid prospect*.
He had saved enough money to take and furnish a house in
West Hampstead, and to furnish it, if one could Judge from
liis dost^riptions, without any of those petty economies which
might have marred the completeness and uniformity of his
ucheme. He mentioned, casually, his books—eighteen hun-
dred books that would line the walls of the room he had
chosen for his Ubrary. How complete he was, this Eric, and
it was all the outcome of his own cleverness. While ho
Jacob, was such a miserable failure. Wliat hope was there
that he would over make a decent income out of arch iter
ture i He remembered all his wasted time. During the
la«t six months he had scamped his work, taking little or no
mterest m it, and doing only just so much as was necessary
to avoid open reproof from Mr. Baker. His three years'
mdentureship had expired, but he was staying on as an
"improver," without salary. He was supposed to be de-
voting special time to study, for the purpose of passing the
second examination of the three that he must take ^ore
he could become an Associate of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. The • p«.liminary " had been non-
technical, a mere test of gt^neral knowledge, but the "

inter-
mediate " necessitated application and the making of many
large sheets of drawings, which bad to be approved before
the candidate could sit for examination. These drawings
were in progress, but two or three had not turned out satis-
factorily, and he had shirked remaking them. But the worst
part of the affair was the book-knowledge required, the dry
details of building-coartruction and classic proportions in

«n i® iff
''^'^' ptetended to take the least interest.

When Mr. Baker had nade the suggestwn of Jacob's qualify-mg for his A.R.I.B.A.. and had quoted the historic perform-
ance of his late brilliant papil, Mr. Bradley, the idea had been
taken up with entbusiaam, but all thjit wsg k>ng before the
Wmoverdays. Looking back, now, Jacob was only conscious
ot a dreary record of lost opportunities so far as his profwwion
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wM concerned. Somewhere upstair* wm a half-completed
drawing, dirty and incorrect, of the priest's door, which he
had begun on his holiday last year. That, too, had to be
finished or bcigun again, it was one of the test drawings
required for the examination. . . . What was that Erie
was saying ?

** No, the hours are very short ; I'm free by four o'clock,

but I do a good deal of reviewing, and that takes up my
time. . .

."

" Reviewing ?" queried Jacob.
" Yes !" Eric went on, half in answer to his brother's

question. " I had an introduction to Maunders two years
ago, and ho gave me a book on Economics to do. Since then
I have boun doing two or three books every month for the
Monthly Review, and regular work of the same sort as well

for the Morning Chronicle and the Daily Post. The Review
pajTs fairly well, but the dailies don't, and they always want
the notices cut down as much as possible ; still, one gets the
books."

How hopeless to attempt any claim of equality with this

brilliant creature, so consistent, so hard working, so ad-
mirably clever ! Jacob thought of his drawing of the priest's

door uid 8hivered. What achievement of any kind had he
to show ? His illicit love-affair began to seem a reproach
instead of a glory, something to be ashamed of and hidden.
By Eric's standard Jacob was a very poor thing, and it seemed
in the light of those records of success such an admirable,
even a magnificent standard. Work—that was the real
thing, the rhing that brought happiness and satisfaction.
" Yes, I must work," reiterated Jacob to himself. " I must,
I toill work."

When, towards the close of tlie evening, Eric inquired of his
brother how he was " getting on," Jacob had found nothing
to say, and it was left for Aunt Hester to answer the question.
She guessed much of what had been passing in Jacob's mind,
and had encouraged Eric to talk of his own doings, knowing
that the effect produced upon Jacob must be salutary ; but
now she took up the cudgels on behalf of her younger nephew,
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and made out quite a good oaae for him, 00 good a oaae that
Jacob attempted denial.

" You're too modest," said Eric. " Look here, I might
get you some books on architecture to review."

" Oh ! I don't know that I could, I don't know enough.
I shouldn't know what to say," stammered Jacob, pleased
nevertheless.

"Well, have a try," said Eric, encouragingly. "Send
me the article, and I'll '90k over it for you, before it

goes in."

As he undressed, Jacob was still influned with the resolu-

tion to worit, and his depression had lifted. When he was
in bed he gave himself up to dreams of accomplishment, which
included Madeline and social success ; they also included a
vision of hims^ as the great authority on all written works
of architecture. "One must specialize," Eric had said.

That should be Jacob's speciality.

4.

As an object lesson Eric's visit was all that Aunt Hester
could have desired, for her elder nephew spent the greater

part of his holiday in working. He had brought three or
four very solid-looking books with him, uid was engrossed
first in reading them, and then in writing. He read one of

his articles to Jacob, who succeeded in understanding the
gist of the argument, became quite interested for the moment
in the subject of Economics, and began to read one of his

brother's books. Though handicapped by the complete lack

of previous knowledge on the subject, he apprehended the
logical trend of the work, and on the strength of this reading
and his conversations on the subject with Eric, he becamo
quite an authority on Economics to Aunt Hester and Ben-
netts.

He saw no more of Madeline until the afternoon of Easter
Monday, and then he met her, accidentally, while taking a
" constitutional " (as Eric termed it) in the company of his

brother.

He had given Eric no hint of his relations with Elmover,
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and when they saw Uadeline in the village, Jacob was at first

considerably embarrassed.
" Bj Jove I" he ejaculated, when he oan^t sight of the

familiar form in the distance, " there's . .
."

" There's what ?" asked Eric.
" MiM Felmersdale," said Jacob, blushing Tiolently.
'* Sir Anthony Felmersdale's daughter 1" questioned Eric,

and then, " Do you know them V*

There was that in the tone of Eric's yoioe which gave

Jacob his first oon8<»ousnes8 of achievement since Eric's

arrival. After all, this paragon of a brother, with his clever-

ness and success, his Liberal views in politics, and his assump-

tion of completeness, was anxious to know the Felmersdales,

was even, pwhi^, envious of Jacob, the failure, for this one
little superiority of attainment.

" Oh ! yes—rather !" replied Jacob. " I'll introduce you."

He had his triumph, for Madeline, following her habit of

ignoring any man whom she met for the first time, addressed

hers^ exclusively to Jacob after the polite ceremony of

introduction, asUng him what he had been doing during

Easter, and, with an assumption of ordinary relations, when
he was coming up to Elmover.

" Is your brotiier staying with you long 1" she concluded,

still addressing Jacob.

Eric interposed with, " No ! I'm going back to town
to-morrow afternoon. I am not taking a holiday this Easter.

I "

Madeline did not wait to hear Erie's reasons for not taking
a holiday.

" Well, come up to tea on Wednesday," she said to Jacob.
" I can't stop now—good-bye," and with a nod she moved
away.

" Extraordinarily good-looking young woman," remarked
Eric, as he and Jacob continued their walk, "but rather
lacking in manners."

"I've nevw noticed it!" returned Jacob, leaving the
application of his remark uncertain. He was elated at his

triumph, but puzzled to know whether the invitation to tea
on Wednesday was bona fide.

m
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5.

Both Erie's comments were Justified. He did not elaborate
either Jost then, but after tea, ^en he and Jacob had the
cottage to themselves, he returned to the subject.

" How did you come to know the Fehnersdales ?" he asked.
Jacob explained, and answered, to the best of his ability,

various other questions about the family. Then, following
a pause, Eric said,

"Don't fall in love with that handsome young woman,
James."

" Not likely to do that," mumbled Jacob, feeling a strong
desire to confess ;

" but, anyway, why not ?"

" For one thing, because Sir Anthony would probably kick
you out of the house," Eric replied ;

" and for another,
because I shouldn't advise you to trust the constancy of
the young woman."

" How can you possibly Judge ? You've only seen her for
two minutes." Jacob resented the last expression bitterly

;

with regard to Sir Anthony's probable attitude, his own
opinion coincided very closely with that of his brother.

"She's much too pretty to be faithful to anyone who
wasn't in her own set. She might amuse herself—but she'll
probably marry money or a title."

" Oh ! that's rot," protested J.*cob, with heat. " Do you
mean to say that every girl who's good-looking . . .

?" He
stopped, fumbling over the construction of his sentence.

" You might discriminate." said Eric coolly. " It is not
a question of ' every girl,' but of the particular girl under
discussion."

" Oh ! well, I don't see why you should say Miss Fehners-
dale's like that," said Jacob. "I've known her nearly a
year. . .

."

" Intimately ?" Eric interpolated.
" What do you mean by ' intimately ' ?"

Eric shrugged his shoulders. " I should really advise you
not to make an ass of yourself by asking her to marry you,"
wasViis answer.
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Jacob lost his temper. " Oh ! of course, you^d sooner I
didn't," he retorted.

" Why ?" asked Eric, with composure.
" You think I can never do anything."
" I think it's about time you began to grow up and use

your common sense a little—if you have any," returned
Eric, still speaking in a calm, Judicial voice, which Jacob
found intensely irritating.

" Oh ! damn your advice !" he said, chokmg with anger.
" It's quite unnecessary to swear," was Eric's quiet reply,

and Jacob, feeling utterly impotent, got up and went out of
the cottage, slamming the door behind him.

1^^

6.

A. supper Eric was apparently quite undisturbed, and
obUvious of any recent show of temper on the part of his

younger brother, but Jacob, conscious that, as ever, he had
been worsted and scored off, was gloomy and silent, and made
an excuse to go early to bed.

When he had gone, Eric took the opportunity to talk about
him to Aunt Hester. He was still the same Eric Stahl in
all essentials that Morpeth had analyzed. His present atti-

tude with r^ard to his brother was exactly the same as that
which he had exhibited towards young Anderson's pecula-

tions. He did the right thing, not because he had any par-
ticular love of rectitude for its own sake, but because he
understood, intellectually, that the right thing was the most
profitable. In all things he respected the code, because he
knew that to oppose the code entailed an expenditure of
energy which he counted as profitless. He was singularly

free from emotion and devoid of any true ambition. He had
hitched his waggon to the sturdiest horse he could lay hold
of, and he kept his eyes on the road. He had never seen the
stars.

" About James," he began. " I think you ought to put
a stop to his seeing Miss Felmersdale."

" Ofa ! Has he told you ?" exclaimed Hester.
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' In effect, yes ! We met Misg Pelmendale this afternoon
in the village, and I guessed that he was in love with her
then. Afterwards, when I spoke to him about it, he lost
his temper."

" Yes, of course ; he would," murmured Hester.
"It is an absurd infatuation," Eric continued. "Miss

Fehnersdale, naturaUy, would never fall in love with him,
and even if she did . .

."

" But you don't understand," interrupted Hester. " She
has faUen in love with him, or, at least, I am bound to suppose
so. Jacob is always seeing her, and people in the viUage
talk about them. They say dreadful things, not to me, of
course, but it gets round in all sorts of ways." Hester
sighed.

" Then he is compromising Miss Fehnersdale's reputation,"
said Eric, " which is seliSsh and dishonourable."
Hester regarded Eric thoughtfully. She haa no particular

affection for him, but she knew he was to be trusted, and she
wanted his help because she felt that he was entirely reliable

" Do you know, Eric," she began, hesitating, " I have been
very, very much troubled over all this. . .

."

" James is utterly though w," interpolated Eric.
" No ! that is not true," 1 Hester. " He is headstrong

and emotional, and he is, oi has been, madly in love with
this girl. But that is not what I want to say. I am afraid
I am almost sure or I wouldn't say this to you, that
that this Madeline Felmersdale is not a^nice jrirl Do vou
understand ?" '^ '

"A coquette ?" suggested Eric, who wished for a plainer
statement.

"Yes, and more than that, I am afraid. Young as she is
-she won't be eighteen till next July-I have heard that

Jacob IS not her first k>ver. There was a cousin, a boy named
Kingdon. They were seen—in the woods together. . .

."
Eric whistled. " I suppose James knows. ..."
"Oh! no! He thinks she's perfection—though I have

noticed some diiTerenco in his treatment of her lately. StiU
hes absolutely at her beck and caU. Slie can whistle him'
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up wlienerer she likes, and I have no control over him

—

none."

Eiio had formed a new pictore of Madeline. An untrue

picture, because he could not make allowance for tempera-

ment, for lack of training, for the circumstance of Elmover,

and for a dozen other contributory causes. He did not know
^hat her eager mind and her passionate body had been

allowed to develop uncontrolled, he merely condemned, un-

hesitatingly, without any palliation. He thought of the beauti-

ful face, the burning hair (not yet " put up," but confined in a

long thick plait), the hot eyes that were too bold for a girl

of seventeen, and he accepted Aunt Hester's statement with-

out a shadow of doubt ; and condemned. The picture he

formed of Madeline at that moment was never to be altered,

it remained with him always. For him she became a thing

to be despised, to be treated with contempt.
" That alters the case," he remarked after a pause. " I

should say the best thing you can do is to get him away from

her, if possible. He's out of his articles, now ; why not try

to get him into a London office ?"

Again Hester sighed, this time more heavily. " Yes ! I

have thought of it," she said, wearily. " I suppose it must

come to that, if I can persuade him to go. In any case she's

sure to give him up sooner or later, and then he won't stop

here. Oh ! I hope, I hope he won't break his heart over it."

"
. <ing fool !" thou^t Eric.

7.

Jacob went to the office next morning, he had excuse for

taking an extra day's holiday, but he wished to avoid any
further disonssiona with his brother.

Eric made no further allusion to the Felmersdales, though
he went to the station with Jacob. As they were saying

good-bye, Eric said, " I'll try to get you some architectural

books for review."
" Oh ! will you ? Thanks very much," replied Jacob.

" Though I really don't know if I shaU be able to do them."
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tn "JH"
' ??Mn ^'^ '^V* "'^ ^™- " Send your wtide

to me, and I'll look over it before it goes in."

^
^It'8 awfuUy good of you," said Jacob. "Well, good-

"Oood-bye," returned Eric, and then Just as the train
was going out he said, " You're coming up for the wedding ?"

Oh
!
yes, thanks, I should like to," caUed back Jioob.He might have asked me to be his best man," he reflected.

CHAPTER XV
A DBTBBMINATIOir

1.

Eric did not forget his promise. A fortnight later Jacob
received an mteresting-looking parcel from his brother, and
by the same post, a letter the substance of which was, " Stubbs
of the D.P. sent me these. Take your time over them, and
let me have the notice when it is written." There were two
books m the parcel. Jacob eagerly opened the laiger and
more important looking volume. The title was " Sixteenth-
Century Art in Spain." " I suppose that includes architec-
ture reflected Jacob. The other volume he found to beon the Architecture of Christian Rome."
"I say," he said to Aunt Hester. " I simply know nothimj

whatever about these. If they had been on Gothic or ev^

oftl^"
Architecture, I might have made something

"But when you've read them, dear, you'll be able to
wnte something about them, won't you ?" replied Hester
comfortingly.

" That's aU very weU," expostulated Jacob, " but suppose
either of these people have made a mistake, I couldn't possibly
spot It. I shouldn't know, if they were chock-fuU of mis-
takes."

" WiU that matter ?" asked Hester.
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''I should hMdly think it's likely they have made any
bad mistakes, would you t" said Jaoob. " I should think a

man would be ptetty careful before he published a book like

that."

" Sure to be," said Hester.

There were some loose papers inside the volumes. Two
of them were printed notices from the respective publishers,

giving the name and price of each book, and requesting that

no notice might appear before the date of publication, which

was added in writing.

" This one hasn't been published yet !" exclaimed Jacob

gleefully, after examining these notices. " It won't be pub-

lished till the day after to-morrow."

Hester did not seem to realize the glory of this fact ; she

was wishing that Jacob would go on with his breakfast, but

she did not care to spoil his evident enjoyment of the new
excitement. " Does that matter ?" she a^ed, tepidly.

Jacob frowned. " Oh ! of course, it doesn't matter," he

said ;
" only, well, it's rather professional, isn't it, getting

these books, at least this one, before it's published ?"

" You'll soon be quite a critic," agreed Aunt Hester, with

the best intentions. But she was not happy in striking

the right note that mondug, for Jacob frowned again.

" I haven't the least idea what I shall say," he said.

" Hadn't you better get on with your breakfast, aear ?"

Hester, at last, suggested mildly, seeing that Jacob wa^ about

to begin a study of his new toys by looking through the

illustrations. " You'll miss your train."
" All right, all right, in half a minute," responded Jacob

crossly. " Hullo, what's this ?" He had come upon another

loose slip of paper, on which was written in pencil :
" Stahl.

Not more than } col. the two." He pondered this for a

moment, and then, having deciphered the riddle, he announced,
" I've got half a column to do 'em in. I wonder how much
that would be of my writing. I shall have to get a Daily
Post, and count the words." Then, seeing that Hester was
not paying proper attention to the importance of this an-

nouncement, he continued, " I do think you might be a little
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mowjBlerested. It> foliy important, jm know, that I
should do thew books deoently. I might make a bt bj this
sort of thing."

"I am interested, dear," protested Hester, and striving to
make amends, she added, " Pterhaps yon'd better not go to
the oifioe to-day. Stop and work at these at home."
"No

!
I most go to the offlw," said Jacob. " There's

» lot to do. The real cause of his righteous determination
was the desire of exhibiting his gteiy to Bennetts.

J

2.

His manner of achieving this was characteristic. Arrived
at the office, he deposited the two precious vohimee by the
side of his board, and when he had changed his coat, he pro-
ceeded unostentatiously to k)ok through them.
Bennetts took no notice. Jacob was not engaged on office

work Just then, as he was supposed to be working for his
examination

; consequently Stahl's work was no affair of
Bennetts'.

Presently Jacob asked whether Bennetts knew anythimr
of that obscure period of building which foUowed the faU^Rome and preceded the birth of Gothic architectuiw. He
phrased the question somewhat loosely.
Bennetts hesitated to plead entire ignorance, and parried

the mterrogation by pretending to misunderstand its pur-

^- u uTi »i*«™P^ e^^r precision of enunciation,
which had the desired effect of making Bennetts get off his
stool and come over to Jacob's board.

T
"^T *¥? ^"^ «** ^^ *" «ked Bennetts, looking over

Jacob 8 shoulder.

" Came by post," replied Jacob, and then, "
it isn't pub-

lished yet
;

and he gave Bennetts the printed notice feom
the pubhsher to prove the truth of his statement

" What's the idea ?" asked Bennetts, puzzled.
Jajc^showed him the fly-leaf of one of the vohimes, which

had Presentation Copy " punched upon it in raised letters.
Someone you know, written it ?" asked Bennetts.
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" No i I've got to review the beastly thing," said Jacob,

with an air ol being rather perplexed as to how he was to

aooompUsh the task.

Bennetts grinned. " Didn't know you were an authority

on that period," he said, with his usual sarcasm.
" Oh I don't be an ass, I'm not," replied Jacob, and with

a burst oi confidence he added, " Nor on this," and displayed

the woik on " Spanish Art in the Sixteenth Century."
" Is it some sort of a Joke ?" asked Bennetts.

Jacob explained the manner of obtaining the books.

" Rather rou|^ on the men who wrote them, isn't it ?"

said BMmetts oMistically.

" I shall give them a good notice."

" How do you know before you've read them V*

" As a matter of fact," said Jacob, " half the books that

are reviewed never get read at all. My brother does a lot

of work of this sort, and he knows all about the way things

aie done." This remark was unjustifiable, for Eric, who
was, himself, thoroughly conscientious, had never made any

such charge against his fellow reviewers. However, it passed

with Bennetts, who merely said,

" Well, I suppose you'll read them."
" Of course."
" Don't pick too numy holes in them," remarked Bennetts

as he returned to his seat.

T

It is probable that few reviews receive as much attention,

thought, and care as those which Jacob wrote for the Daily

Posl. He read both books from cover to cover, he found in

the publisher's advertisement at the end of one of the volumes,

a list of works on Architecture, and he bought two which

touched on the dark ages of development covered by the work

on Christian Rome. It was to this volume that he devoted

most attention, inasmuch as the published price was fifteen

shillings net, whereas the othw was erne of a series, and only

cost six shillings. He had thouf^t of buying the earlier

issues of the series, in order that he might compare them with
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the work he wm engaged upon, but decided that he miut
occupy the greater part of hia ipaoe with the more important
work. He, also, searched the Architectural and BuiMing
papers for notices, but he was too early. Finally, in three
weeks, he achieved his review. It was by no means to be
despised. He had approached his work without prejudice,
he had thoroughly grasped the writer's descriptions, and by
the aid of the two books he had bought he was enabled to
counter in some respects the point of view of the writer on
CImstian Rome. When his notice was finished he was very
proud of it, and read it aloud three separate times to Aunt
Hester. Madeline was not interested, which damped his
ardour a little, but he reflected that slie could not be expected
to understand so highly technical a performance and wisely
refrained from dwelling too much on the subject in her
presence

; occasional references could not be avoided. After
four days had elapsed without his receiving any answer from
Eric, he wrote to ask whether ** his stuff would do," to which
Eric replied that it was " aU right," and that he had sent
the notices in with some of his own, and added, " I found
three split infinitives, and may I advise you that ' render

'

should only be used in the sense of ' to give back,' not of
' to offer.' " Jacob satisfied himself of the accuracy of the
second criticism by means of a dictionary, but he had not
the least idea what a spUt infinitive might be, nor could
Bennetts, Aunt Hester, or Mr. Baker enlighten him. Hv
bought a copy of the Daily Post every day, and read the book
reviews with diligence, but many weeks went by before his
own long-expected effort was printed, and among the events
of those weeks was Eric's wedding.

4.

As an event it would not be worth alluding to, were it

not for certain effects which it produced upon Jacob. These
effects were the result of the journey to London, wearing the
appropriate frock-coat and tall hat that could no longer be
avoided, of the excitements of the reception at the house of
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Mr. Mid Mm. My«n, and of the picture oi Mim Doris Myers
in process of tnuisfonnAtion into Mrs. Eric Stshl.

The ceremony was a civil one ; the registry-office repre-

Mnted ft compromise between ft trftdition of Judaism ftnd »
tradition of the Estftblished Church of Englftnd. With Mr.
Myws the tradition was feeble, representing certain habits of

thou^t which interfered in no way with the arrangement of

his working hours, or of his cuisine. With Eric and Bfiss

Myers the tradition was feebler still, for they were agreed
in philosophic doubt, content that no revelation had ever
been vouchsafed to human minds by any supernal agency.
Nevertheless the registry-office was, in e£Fect, a compronme
between church and synagogue. To Jacob and Aunt Hester
it came as a surprise, but the explanation neemcii sufficient.

Neither of them had any suspicion that Eric or his bride

was not strictly orthodox. This was one of those things that
Eric never spoke about ; he considered all religioub ty Hefs as
negligible, and religious discussionc as a waste of vim .

Miss Doris Myers was not pretty. Her features were
heavy, she wore a pince-nez with glasses of considerable
magnifying power, her forehead was intellectual but lumpy,
and her figure evidenced a greater regard for health and com-
fort than for the prevailing fashion in waists. She suffered,
too, on this occasion from her efforts to adapt herself to the
expected attitude. Among professors she would have been
at home, modcocly competent, but the large circle of acquaint-
ances that revolved round the Myers centre, represented
much wealth, but little academic knowledge, and Doris,
who knew comparatively little of her parents' friends, was
clumsily cheerful, persevering in an assumption of pleased
sociability that was obviously unnatural. She treated Jacob
and Aunt Hester precisely as she treated all the other guests ;

indeed, for that day she had but one manner, and the im-
pression left upon Jacob was unfortunate so far as his sister-
in-law was concerned, but the effect was far-reaching.
He felt hopelef«sly out of place, yet envious of the pros-

perity of Eric. His brother was making his already assured
position still more secure, fortifying his financial and social

ill
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ediliuMt wiUi siruug. pa^ithU w»lla. Th«n J*oob piotnred
BIkcloUue M the omtre of Another crowd, ol lew owpdant
ftTenge, poMibly leM WMUthy, but reprMMitative of wme-
thing th*t even the brilli»nt Erio might hopeleidly MjMie to

reeoh. It wm omethimt that stood in Jeoob'e mind, at

that time, for all that wa« b«st in England, for ariatooraoy.
for power, for the bora and natural rulen of lh« uniTerw.
When he thou|^t of the green slopes of Elmoyer, th^ appeared
to him as r^resMitative of that something infinitely far

removed from, and above, this heated, chattering ciowd of

suburban magnates. With the influence of KUnover behind
him, he could afford to despise this worthless trhunph of

Eric's
; to look down upon him and his wife from heights,

not intellectual, but of diuy social altitude. There came to

him in the contemplation of the contrast, a detmmination to

grasp these wonderful potentialities. He registered a vow
that he would no longw be regarded as a negligible cipher

;

that he wmild dally no more, but resolutely face the terrible

ordeal of asking Sir Anthony's permission to an engagement
to Madeline. And if Sir Anthony reused ? Then, it might
be that at the last resort Jacob would insist, would claim a
right. Cou'd Sir Anthony refuse then ?

ii CHAPTER XVI

THB HEABT 07 ELMOVCS

I.

Befobs the great determination could be resolved into
action, Madeline had to be consulted. The subject had
ahwady been discussed, in vogue generalizations that had
always ended in the pronouncement, " He never will, never"
When pressed for reasons Madeline had fallen back on
" You don't know what father's like," and a return to the
definite " He'll never let me marry you, never." To Jacob,
keenly conscious of the horrors involved in the projected
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I

iaUnkiw h Sir Anthony, these ohfxilu to Mtive deretop-

rnant heu ded more relief thMi diMppointment. He had
the preeent, he felt sure of BImMum, and wm fain to believe

that some miraole would provide for the future. But now
he had been stirred to action, he waa warm with hia resolution

to work and, before all else, to conquer the world of Elmover,

to become eatabliahed as the accepted suitor of Miss Felmers-

dale. When that was accomplished he could work better,

he woukl have an object that would lead him on, a pm^tual
stimulus ; or so he thought.

Fate gave him opportunity to broach the subject to

Madeline while he was still gbwing with purpose, caught
him hot-foot even before he reached home. He and Hester
stayed in London for one night after the wedding, and came
down by the midday train to Pelsworthy. There they had
to change and cross over for the little loop line that serves

Ashby Sutton, and on the up-platform they met Sir Anthony
and Madeline. Sir Anthony was unusually jurly. He
saluted them with a frown, raised his hat the bare limit

permitted by courtesy, <](rumbled " How d'ye do ?" and thm,
showing signs of a desire to get away at once, added, address-

ing Hester, " Going up to town ?"

" No ! we've Just come back," said Hester.
" Oh ! I'm going up by the 2.15," replied Sir Anthony,

and turned away, again with the least possible acknowledg-
ment of politeness in the way of hat-raising.

Jacob, nervous but still determined, was speaking to Made-
line, but her father called to her imperatively to follow him,
and she acceded with a somewhat unaccustomed meekness.
As Jacob, thus summarily snubbed and dismissed, followed

his aunt up the length of the long platform, he realized with
horrible clearness the kind of interview that was in store for

him.
" I suppose they're come in to do some shopping," he said

to Hester.
'* No, dear. Sir Anthony in going up to town by the 2.15,

- told me," replied Hester.
" Oh ! is he !" said Jacob, and began to formulate a plan

10
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in his mind. " I aay, dew," he wont on, as the plan grew
plainer, " would you mind going on by yourself ?"

" I shouldn't mind," wavered Hester, " but wky f What
are you going to do ?"

For a moment he thought of prevaricating, but the urgent
mood that still held him, gave him the courage of candour.
" I want to drive back with—with Miss Fehnersdale. I want
to talk to her about something. It's no use going on as
we have been, I'm going to do something definite. I mean
to speak to Sir Anthony."

Hester set her lips together. "I'm afraid . . ."she began.
" Yes, so am I !" broke in Jacob. " But it's got to be

done, and I want to talk it over."
" I think you're quite right, dear," said Hester, when she

had taken her seat in the train.
" Yes. I ought to have done it before," returned Jacob,

and then they were silent, watching the dist. bustle which
marked the arrival of the London Express. As it passed
them a few minutes later with impressive, arrogant p^nt-
ings, it seemed a type of Elmover, an overwhelming, first-

class train, despising the little group of still engineless
carriages huddled together on the side line.

;

2.

Jacob turned and walked back along the platform. He
found Madehne in conversation with a smartly dressed young
man whom he recognized as " young Bassett," so designated
to distinguish him from " old Bassett " his father, the Vicar
of Pelsworthy.

" Hallo !" said Madeline, as Jacob approached. " I
thought you'd gone."

•' No, I'm not going by this train," replied Jacob, staring
at young Bassett, and then to dispkty his intimacy he added,
" I say, are you driving ?"

" Yes ! Why ?" asked Madeline carelessly.
" I thought you might give mo a lift."
" I've got some shopping to do first."
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" Well, I can hold the pony for you," said Jacob with an

assumption of levity, wondering why Madeline was so cool.

" Oh ! look here !" broke in young Bassett eageriy, " I'll

trot the pony round for you, Miss Febnersdale. I've got

Jolly well nothing to do."

"Please don't trouble," interrupted Jacob, and then to

clinch the matter he turned to Madeline and said with a

suggestion of authority :
" I want to talk to you about some-

thing. Do you mind ?"

•• Oh ! of course not," returned Madeline, though she gave

no sign of being pleased. " I thought you were going back

with your aunt."

She said good-bye to young Bassett with unnecessary

effusiveness, Jacob thought, axid why should she press him

to come over to Elmover for tennis ? Young Bassett's

" Thanks awfully, I should love to," sounded in his ears as

he walked with Madeline out of the station. But Madeline

gave him no opportunity to scold, for she took the offensive

at once, even as they trotted briskly down the long station

approach.
" You do give it away, Jimmy," she said. " I suppose you

don't want everybody to know."
" Young Bassett isn't everybody," grumbled Jacob.

" Don't be silly. I do think you might behave decently

when we are in public."
" Good Lord !" ejaculated Jacob. " What did I do ?"

"You looked as glum as anything Just because I asked

Mr. Bassett to come over and play tennis, and lugged me off

Just as if I belonged to you."
" Well, you do, don't you ?"

"I suppose you don't want other people to think so,

though 1"

" Yes ! I do," replied Jacob. " I should like everyone to

know that you belong to me."
" Well, I shouldn't, anyway," rejoined Madeline.

" Why not 1"

" Oh ! don't be so absolutely idiotic. It's pretty obvious,

isn't it
!"

m
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" Look here, Mudie," begui Jacob eameBtly, " I've made
up my mind that we oan't go on a« we are going."

Ifadeline looked at him ouriously, a look which Jacob
couldn't interpret. " Well ? What then ?" she asked.

" I'm going to speak to your father."
Madeline laughed scornfully. '* / know," she said ;

" I've
heard that before."

" I am," asseverated Jacob.
" That'll Jolly well be the end of everything." said Madeline.

!

Jacob had no opportunity to reply until the shopping was
done, but as soon as they were out of the town he began
again.

" I must speak to Sir Anthony, Maidie, and ask him to
let us be engaged."

" Of course you can if you like," said Madehne. " Only I
tell you there's simply no earthly chance of his saying * Yes.'

"

" Well, do you mind my asking him ?" Jacob persisted.
Again Madeline looked at him with that enigmatical

expression \diich Jacob could not interpret, a look as of one
who passes judgment.

" I don't mind," she said ;
" only, as I teU you, it'U be the

end of everything."
" Why ?"

Madeline shrugged her shoulders and whipped the pony
with precision, flicking him carefully in exposed places

" Why ?" repeated Jacob.
" Oh f it's obvious," returned Madeline, hei" attention still

concentrated on the galloping pony.
" Tou mean I'm not good enough."
" I mean father thinks so."
" Well, he's got to consent," said Jacob solemnly ; " he

had better make up his mind to it."

Madeline's attention was instantly diverted horn the pony.
" What do you meui by feat ?" she asked sharply, looking

at Jacob, startled, a UUle frightened.
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" I me«a he's got to."
" Do you mean to My you'd tell him ? Eyerythii^ ?'*

Jacob nodded.
" Oh ! Jimmy, you wouldn't, you couldn't be to wicked as

that." ICad^ne'a face was flaming.

" Why not ?" asked Jacob. " Why shouldn't I ? It's the

only way to make him do what we want."

"If you do, m never speak to you again. Never! I

mean it," broke out Madeline veliemently.

"But ..."

"I swear I won't. Never. If you do go and ask him,

you must promise faithfully not to give me away."
" I shan't have the least chance. . .

."

" Look here, Jimmy. I won't let you see father, unless

you swear you won't say a word aboat Aai"
Jacob was disturbed. He did not understand her vehe-

mence. It seemed to him that if she cared enough for him,

she would brave anything for his sake, even her father's

anger, so he replied sulkily :

" You can't prevent my seeing him."
" I can," said Madeline passionately ;

" or at least I can

deny everything. And I would, too, and I'd never ktok at

you again. I'd hate you."
" Oh ! all right," said Jacob weakly. " Only don't you

see it's the oi^ way I can possibly make him consent.

Don't you want him to, Maidle ? You haven't got tired of

me, have you ? You don't want to give me up ?"

" Of course not ; don't be silly !" Madeline answered ; a

terribly unconvincing denial.

" Well, we can't go on like this," said Jacob, retumii^ to

his original standpoint.
" I don't see why not !"

The flash iA resolution was begiiming to fade, but He

steeled himself into determination, thinking of Eric Mod the

wedding and all that it connoted. "No, we can't," he
said. " If you say I'm nai to say anytiiing about that, I

won't, of course, but I must ask him."
" Well. I think it's simply silly," replied Maddine, retum-

.'«

in
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ing to a study of the pony's harness ;
" but if you want to

break up everything, I suppose I can't stop you."

By the end of the drive a decision had been arrived at.

Jacob was to see Sir Anthony when he came back from town.

If Madeline had really been anxious that the momentous

interview should not take place, she could, undoubtedly,

have prevented it. Jacob sensed something of this, yet did

not put a right construction on her consent, however,

apparently, unwilling. He thought, despite all the auguries,

that he had a chance, and he believed that she thought so,

too. In his innocence he was blind. He assumed that

Madeline belonged to him, that she could never break with

him. If he ever thought of the red-haired Kingdon, he put the

thought away from him. " That was different " was the phrase

which relegated such unwelcome remembrance to obscurity.

" You swear you won't say a word to him about—that ?"

were Madeline's last words. And Jacob pledged himself to

silence. " But it will come to that in the end," he thought.

The decision had been made on a Friday. Saturday passed

uneventfully. Jacob caught no gUmpse of Madeline. In

the afternoon he walked over to the ladder stile, which had

become an acknowledged trysting-place, but he dared go

no farther, lest Sir Anthony should have returned. There

was nothing to be gained by obtruding oneself until the

actual time for the interview arrived. He stayed by the

stile for an hour or more, and walked home sk>wly, inventing

excuses for liadeline. He discovered several excellent reason

,

why she should not have been able to meet him, but he

believed none of them.

At twenty minutes to eleven on Sunday morning, one of

the Elmover under-gardeners -who lived in Ashby Sutton,

brought a note that, according to instructions, did not require

an answer. It only contained a few words. "Come up

this afternoon about four. I'll try and keep him in a good

temper. Mother knows."
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At midday dinner, Hester, who wm not awaxe of the

oolT^ the dgnifloanc* of the note received, found

occasion to aek her nephew if he waaiu.

^?^1 No! Why r demanded Jacob crossly.

..fnotiSl you ^re looking very white m church t^

mornii And. dear, you are shivenng now, and eatmg

wWnff Have you got a chill, do you thmk

IS r^ hJtay from his chair. His feeli»«« demand^

J^ rchurch^e had sufiered from » -"^"^ ffj^

rJd had had to cross his arms and press them with a^ h«

^"^don-t know Perhaps I h»ve," he wid. "I feel cold,

y*"^'
* u;«, " T>^t me look at your tongue !"

ul^^r^d w« given a clean Ml of h*^'" » '^";-^:
» But mv dear boy, you are as cold as ice, ««V . I!>^a

J^^^^^tofa'Jr^^moon'inbed^ hU »hivering oeaeed

He.r^-^rgo\r.^. Heel better." After a Aort

S^t tt^rln-d te the interrupted meJ. J«x.b.

appetite seemed to hare returned. ^^ j^^ou look muoh bettor again, now, Md H<«"'J''~

they^ ftriAed, "but I think you ought to go to bed, aU

Z«»«. Trou;«.«»ui»»»=i^'°chu«h.

No, he w.. not ffl. That reawnabU. and Jurt ««»" «"

H:Mt

ll

•lil

I;
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shirking was denied him. The thing had to be done, if not
now, at some other time. So Jacob aigued, and to Aunt
Hester he replied that he would not go to bed, that he was
going to Elmover—about four.

Hester was not surprised. Jacob often went over to
Elmover for an hour or two on Sunday afternoons. Not up
to the house ; he and Madeline met in the spinny ; Sir
Anthony was reckoned "safe" on Sunday afternoons, in-

doors, somnolent. So Hester's only comment on the visit

was, " So late ? You generally go about half-past two."
"Yes, I know. I—I'm going later to-day. I may stay

to tea," said Jacob, and involuntarily shivered and yawned
again.

"I'm sure you've got a chill," remonstrated Hester.
" You really ought not to go out. Don't you think . . . ?

Just this one afternoon ?"

" Oh
!

no. I'm all right," returned Jacob petulantly.
" Besides, it's a lovely day. The first day of summer."
But there were two mortal, miserable hours to be passed

before he need start for Ebnover ; two awful hours of antici-
pation to be spent in repeating over and over again, " Well,
he can only say 'No.' There's nothing to be afraid of. He
isn't likely to kick me out, and even if he did ... ? There's
simply nothing in the world one need be afraid of but physical
torture, and even that's worse when you think about it than
when you actually have to go through it. I am a fool.
There's nothing on earth to be nervous about. I won't be
nervous. I simply will not be nervous !"

Part of the time he spent lying down on his bed ; he had
had an absurd idea that he might go to sleep, but most of
the time was occupied in pacing up aiul down his little room.
Also, he smoked until another qualm was added to the purely
nervous indisposition, and he was compelled to forego that
solace to agitation.

At a quarter past three he began to " get ready," to brush
hJB hair, wash his hands, fidget with his tie, ted gwierally
to attempt small improvements in his appearuuw. At half-
past three he set out resolut^ for Elmover, repeating the
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fonnal* that there waa " abwlutely nothing to be afraid of,

and feeling very cold, very siok, and a Kttlo light-headed—

in mnoh the same condition, in fact, as a person who is

suffering from a high temperature, as, very possibly, he was.

Hester watched his departure, and looking after him

thought, " I suppose he's going to speak to Sir Anthony.

Well, I don't know what's going to be the end of it. I wish

he had confided in me ; though I don't know that I could

have helped." She remained at the window long after he

was out of sight, speculating, trying to plan some possible

future.

5.

Jacob thought the spinny seemed very deserted. He had

hoped that Madeline would meet him, and lingered a few

minutes by the stile, looking for her eagerly. He was buoymg

up his courage with the thought that all feminine Elmover

was on his side. " Mother knows," Madeline had written,

and Lady Felmersdale had always liked him and had never

appeared to frown disapproval on his aspirations. She must

have known it wouW come to this, and surely, now, she would

help him. She might have prepared Sir Anthony already,

and if she had, Jacob's task would be an easy one. He had

a high opinion of the power of petticoat rule at Elmover.

So far as he had been able to understand, the seat of autliority

remained with Lady Felmersdale ; Sir Anthony might dis-

approve of many things that were done in the house, he might

grunt and sulk, but he submitted. Sir Anthony would have

been a poor creature in Jacob's eyes, if he had not been a

baronet and teid of Ehaaover, but the dignity of the thit)ne

surrounded him. To the son of Hermann Stahl, Sir Anthony

was, as yet, above criticism. Jacob's immature mind had

beoa impressed with an image of respect and reverence
;
he

could not free himself to Ju^. In his dependence on pre-

conoeptwns he stands as a type of our immature society. . . .

This was only the second time that Jacob had rung at the

front-door at Elmover. Not since that first formal call with

Heatw, alter the garden-party, had he stood trembling at
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1

the top of that broad flight of stone steps, hesitating to lay

aorilegious hands on the heavy brass handle which would
summon the stout, florid butler from his retreat. On this

oooasion Jacob was forced, after a decently long interval, to

essay a second and less timorous attack on the bell-handle,

which he did not observe to lack the brilliance that is expected
of titled fittings. Lady Flora ICarch, coming to that door,
gloveless, as with her aristocratic contempt for smaU con-
ventions she mi|^t have come, would have hesitated to soil

her fingers by handling that orange-coloured brass, but to
Jacob its massiveness was impressive ; he did not see that it

was dirty. Nor had he realized the many other failures of

the Elmover household ; he had not discovered that the chief

authority being culpable, every dependent had taken his

or her tone from the head, and had fallen into neglectful

untidiness. There was little law or order in that big house.
Sir Anthony, grown sulky and careless, took no heed of his

servants' lapses from duty ; a man of small intelligence and
idle habits, cut off, largely, from the society of his own rank,
he had degenerated into a condition of sluggish acceptance.
Lady Felmersdale alternated between brief fits of bullying
energy, which often resulted in a wholesale giving of notice
by servants, and a complete sinking of all dignity and
authority during periods of indulgence

;
periods during which

she waa willing to hob-nob with the housekeeper, who on
her part was ready enough to take advantage of the famili-

arity, and to use it for her own ends.

Jacob's second ring at the bell compelled the butler from
his retreat.

" Is Lady Felmersdale m ?" asked Jacob timorously.
He had decided that on all counts this was the proper inquiry,

and if only he could see Madeline's mother first and ascertain
how far the ogre was prepared, he thought he might gain
courage.

Butler Morgan had not, apparently, received any instruc-

tions as to Jacob's visit, for he hesitated visibly before reply-

ing, " I couldn't say, sir. I'll inquire."

Jacob was ushered into the great hall, one of the finest
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apftrtments to Elmover, and nhivewd through ten mmute*.

At ilMt he Mt on a Cherterfield by one of the fireplacw,

where an iU-tended fire bunied inhospitably black ;
then he

wandered round and inspected the wonderful historic clock

that is so many other things besides a clock, and always he

listened with high-strung attention for the sound of voices

Lady Felmersdale's, MadeUne's. or even Nina's ;
yes, he would

have welcomed Nina wholeheartedly as a friend, even though

she would have damped him with gloomy pessimism.

At last came the sound of a closing door, and Morgan

returned to say that Lady Felmersdale was not at ome,

but Sir Anthony would see Mr. Stahl. " This way. sir, said

Moriran. and Jacob foUowed like a victim to the scaffold.

BeeWng consolation in the thought that " He must know,

then," and " There's absolutely nothing to be afraid of.

m
t.t i.

4f

Sir Anthony was sitting back in a deep, comfortable-

looking chair. He was dressed in an old tweed suit and

sUppers, and was very evidently only Just awakened from a

prolonged nap.
, , .

i. j a^
" Hullo ! Sit down," was his greetmg. and he pointed to

a chair like his own at the opposite side of the fireplace.

Jacob was embarrassed from the outset by the disposal

of his straw hat—the month was May, and he detested the

hideous bowler-his stick and gloves. The latter had been

carefuUy removed while he waited in the hall ;
he had antici-

pated a shaking of hands, a civiUty which Sir Anthony did

not offer. The floor was the only place for these encum-

brances, and Morgan, receiving a curt nod of dismissal from

his master, allowed them to remain there. Jacob sat down,

not too far back in that enveloping chair, but far enough to

deny that he sat on the edge of it.
, ,., .

The door had been discreetly closed, but words did not

come, there followed an eternal three seconds of silence.
^

Sir Anthony grunted. " Did you want to see me V he

asked at last.
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.

of
"Yes," stammered Jnoob, ftToiding the addition

" please " by a miracle. " I wanted—I've oome to . .
."

He faltered into silence again, half inclined, even now, to
ask for a subscription to the cricket dub Bad get awav
undisgrac^.

The lord of Elmover had no pity, he merely gnmted a^ain
and waited. It came out with a burst, anally, the result of
a self-induced spasm of courage.
"I want to be engaged to your daughter." Nervousness

forbade a nice choice of phrases. " I want to know if you'll
give your o(msent."

Sir Anthony made a feeble show of surprise.

I*

What ? What are you talking about ?" he said.
•'I want you to let me be engaged to Mad—to Miss

Felmersdale," repeated Jacob. " Wo—we are . .
."

" Absurd nonsense !" said Sir Anthony.
" Do you mean you won't let us be engaged ?" blurted out

Jacob, taking the bit between his teeth.
"Of course not. Don't be a young fool," replied Sir

Anthony.
" Of course not, don't be a young fool." That was so

plainly the only possible answer to the son of Hermann
Stahl, to the nephew of Miss Hester Stahl, who rented a
little cottage at £8 a year from this county magnate ; to the
articfed clerk of a Pelsworthy architect ; to the companion of
an impossible, middle-class Bennetts. Young fool, how dared
he presume to the hand of Ifiss Felmersdale of Elmover

!

It all came to Jacob in a rush, he was hot-faced and ashamed
to have contemplated for one moment any aspiring to
Elmover standards. But there was another side to be con-
sidered, and even as Jacob weakly lowered his head to
receive deserved contempt, that side presented itself to him
with startling vividness. However great and fine was
Ehnover, its honour was in the keeping of this same Jacob
Stahl, be he what he might. Yet, feebly, he was anxious
to propitiate, conscious of his iaoligibility ; he wanted—with
what painful futility—to please. So, stiU grasping desper-
ately at the thought of responsibility, necessity, and that
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oonfidad honoar, he oompromlMd hi* cam by Mying in reply

to th»t insoltiiig deniftl

:

„
" 01 ooane, I know I'm not in » poeition, yet, to . . .

" Yott couldn't ever be in » poution to mwrry my daughter,"

interrupted Sir Anthony.
•• I don't quite see why not."
••

It'i abrard. I've given you my anawer. No ! Do you

hear ! No ! Not under any oiroumatancee." Sir Anthony

raised hia voice. He oame very near to shouting.

" But . . ." began Jacob.
" No ! I tell you." TtuM time there could be no doubt that

Sir Anthony shouted. " That's enough ! You can gp," and

the tord of Elmover heaved himself out of his chair and rang

the bell. ... «
Jacob, confused and hot, collected his belongmgs. He was

ashamed of himself, his origin, his breeding and his character.

He felt utterly small and ineflBoient, and if some finer mstinct

stirred him to resentment, he gave no sign of that to Sir

Anthony. With humiliation he followed Morgan across the

hall, believing the o£Bciou8, if slovenly, butler must regard

him with contempt, and when he heard ihe great door closed

noisUy behind him almost before he had crossed the threshold,

he felt the most degraded of pariahs.

7.

Not twenty yards from the hall-door he saw Madeline.

She was sitting on the balustrade of the terrace, talking to

young Bassett, evidently happy and pleased with herself,

her surroundings and her companion.

"Hullo!" she said, as Jacob approached. "I've been

waiting for you ; didn't know you'd come yet."

Young Baasett frowned. His expression said very plainly,

" Confound the chap, what does he want ?"

" I was :rather early—you said about four," returned Jacob.

So it was young Ba<»ett'8 presence tiiat had engit^ Made-

line's attrition.
" I was going to tell you it was no good," Madeline con-
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tinued gwly. •* He'i frightfully humpy about Mmethiiur
to-day,"

^
" But he—knew." faltered Jacob, ouning young Baaaett

in his heart, and wishing intruders could know when they
were not wanted.

Young Bassett, however, smiled gaily. " You don't mean
Sir Anthony ?" he said, addressing Bfadeline, and referring
to her last remark. " He was awfully Jolly at lunch."

Biadeline had the grace to flush slightly. " Oh • yes, beforr
you," she explained, " but he was in a beastly temper th
morning."

" When can I see you !" asked Jacob pointedly.
" Can't you see me now ?" laughed Madeline. " I'm '

ti

enough."
'

" Pretty enough, you mean," put in young Bassett inane.v
" Oh ! you shut up," returned Madeline.
" You know what I mean," Jacob interrupted crossly

determined to put an end to these horrible familiarities.
" You seem to have caught daddy's complaint," remarked

Madeline, at which young Bassett laughed stupidly, but she
lowered herself from the balustrade.
"I say, you're not going, Miss Pelmersdale," protested

young Bassett. " Oh ! look here, you mustn't leave me to
entertain myself, you know, it isn't polite."

" Nina's somewhere about," repUed Madeline, smilina.
'• Oh ! hang Nina !"

" I say, who's not being polite now ?"

" Well, anyway, you're coming back ?"

" Perhaps !" laughed Madeline, with a wave of her hand,
as she moved away with Jacob. Young Bassett had the
eflProntery to kiss his hand in reply. He looked disgustingly
fresh, athletic, and well-dressed, Jacob noticed, but he was
an absolute ass, an absolute <tss.

They walked in silence till they reached the spinny, and
then Madeline said, " Of course, it was no earthly ?"

" No," returned Jacob shortly.
" Well, I told you that beforo, but you would do it," said

Madeline.

f

I
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" / know. / know," returned J^nob oroMly. " U'h not

that I'm thinking about. That dc yt make any difference,

reaUy."
" Oh ! doesn't it ? It does ! You won't be able to come

up now he knows."
" Do you mind 7" asked Jacob. Despite his sudden, urgent

jealousy of young Bassett, despite a notifiable shadow of

joohnesD in her recent behaviour, despite everything, he still

tr< vl ^nd believed in her. His question was put as a test,

he ^v J I her assurance. He wanted comfort even as he

iiA V. ic. d it many years ago when he had been bullied

U'\ ftuci ur, as he had wanted it when his mother died.

I »r
,
/oee we shall have to face things sooner or later,"

w - Mao'eiine's disappointing reply.
'' FacM things ? Face what 1" he asked.
' Y'/u know—we are growing up, we aren't children any

loujter.
'

'' V'j you mean to say," stammered Jacob, unable as yet

to grasp the significance of her answer, "that we mustn't

see each other—at least, not so much ?"

" What's the good ? It can't lead to anything."
" But, ICaidie, you're nu le."

They had come to the gate of the spinny ; Madeline

leaned against it, and kept her eyes on the ground, fidgctting

with her shoe.
" We were only children," she said.

" But, dMrling, you can't mean that this is to be the end ?

You don't mean that, sureiy you don't mean that ?"

" What's the good of going on with it ?"

" Do you r ?ian you don't care for me any more ?"

Madeline «d her eyes and looked him straight in the
face. " You can put it that way, if you like," she said.

All the insults heaped upon him that afternoon rose up
in Jacob's mind, all his degradations of which this last was
the greatest. That instinct of resentment which had smoul-
dered in Sir Anthony's presence, burst into a flame before the
girl who had so injured and wronged him. , -

;

" Damn yon, damn you all !" he broke out. " You'are

'J:

•
]
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liorribld, oontemptiUe, eroy ona of yoo. Thtn isn't one
of you fit for » decent penon to know. Ihate«ndlo»theyoti.
Thank €ioa I need never meet any one of you again. Let
me go ! I want to get away from you. You're—I needn't

tell you whtkt, joxu own conscience will tell you tiiat."

He pushed past Madeline and hurried on to the stile. He
left her ashamed and silent, but she made no effort to call

him back.

Thus Jacob learned to despise the standards of Elmover.

CHAPTER XVn
NIW HOBIZONS

1.

" Ir only I hadn't . .
." or " If only I had . .

." In retrospect

we can direct and form. The choice of patiis has become
plain, we think there is no doubt about which, if one could

choose again, would be selected. Nevwthdess, if we could

put back time and still retain knowledge, the precious know-
ledge mined from experience, in how many oases would the

experioiced choose the other path, the one previously

eschewed ? "If only I had known I" If we knew and could

choose we should, indeed, be certain of the dower of free-will.

Yet so ohea we do know, and deny it, and later protest,

" I went into it with mj eyes open." We never know the

fortuities, the million and one incalculable things that
" happen," and they are so many that their intrusion may
upset the provisions of the most stable proj^et. But the

main issue ? In how many cases do we not anticipate

correctly the main issue ; even for ourselves t Plecedeoi and

the law of averages are the fundamentals of our oakmlation,

subject to infinite variations, and thwefore to be scrutinised

with all patience and treated as variables, not as constants,

but valuable quantities which produce reri^lts that are

sometimes in accord with the facts. It is sound advice to
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stiok to the fandamantab, and if aome little unforetellable

aoddant tach a* deatn upsets the sagest algebraist, it must
be regarded as a fortuity and an exception, never as a precedent

or example. Jacob Stahl, passionate aiul dejected by turns,

may rave or lammit. " If only I had ... if oiUy I hadn't . .
."

But when he made his choice the factors were known to him,

he had no reason to anticipate a fortuitous miracle. Yet
it is plain enou|^, and will become plain also to him as he

grows in knowledge of himself, that, even had the result been

revealed to him by some supernal agency, he would have done,

uid will do again, as he did \Hien he elected for love and experi-

ence ; that he would have hazarded the miracle, and dreamed
the possibility that his case of all oases, supernal interposition

and warning notwithstanding, should prove the exception.

In this he may be regarded as an exemplar ; he stands for the

ill-defined fundamental—the exponent may be calculated

by the law of averages.

It was Hester idio had to endure the effect of the storm
of self-reproaches and self-pity which was the first outcome
of that bitter experience at Elmovw. To Hester, confessron

was made that same Sunday afternoon, not, however, a full

confession—the chief admission was withheld, and the fact

that it was so witiiheld must be counted to Jacob's credit.

For he longed to boast of past possession. That was the one
consolation to his vanity ; however scorned he mi^t be now,
there was that memory, significant and undeniable, to uphold
his pride. Y^, wishing that Aunt Hester should know the
great fact which proved so conclusively that he had not
always been a mere object for contempt, he hid the knowledge
from her, and when, tentatively and with infim'te delicacy,

she hinted a question, he denied it with a fervour that left her
convinced. His motive for denial was an ideal of chivalry,

there was nothing in it of self-defence ; now that everjrtiiing

was done with, and there were no consequences to be shirked,

he had no fear of the verdict of Society or the penalties of the
code as fw as he, hims^, was concerned. For his late partner
the thing was quite dUkmot, and he found a Joy in wondering
whether she yfM not oa tMiter-hooks, fearing hn confession.

11

in
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2.

She WM not. Uadeline, the reokleiB, ^rusted to his loyalty

by iiutinot, but she had made a resolution, briefly, in two
words :

" Not a^^." The resolution included any falling

m love, as she was ready to admit that she had fallen in love
with Jacob—lor a season. As a consequence young Basfcott,

who was something too forward, soon fell under the shadow
of her disi^easure, and after a brief period of hopefulness,
was summarily snubbed and dismissed. Then that happened
which changed Madeline's outlook, an accident, thou(^ due
in a measure tc Jacob's forlorn attack upon Ehnover
acceptances

Sir Anthony had a cousin who floated gracefully on a
Society stream. It was not that admirable and oarelully

preserved water which upholds die remotest of the elect, but
on it floated many who knew the remote elect, and Bfzs. Fall

was prominent among the many. She had married a younger
son, who, l^ some strange freak of heredity, had been gifted
with sufficient energy and iutaUigeiice to compete with the
trained financial minds of the City. The Hon. Sklney Fall

was a name iuod designation that figured on prospectuses,
and figured not too often nor in ooniwotion with the wrong
companies. Mrs. Fall, as a result of her husband's ability,

was able to live in Curzon Street, and in consequence of her
own and her husband's family, she was able to Oout within
hailing distance of the remotest elect. For the mistress uf

Elmover she had nothing but contempt, but she occasionally
wrote to Sir Anthony for subscriptions to fashionable
charities.

It was the arrival of some such appeal, after the first

suitor had made formal apphcation for the hand of Miss
Felmersdale, Uiat quickened the slow mind of Sir Anthony
into the formulation of a plan of action. MadeUne was
evidently growing up, it was equally evident thi^ a London
season under the chaperonage of her mother was out of the
question. The plan of taking Madeline up to toim aed
mtroducing her to Mn. Fall as a preliminary to former

If
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Mfotiatioiw WM atoed, for no oteviotui nason, by Lady

Fak^mdale, bot it wm omtmI oot aevertiieleM. Madrimw
•^proved the aoheme, and her ipptoval was a foroe to be

leokoned mtk. On this ocoaaion she oonirietely bore down

her mottMr's opposition l^ sheer force of personality.

Ifrs. Fidl was a woman of betwe^ fifty and sixty, and

childless. II If'^"''"^ had beMi plain or mecriy ordinary,

Mrs. Fall woukl h»Te had none of her, bat she saw great

possibihties in ]tfadoline. It was true that she was, to the

eyes of one versed in the usages of Society, gauche and ratiier

awkward in a drawing-ruum, at her ease, it is true, but in too

cottiAritied a manner ; but tiiere were wonderful possibilities.

She was. indeed, a find ; slis would be ^e beaaty of the next

season. It was in June that Blrs. Fall first saw her, too late

for a suoosMfol ii^oduction into the faU course, bat a trial

trip was artuiged that was to include a few unimportuit

functions, the open on occasion—the back of the box,

—

and perfa^ Goodwood. " We can see about that, lator,"

concluded Mrs. Fall, who lapsed now and again into the

loyal plural. Aftarwards, a finishing school for six montiis,

one of the moat select, some establishmeat known to BLrs. Fall,

«duch would regard ^e daughter of a baronet as a pwaon

but (oe dspee above the nuddle-classes. And next year,

of ooune, (oesoitation and tiie whole regatta.

Shr Ai^hosiy grunted heavily. He had not foreseen all

the expenses iduoh this {oogramme involved. But Madeline

Joined forces w^ her new firsi-ooasinKMBce-removed, and

Sir Anthony was committed for the whole scheme b^ore

he left Curzon Street. In her triumphant embarianent on

the trial trip, Maddine forgot Jacob as completely as if he

had never existed.

Yet Jacob, also, was planning a new life, and a life in the

same great city which held Madeline, though his scheme for

the future did not include any prospect of meeting her again ;

he didBbt even kccti that she had gone to stay in London.

A^by SuUon, however, had become impossible tu him.
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I

It WM full of end remoMton of the thing he had loft, tiie

thing he had adored and wovriiipped. Thero were moments
of poignant aenttmentaliun when he entreated the ddee to
give her back to him, monunita in the earfy mraning wiien he
had dreamed of her and rallBred an agony of desire for her
PvOB6Q09» • • •

Hester gave him her approval, and at flret intended to leave
Ashby Suttcm hmrself ; to live in London lodgings with Jacob.
But he was iaqiatient of delay, and it was arruged that
Hester should accompany him to town, stay with him for a
wedc or two until he was settled, and thm retam to her
cottage till tiie autumn, ^en she would take up her per-
manent residence witii Jacob in London.
On a blazing day of early June th^ arrived in Gower

Street at the rooms iriiioh Hester had always occufHed during
her brief visits to town. Jacob was armed witii intiDduc-
tions, furnished by Mr. Baker, and fortified by the sternest
of resolutions to work, work, work. What else, indeed, in
the ^ole workl was there left to live for ?

t:-^^ ._
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CHAPTER xym
THB omom or mb. bidoitt mobut

1.

It wm * new London that opened to Jacob when Annt

Heater had retnnied to Ashby Sutton. Hitherto, evMi during

the last fortnight, it had aeemed a stMeotyped plaoe in which

yon traveled from point to point along main streets in a

Jolty, unoowfortable omnibus that was difficult to enter,

and more diffloaft still to leave, with dignity ; and had an

unsoaleable ladder that led to an inaccessible ridge on the top.

Iliis unrii^tfy oonveyaace deposited you near the National

Gallery, St. Paul's or Westminster Abbey, or upon more
festiveoccasion at tiiedoorof an Italian restaurant inHolbom,
and when Uie interiors of these places had been investigated,

another omnibus conveyed you home again. This, with the

dull walk up and down Gower Street to reach home or the

transporting v^ole, appeared to be London.

But whanAmt Hester had returned to her cottage, and when
her warnings of Lcmdon dangers, that had been accepted in

a spirit of perfect faith, were gradually discovered to be

baseless and negligibto, a new worid of curious mysteries

and strange possibilities was opened. The third day after

Hester's d^ptffture, Jacob, in a spirit of reckless adventure,

bddly dared an ascwit to the knife-boaid of one of the JoHy
omnibittes, and ducovered that the ladder was not un-

soaleable nor the lidge inaccessible, as he had been led to

160
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beUere. Thai the 1mt«ii of doubt began to woric In his

mind, -wbkk wm, m yet, the mind of » chiM to fwm London
WM oonoened, of * child in leeding-etringe ; and onoe doubt
took hold of him, »U the abaohite, rigid, infallible tnithfi

woe found to be merely relative end op«i to queation in any
apidioation. lliere was that law oonoeming Regent Street

and Piooadilly Ciroua, for inatanoe, the law which ordained
that they were unaafe and unaoitaUe places fbr deoMit people

after sunaet, and therefore on no account to be viaited on foot,

thou{^ they might be traversed in comparative safety instde

an omnibus. This law held Jacob in thrall for a whole
fortnight, so rigid had been its ordinance, and his belief.

But as the leaven of dmibt stirred him to examine the founda-

tions of this law, he b^^an to question its applicability to his

own case, and, in some fear, hd dared the exploration of the

whole Inigth of Regrait Street on foot one evening, soon
aftw the gas lamps were lit, and came to no harm. It was,

periiaps, hardly an exploration, for he wdUied fast and kept
his head down, the true exploration CMne later, after he had
gained courage by immunity from accident.

The passage of these advrattures saved liim frmn nostalgia,

and also diverted him for some days from the prosecution of

his search for work. Once he had learned that London was
not bounded by King's Gross, St. Paul's, Weetminster, and
the Marble Arch, and that the dangers of wandering beyond
tiiese limits had been grossly exaggerated, there were such
vaat distances and possibilities to be adventured; litrango,

unknown roads that mif^t lead to the most curious mjrsterieei.

One day he went north oa the top of a tram and discovered

Hampstead Heat^, a strange, enthralling expnience.

2.

A letter from Hester, the third in a week, recalled him to

a sense of duty. He had forgotten his determination to work,

he had for the moment almost forgotten Madeline. The
introductions furnished by Mr. Baker had all been delivered

during Aunt Hester's fortnight in town, all save one. None
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of tl^tn had, m yet. been {nodnotiTe of my remilt. The

•nhitoote TWted. had been rvj friendly and polite, but

en eppeimd to be mllerii^ from m temponry depreeslon in

the bnikUiv trade, whioh wm eompnlUng them to reduce

nther then to inoieeee their etdf of Mfietente. Theoneletter

of intiodnotion thet wm still undelivered had been neglected

booanen it ga^e little hope of any reauH. It waa addreiMd

to tha inoomparaUa Bradley, tiie modd pnfril, who, deepite

hi* brilliant promise, was still an aasisUnt, and therefore

not in a position to offer Jacob a stool in his oiBoe. Still,

he mi^t be aUe to furnish other introductions, and, more-

over, his ^aoe of busfaiess was in Bloorgate Street, a new

fMd for discovery. A map indicated that the place sought

waa near the Bank, a goal funiliar by name, from its free

advMtisenent by omnibus conductors, though it had needed

the knowledge of Hester to translate the strange cry

" Obanerbenk," which seemed part of the Oxford Street

atmosphere. Tliere were many wonderful discoveries made

from the knUe-board of the bus that carried him into the

imloiowB CSty—Holbom Viaduct, Newgate, the Bhie-coat

School—and Jacob had quite a shock when his okl friend

St. Paul's gloomed down at him from the comM> by the General

Fost-OfBce. It was his ftrst experimce in connectii^ up the

divergent thoroughfares tiiat had been ezpbred separatdy.

The Mansk>n House, t)M> Royal Bz^Mige, and tiie Bank

almost diverted him from his intentitm at visiting I&. Bradley,

but after a cursory inspection of these faoKMis buildings, he

foroed himself to stem duty, and having made inquiry of

a poBoeman, he advmtured up Princes Street on foot,

and discovwed 171, Hfoorgate Street, and the name and

designation (A Mr. Bradley's empk>yer, Radout Morky,

P.R.I.B.A., Architect, on an unobtrusive brass plate—om
of about fifty. The office was on the fifth flow, and Jacob,

not realizii^ the advantagee of a lift, oUmbed moro than

a hundred lead-covered stairs before he was confrcHrted

with a board bearing the same legend as the pkte bslew,

wiUi the additkm of a misshapen hand that pointed, and the

word " Offices."
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S.

He tapped nervously at a door with a big ground-glaw
panel, that also bore in black letters the name Ridout Morley
—Architect, before he noticed that in smaller letters in one
comer was the word "Enter." Timidly afraid of doing
the wrong thing, he opened the door, and found himself in
a passage lit by a skylight. On his right was another door
with an obscured glass panel, inscribed "Ridout Moriey.
Private." That wouldn't do, he reflected, and hesitated
towards the obscurity at the end of the passage, found another
door marked "Private" and another marked "Office,"
summoned up courage to tap at the door of the office, and
was encouraged by a shout from the other side to " Come in !"

He accepted the encouragement, and found himself in a
sort of horse-box. surrounded by a six-foot-high glazed screen
with one narrow egress into the office, barred by a dwarf
door and a narrow, flat counter. A short, thickset man was
the only visible occupant of the place, and he was too en-
grossed in his work to take any notice of callers. Jacob
waited quietly for what seemed a considerable time; he
peered round the edge of the horse-box and discovered two
more stools, one with a drawing-board in front of it, in line
with the engrossed figure in front of him, but both stools
were unoccupied. Presently he rapped very gently on the
flap-counter in front of him, and after a decent interval
rapped again somewhat louder.

^^

The short man glanced over his shoulder impatiently,
" 'Ere

;
boy ! Bates !" he called ;

" where's everyone gone ?"
And then, realizing that he was in sole possession of the
office, he pivoted on his stool, and discovered to Jacob the
face of a middle-aged man witli an immense brown moustache.

" Well ? What's for you ?" demanded this individual.
'' Is Mr. Bradley in ?" asked Jacob.
" Bradley ? Oh, you'll find 'im in the next room.

Down the passage on the left."

" Oh, thanks »" returned Jacob, but as he turned to go
he was met by a little old man with a bald head and a short
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grey bMrd, who was coming in hurriedly, rolling up a cloth

oricket-cap, and attempting to cram it into the pocket of

the iihort alpaca Jacket he waa wearing.

" 'Ere, Grover !'* called out the man with the big moustache

to the newcomer, "you've got nothing to do. Show this

man where to find Bradley."

The reply to this command was a complicated series of

silent gestures from the old man with the cap, which was

now partly stowed out of sight, a lateral, indicative pointing

both with head and a not over-clean thumb in the direction

of the second room marked " Private." These gestures were

accompanied by an elevation of the eyebrows, and the

framing of some question with the lips—Jacob Jumped to

the conclusion that the little old man waa dumb.
" '£'s all right," said the man with the moustache, inter-

preting with great readiness the import of this pantomime.
" 'E's in there with Bates—busy, like me."

" Has he been to my board ?" asked the little old man,

in an anxious, high-pitched voice.

" No, 'asn't been in at all," replied the busy man, and

abruptly turned his back and continued his interrupted work.

Apparently relieved of anxiety, the little man turned to

Jacob with a sudden assumption of authority.

" Do you want to see Mr. Bradley on business ?" he asked.

" M-yee," returned Jacob. " That is to say—I've a letter

of introduction to him."
" Where's the boy ?" asked the little man, addressing the

back of his industrious colleague.
" Out," replied that gentleman, without turning round.
" He's no business to be out when Bates is in with the

guv'nor," whined the little man, and then to Jacob :
" Mr.

Bradley is very busy, but I'll see if he can attend to you.

Where's your letter ?" Jacob delivered it, and the little

man trotted along the passage, opened the door on the right

of the entrance, and disappeared.

Jacob waited patiently in the skylit passage, wondering

whether he was destined to know more of these mysterious

people, whether the two he had seen were experts in their

w

i•'1
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profeMioii, uid whether aII the MefatMite oa Mr. MorleyV
itaff were oi the Mine sooiiU atanding t His oon]eotarM
were interrupted by the reappeanuioe of the baJd-headod
little mM. who hardly pMued to My " Mr. BrMlley *I1 mw
you in a minute," Mid then wHh a grMt show of bustle sod
anxiety, made his way back to the other ofSoe.

I

Jacob was so absorbed in watching him, and in wondering
what it was the little man reminded him of—^he rather thought
it was the White Rabbit in "Alice in Wonderland "—that he

did not hear Mr. Bradley come out into the passage, and
started when someone said, cordially, " How do you do,

Mr. SUhl ? How's Pelsworthy getting on ?"

Jacob took the hand offered him, and replied to the effect

that Pelsworthy was much as usual. There was something
about Mr. Bradley that invited confidence; Jacob felt m if he

had met an old acquaintance, and his nervousness vanished.

Owen Bradley was a man of thirty-three or four, with smooth
hair of remarkable fairness, and noticeably lighter in colour

than his Hmall closely-trimmed moustache. He had a fnwh.

clean complexion and blue eyes which always required the

assistance of spectacles—one pair for worlcing, another for

general purposes. The end of a iMther spectacle case pro-

jected from his upper waistcoat pocket, and there was a

complete indication of the whole method of the man in hia

nmt, rapid exchange of one pair of gohl-rimmed glasses for

the other.

They sat down on two imitation mahogany, round-

bottomed, wooden armchairs, and fell at once into an eany

converMtion on the subjects of Bennetts, Mr. Baker, and
other topics of mutual interest.

Presently they came to business.
" I suppose you didn't want to see me about anything

particular ?" asked Bradley.
" Well ! I'm looking for a Job," said Jacob. " I don't

know if you happen to know of one 1"
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•• Dependa wh^t tort of » Job you*w looldiig for," Bmlloy

MtUed. "I beltev* Mori^ wMit« wiother *»o«;^J, ^

don't expwst it mawM mow than twenty-fire bob a week.

••
I wouldn't mind taking that to »Urt with." said Jacob

thoughtfully.
" I—I've got enough of my own to get along

on—but what ought I to do ! . .

."

" H you'U wait here half a Jiff, I'U go and see him, said

Bradley. ,

"That's awfully good of you I" said Jacob gratefuUy.

" Are you sure you don't mind ?"

'• Of course not," replied Bradley, and wasted no time in

farther preliminaries.

He returned in less than a minute to say that Mr. Morley

was stiU enipiged in dictating letters to the clerk and could

not be disturbed, but that arrangements had been made for

information to be given to them the moment that Mr. Morley

should be free.

Jacob began to ask questions concerning the other workers

in this important office. " Who's that funny little man with

the bald head !" he asked.
" Oh ! that's Orover, our damager." said Bradley with a

smile—Jaoob understood that this was a facetious rendering

of the word " manager "—" He's of no account
!"

" He looks rather a worm . .
." ventured Jacob.

" Yes—he is rather like that."

" And who's the man with the big moustache ?"

•• In the front office ! That's Merrick."

" Doesn't he—drop his h's rather ?"
, „ u

Bradley smiled again. "In some words he does. He

paused a moment, and then added :
" No class, of course.'

It was the first time Jacob had heard this descriptive

phrase, but the meaning was obvious, and he took it up at

once, and answered :
" No ckss ? No, I suppose not."

" It surprises you rather, does it ?" asked Bradley. This

office is, perhaps, hardly typical. There are no pupils, and

men like—weU, Merrick"—he dropped his voice—"have

been office b<^ once and worked their way up, like solicitors

clerks, you know. Only for Heaven's sake, never let Merrick

i'
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172 JACOB STAHL

know, if you should come here, that I told you he'd ever been
an office boy. He'a a very decent chap, really, and a splendid
worker."

" Rather not," said Jacob.
" Doesn't make any difference to your wanting to come

here ?" asked Bradley.
" Oh, Lord, no !" answered Jacob. " I'm not that sort."

He was about to add that he was, indeed, extremely anxious
to come there, but he was stopped by the appearance of a
cadaverous, black-haired young man, who came from the
front office.

" Guv'nor's finished now," said this individual in an under-
tone, speaking to Bradley. " Look slippy—he's Just off to
Birmingham. Don't make him miss his train."

" All right," said Bradley, and was moving away, when there
was heard the sharp click of a key being turned in a lock.

" Here he is !" said the black-haired man, and beat a hasty
retreat. Next moment the door of Mr. Morley's private
room was opened sharply, and the principal himself appeared.

6.

Ah»ady Jacob had sensed something of the atmosphere
of this office, something of the feeling for its head, a feeling
that was not aU fear nor all respect, yet a certain apprehen-
sion which included these attitudes. Some such feeling,
perhaps, as the ministers round the throne of an autocrat
might exhibit, ministers capable of criticizing the wisdom
of their master, yet all dependent on his good-will for their
tenure of office. Sensitive to this atmospheric influence,
Jacob had the sensation of being discovered in misdoing, as
Mr. Ridout Morley came briskly down the passage.
He was a man of between forty and fifty, rather below the

middle height, three or four inches shorter than either Jacob
or Bradley. His hair was of an uncertain tint, much the
colour of a well-used rope ; and he wore Ja moustache and
thin flat side-whiskers broadening at the base. Just below
his ear. He had a high but unhealthy-looking complexion
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and pale blue eyee ; in his movements he was alert, active,

rapid.
" Might I speak to you a moment, sir V* asked Bradley,

stepping forward.
" Yes ! What is it ? I haven't much time," replied Mr.

Morley briskly.
,,

" I believe you were thinking of engaging another tracer,
^^

said Bradley, deliberately, " and a friend of mine, Mr. Stahl,"

—he introduced Jacob by an indicative gesture, and Jacob

made an attempt to compromise a bow and a nod—" who

has been in the same office as I was before I came to town,

is anxious to get into a big office where there is plenty of

neork,—^for the sake of experience."

"Yes," replied Mr. Morley, and turning to Jacob with

a benevolent condescension, he asked :
" You've served your

articles?"
, ,. » ^

" Yes, I was articled for three years in Pebworthy, said

Jacob, " and I stayed on as an improver for a few months."

" I'm afraid I can't stop now," said Mr. Morley, looking

at his watch. " Come and see me on Monday at hatf^past

nine, and bring any specimens of your work you have. Good-

morning." And Mr. Morley politely shook hands with

Jacob, and left him murmuring unintelligible thanks. They

heard him ring for the lift, and then, as his call did not meet

with iiDmediate response, trot rapidly down the stairs.

The door from which Bradley had emerged was opened

immediately, and a rather smartly-dressed youth came out.

" Was that him went 1" he asked, with an indicative jerk

of the head in the direction of the staiis.

Bradley nodded.
" Gone for the day, hasn't he ?" continued the youth.

" Won't be back till Monday," replied Bradley.

"Oh! terrific business—tire-riffic," Jubilated the youth

and disappeared again with a slam.

" Who's that }" asked the amused Jacob.
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" Tony FarreU," said Bradley.
" Rather a funny chap, isn't he ?"

" He's a clever beggar," said Bradley ;
" but he wastes his

time. Let's sit down. Do you smoke ?"

" Rather ! But I say, are you allowed to smoke—^here ?"

" Only when the guv'nor's out," rejoined Bradley. " Shall I

I roll you a cigarette ?"

Jacob, however, had cigarettes all ready for consumption,
but Bradley refused the offered case, excusing himself with
the lomark that he always made his own, and he gave a very
neat, capable exhibition of the urt.

When they were comfortably settled, Jacob said : "Do
you think I've any chance of getting here ?"

" Cert., I should say," replied Bradley, with quiet confidence.
" Really ? Why do you think so ?"

" He wants a tracer, and you've dropped in at the right

moment. The only thing he asked was whether you had
served your articles. That's his note, now. He wants to

raise the tone. Farrell got his Job here chiefl^y because he
was rather ' more class ' than the average ; Leigh-Weston,
too, you haven't seen him yet. All you've got to do on
Monday is to rub in what I said about wanting to come
to a big office with lots of work going, his pride is open to

attack on that point, and put on your Sunday behaviour.

He probably won't look at your drawings."
" What sort of man is he ?" Jacob asked, and added

:

" You don't mind telling me these things, do you ?"

"Of course not," said Bradley. "What sort? Well,

a real good sort at bottom. I've been here six years, and
Orover, old Eckholt, Morrick, and Illington for about twenty.

Two years ago there wasn't a stroke of work goir^, and Morley
kept us all on, we five and Bates,—^that dark chap who came
out to tell me Morley was free; he's the clerk—^Morley kept

us on, and paid us full screw when there wasn't a penny
coming in."

" That was very decent of him," commented Jacob.
" Very decent."
" But there's plenty of work, now ?"
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" Plenty ! We won the North-Western Hospital Competi-

tion. Didn't you see it ? It was in all the papers."

"Of course. I remember now. Yes—Ridout Morley,"

assented Jacob. "But do you know, it never occujred

to me to connect the name with this office. Stupid of me

!

It was a tremendous Job, wasn't it ?"

" Quarter of a million."

" By Jove ! Quarter of a million," repeated Jacob

[breathlessly. " I suppose it's still going on," he added.

J
" They only started on the foundations three months ago,"

ireplied Bradley, " the contract date for completion is two

years and a half ahead."

Jacob meditated in amazement over the thought of this

Stupendous contract. He was dimly picturing some vast

self-contained building, he had no knowledge of the detail

of hospital building nor any recollection of the drawings of

this particular hospital which he had casually glanced over

in the building papers, a year before. " How many of you

are there here V he asked, reflecting on the enormous number

of drawings required.

Bradley made a mental calculation. " Eight draughts-

men," he answered, " besides the clerk and the office boy."

Jacob whistled. " It is a big office," he remarked.

"It'll probably be bigger before long," repUed Bradley.

" There are one or two more large jobs on the tapis."

They continued to discuss Mr. Morley's promising business

outlook until they were interrupted by the reappearance of

Mr. Tony Farrell.

" Going out ?" asked Bradley.

Farrell paused. " I'm Just going to see a man about a

dog," he remarked.
" Let me introduce you to Mr. Stahl," said Bradley

;

" he's coming to work here on Monday."
" Perhaps," interpolated Jacob.
" It's not a bad place, when the grand inquisitor's at Brum

playing with bricks," said Mr. Farrell, as he shook hands with

Jacob ;
" but he's got a poisonous habit of relying too much

on his clerk-of-worlcB, hasn't he, Bradder ?"

11
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" He's more confidence in him than he has in us, I expect,*'

said Bradley.
" It's perfectly sickening the way he distrusts us," re-

turned Farrell with mock earnestness. " After we've slaved

and stayed late, and worked our T-squares to the bone for

him. Why doesn't he go to live at Birmingham, and leave

us to manage this end ?"

A high-pitched, complaining voice suddenly broke into the

conversation. " Tlie minute the guv'nor's out of the way,"
it said, " you young men are all in the passage, smoking and
talking. I shall have to tell Mr. Morley."

Jacob turned and saw the little bald-headed manager,
Mr. Grover, and flushed hotly, feeling that he, too, was in-

cluded in this reprimand. But Bradley never budged an
inch, nor made any sign of discontinuing his cigarette ; and
Farrell turned on the little man and pretended to examine
him with grave curiosity. " Why ! It's Mr. Grover," he
said, at last, with intense surprise.

"There'll be no work done, and he'll blame it all on to

me," protested Mr. Grover ill-humouredly, in his whining
voice. " You young men do nothing but chatter."

" There are worse things than chattering, you know, Mr.
Grover," responded Farrell, " such as . . . however, we won't
particularize. But if you should happen to be going to the

Mason's Head by any chance, you might tell them I shan't

be in to-day, will you ?"

" There'll be a row when the guv'nor comee back," pro-

tested Mr. Grover as he went out.

When he had gone, Farrell remarked to Jacob :
" Needn't

take any notice of him, you know. Complaining and going

out for drinks is his Job. He was worried because we saw
him go, that was all."

"Train up a child . . ." put in Bradley with apparent
inconsequence.

" Oh ! He'll learn quick enough, if he comes here," said

Farrell.

" Meaning me ?" asked Jacob.

Bradley nodded. " Some of us work," he said.
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" I mean to work, too," affirmed Jacob.
" I'll oome and watch you," said Farrell. " It bucks me

up like anything to see other people working. That dog
will be dead, if I don't go. Au reservoir !"

" I suppose . .
." b^n Jacob, breaking the short silence

which had succeeded Farroll's departure. " I suppose with
so many drawings to be made, it is almost impossible for
Mr. Morley to know exactly how much has been done while
he's away ?"

" Making plans abeady ?" asked Bradley.
" Oh ! no ! I was Just wondering,"
" It's very difficult to say how much Morley guesses ; he

never says anything unless the case is very flagrant—^and
not much then. You see, the work is always done, and done
in time, some of us see to that, and if there is a rush we work
overtime and don't get paid anything extra for it. Some
of the slackers, Farrell for instance, make that an excuse for
wasting time, but probably Morley works it out the other way,
and gets his own back by the extra work we have to put in
on occasion. So far as he's concerned it pans out pretty
well—he's no nigger-driver, although he works mighty hard
himself. Some things are taboo, of course, and take it all

round, though we might do a lot more, collectively, we do
all there is to be done and do it pretty well—the average of
mistakes is very low . .

."

" What sort of things are * taboo ' ?" asked Jacob.
" Oh ! well, doing your own work in the guv'nor's time,

for one—Grover does it, but no one else."
" Grover hasn't much authority as a manager, has he ?"

"None, absolutely none. He's given himself away too
badly, and too often."
" Any other ' taboos ' ?" asked Jacob, who rather liked

1
the word.

" Slacking when there's important work to be done. That's
less a point of honour than a rule in our own interests. It
lmi|^t mean we should all have to work overtime. There
pre other tilings, too, but you'll find out soon enough -n^en
[you're hera"
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" You seem to take it for granted I shall come."

"It'8 pretty safe. Take my tip and come prepared to

start work right away on Monday morning—bring your

drawing instruments and things. You'll want set-squares

and soaJes and pencils, they're not supplied."

" And a board ?"

" No, not a board or a T-square."

7.

Bradley's prophecy was realized in detail. Mr. Morley

was very full of business on Monday morning after his three

days' absence in Birmingham. When he arrived at the

office a few minutes before the half-hour, Jacob was waiting

for him, seated on one of the chairs in the passage, feeling

nervous and very like a boy going to a new school. He rose

as his future employer came in, and Morley, who had com-

pletely forgotten his existence, stopped in his brisk entrance

and said, in a kindly tone that was, nevertheless, touched

with a note of impatience :

" Yes ? Did you want to see me ?"

" You—^you told me to come and see you this morning,"

said Jacob, " about my coming here—^Mr. Bradley . .
."

"Yes. Yes. I remember, Mr. " He paused for the name.
" Stahl," prompted Jacob.
" Stahl, yes, Stahl," went on Morley, taking up the name

promptly. " You'd better work in Mr. Bradley's room,"

and he turned quickly and marched into the indicated depart-

ment, Jacob following with his parcel of mathematical

instruments and his big roll of drawings.
" No one here yet," continued Mr. Morley, taking out his

watch. " Oh ! it's not quite half-past. Ask Mr. Bradley

to give you some work when he arrives." He was turning

to go, but misreading the look of hesitation on Jacob's face,

he paused and added :
" We didn't settle anything about

salary, I believe. I am afraid I can only o£Eer you a position

as tracer to start with—thirty shillings a week, if you are

prepared to accept that."
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"Oh, yes, thank you; it wasn't that," said Jacob. "I
thooi^t you would want to see some of lay drawings, perhaps,

I ••

" Certainly, certainly," relied Morley, hurriedly taking

the imposing roll which Jacob was wobbling uncertainly in

his direction. " Certainly," he repeated as he made a rapid

exit.

" Wonder why I always make such an ass of myself 1"

pondered Jacob, seating himself on a high stool to await the

appearance of Bi-adley.

He was a little anxious as to the final outcome of this

unorthodox method of engagement. Those drawings might
still tell against him. He had gone through them all very

carefully, weighing the merits of his earlier efforts in the light

of later experience, and uncertain whether to include all

his specimens. After wavering for more than an hour, he had
decided that it would be best to make as good a show as

possible, arranged the best specimens on the top, and added
pencil notes in a bold hand on some of the lower ones, ex-

plaining reasons for certain faults, which he noted on the

drawings themselves, in the most technical terms at his

command. " That'U look as if I knew something about it,

anyhow," he had murmured to himself, " better than letting

him spot the howlers for himself."

Now, he pondered the effect these drawings might have
upon Mr. Morley, and whether it were possible that they might
adversely influence his decision. The actual story of the

drawings is soon disposed of. Some three months after

Jacob's admission to the office of Mr. Ridout Morley, the

clerk. Bates, came in one afternoon with a big roll in his

hands.
" This belong to you ?" he asked Jacob. " It's been

knocking round our office ever since you came. Ouv'nor
gave it to me, and I put in under the desk—Phew ! pretty

dusty, ain't it ?"

F 1
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CHAPTER XIX

VABIOUS DUOOVXRIBS

1.

AuKT HwTiB xeoeived a very full and glowing account of

Jacob's entry into the world of serious, strenuous woilc. It

was an optimistic, rather thoughtless letter, fuU of Jacob's

prospects and the wonders of his great achievement in getting

a berth so soon, and at so encouraging a salary as £78 a year.
" Very good, really, as things go," explained the writer, and
added a pricis of pessimistic anecdotes, gleaned from Bennetts,

which described the unhappy experiences of the ordinary,

average seeker after engagements in the offices of architects.
" Of course, it was a bit of luck," he went on, but he did not
mention the fact that his drawings had played no part in

his engagement ; there was no direct misrepresentation, the

fact was omitted, that was all. The letter had a sting in the

tail. " I don't think you had better make any plans yet as

to coming to town," Jacob had written. " It is just possible

that I may share rooms, later, with one of the men at the
office, but I will let you know as soon as I know definitely."

Jacob did not polish his style when writing to Aunt Hester.

The suggestion as to sharing rooms was the happiest excuse

he had been able to invent, and had no reference to any actual

proposition, but having written it, he pondered the notion

and wondered whether it were not a sound idea. He thought
not of Bradley but of Tony Farrell in this coimection, for

his desires were towards freedom, and Bradley would be a
restraining influence. That burning u> be free of all restraint

had prompted the paragraph which was such bitter reading

to Hester. Jacob had known the effect it would have, as

he wrote, but he had deliberately combated and beaten down
the thought of self-sacrifice. It was impossible that he should
al^^ys be in leading-strings, he wanted to adventure out by
himself into this mysterioiu world and life of London, not to
be taken inside that limiting, respectablis omnibus. He was

i

{ !
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an Muurchist; in revolt against all those limiting, clearly

defined laws which he was proving daily to be untrue and
groundless. He was at the outset of a long adventure, not
only into i^ysical but, also, into mental experience, an
experience begun at the Wheateheaf, continued within the
purlieus of Elmover, and now expandixig vigorously in the
atmosi^iiere of now knowledge. For twenty-one years,
though he did iM>t yet realize the fact, himself, he had been
cramped and thwarted iu his intellectual training. One group
of ideas had been taught to him with all the weight of certain
authority. Ideas they were, but not communicated as such.
There had been no hint that those infallible rules of life, those
rigid explanations of the origins of human existence and of
its ultimate goal, were founded upon any hypothesis ; there
had been no statement of a case which a pupil might decide
on its merits.

"This is the law" was the formula that might have
heralded all religious and moral precepts ; and " This is the
best " where the application was to any rule of human life

which obviously admitted of an alternative.

Not that these laws and rules and preferences had, in
Jacob's case, been taught dogmatically witli stem warnings
and threats of future punishment and dJpitaser if they were
neglected. Neither Fearon nor Hester nad h^* anything
of the Calvinist in their compositions, but th<^ ordinances
were accepted without the least doubt or qu««tK n, and thf>

denial of them was something to be asliamed o-* r brush d
aside, as the case might be. Thus Fearon wok »• Jc with
a disapproving frown of a certain cobbler in . 'f j'-^^utton

as a Radical, whose perverted state of mind wii* ^^vated
by the fact that he was also a chapel-goer. Even Au d Hester,
with all her generous tendencies, implied that it* cobbler
was some kind of reprobate, outside the pale of ham * inter-

course. She did not accuse him, but by her very dsle? m ontj

could only infer that Hales the cobbler was very opert t»
Hales, in fact, was mistaken in liis viows, and Jacob a
all Radicals and chapel-goers as curiously perverted
to be looked down upon with contempt.

is
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It WM ohanoe »lone th»t the Uwi of the Eit«bUshed

Choroh and the traditions of a limiting oonaerratiim should

have been the rule by which Jacob was confined from the

time his mind had been ready to receive any impressions on

the subject. It would have been no better, no less limiting

for him, if he had been taught the rule of Nonconformity,

Roman Catholicism or of Mahomet, nor even, though the

very word should speak of free and unrestrained opinion, any

Liberal political creed, if it were bounded by a rigid denial

of possible dissent. Chance, however, had ordained certain

formule in the case of Jacob Stahl, and there need hs no

question of whether the limitations impooed upon him by

these particular formuljt) are those which we favour or con-

demn. Whether they be in conformity with our own leanings

or not, we should admit that they are open to attack. Con-

servative, Liberal or Radical ; member of the Established

Church of England, Nonconformist or Mahomedan, we can

only say this is our working hypothesis; there is no last

human authority, whether an individual or a majority, which

can decide the question for us ; but, nevertheless, we protest,

most of us, I am right and you are damned, politically or

eternally, and I hope most fervently that no child of mine

will ever become a Conservative, a Liberal or a Socialist, as

the case may be. But what of the child, what of Jacob

Stahl, if he have the wit to examine the foundations of our

belief ? And dissent ? One thing is certain, his reaction

will be the greater for our dogmatism, and we shall have

impeded first and then hindered his development ; his arrival

at any sjmthesis on his own account. If we had given him
a choice, if we had stated a case, however prejudiced, he

would have had a better chance of arriving at the point of

view that we hod chosen for our own, than he will after he

has discovered that our infallible laws are merely working

hjrpotheses, when he has begun to think, to doubt ; for then

he may err as far on the other side, he may be as fanatic in his

denial of our principles as we had been in affirmation.

Hij
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The struggle for a dimly visualized freedom took the path

of least resistance in Jacob's case. He had in him none of

the virtues or powers of the militant reformer, the breaker

uf idols. It would, plainly, have exhibited a more admirable

temper if he had acceded to Aunt Hester's plan of living with

him in town, and had then made his declaration of independ-

ence, asserted his individuality, and fought for the demon-

strable rectitude of his attitude, step by step. There were

two reasons against this fearless avowaJ of his revolt from

conformity. The first that in his heart, Jacob was by no

means conscious of demonstrable rectitude. The principles

h» had absorbed had become a habit of mind, and at this

stage it was the practice only, and not the theory he was

tentatively opposing. His first experience in the affairs

of love he was willing to defend, for that had been, to him,

a great and wonderful affair. So far as he was concerned

there had been nothing small or self-seeking in it. He had

worshipped and had never been allowed to reach the stage

of satiety. His worship had been disdained, and he had been

thrust out of the temple, but it had been a temple, and he

did not reproach himself. But in the dimly projected

adventures upon which he sometimes allowed his imagination

to dwell, there was nothing to hallow and sanctify his

shadowy conceptions. At times he was ashamed of his

own propensities, and only granted himself absolution on an

objective promise of repentance, made to himself with repeated

asseverations. Subjectively, no doubt, some little dancing

devil whispered that he could repent as well after the act,

and the advice was noted and docketed in a comer of his in-

telligence for future use ; though at the time of repentance

the suggestion was crushed under objective asseverations.

Thus, being ashamed of the thoughts of his mind, Jacob

was in no spirit to demonstrate his splendid rectitude to

another. In this he was merely breaking away from certain

conventions, and erring by reaction.

The second reason was one of temperament. Jacob was
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not a fighter except by fits and starts. For a day, two days,
a week, perhaps, he could maintain an attitude against opposi'
tion or reproof, but after that he tired, andfrom sheer weariness
would concede the point at issue, concede it for the sake of
rest and peace. Hester, keenly intuitive in all that concerned
Jacob, knew this, but she was shrewd enough to know, also,
that to exercise her own powers of resolution in breaking
down his opposition would be to turn the boy against her.
That she could not face ; even for the sake of a principle.
It was her weakness, and if she lamented, now, that she had
not fought stubbornly over the Ehnover affair, she admitted
to herself tl.at if she were faced with another such struggle,
she would not contest it. Too devoted a love, however
disinterested, may make us cowards, and even what the
world calls sinners. If Jacob had committed a murder and
confessed it to Hester, she would have become his accessory,
and done everything in her power to shield him, for which
she would have appeared as a criminal in the eyes of the law.
There is nothing about motive in the code, though there is
a wise leniency in its administration.
The first upshot of Jacob's bid for freedom was a reproach-

ful letter from Aunt Hester, which made him first angry and
then sorry. " You have no use for an old woman like me,
now, I suppose," was the essence of the complaint. " I thought
we might have had such a nice little home together, but no
doubt, you are making a lot of new friends." Hester's tact
often failed her when she took up a pen, she had little power
to express herself on paper.

"Oh! Lord, it isn't that! Can't she understand that
I'm not a child any longer ?" was the refrain of Jacob's first
outburst on receiving these rtproaches. It was not that,
truly, but when faced with phrasing exactly what it was, in
his reply, he found a difficulty, and compromised—sorry
now that Hester had been wounded—with warm expressions
of constant love and filial devotion—and a procrastination.
" We won't settle it, now, anyway," he wrote. " I shaU be
able to come down to Ashby Sutton for the August Bank
Holiday in a few weeks' time, and then we'll talk it all over."
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As he wrote, he almost relented. After all it would be nice

in many ways to have Aunt Hester with him. He nearly

decided to tear up his letter and write definitely, but he did

not feel inclined for further efforts of composition Just then,

and postponed his submission for a day or two. Probably
the delay made no difference, but it chanced that Providence,
in the person of Mr. Tony Farrell, interposed before the
Socond letter was written.

3.

Tony Farrell was a two years' experience. During that
time he wielded an influence, by example and by occasional

precept, chiefly compounded of ridicule. Then he vanished
into the unknown, wrote two letters from some imimaginable
country of Canada, and ceased to be, so far as Jacob was
concerned. Jacob was intensely assimilative at this period,

and it may seem that the influence distorted his growth.
Within hmits this is true enough : men, like trees, are shaped
by their circumstance. Set too close together they will

either remain dwarfed or shoot up straight and tall to reach
the sunlight ; subjected to the pressure of one prevailing
wind they will grow misshapen and stunted, and never reach
perfection of contour or full development. But the essential

character of the man and the tree remains unaltered, and
the hump-backed, stooping thing stretching its arms des-
perately inland, will grow straight again if transplanted before
the sap has grown too sluggish.

For two years Tony Farrell represented the prevailing wind.
The son of a country rector, educated at a public school,

young Farrell was articled at seventeen to a well-known
London architect, and given clearly to understand that an
allowance of £100 a year for three years was all that he could
expect from his father ; the aggregate of this sum, together
with the cost of his indentures, represented capital saved
for his education, and not surplus income. The alternative
had been another year at school, and then Downing or
Cavendish, scholarships being beyond the scope of Tony's
attainment, as at seventeen he was still an undistinguished

i-:
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member of the "lower fifth." The opportunity to choose

had been offered to Tony, who had taken London without

a moment's* hesitation, and the choice had not been dis-

tasteful to Farrell senior, who was a Trinity Hall man, and

regarded most other Cambridge colleges with some contempt.

As a substitute for a University education, architecture was

suggested because Tony had exhibited some facility for draw-

ing, and architecture was among the professions. It was

assumed that Tony's prospects depended entirely on his

own capacity for application.

Before his three years were up, Tony was in debt sixty

pounds to the London branch of a firm of Cambridge tailors,

who had " made for " his father for forty years, and con-

sidered themselves Justified, if they ever considered at all,

in giving the son unlimited credit on the strength of their

certainty of obtaining final payment from their older cus-

tomer before the son became legally responsible for his own

debts. After the sum had been paid, and a distinct intima-

tion given that the patronage of Farrell senior was withdrawn,

and that no further responsibility would be taken, Tony,

who was quite willing to return to the firm, found himself

coldly received, and his business dealings relegated to a

strictly cash basis. He had followed his father's lead, but,

plainly, the firm suffered little, for old Farrell's dealings had

been limited to one new suit in three years, for more than

a quarter of a century.

When Jacob came to Ridout Morley's office, Tony Farrell

was twenty-six, and for five years had been living on his own

resources, during which time he had never been quite free

from debt, but had never again made application to his father

for financial assistance.

At half-past five, on the evening of the day following

that procrastinating letter to Aunt Hester, Tony strolled

into " old Eckholt's room," smoking a cigarette. He paused

for a moment watching with dumb admiration the absorption

of the three occupants of the room.
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" 1 suppose you know he's gone !" he remarked.

Jacob straightened his back and turned round ; Bradley

continued his drawing and took no notice, " old Eckholt

"

took unon himself the responsibility of answering the question,

which intimated that Mr. Ridout Morley had left th6 office

for the day.

"You won't work yourself, and won't let others work,"

explained old Eckholt ;
" why can't you keep in your own

orfice 1"

" I'm a restless spirit," replied Tony, " and I wander to

and fro upon the earth seeking someone to play with."

" Why can't you play in your own room, then," retorted

old Eckholt, " instead of upsettin' us here ?"

Jacob and Tony exchanged a wink of mutual comprehension.

" About that dog " began Tony.
" I was Just coming in to ask you," said Jacob, " a

brown patch over his left ear, I think you said."

" Oh ! take your caninities out into the passage," put in

Bradley good-humouredly. " I've got some work to finish."

" What are you doing to-night ?" asked Tony, when he

and Jacob were seated outside. " I'm at a loose end."

" Nothing particular," replied Jacob.
" Come and do a hall. I'm stony, of course, but I'm not

down to the old Laurentian yet."

" Who's the old Laurentian ?" asked Jacob.

" Geological for bed-rock, my son, where there's no more

scrapings to be got ; abso - bally - lutely the last word in

rocks. I've sat on it. I asked you a question, you may
remember."

" What was it 1" said Jacob. He r^arded Tony as a

remarkable wit. " It's not only the things he says, it's the

queer way he has, that is so funny," Jacob had written of

Tony to Aunt Hester.
" I si^ested that we should do a hall together."

Jacob had to confess that he was still unenlightened.

"I was proposing," said Tony, with elaborate distinct-

ness, "that we should visit a music-hall in each other's

company. Is that more like the language they use in Ashmead
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Baitlett or whatever the name of the place was, where you
were educated ?"

" Ashby Sutton," suggested the amused Jacob.
"It's all the same— vrhy will you go oS on to side

issues ?"

"I'm afraid I don't quite know what a music-hall is,"

said Jacob.
" My Lord !" ejaculated Tony, with great solemnity, and

then added :
" But, then, you never even went to a public

school."
" No, I had a private tutor."
" You're one of the kippered aristocracy," retorted Tony.
" Oh ! no ! rather not !" began Jacob, eager to disclaim a

spurious reputation for superiority. " I "

"Don't worry about it," interrupted Tony. " Set yourself
to live it down. It's easier than you might think. Let mo
explain the outstanding features of a music-hall as kno\i'n

to the initiated."

Tony's explanation interested Jacob immensely. Theatres
he had been to—a very few,—but nothing so light as a musical
comedy

; they called them burlesques in those days. Aunt
Hester had said burlesques were " vulgar "

; but these music-
halls, Farrell describwi, seemed to touch even a lower
level, though Tony, whether to spare Jacob's innocence
or because he feared to frighten him away from the idea of

visiting the " halls," had left one feature of the entertain-
ment undescribed, a feature not advertised on the bills or
programmes.
"I should like to come, awfully," said Jacob, hot with the

spirit of strange adventure.

6.

" * Prom.' is extract of * promenade,' " explained Tony.
" But does that mean we shall have to walk about all the

time ?" asked Jacob.
" You wouldn't be fined for standing still."

" But can't we get a seat I"
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Tony hentated ; he had an instinctive rrapect for what he
regarded as this "spotless innocence." At the same time
his common-sense urged that knowledge must come, and he
was not versed in ethical speculations, he was unable to draw
the Just inference from his premisses. He had an instinct

to leave Jacob's thoughts undisturbed, to take him to the

"pit-stalls," and sit patiently throu^ the "show," but
young men of Tony's type are not apt to be guided by in-

stincts which point the harder course. Wherefore Tony
argued to himself that it was not good for Jacob to remain
in such profound ignorance of " life," and took him to the

promenade.
" Oh ! yes, there are plenty of seats," was his reply to

Jacob's question, " if you want to sit all through the show."
" Isn't that what we've come for ?" asked Jacob.

Tony smiled. " You'll see," he said, and then by way
of afterthought, " I may possibly meet a friend. If so, we
might go and have a drink, some of the turns aren't worth
watching ; acrobats and conjurers . .

."

" N—no," agreed Jacob, not wishing to exhibit a false taste

in these things, and ashamed to confess that the idea of

acrobats and conjurers appealed to him as altogether

delightful.

Music-hall entertainments have changed little in the last

quarter of a century, in so far as the programme is concerned,

though a more delicate sense of morality, or maybe a more
vigilant supervision, has since eJBfected a considerable change
in tlio management of the front of the house, a change by
which the music-hall. \ave benefited and the streets

suffered.

To Jacob evorjrthing was new and wonderful. The fact

that one was allowed to smoke seemed an indication of ease
and luxury, combined with Just a suspicion of rakidiness

that added a piquancy to the adventure. They were early,

and plenty of seats were to be had below the waist-high

barrier, which formed a convenient lounge for those of the
audience who seemed to prefer standing ; and till half-past

nine or thereabouts, Tony and Jacob sat and watched the

m
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I

various items of the entertainments, the former highly critical,

the latter appreciative, but subduing his admiration to the

note demanded by his companion's strictures.

At the beginning Jacob was a little uneasy on occasion.

Some of the Jokes of an early-appearing " patter comedian "

made him feel hot and uncomfortable.
" Oh ! I say !" he murmured, and Tony hearing him, also

felt a little ashamed of the vulgarity which was being given

out from the stage, with no virt'ie of wit to cloak its lewdness.
*' This chap's rotten," he commented, "he's probably being

given a trial week."
" Yes, he's not funny, is he ?" replied Jacob, for once m

conscientious agreement with Tony's criticism.
" Absolutely poisonous," returned Tony, unconscious that

for once he was using his favoiirite adjective appropriately.

It was during a trapeze act in which Jacob's attention was
entirely absorbed, that Tony, who had been repeatedly

looking over his shoulder at the leaners on the barrier which

bounded the promenade, got up, and whispering to Jacob,
" Just seen someone I know—I'll be back directly, keep

my seat," made his way up the gangway and disappeared.

For three " turns " Jacob sat intent on the rapidly succeed-

ing items of the programme, a little relieved to be able to

listen, undisturbed by the slighting comments of his com-
panion, and then Tony returned and whispered :

" I've got a friend here who wants to be introduced to you,

if you can manage to tear yourself away."
Jacob turned with a start, expecting to find some male

friend of Tony's waiting to be introduced—but no friend was
visible.

" Oh ! all right
; yes, rather ; I should like to," he said,

and then, " I say, don't you think this girl's rather good-

looking 1"

The girl referred to, described in the programme, simply,

as a " comedienne," was dressed in very short skirts, and
wore her hair loose ; her song was descriptive of her hypo-

thetical innocence. She could not sing, did not attempt to

dance though she occasionally gathered the skirt of her knee-

V
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hic^ frock as if in preparation, and had no Imtrionic talent,

bat she was graceful and pretty enough—one of the type of

music-hall performers who used to appear for a time, despite

their persistently cold reception by the audience, and then
vanished from the stage, for ever.

" Not bad," repHed Tony. " She's probably about forty "
;

in which he did the comedienne an injustice, for she was
quite young.

" Surely not," protested Jacob.
" You can't tell when they're made up like that. Come

on !" said Tony, and Jacob reluctantly rose and accompanied
him.

The venue of the introduction was a small alcove con-

veniently near the bar and the procession of the promenade,
yet discreetly withdrawn, as it were an arbour from which
the garden is visible but detached. The flat, wood tracery,

which boxed the front of this little retreat, gave it an air of

privacy, though the open fretwork —it had a suggestion

of Moorish art in its design—did not protect the occupants
from the observation of the inquisitive.

Tony's "friend" was awaiting them. She was a young
woman of from twenty-five to thirty, with a pale face and
red lips. She was wearing a high black silk dress, slightly

over-flounced and bedecorated, but not noticeably ex-

aggerated in style even in the matter of the absurd rear
projection which was then the mode. Her hat was in keeping,
there was, perhaps, Just one feather too many, and her brown
hair, some shades lighter than her eyebrows, which owed
something of their blackness to art, was dressed a little too
low over her ears.

" Thought you weren't ever coming," remarked this young
woman languidly, when Tony and Jacob Joined her.
" Introduce me to your friend, Tony."

" Allow me to prraent Mr. James Smith to you," said Tony
elaborately, then, turning to Jacob, he winked covertly, and
said aloud :

" Jimmy, my boy, tliis is Miss Catherine Mason,
of whom you have doubtless heard."

" Not too much of it, Tony," put in Miss Mason, and then
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to Jacob, " Pleased to meet you," and she held out a hand
that displayed some remarkably fine rings, worn outside

rather soiled kid gloves which reached to her elbows.

Jacob stammered out something about beii^ " very

pleased, too," wondering why Tony had called him Jamoa
Smith, and had winked at him to accept the name without

question.
" What are you drinking, Kitty ?" asked Tony, when he

and Jacob had sat down inside the alcove.
" Oh ! I dunno," returned Kitty. " I've just had one,"

and she pointed to a liqueur glass on the little brown wooden
table in front of her.

" Benedictine ?" questioned Tony, after a critical whiff of

the indicated glass. "Three Benedictines," he said to a

waiter, who was lingering in the vicinity, plainly expecting

an order.

To Jacob, all that followed was for evermore associatud

with the cloying, heavy aroma and taste of Benedictine,

which completely dominated the smell of cigarette smoke
and the profuse scent worn by Miss Mason.

" Are you a stranger to town ?" asked that young woman
presently, turning to Jacob with an air of interest.

" I've been up about a month," he replied, a little con-

fused by the steadiness of her regard.
" There's no place like London, is there ?" she continued.

" You do see life in London."
" Yes, you do, don't you ?" returned Jacob, and nearly

choked over his first taste of Benedictine.
" Don't gulp it, old boy," interpolated Tony. " It's not

a long drink."
" It t> a bit strong," said Jacob, his eyes watering,

good, though."
" Never tried it before 1" asked Miss Mason.
" No, not before," said Jacob.
" This is his first music-hall, too," remained Tony,

an innocent lamb—as yet."

Miss Mason drew herself up, throwing back her shoulders

and taking a deep breath, a handsome floovement that suited

JoUv

He's
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her. •• What did you bring him here for, then ?" nhe asked
of Tony, with some dignity.

" Oh ! he wants to see life, don't you, old boy ?" replitnl

Tony, slightly abashed.
" Oh » yes, rather, of course I do," agreed Jacob.
" It seems a pity," said Miss Mason, still dignified. " I

thought you didn't seem quite the sort as come here
; you've

got a decent look about you."
Jacob did not know what to answer, he did not nndnratand

the drift of this young woman's remarks. He imagined her
to be either a relation or an old friend of Farrell's, and he had
wondered dimly whether her " people " were elsewhere in
the house. He had wondered, too, whether she was not
" rather fast," but was now quite at a loss to comprehend the
terms in which she was addressing him.

His discomfiture was observed by Tony, tHio said :

" Oh, chuck it, Kitty, old girl, he doesn't even know what
you're driving at."

" More shame to you to bring him to a place like this,"
replied Miss Mason tartly.

Tony flushed, and Jacob interposed :
" I wanted to come

you know, Miss Mason."
"Because you didn't know what you were coming to.

Look here, dear," she bent down and addressed Jacob con-
fidentially. " You stay as you are, you've got a nice face
and there'll be plenty of women ready to fall in love witli you!
You get married and keep good, you'U be happier in the end.
As for you," she went on, turning to Tony, who had burst
into a high, mocking laugh, " there's enough of vour sort
about

; you've got nothing to be proud of."
'' Oh ! I'm not proud," said Tony with a sneer. " only it's

a bit funny to hww you coming the high, moral game."
"I've more right to than you, anyhow," returned the

woman angrily, rising to her feet. " It's the likes of you as
has most to answer for," and she rustled her way out into
the crowd on the promenade, throwing back her shoulders
with that striking dignified movement which suited her tall,
handsome figure so well.
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" I don't undentand. What's the row t" uked Jacob.
" Come on, the show's practically over," said Tony, " let's

get out."

When they were in the street, a hot and dnsty July street

that seemed, nevertheless, fresh and cool by contrast with

the polluted atmosphere they had Just left, Jacob said :

" I say, who was that girl, was she really a friend of yours ?"

" Good Lord, no !" rejoined Toby, who was not in the best

of tempers ;
" she was only a "—and he used an ugly word,

and qualified it with an equally ugly adjective.

6.

Beforo he went to bed, Jacob consulted his dictionary,

and spent some time searching under the wrong initial for

Tony's ugly word. Then he tried his Bible, remembering

the word in some Old Testament connection, and after a little

trouble hit upon it and noted his mistake as to spelling.

Then the dictionary came into use again, and if the definition

was somewhat vague, it was sufficient.

It may be difficult to understand that there should be such

unlettered spaces as this in a mind such as Jacob's, a mind
in many ways already experienced and instructed, but this

instance is of a phase of knowledge that does not come by
instinct, and there had been no one to instruct him. If he

had been curious in such matters, a means would have been

found to gratify that curiosity, but his mind was singularly

clean for a young man whose desires were perfectly normal.

Under other, it may be happier, conditions, he would have

remained clean in body also, but temptation was thrust

before him, and if he had no inclination to seek it, he may
still be blamed in that he made no efiort to resist it. At

twenty-two Jacob Stahl was not a developed, reasoning

creature. If he hesitated between two courses, as he had

done during the memorable day when fate had introduced

him to the Wheatsheaf claret, his hesitation was due to an

automatic inclination to reject those things which he had been

taught to believe were " wrong," a category that included
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the rehgioM and poUtical opinions of Hales, the cobbler • an
inchnation heightened, no doubt, by the fear of perpetual
torment and burning, entailed by the committal of " wrong "
deeds or the holding of unsound opinions. But when the
deprecated thing is found to be pleasant and to entaU no
munediate punishment, the fear of heU is relegated to the
background.—remains always the comforting assurance that
there is time for repentance,—and the rigid precept ceases
to have effect. The impression of it may remain for a time
and be attributed to the workings of conscience, but when
reason fails to indicate that the outcome of an action or mode

r of thought originaUy labelled " wrong " entails no injustice,
this impression is rapidly filled up. though, curiously enough
in some cases it is never quite obliterated.
Jacob's mind was. at this time, stiff with the multitude

of th mpr^dsions, and as a consequence his reason had
little p. •. In this matter which was now vexing him, reason
might, almost certainly would, ha. vied him to better
ends. Instead he had nothing but . mpression of a
precept, and these precepts were already being found iy be
not universal in their application. If one were broken w»
not another ?

'

This night marks a definite stage in the breaking of precepts,
some of which were good and sound and universal enoueh
but had nothing to differentiate them from the others im-
pressed with equal force, that were pett- and unreasonable.
Jacob lying awake with the heavy odour of Benedictine stillm his nostrils, and the sight of that graceful, lightly dressed
comedienne," fresh in his memory, was in a condition when

precepts have little restraining power. It was long before he
slept, and when at last sleep came, his dreams were tainted
for he dreamt that he was making love to a tall, elegant womanm black silk, who threw back her fine shoulders with a
striking gesture, tnd that she was looking at him with bold
inviting eyes.

'

Ifi
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CHAPTER XX
ADVINTUUI

1.

Th« next morniiig Jacob woke with » headache, an un-

pleasant taste in his mouth and an uneasy feeling in his mind.

The two former ailments yielded readily enough to the treat-

ment of tea followed by breakfast ; the Utter persisted till

lunch-time. He arrived at the office full of good intentions,

and was rather disappointed to learn that ^ Morley would

be absent all day. It was well enough to b re good inten-

tions, but such a waste of opportunity to carry thom out on

one of these rare days of freedom. Also, the tracing he was

doing was for Bradley, who was lenient, whereas it might

have been for old Eckholt, who always desired early com-

pletion and nagged till he got it, though he had his own ways

of wasting time, dreaming over his work, and what Farrell

called "messing about." Yet even the venerable Eckholt

acclaimed his chiefs absence, for he was a creature of routine,

loving to do the same things at the same time in precisely

the same way, and the erratic intrusions of Mr. Morley, full

of initiative, and looking for a newer and better way of

designing some detail of construction that had been hallowed

by tradition, often upset the patient toil of days and necessi-

tated alterations in the slowly completed drawings of this

most conservative of his assistants. These intrusions of a

too-vigorous employer accounted for Eckholt's eagerness

to have his tracings completed at the earliest possible moment,

for he clung to the theory that a drawing could not be altered

after it had been traced, a theory which he fondly cherished

despite aU contradictory facts of experience.

"Well! We shan't have Mm interfering to-day, that's

a comfort," was the salute with which old Eckholt greeted

Jacob's appearance on this particular morning, and inquiry

furnished confirmation of the statement.

Bradley alone, perhaps, of all Mr. Morley's assistants
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WM entirely unaffected by the absence of his chief; bul
Bradley wm not a propagandist ; he was in no way con-

cerned to alter the habits of his colleagues, and the quiet force

of his example was little counterbalanoe to the energies of

Tony Farrell.

Yet in face of all disturbftnoes, Jacob prepared for a day's

strenuous work, though old Eokholt was reading the Standard,

though three of the other • ^tants w.-^re discussing billiard

hancOcapb in the lobby, though old Orover had found it

necessary to spend the day in visiting a small house that was
building in Surrey, though Tony Farrell did not put in an
appearance until half-past ten, though there was a general

atmosphere of relaxation pervading the whole office and
even Bradley was smoking as he worked. In face of all this,

Jacob was determined to work because he was suffering a
mental reaction. His determination stayed him till half-

past twelve—three hours—a fair test of the powers of deter-

mination in this direction, powers which never accomplish

the world's work.

Tony broke the spell by inviting the toiler to come out to

lunch, and the material of the determination, already wearing
thin, gave out at once.

" Well, I've pretty nearly finished this," Jacob looked for

some reward ; such determinations as his on this morning
always look for acknowledgment. Bradley was addressed,
but it was Tony who replied :

" What's all this grind for ?"

" Why can't you leave him alone when he's working ?"

interpolated old Eckholt, with good intention but ill effect.

" Glad you're being av h a good boy," said Tony. " Don't
let me disturb you."

" Oh I don't be an ass," returned Jacob, and then, still

desiring the approval of Bradley, he repeated his earlier

statement that the tracing was nearly finished.
" There's no hurry for it," remarked Bradley.
As Jacob and Farrell were washing their hands preparatory

to going out, Jacob, pondering Bradley's peculiarities, ventured
to remark that Bradley was a " rum chap."
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"He's one of the exceptions," explained Tony. "Most
people prefer slacking, but the exceptions like Herbert Spencer

and old Bradder prefer working. It's Just the way you're

made."
" It's people like Bradder who get on, though." Jacob

would have preferred to be classed among the exceptions.
" I don't know," rejoined Tony. " It's mostly luck at our

game unless you've got influence. What price the damagor
for instance ?"

" Grover ? But he doesn't work !"

" Not now. Chucked it. But he did once. He's a clever

little blighter, too. He knows his work, inside out."
" Does he ? Yes ! I suppose . .

." Jacob was analyzing

;

as usual on insufficient premisses, filling up many blanks

with an uninformed imagination.
" Oh ! rather, come on. I want a pick-me-up. I've got

a shocking head this morning."
Tony, in fact, had by no means recovered from a night's

dissipation, which had scarcely begun when he left Jacob

at the doors of the music-hall. His lunch and a whisky-and-

soda, however, seemed to renew his zest in life, and he after-

wards took his companion to a great wilderness of an under-

ground caf6, in a comer of which thoy drank coffee and

smoked and talked, Tony pleading that his " head " was not

yet equal to chess or even dominoes. Nevertheless he

monopolized the greater part of a conversation which was

not altogether desultory. It frequently wandered from the

point, it is true, it was broken by comments on the other

frequenters of the big caf6—most of whom were Germans,

—

and by interchanges of pleasantry between Tony and the

waitresses, it went back over the same ground and there

were occasional lapses into silence ; but, roughly, this con-

versation which lasted for two hours and a half, and extended

itself over tea-time, might be classified into three distinct

sections, the purport of which is important.

The first section was by way of being an exultant con-

fession of wrongdoing. Tony entered into the details of

a night's adventure which is for the most part unreproducible.
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He touched it hero and there with a faint glamour, but
chiefly he aasumed an air of penitence that did not serve to

delude his hearer into any belief in the promised reformation.

The often repeated " By Jove, I must ease up " conveyed an
impression of financial difficulties rather than of any ethical

intention, and the general effect was to whip Jacob's curiosity

and lust for similar adventure, to make him wish that he had
not parted from Tony so soon on the previous night. But
when the recital staled, and its original quality was hardly
remarkable for freshness, Tony fell into a serious mood,
which seemed to evidence a more genuine repentance. At
this point the second heading became prominent, and turned
upon the failure of Mr. Morley's manager. Disr^arding the
many interpolations, interruptions, and side issues, Tony's
remarks under this beading may be reproduced in a pr^is.
The essence of his review followed a question from Jacob :

" But why, if he's as clever as all that, and used not to
drink, is he such a failure ?"

" Sheer bad luck," returned Tony, and then he lighted a
fresh cigarette, leaned one arm on the marble-topped table,

and proceeded with his exposition. " Sheer—bad—luck.
Look here, when he was a young man he used to go in for

competitions Just like Bradder. Went home and swatted
away every evening, making endless drawings for bally jobs
of all sorts."

" Why do you suppose he never won any of 'em, any of
these competitions ?"

" Didn't happen to hit the particular fads of the assessor,

chiefly—it's all bally luck till you've won the first, and then
it aa comes your way—like Morley. But, as a matter of fact,

my son, Grover did win a decent competition, and that's
just where his infernal bad luck comes in. It was for some
big technical schools at Birchestor, and Grover's was the
first premiated design. Of course, I wasn't at Morley's then,
but I've heard about it from Merrick. The morning Grover
got his letter from the committee saying his design had been
placed first, he came up to the office so full of beans he didn't
know where to put himself

;
pretending to be frightfully
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modest about it, of course, but Just full up to the eyelet-holes

with pride—^you know. He went into the governor, told him
about it, and asked for two or three days off, as he had to go

up to Birchester to interview the committee. The governor
was not best pleased about it, he always thinks if we go in

for competitions that we shall crib his ideas ; however, he

had to congratulate Grover, and Grover went off and bought
himself a new frock coat and a top-hat, and two or three days
later he started off for Birrhester. Well, no one ever quite

knew what happened up here, but we suppose poor little

Grover was frightfully nervous, and took a tonic or two to

buck him up before he interviewed the committee. Then
you know what a worm he looks, and I'm told he looked a

bit worse before he grew his beard, and naturally enough the

committee didn't care for his appearance much, and I daresay
the tonics he'd had didn't make him any sprucer. Anyway,
when he came back he wasn't quite so bucked-up. He still

supposed he'd have the work, but he thought it just possible

he might be asked to collaborate Aidth the Birchester Corpora-
tion architect, because he—Grover I mean—^hadn't had any
experience in independent practice. About six weeks after-

wards the blow fell. The committee decided to give the work
to the winner of the second premium, who happened to be

a young Birchester man."
" Great Scott !" ejaculated Jacob. " But do you mean to

say Grover got nothing ?"

" He got the first premium, of course, a hundred pounds
I think it was, and the Birchester architect used all the best

parts of Grover's design, and put his own name to the job."
" Couldn't Grover have brought an action or something ?"

asked Jacob.

Tony shrugged his shoulders. " How ? What for ? It's

a condition of these things that the first premiated design is

not necessarily accepted, and then as to using Grover's ideas,

well, they'd bought his drawings for a hundred pounds."
" Pretty bad luck."
" I believe you, my boy, and I believe that was what first

sent Grover down the hill. The disappointment put him on
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to drinking—he had an inclination that way, I expect—and

the hundred pounds came in handy to help him."

Jacob missed the excellent moral of the anecdote ; he was

picturing to himself how he would have appeared before the

committee, contrasting his own manner and address with

those of Grover. This not in vanity, the picture was too

detached, it would have been nearly complete if another,

imaginary, figure had been substituted for his own, but the

imaginary figure would have lacked convincingness ; Jaccb's

dreams sJways needed reality as a base.
" Oh ! perfectly putrid luck !" The voice of Tony inter-

rupted Jacob's (keam. " I say, it's a quarter to four ; we
may as well have tea, now. It's not worth while to go back

and come out again."

F ne faint stirring of the morning's determination came
ovei Jacob, and he moved a feeble resolution that it was time

to return. " We've been out three hours. I shall get jip

from the old man, besides, I rather want to finish that tracing

of Bradder's."
" Rats ! Look here," and Tony entered on the third head

of the afternoon's conversation ;
" I'm chucking my digs

next week."

Jacob did not take this opportunity, though it gave him
the very chance he had been seeking to broach that question

of partnership already suggested to Aunt Hester. The
truth is that he was afraid of foisting himself upon Farrell,

whom he regarded, with innocent admiration, as a man of

experience who condescended in permitting terms of friend-

ship. Wherefore Jacob temporized with a question :

" You're living down at Camberwell, somewhere, aren't

you ?"

" Cheaper, that's why."
" Rather a swat getting home at night, isn't it ?"

" All very well for you, my boy, you're a bloated millionaire,

with money in the Funds and that sort of thing."
" Where are you going to live now, then ?" Jacob was

still undecided, and Tony on his part hesitated to put the

suggestion into plain words. The deadlock was put an end
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to by the advent of a third person, otherwise it might have
remained undetermined.
"I don't know exactly," said Tony, stiU hinting. "I

should rather like to share digs with some other chap— it's
a lot cheaper, only . . . Oli ! Hi ! Dulcie ! A pot of tea
for two."

"Taking the afternoon of! ?" asked Dulcie as she made
her leisurely way to the table at which the two were sitting.
You seem to have got plenty to talk about. 'Atching

plots, or what ?"

" We've resolved ourselves into a committee of ways and
means. V 're discussing high finance," replied Tony.

" High cockalorum more likely," suggested Dulcie, who
always remembered her h's when she had a lead.

" Now, seriously, dear," said Tony, " I'm looking out for
a partner, not in business . .

."

"^ Thanks ! Fm not takin' any, if that's what you're 'intmg
at, returned Dulcie vivaciously, with all the knowledge of
mnuendo gleaned in a two years' experience of a City caf6.

'• You're too quick, my dear," parried Tony, who was talking
with a purpose. " I told you I was serious."

"Feels a bit awkward at fust, I daresay," put in Dulcie.
feeling that a repartee was expected.

" I'm looking for some fellow to share rooms with," went
on Tony. " I thought you might know of some decent sort
of chap who was on the look-out for the same sort of thing."

Dulcie had no objection to being asked for advice when
she saw that her " customers " were seriously inclined for
once in a way, and s^^e rested her knuckles on the table and
wrinkled her forehead to indicate that she was giving the
matter her attention.

" I don't know as I do laiow of anyone who'd suit you.
They're mostly Germans or Jews as come down 'ere, you
know—not your sort at all."

'' Not much ; thanks," interpolated Tony.
" Why don't you and your friend live together ?" suggested

Dulcie with a flash of genius ;
" or perhaps he lives Avith

'is fam'ly ?"
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Jacob looked at Tony, afraid lest the suggestion should

meet with disapproval, and Tony looked at Jacob to see how
he would take it.

" I don't know why . . ." b^an Jacob with a conciliatory

smile.
" By Jove ! I believe there are the makings of a great

idea in that," said Tony. " Dulcie, you're a genius."
" Well, you men are funny ; fancy waitin' for me to set you

right," beamed Dulcie, distinctly flattered by the success of

her suggestion.

While their tea was in preparation, Tony and Jacob began

to discuss possibilities, and when they at last returned to

the office, little pretence of work was made by either. Not
more than ten minutes had elapsed before Tony was anxious

to continue the making of definite plans.

Jacob glanced apprehensively at old Eckholt when Farrell

proposed an adjournment to the lobby in order to discuss

immediate arrangements, but that veteran was, himself,

making plans to go home twenty minutes earlier than was his

custom, and he made no sign of disapproval.

Everything had been discussed in detail, and it was nearly

time to go before Jacob summoned up courage to mention a

subject that had been haunting him.
" I say," he said, " you remember what that girl in the caf6

said about your not caring to live with Jews or Giermans ?

Well, you know "—and he laughed apologetically
—

" I'm

partly German and partly Jew."

"Oh! good Lord, that's absolutely different," replied

Farrell ; a remark which points the difference between the

abstract conception of national characteristics and the prac-

tical application to personal likes and dislikes.
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The day had begun with a promise of reform, but circum-

stance was too strong. Any feeling of regret for wasted time

was overlaid by the excitement arising from the anticipation

of the new partnership. Tony was undoubtedly a " blood."
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Tonys knowledge of London, if less extensive, was more
peculiar than Mr. WeUer's. Tony " knew the ropes "; he had
said so, himself. Tony, in fact, had lived, and would, doubt-
less, teach Jacob also how to live ; until now Jacob had
vegetated. ... At this point of his reflections, however
Jacob thought of Madeline. That experience was an excep-
tion

; one day, perhaps, he would confide some particulars to
Tony. Not yet. ...
Jacob was at home, alone, in his lodgings in Gower Street,

and his meditations were enlivening the progress of his dull
meal ;—tea with eggs or fish, the routine meal of seven o'clock

;

he had dinner in the City. The meal had never seemed so
duU as it did to-day. Tony's brilliant conversation might
have brightened it ; he had been invited, but he had had an
engagement to spend the evening at a friend's house. " Pretty
slow," he had explained, " but they've got a billiard-table,

u !i"?.,?®*''®''-" ^^'^y ^*« * " ^^"^ "; he knew people who
had bilhard-tables. Jacob had heard of billiards, but he had
never seen the game played. He knew notking of life. Now
Tony ...

^
When the duU meal was finished, Jacob sat by the open

window, smoked a cigarette, and looked down from his second-
floor emmence upon the traffic of Gower Street. It was very
hot.and the passers-bywere seldom interesting. There was one,
however, who attracted his attention, a girl in a white frock, a
young girl of sixteen or seventeen, with her hair hanging down
andtied with a ribbon. She looked up at hiswindowandsmiled,
an unmistakable smile. Jacob grew hot, and dodged hastily
back into the shelter of the curtains. Then he caUed himself
a fool and leant far out of the window, but the girl had passed
and did not look back. He debated whether he would not
go out into the street, but he knew that he had not the courage
to speak to the girl if he did, and was not sure, evoa if she
looked back now and saw him leaning out, whether he would
dare to smile in return. Tony would have waved his hand,
rhe very next girl who smiled . . . Jacob remained leaning
out of the window, his arms on the sill. But the next passer-
by who smiled up at him was a fat Frenchwoman with an
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enormouB bustle, and Jacob stared stonily past her ; he didn't

want to encourage a person of that kind, she might ring the

bell and ask for him. Nevertheless it was something of an
excitement, and, though he maintained his rigid aloofness,

Jacob was sony when the stout lady had waddled away down
Gower Street. It was undoubtedly a waddle, though the lady

herself was under the delusion that her walk was particularly

attractive ;
" voluptuous '* might have been her adjective.

After this Gower Street became stagnant, there were no more
smiles ; no one more noticeable than the lamplighter passed

in ten minutes.

It was certainly very dull ; Jacob wished he had had the

impertinence to smile back at that girl in the white frock

—

but suppose he had gone out and spoken to her, what could

he have found to say ? Tony would have b«oen funny, of

course, and quite at his ease. Jacob wondered what sort of

a girl she was, a shop-girl, probably ; she couldn't have been
... He wondered ; alter all, he knew very little about these

things.

London was a wonderful place, full of strange adventure at

this time of the evening. Jacob remembered how many
attractive-looking women he had seen last night. Oxford
Street was quite close, and there would be many people to

look at there ; Gower Street was deserted. But then, if he
went to Oxford Street, he would have to keep walking up and
down, and that made him feel self-conscious. How delightful

to have ground-floor rooms in Oxford Street, so that he could

sit and watch the people go by, entrenched behind his own
window-sill. Delightful ! There would hardly be a dull

moment. The idea grew in his mind, but the fruit of it

was po ', ungatherable stuff. To watch, always ? No, he
wanted to play his par* in the game, he wanted to live. . . .

Why was he so hesitant ? There was London outside his

window. There was no one to restrain him. Why should he
not go out and find adventure, real adventure ? Why should
he not taste life ? It was a paralyzing idea. It made his

heart throb and his hands grow cold and damp. It was a
tremendous idea, and the next day was Saturday ; he need

. !,

*
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not go to the office ; some of the other assistants took the
morning off occasionally when there was no chance of Mr.
Morley putting in an appearance. This was certainly a
grand opportunity, he had two whole days ahead of him. He
was not quite sure why these two possibly free days ahead
should make any difference, but they seemed to suggest a
deliverance from all restraint. K he were on the verge of a
great adventure, he liked to feel that he was free, if only for
two days, from all bondage of routine.
Why did he still hesitate ? Was it his early training ?

No ! The more he thought of Ashby Sutton and of the prin
ciples he had been taught, the more eager was he to be free.
He found the word " provincialism " in liis mind, and repeate-'
it. Provincialism

! He was a citizen of London, gre.
wonderful, free London ; he was not to be deterred by any
consideration of the narrow little ideas that took such firm
root in the unknowing, vegetating, conventional provinces.
There, in Ashby Sutton, they would have condemned him for
his love for Madeline. . . . Was chat the restraint ? Did
the memory of Madeline, of perfection, still hold him ? He
had vowed earnestly a few weeks ago that there should never
be another woman in his life. Never is a long day. Was he
never to know life ? Madeline had Jilted him. Why should
he have such respect for her memory ? There could never be
another Madeline, that was obvious, never another experience
to equal that." He thought of the day by the spring when he
Just touched her cheek with his lip for the first time. His
apotheosis

; and it had come to him while he was so young.
All future knowledge ofwomen must be smaller, less admirable,
less wo iderful

; but there must be further knowledge for him
—oh ! ^o, the thought of his lost ecstasy need not restrain
him.

Yet something did hold him back, for he had conceived the
great idea quite a quarter of an hour ago, and here he was,
still sitting at the window. " Two thii^," said Jacob sud-
denly, aloud, addressing the desert of Gower Street : " I am
a dreamer, who never does things, and I ara nervous. Well,
I will go—I won't dream only, and I won't be nervous."
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But M he put on his gloves, and m he took up his straw hat,
and as he went slowly downstairs, it seemed to him that the
nature of the adventure had undergone a change, it was no
longer a free adventure, he was driving himself into it ; it

liad even the aspect of a penance. ...

11

3.

At the comer of Bedford Square he nearly turned back,
but he thought of Tony the insouciant, Tony the dare-devil,'
Tony the inimitable—if one were not so consumed with shy-
ness—what Tony did he might do, and Jacob felt wicked, now,
he wanted the adventure.

So he made his way into the busier thoroug^ares. Nine
o'clock ! There was plenty of time before him. He thought
of the inspiration he had derived from the Wheatsheaf claret,
and wondered if that experiment might not be repeated!
There were plenty of public-houses about, but he was afraid
to enter them. One couldn't go into a place Uke this, for
instance, and order a bottle of claret. What was it one drank ?
brandy-and-soda ? . . .

Thd elaborately heavy door of the public-house by which
Jacob stood, was swung open and a man came out, reeling
slightly. Jacob caught a glimpse of a floor covered with
saw-dust, of earthenware spittoons, of a blue mist of smoke,
and of rough men standing at a counter or sitting by brown'
wooden-topped tables. He heard a roar of loud voices, the
clank and jingle of pewter and glass. He smelt th^e acrid
odour of cheap tobacco, an odour that was drenched with
and yet unaltered by, the volatile, heady smeU of alcohol.
No ! Obviously that was not the right kind of public-

house. " Public Bar " he read, as the door swung to again
beyond were the " Private " and " Saloon " bars, but he had
taken a dislike to the place, and walked on hastily. He
passed other houses of a similar kind, but he was now intent
on finding some place where he could order something to eat
and have a bottle of claret with it. He did not feel in the
least mclined for food, but he knew that this would be a per-

I
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fectly correct thing to do. He waa in an unknown world,

and he was afraid of violating the unknown conventions that

doubtless ruled it. He might so easily go into the wrong
place and order the wrong thing, and then people would stare

at him. He hated to be stared at. If only he had Tony'n
aavoir viwe . . .

A large and imposing-looking hotel attracted his attention.

This, too, advertised its public Y%n, its saloon bars and
" lounge," which were not what he sought, but in addition

there was a notice as to a newly-opened grill-room ;
" Suppers,

9—12.30 " was displayed prominently in black type, and by
the entrance to the lounge, a long and elaborate • printed

menu was fixed in a brass frame. But there was nothing to

show which was the grill-room. Jacob walked the length of

the hotel front, and read every description worked into the

coloured glass of the various doors. He stopped at last by
the big entrance under the glass-roofed portico which pro-

jected across the pavement. A commissionaire in uniform
came out wiping his mouth on his cuff, and Jacob summoned
up courage to ask him the way to the grill-room. " Through
the lounge, second door on the left," replied the official curtly.

It was in some ways very reminiscent of his experience at

the Wheatsheaf. He was alone ; so very much alone in that

big, gaudily-decorated grill-room, with its endless, empty
tables shining with white tablecloths and electro-plate. Tho
waiter had been hurried and uncommunicative ; doubtless he
had been disturbed from his own hastily snatched meal. The
only otffer occupants of the place were a man and, presumably,
his wife, who had a portmanteau and various smaller bags

with them. They were dressed for travelling, and were eating

quickly. They, like the vista of this unoccupied supper-room,
were pre-eminently dull and uninteresting. Jacob sipped his

claret and acknowledged that the adventure, so far, was a
miserable failure. But there was the big world of London out-

side. Perhaps when he had imbibed a full measure of courage
from that one-and-ninepenny hal<;-bottle of St. Julien. . . .

No ; smoking was net permi**-tHi until after eleven o'clock.

Perhaps the gentleman might .Lkq to take his coffee and liqueur
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in the Lounge ? Jacob remembered the Lounge ; he had
paased through it on hia way to the griU-room. Tliere were
small round wooden-topped tables on elaborate iron legs, and
big settees that looked comfortable. Yes, he would take
coflfee and liqueur there. Benedictine ! Would the waiter
bring them to him, and his bill. The waiter was well satisfied
with his douceur.

By a quarter to eleven the Lounge was making a show of
being quite the right place for an adventure. Tliere were
several women sitting at various tables, handsomely dressed
women, some of them extremely pretty. It is true that they
nearly all of them had cavaliers, usually one cavalier to two
ladies, but they appeared friendly, these women, and not dis-
inclined to become communicative if offered encouragement.
There was a dark, pretty little person, two or three tables
away, who had smiled at Jacob more than once. On the
strength of the St. Julien and the Benedictine he had smiled
back, but he couldn't do more than that while there was a
man with her. He did not want to become mixed up in a
row. If the man went and left her, he would go up and speak
to her, or perhaps if he went on smiling she might come over to
him ? But. presently, the dark young woman rose and went
out with the man she had been talking to. Nevertheless, she
waved her hand to Jacob as she left ; he was making progress.
This was ahnost an adventure, already. He ordered another
Benedictine. . . .

He was endeavouring to avoid the eye of a superabundant
woman sitting opposite. She was alone, but she was not
attractive to Jacob. He was not sure that she was not the
woman who had smiled up at him when he sat in the window
in Gower Street. She was drinking something out of a
tumbler, and on one occasion when he accidentally caught
her eye, she lifted her glass with an effect of gaiety, and
appeared to drink his health. He was stricken with a nervous
fear lest she should come over and speak to him, and stared
so hard at a man in another direction that the man became
uneasy, and turned his chair round to avoid Jacob's gaze.
Two women, unattached, came in, and Jacob started, for one
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of thorn WM tix9 Wu Catherine Mason, to whom he had been
introduced at the music-hall by Tony, and of whom he had
dreamed last night. He had a strange sense of familiarity with

her as the result of that dream. In any case here was some-
one whom he knew, to whom he had been introduced. He
might speak to Ker. But she didn't see him, although she

actually sat down at the table next to him. She was appar-

ently in a state of some excitement, talking eagerly in a ratht^r

loud voice to the woman who accompanied her. She had her

back to Jacob, and he could not see her face, but he overheard
some of her complaints. " Wasting all my evening," Itu

heard ;
" I ought to have known better, but the beet of uh

make mistakes, sometimes ;" and then, " I didn't half let him
know what / thought of him . . . not one of them dreesed-up

little dolls from offices, either, or I shouldn't have encouraged
him ... old fool ..." An interruption was caused by tho

intrusion of a waiter, who seemed to be on terms of easy

familiarity with Miss Mason and her companion. " No ! 'e

ain't been in since Tuesday," said the waiter in answer to a
whispered question from fiiisa Mason, and there followed some
interchange of questions and answers in a lower tone, which
Jacob could not catch. The confabulation was terminated
by Miss Mason. " Oh well !" she said, " my luck's dead out.

Bring me the usual, please, George, and put it on to our
account. I'm broke to-night." (^rge started to fulfil the

order, and then his eye fell on Jacob, and he went back to

Miss Mason and whispered something to her. When the

waiter had gone, Miss fifason looked round, casually, over her

shoulder. For an instant she paused in doubt, wrinkling her

forehead with a look of perplexity, but seeing the half-nervous,

half-eager smile on Jacob's face, she swung round and leaned
towards liim. " I'm sure we've met before somewhere," she

said, " but I've no mem'ry for faces ; was it . . .
?"

'* Last night," said Jacob. " Don't you remember at the

. . . the music-hall," he had foi::gotten the name.
" Why, of course ; how silly ! You were with someone ;

who was it, now ?"

'• With Mr . .
." b^an Jacob, and hesitated, remembering
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Fwrell's caution with regard to the disclosure of Jacob's own
name. " With a fellow named Tony," he substituted. Bfiss
Mason had caUed ParreU *• Tony," so thai must be all right,
he thought.

" To be sure," replied Miss Mason ;
" you were with that

young imp Tony Farrell ; him and me had a row, didn't we ?"
She paused, looking very straightly at Jacob. She remem-
bered the cause of her quarrel with Tony ; also, that she had
made it a subject for self-( ongratulation. She had had quite
a glow of righteous enthusiasm over her reproval of Tony, and
now . . . ? Well, it was unfortunate that she should have
come across the innocent when she was so hard up ; but that
was Just her luok^r the innocent's.

" Let me introduce you to my friend," she said to Jacob,
and then over her shoulder :

" Hilda ! this is a friend of mine|
Mr. . . . There ! I've forgotten your name, again."

" Stahl !" prompted Jacob, who could not have given any
name but his own.

" Pleased to meet you," said the lady introduced as Hilda,
as she oeme up and shook hands.
Jacob mumbled something, he had not yet learned a correct

answer to this formula, and the little party settled down
comfortably at the table, " Hilda " in a chdr facing Miss
Mason and Jacob, who were seated side by side on the
" lounge," which formed a continuous seat down one side of
the room.

An adventure, indeed !

" Stahl ?" questioned Miss Mason. " Sounds a bit German
doesn't it 1" *

" Yes f It is German really, a long way back, you know,"
said Jacob, ** but I'm quite English . . . quite English."

^
" What's your first name ?" asked Hilda in a friendly

iaahioi; She was a blonde young woman of five or six and
twentj, ith blue eyes and a rather vacuous face, the flesh of
which lacked all appearance of elasticity - \ .silience.

" My first name—oh—er—Jameg," sL .Uiered Jacob.
" Jimmy for short ?" asked Miss Mason.
" Sometimes," agreed Jacob.

M

m
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"And where'h that imp of darkness y ;• v?%n with last

night ?" continued Miss Mason, to m. ky oonvoisat'on, but
before Jacob could answer, the waitei aHiretusod a George
came up with a tray.

" Any oniers, sir ?" he asked, as Jacob made ar acknow-
ledgment of his presence.

" Oh ! I'm sorry. I say, would you care to have any-
thing 1" asked Jacob, speaking chiefly to Miss Mason, and
wondering why the waiter had not brought the *' usual " that
he had heard ordered.

" Well, I don't mind," responded Miss Mason. " What's
yours, dear ?"

" I'll have a kiimmel, thanks," repUed Hilda, to whom the
question had been addressed—she pronounced it " kimmel."

" So will I," agreed Miss Mason.
" Anything for you, sir ?" asked the waiter, with an eye on

Jacob, who paused for a moment, and then, determined to
make the leap, said :

" Brandy-and-soda, please."
" Two kimmels and a brandy-and-soda," repeated George,

and disappeared.
" Poor old George !" murmv.red Miss Mason
" Oh ? Wliy ?" asked Jacob, rising readily to the bait.
" Poor fellow has got a bad foot, and has to go on working

because he's got a fam'ly to keep ; and they don't get wages
here, you know, only what they make in tips."

Jacob was quite interested in the sorrows of Goorge, and
regarded him with a new interest when he brought the liqueurs
and the brandy-and-soda. Jacob would have liked to have
mctde some friendly reference to the bad foot or the family,
but his courage failed him, and he was reduced to an attempt
to put something of unusual friendliness into the usual ques-
tion, softening its abruptness by the addition of two words.
" How much is it ?" he asked with rather a sprightly air, as
though to imply that he was glad to employ George, and
intended to pay him well for his trouble.

'Two kimmels and a brandy-and-soda. Urn I . .
."

iieorge appeared to be making a mental oaloalation and to be
looking at Miss Mason, an though she oouki help him in his
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arithmetical difficulties. "Three and eight," was the out-

come of his momentary struggle.

Jacob thought that this unknown " kimmel " must be a
very expensive drink, but he gave George two half-crowns,

and nodded in a friendly fashion to convey that no change
was required.

" Thank you, sir," replied George with respect, and then,

seeing that Miss Mason had something to say, he bent over her
and received a whispered communication.

" You must excuse me whisperin'," apologized Miss Mason
when George had departed ;

" I was Just askin' him about
his foot. He doesn't like it mentioned before people, as he's

afraid if it gets known, his boss '11 sack him."
Up to this point Jacob had a very distinct and vivid memory

of all the events of the evening, but after the advent of the
brandy-and-soda his impressions became blurred. Some
incidents stand out clearly but inconsequently, the order in

which they occurred cannot be remembered.
There was a point when he remembers that Miss Mason was

regarding him with very close attention, and that there was
some look in her eyes \duch led him to the confession that
he had dreamed of her the night before. He remembers that
when he told her this, she drew herself up with that striking

gesture of hers, and said he was a " nice boy," and that it

" did seem a shame." Also, there remained a ..i ure of

Hilda taking leave of him, as she had a " friend ' jiowhere
whom she was anxious to see, and of his squeezing her hand
very long and affectionately, and being told that she was not
Kitty, the point of which remark he apprehended with aston-
ishing clearness, and replied to with great boldness by telling

Miss Mason she needn't be Jealous.

After that his impression is one of a growing affection for
Miss Mason, of being alone in a hansom cab with her, and of
a sense of being uplifted, together with Miss Mason, to a higher
plane of being ; a plane on which the feeling called nervous-
ness had entirely disappeared, and from which he could
regard the foot-passengers seen from the cab with a sense of
pity for their obvious inferiority. He was, of course, an
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altogether superior being, but he was sony for them, sorry for

their infirmities, mental and physical, poor, nervous, hesitating

things stumbling along on foot, while he was being borne with

extraordinary swiftness over enchanted roads in company

with Miss Mason. He called her Kitty now, and kissed her

several times in the cab. He was a very superior being with

a really wonderful mind. . . .

CHAPTER XXI

THE ErD OF HBSTEB AND TONY

In the life of the body, two years represent a definite period,

measurable in retrospect by certain incidents and experiences,

by an account, whether of change or monotony, which can be

spoken of as the history of the individual. In the life of the

mind, two years of existence may represent a generation of

growth, or may be negligible, representing no change either

progressive or retrogressive. Some minds are mature at

twenty-h:'e, and thereafter merely harden in the mould into

which they have been cast.

In the history of Jacob Stahl the two years of his fellowship

with Tony Parrell represent a time of plasticity. The old

mould was being broken up, piece by piece, but as yet there

are few indications of any new form to supersede the stereo-

type.

The influence of Farrell may seem to have been altogether

bad ; certainly it did not encourage a desire for steady applica-

tion in the study of architecture, nor did it conduce to any

noticeable purity of moral standards, although Farrell was no

thorough-going hedonist. He did not live for pleasure and for

thatalone.moreover he had a nice senseof public-school honour

which steadied him over many dangerous places. But even

if the determinable influence for good be neglected, the other

influence which so soon opened up an experience of a hidden

world foy Jacob must not b' too soon written oif as unequivo-

%mik
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cally bad. It was necessary that certain writings should be

made on the blank pages of Jacob's mind, and it was better for

him that those writings should be ill-made than that the pages

should ha%e remained unsoUed. There was some failing in

the quality of Jacob's imagination, by wWch faihng he fell

short of anything approaching genius. His mind ^as un-

creative outside his personal experience, and it was better

for him that he should find that experience in life, and not m
the untrue representations of the noveb of the period. Better

for him, too, that he should found his personal ethics on

realities, than make a profession of half-reaUzed behefs with

no reason bohind them other than the uncertain traditions

which he had read of, or heard stat^ as infaUible.-though,

indeed, any development of a recognizable ethic is still far to

seek. This does not imply that the particular steps by which

he rrrived at knowledge are those which it is advisable to

folk Jacob was fortunate in many ways where others

might fall into pitfalls dangerous enough to meau disqualifica-

tion for the real business of life. Moreover, it is essential to

re."Mze that Jacob's mind represents an unusual type m that,

^th all its plasticity, it stiU had some remarkable quaUties of

resihence. The stamp which marked it so clearly for a time

became graduaUy altered, the mark remained, perhaps, but

it took a new shape, individual and representative.

The influence which might have served as an admirable

quaUfication to that of FarroU was, unhappily, httle m
evidence during these two years. This was largely Jacob s

own fault. He shrank from vUiting Eric, and it was not until

after a brief visit to Ashby Sutton for the August Bank

HoUday, that he decided to pay his first call in West Hamp-

stead. He knew that in his brother's house he would be out

of it "; to use his own phrase. I e atmosphere of that house

would be the atmosphere of certain knowledge. Enc and his

wife were learned in so many subjects, aU essential if one

would take a place among the successful. And Enc was a

success, would be, probably, a great success ;
and he, Jacob,

was going to be a faUure. He saw the prospect of it already.

He did not work, he seemed incapable of work sometimes.

?1E
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Even in arclutectute he was not doing as well as he should.
He had not passed tliat examination for the Institute, he had
not yet completed the preliminary drawings ; the drawings
he had begun so long ago. before he knew Madeline. Before
he knew Madeline ! The thought came home to him. How
long ago was that ? Looking back, he saw himself as another
individual. He had been a fool. Nevertheless, if it were all

to do over again, would he take a different course ? The
answer came readily enough ; with regard to Madeline

—

no,
he did not regret that, it was, at least, experience. He dwelt
on that word ; experience, yes, that was what he needed, he
had been so cloistered and sheltered, he knew nothing of life.

But he ought to have worked more. By Jove, he would work
more ! It was not too late to begin !

It is possible that the visit to West Hampatead might have
been deferred still longer, had not the post brought him one
morning a letter from Eric. Jacob had returned two days
before from Ashby Sutton, to enter upon his new partnership
with Farrell, in the rooms they had discovered in Great
Ormond Street. The freshness of the association was still

unimpaired ; they were polite to each other, interested in each
other's affairs, anxious to please and to prove that the associa-
tion was going to be an ideal one, a proposition which had
already been stated in so many different forms that it was
assumed to be almost a certainty.

The letter had been forwarded from his old address in Gower
Street,—certain stamps having been left with his former land-
lady for that purpose,—and it contained a cheque for sixteen
shillings and ninepence.

" Money pouring in, eh ?" asked Farrell, as he saw the cheque.
" Simply pouring in," replied Jacob, " sixteen and nine-

pence this morning."
" What's it all for ?" asked Farrell. Unconsciously he had

adopted a slight air of patronage towards his fellow-lodger.
The question represented an attitude of friendly encourage-
ment, not one of curiosity.

" I reviewed two books for the Daily Post about throe
months ago," said Jacob, " and this is the magnificent result."
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" Did you, though ?" Farrell was interested. " I didn't

know you were a literary Johnnie."
" I'm not," returned Jacob promptly. " Of course I should

like to be. I've always had an inclination that way. Only . .
."

" Why not go in for it ? There's a pot of money in that

game, if you strike lucky."
" Y—es 1 I suppose there is." It was not the money that

appealed to Jacob in this connection, so much as the ^clat.

If he could be a success, he would be able to assert himself,

even before Eric ; and, perhaps, Madeline would be sorry that

she had Jilted him. Yes, and he wanted fame, he would like

to be somebody. " I'd give anything to be able to write,"

were the spoken words that gave expression to his thought.

" You seem to have made a start anyway," commented

Farrell. " Must be pretty good to write reviews. Where

are they ? I've never seen 'em."
" More have I, in print," said Jacob. " I must find out

when they appeared." And he gave Farrell an account of

how the books had been obtained, and his relations with Eric.

" Didn't even know you had a brother," said Farrell. " I

should cultivate his society a bit more if I were you, and get

some more books."
" By Jove, yes, I must," determined Jacob, and added :

" I say, come with me on Sunday and see him."
" Sunday ? All right," agreed Farrell.

It needed but this little stimulus to set Jacob dreaming

again on the possibilities of literature, and he piled a wonder-

ful castle on his foundationlees imaginings. He pictured

always the end, not the means, and in his mind wrote many
reviews of his own novels. It was almost painful to come

down from these pictured heights of success to the realization

that he had not, as yet, even conceived the first idea of a

story, and at odd moments he struggled with the practical,

and attempted to plan a novel. It was always a novel which

was to bring him fame, he recoiled from the thought of the

application necessary if he would write anything but fiction
;

he believed that no study was required for the latter form of

literary effort.

; if
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2.

The visit to West Hampstead was not a 8ucc««8. Tony had
believed that he could make him^lf at home in any society,

but he had discovered himself mistaken. He had asked Jacob
what they talked about chiefly at his brother's house, and the
answer had been definite :

" Oh ! books !" Still Tony had
not been dispirited. He had a bowing acquaintance with a
few of the classics, and knew the names of many others to

whom he had not, as yet, been introduced ; his intimate friends

in this world, were the works of Kingsley, Charles Reade, and
Mark Twain. With this list he had always been able to " keep
his end up," as he expressed it, among those suburban ladies

of culture with whom he had come in contact ; he had had
many " literary conversations," and he had always found that
one skimmed lightly from title to title, the impression con-
veyed was the chief thing. So Tony had had no qualms, and
at tea-time had lightly engaged Mrs. Eric Stahl on the subject
of books, while Jacob talked to his brother. It was, Tony
confessed, a terrifying experience. Mrs. Eric was a pedant
who had mixed with schoolmen, and never learned the art

of talking down. She never made any assumption of know-
ledge unless she were sure of her ground, and had no sham, in

her confessions of ignorance. It was certainly a new ex-

perience for Tony, who glimpsed,—for the first time, perhaps,—the depths of his own ignorance.
" That sister-in-law of yours is a holy terror," he said to

Jacob on the way home. " Phew ! I b^^ to wonder if I

knew the proper way to spell ' cat ' before she'd done with me.
I say, Jinuny, my boy, that's the place for you to go to, if you
want to improve your mind and become a literary Johnnie.
It's a bit too high for me, I haven't got the brain."
Jacob was depressed. Conversation with Eric always took

the heart out of him. He may have had a moment's pride in

tlie thought that even the wonderful Tony had had to confess
defeat at the hands of tho infallible Eric and his wife, but the
pleasure was very fleeting. Tony had no literary ambitions,
whereas Jacob had been planning a career in the world of
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l«ttera for the past three days, and had peen this visit as a

practical step,—he had lingered lovingly over the adjective—

towards a beginning. He had met with nothing but dis-

couragement.

Eric in his neat, finished manner had definitely put an end

to the prospect of any further reviewing work.

••
I have no further connection with the Daily Post" he

had said. "I have very httle time, now, and the only

reviewing I do, myself, is on technical subjects. I am afraid

I can't help you there."
" Wasn't that review I did all right ?" Jacob had asked.

" Yes, oh ! yes, it was sufficient, but it is not difficult to

find plenty of men capable of that kind of work. . .
." This

had been the note, and when Jacob had hesitatingly formu-

lated his ambition to write, Eric, without directly discouraging

him, had dwelt on the essentiak of style, the difficulty of

formulating a characteristic mode of expression, and the study

required before one should attempt any essay in the difficult

art. Novels ? That in Eric's opinion was a compUcated and

exceedingly difficult medium. The best models were un-

doubtedly French ; Flaubert, for instance ; no intending

novelist should attempt to write until he had studied Flaubert.

Other names had come to Eric's tongue, also, Turgenev—in

translation—for construction, Daudet, Balzac ... a long list,

and Mrs. Eric, whose conversation with Tony had faded into

an uncomfortable silence, had cut in with Dostoieffsky and

other suggestions, mere English models seemed outside their

recognition. " I will make out a list for you," had been

Eric's conclusion, and he had added : " It is absolutely

essential that you should be able to read French."

It had not occurred to Jacob that it required study in order

to become a novelist ; he did not remember to have read that

it was necessary. In the novels he knew which dealt with

such things, there was always an undoubted implication that

novelists were born, not made—like poets. Surely the people

who wrote these novels wore the best Judges, they must have

known how they obtained their own successes, and never did

he remember any description of the methods which Eric had

,
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adviwid. Bui he would road somo of tlie English damica
Thackeray, perhaps, and Sir Walter Scott ; Dickena ho know
well, but he acknowledged without hesitation that the model
of Dickens was beyond his powers. Besides, he wanted to
write a modern novel. There was that new writer who had
written a book which was a great success, " Robert Elswood,"
or something like that. He would study " Robert Elswood "

;

he had begun it once and found it dull, he would take it up
again and study it. Yes, it seemed that all these things needed
study, and he knew nothing, simply nothing ; he must beffin
to work.

' Let's go and have supper, somewhere," suggested Tony
who knew of - Just the right sort of httle place " in which
they could get rid of the depressing impression of the afternoon.
Yet even in the lively, cosmopolitan atmosphere of the little

French restaurant, Jacob could not forget the necessity for
study which had been made so clear to him, and he returned
to the subject when he and Tony went home to their roomsm Great Ormond Street.

" It's aU right in a way, you know," he said, " what those
two say. One's Jolly well got to work if you want to get on."

^

" If you're going to write novels, old boy," replied Tony.
' take my tip and study life ; that's v^ hat you want to know?'
"That's all very well," expostulated Jacob. "I quite

agree with you, but one's got to know how to write about life,
too. Writing is an art, and you have to learn the technique."
This was a recollection of Eric.

" All right, old chap, fire away," replied Tony, " only for
the love of heaven don't get Uke that sister-in-law of yours.
She 8 a warning to snakes. I couldn't live with you, if you
Iwgan to talk of Dotty-whiffsky, or whatever his name was."
The next day Jacob took out a subscription to Mudie's, and

brought home " Robert EL^mere," for the purpose of study.
As a novel it didn't hold liim. Within limits he understood it.

but the character and intellectual development of Elsmere
were outside Jacob's experience, and he was unable to appre-
ciate the quality of the argument. Swayed by the precedent.s
afforded by the highly moral literature with which he wa.s
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more f«iniii*r, he anticipated that Elsmere would receive

some miraculous illumination which would rettore his faith

in the teachings of the English Church. Of the truth of these

doctrines, Jacob had no more doubt than he had of the dates

of English history. All the sturdy logic of the book was lost

on him because his preconceptions were so strong that he

iiupposed Elsmere was " misguided "—a word he had from

Fearon—and would inevitably discover his mistake in the

last chapter. He skipped freely, and took no intellectual

pleasure in the reading, and when he failed to discover any

account of Robert Elsmere's conversion to the faith of his

fathers, Jacob condemned the book unhesitatingly as " athe-

istic " ; atheists. Radicals, and criminals were associated in his

mind as similarly misguided persons. (Three years later he read

Robert EUsmere" from cover to cover with absorbed interest.

)

During the same week Jacob also went one day to the

offices of the Daily Poet in Fleet Street, and obtained a copy of

the paper containing his reviews. Eric had remembered the

appearance of the notice, and had been able to furnish the

approximate date. These interests kept Jacob in the mood
for study, with the objective of literary fame, for several days.

He showed the notice to Tony, who said it was '' jolly good,"

an opinion which coincided with Jacob's own judgment. He
had been surprised to find how much he had appeared to know
of the books he had been criticizing, and how well he had

expressed himsdf. It was undoubtedly a beginning, he

thought,- and he was very full of ambition and determination

for many days.

It was a curious chance that marked the first decline of

his eagerness to win Uterary success. Tony took him to the

Vienna Caf6 one Sunday afternoon, and Jacob, greatly daring,

engaged in a contest with a professional chess-player for the

nominal stake of a shilling a game. He played and lost five

games at increasing odds, and when he had been finally beaten

at the odds of " rook, pawn, and move," he was quite willing

to acknowled|^ that he knew nothing of the game of chess

as played by a master.

It was Tony who, in an unusually serious mood, gave point
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to the experience. *' Oh I you have to give those Johnnies
best," he remarked afterwards, " they're clean beyond our
limit. I've played them occasionally. You're so absolutely
helpless from the start, they're simply all round you boforo
you know where you are. You and I haven't got the brain
for that sort of thing, old chap. I felt just like you did this

afternoon, when we went up to your brother's last Sunday.
You can't get on a level with these clever beggars anyhow,
you haven't a dog's chance."
Jacob took this casual pronouncement to heart, and pon-

dered it. It killed his confidence for the time. That book of
Mth. Humphry Ward's, for instance ; it might not be the sort
of book he wanted to write himself, but how much of scholar-
ship and wide knowledge had gone to the making of it. Would
mere reading and study enable him to bridge the enormous
gap which divided him from the writers of such books ? Was
there not some difference in the quality— or quantity—of
brains which were capable of thus expressing themselves ?

" You and I haven't got the brain for that sort of thing, old
chap." Was that true ? Could he ever attain to the pro-
ficiency of that professional chess-player ? In imagination,
yes ; but seriously, now, without any silly dreamings or pre-
tences ? Ho put the question on one side, unanswered, but
his devotion to the literary project wavered from that time.
It was not pleasant to be faced with one's own ignorance, an
ignorance so appalling and profound that it appeared hopeless
ever to make up leeway. Jacob liked pleasant things

;

drifting and dreaming were not profitable, perhaps, but he
preferred them to the arduous business of such prolonged
application as wovdd be necessary if he desired to come within
an appreciable diatance of the attainments of Eric, or the
writers of such novels as "Robert Elsmere." As to the
question of potentiality, he shirked the answer without shame.
Thus his futile determinations took another shape, and he

prescribed for himself a course of architectural read^g. He
decided, also, that his will-power was weak, and set himself
foolish little tasks in order to strengthen it, such as getting up
earlier in the morning, or walking part of the way to the office.
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Those two years of association with Tony in Great Ormond

Street did not pass without various disagreements. When

two men are working in the same office, day by day, it is better

that they should not slxare the same lodgings, unless they are

so perfectly adapted to each other's society as to be capable

of a great friendship. This was certainly not the case here.

For a few months Tony was a hero, but when Jacob began to

come up, or down, to Tony's level in certain respects, an

inevitable rivalry followed. The consequences were no lesn

inevitable. Little bickerings arose. Tony, no longer a hero,

became subject, like other imperfect creatures, to contra-

dictions ; even in his own departments of knowledge. Tony

was selfish, and though he could be magnanimous and self-

sacrificing during the first days of partnership, when the gloss

of politeness consequent on new relations, had worn off, his

selfishness became apparent. If Jacob had been willing to

give way, the selfishness of Tony might have passed unre-

marked, but Jacob's egotism, though of another type, ex-

ceeded that of his partner. They accused each other openly

of selfishness within three months of their first association, and

quarrelled violently, nursing resentment against each other

for two whole days. When the breach was healed, the friend-

ship had taken a new shape ; there was no further place for

blind admiration on Jacob's side, nor for condescension on

Tony's. Moreover, from the date of this quarrel the balance

of authority b^an to waver. Jacob had the better intelli-

gence, and if Tony were still his superior in the office, and if

Tony's present capacity as an architectural draughtsman was

greater, the gap was rapidly closing up, and it was soon not a

question of teacher and pupil, but of seniority between rivals.

Outside office matters Jacob was demonstrating greater

attainments. He was reading. It is true that he read

through vast masses of utterly worthless fiction, but, uncon-

Bciouuly, he was learning to criticize, to discriminate. Im-

possible as it is to trace its source, he had a feeling for literary

style which constant reading developed. This feeling is one
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thmi aeeuu to be inborn, and is difficult of acquirament by
IhoM who lack th« sense originally, but it is capable of almost
limitless development, the grades are innumerable. By
constant reading, even such heterogeneous leading as he
practised, Jacob was developing his innate taste in the matter
of literature, and was keeping his mind in health by the exer-
cise of his critical faculties.

Tony, on the other hand, was degenerating. He had an
idle mind which shirked any protenged effort. His deductions
were made quickly, almost intuitively, and were never the
outcome of analysis. He tended always towards living in the
world of sensation, whether muscular or nervous. At the age
of twenty-seven he wa« outliving London with its compara
tively limited opportunities (or physical exercise, and as a
natural consequence he was slowly deteriorating physically
•nd mentally. Thus it was that Jacob by sheer intellectual
force was becoming the predominant influence, and Tony.
conscious of the change in their relationships and resenting
the implication, aought to emphasize his superiority by
excesses which wete no longer commanding his room-fellowV;
admiration. For Jacob had another natural endowment—an
ethical sense. Pbssibly it was allied to that other sense in

literature, aat^her expression of a consciousness of a certain
fitness or apptopriateaees in the proportions of life. At this
time that eihioal sense of his was restrained by his acceptance—in theory—(rf a tabulated code of morals. As a sense it was
therrfore little exercised ; as a test of right-doing it was not
required, and was only manifested in two ways.
The first was by a sense of uneasiness after a lapse from

morality. Little sophistry was required to excuse himself for
induifMtee by the code on urtiich he had been brou^t up.
Repentance excused ; aaore, repentance when genuine, obliter-
ated the ii^ise, and repwitance was always genuine at the
momei^. The promige of amendment solemnly made to
some imagiaary audieooe, completed the reform ; he could
start n~t wi^ a clean si»e and 3^ a^jain, the burden was not
cumuiative. But tiiat seaM of naeaainoos, the ^mitive work-
m^ at am ethical seed stririi^ to germinate in a frost-bound
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oil, WM not to bo allayed by any sophiatries of repentance or

pfomiied reform. " Are you to-day what you wne yester-

day ?" was the uncompromising question ii^oh could not be
answered, and must therefore be shirked. Yet each time

that it was evaded, the memory of former repetitions was
quickened.

The second way was emotional and valueless, save inasmuch
as it demonstrated that the Uttle seed was bursting, cracking

the hard soil as it strove to squeeze out a pale new growth
between the fissures it had rent. This way was evidenced in

strong religious aspirations. These aspirations were unful-

filled by any penance of church-going or ritual observances,

although they invariably sought that mode of expression in

the first instance. But they went farther and induced moods
of unselfishness, moods in which this undeveloped child sought
to embody his theory of righteousness in small details of

practice, little denials and unnecessary submissions. On the

theoretical side Jacob toyed with an emotional ritualism,

and appraised the idea of th*) confessional, seeing in it a
support to those futile determinations of his.

These things are aspects of a phase. Jacob was suffering

experience of mind and body, but he was uncultured. The
garden of his intelligence had been sown with a handful of

haphazard seeds, a wilderness in which a few pretty fiowers

fought for existence among many strange stiff growths,

stubborn as an arauoaria, growths that needed to be laid by
the roots, before his plot could become fertile. Meanwhile
he, the gardener, hesitated and pottered, now attempting to

trim his araucaria into a pleasing shape, now assiduously

watering a fine crop of weeds, and again seeking tentatively

to cultivate some of his prettier flowers. While unknown to

him, one vigorous but thwarted seed lay at the root of that
ugly, stubborn, prickly tree which dominated his garden, a
seed which sought to push a tendril through harsh roots,

even though it could find no better environment to grow in

than that afforded by the sombre shade of those formal
leaves which overhung its nursery.

Neverthdess there were signs of growth, however uneon-
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trolled, and the signs were muiifested in the ways described,

in the oultiyation of a taste for literature, in phases of religious

emotionalism, and in quarrels with Tony Farrell.

Tony objected for one thing to be persistently beaten at

chess. He counted himself a fair chess-player, brilliant rather

than sound, atd when he first met Jacob *hey were a very

good match. But Jacob, after his experience at the Vienna

Caf^, bought a book on the openings and began to develop

his powers. He spent many hours of Mr. Morley's time in

that underground, smoky wilderness of a caf6 in the City, to

which Tony had introduced him. He met Germans there

who were vastly his superiors at the game, and both by playing

with them and by watching them play with each other, he

stepped up into a class that enabled him to give Tony the

odds of pawn and move, though Tony would never accept the

odds.

During these two years Jacob saw less and less of his

brother. Eric had fulfilled his promise by sending the list of

books he had recommended as a guide to the formation of

literary style, and Jacob found in this another reason for not

journeying to West Hampetead ; he could not read French,

and he did not wish to parade his ignorance. The French

language was one of the subjects he had marked out for study,

but, unfortunately, it was, also, one of the subjects which did

not get beyond the initial stage, and, as a consequence, the

next visit to West Hampstead suffered a parallel postpone-

ment.

Again Eric was demonstrating more and more his capability

of becoming a success. He had written a distinctive criticism

of the new Socialism of the 'eighties, a criticism which had been

well received. Jacob's first intimation of this achievement

was a half-column notice of the book in the Jdc.'y Po^, and

it roused in him less pride for the family triumph, tiian resent-

ment at the criticism on his own futility. He wrote and

congratulated Eric, and took considerable pains over his

letter. He tried to make it a clever letter, and was [leased

with the result, but in Eric's reply there was no comm«»dation

of Jacob's cleverness, and Jacob wowlered wfaetiiM his letter
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had not, alter all, been rather silly. Erie had given him a
general invitation to West Hampstead which met with no
response. If the invitation had been for a particular time

or occasion, Jacob might have put his pride in his pocket

and accepted it, but he decided that those vague terms, " Why
do you never come and see us ? We are always in on Sunday
afternoons," conveyed no cordial interest in his welfare. He
did not want to visit West Hampstead until he had " done
something."

Further evidence of growth is afiorded by the gradual

change of Jacob's relations to Aunt Hester. Unhappily, this

change, though it marks the progress in self-reliance, marks,

also, the increase of a small egotism which cannot be regarded

as admirable. But in this, as in all human relations, there

are two points of view, and the mean between them does not

necessarily represent a Just estimate. Indeed, no one is

capable of making any approximation to a Just estimate in

Judging human relations, for everyone is biassed either by
their own necessarily imperfect experience, or by what is

worse,—^their own little adopted standard of morality. Nor
can these Judgments be referred to any majority test, for we
have not yet arrived at any agreement as to a universal code.

Murder which appears, probably, as the greatest crime is

excused in many relations, and even regarded with admira-
tion. For, putting aside the more obvious application of

war, we may see a whole community lusting for the blood of

an escaped criminal ^o has been guilty of a murder, judged
as horrible by the self-constituted Jury of his fellow-country-

men. The community is outraged at a crime which threatens

its own safety and thirsts for revenge, and every one of its

members becomes for the time a potential murderer. It is

sdf-protection ; and this affords sufficient excuse for the
community, but not for the individual in all cases. The
tramp who robs a house to save himself from starvation

becomes an outlaw by the act, and if he has entered the house
burglariously may be shot at sight by the owner of thi^ house.

I n
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but if the threatened tramp gets his blow in first, he is a

morderer, because he represents an individual minority of

one, against the many of the community ; but, ethically, the

murder of the individual may be as Justifiable as the Judicially

approved murder carried out by the many. So, in Judging

the small detail of human relationships, we are swayed un-

consciously by a similar test. We put ourselves always in

the position of the murdered, the misdemeanour is weighed

by the test of our personal safety as a member of the com-

munity, and selfishness is condemned by our oode, because it

represents the opposition of the one against the many. This

is but a restatement of Nietzsche's philosophy of " slave-

morality," a philosophy which, if carried into effect, would

upset the foundations of society, and no doubt work incal-

culable hann ; but the point at issue is that in condemning,

we should remember that it is no fine, moral principle which

actuates us, but respect for an inculcated code which has its

origin in fear for our own safety.

For, in effect, Jacob undoubtedly shortened Hester's life,

though he did it unthinkingly, unknowingly. He took away

from her, her Joy in living, her object in life, and he did it

selfishly, which is a crime according to our standards. If we

put ourselves in Aunt Hester's position, in the position of the

murdered, the facts seem to rise up in condemnation of Jacob.

The many interests of Hester's life were no longer sufficient

to her. After Jacob had gone to London she fouid her loneli-

ness almost insupportable. So great was her loss that the

habits of half a lifetime, her interests in the village, her pre-

ference for country life, were all ou 'weighed by her desire to

be with Jacob, even though it necessitated the circumstance

of London. That letter of Jacob's, in which he suggested for

the first time that he might be sharing rooms with some new

friend whose acquaintance he had made in the office, was a

desperate blow. It is Uttlo wonder that in her bitterness

she wrote the complaint that Jacob had no further room in

his affections for an old woman who had once been al/ in all

to him, a letter which did Justice to the intensity of her own
affection but little to her common-sense.
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Then, ahnoat before she had realued it, the thing was done.

When he came to Aahby Sutton on the Saturday before the

August Bank Holiday, Jacob had been fuU of his proposed

partnership with Tony Farrell. As Hester listened to the

praises ot this unknown and, to her, quite unsjrmpathetic

individual, she realized the fdl extent of the tragedy which

had overtaken her. Nothing she could do or say would win

Jacob back to her ; she had been Jilted Just as surely as Jacob

had been Jilted by Madeline, but with a difference. For

Hester there was no prospect of consolation. At times in a

fit of revolt she almost decided to cut herself off from Jacob

entirely, to cease writing to him, to cease asking him to come

and visit her. He was her nephew, no more, she argued with

herself, there was no tie to bind them. Why should she lose

all her interest in life because her brother's child was ungrate-

ful ! Even on that August Sunday afternoon, Jacob had

absented himself. He had gone for a solitary walk after

hinting, gently, perhaps, but quite plainly, that he wanted to

be alone. Hester knew where he went. Madeline was not

there, but he must needs indulge a sentimental mood by

wandering over to the Elmover stile. " He thinks more of the

girl who threw him over than he does of me, and I gave him
the power to walk," thou^t Heeter bitterly, and, watching

him from her window, she noted with something like pride

in her own achievement, how little there was, now, to show
that Jacob had ever spent those early years on his back.

She went back in memory over the scenes in which she had

been such an important participator ; the Gx»t feeble efforts

to raise his leg without swinging it ; the gradual improve-

ments ; and then she figured to herself the grotesque mis-

shapen figure which had essayed to hobble across the cottage

flouA with the help of two sticks. And, now, though he carried

a stick, he barely leaned on it ; a certain lack of spring and
muscular vigour in his 1^, an occasional hesitancy in walking,

an inclination to bend forward slightly from the hips, these

things were all that differentiated him trom the ordinary man,
a convaleitcent recovered after a long illness, one might have
said—oh ! yes, almost fuUy recovered. " My work," Hester

t :
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was inclined to boast, " and he throws me over for some friend

of a few weeks' acquaintanceship." It must be admitted that

Hester was bitter.

But when Jacob had returned to town, the bitterness f^'^^d

away. If she had retained it, she might have fought back ler

way to a renewed zest in life. " I am an old fool," she ad-

mitted to herself, " but it's no use trying to help it. He is

all I have, I can't seem to want another interest now."
Admitting this, she had recourse to keeping the interest alive.

She wrote often and uncomplainingly, but she begged for a full

account of Jacob's doi::igs and his manner of life, and was
disappointed when the weekly letter contained little but a few
feeble epigrams, composed sometimes in the office on a Monday
morning when the previous Sunday—the day for writing

—

had been too much occupied to allow of the toil of composing
a letter. " Not aU fun," had been Hester's mild complaint
on one such occasion, and Jacob, who had been rather proud
of a letter whioh he had thought would be amusing, wrote
petulantly in

; y that his life was a monotonous routine,

containing no i dents worthy of record. Tlie truth is that

the weekly letter wae become a toil, and he frequently brought
himself to the task of writing it by an attempt to add a
literary atmosphere to its composition. But to write on a set

subject was impossible to him at this time, and the result was
an impersonal affair which afforded Hester little satisfaction.

She had one consolation, she found nothing in Jacob's letters

which breathed any suggestion of his being led astray among
the pitfalls of London. The name of Miss Mason did not dis-

figure Jacob's essays.

Sometimes, when he was in a condition of temporary re-

ligious enthusiasm, he wrote at great length, and at such

times Hester wondered whether, after all, she had ever

underatood the boy. "What a pity he did not go into

the Church !" she reflected after one such effusion, and
she allowed her mind to dwell on a delightful picture—

a

small country rectory, with Jacob in charge of the parish,

and herself established as his housekeeper. " If he had only

gone into the Church, things would have been different,"
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ahe si^ied again. Powibly her pronoanoement was a true

one. PoMibty!
,. ,. .

To have an object in life is everything, whether the object

be a source of pain or pleasure. Robbed of the interest which

had ruled her life for so many years, Hester began to age

rapidly. She did not idle ; she still busied herself with works

of charity in the village, she maintained her devotion for the

affairs of the Church, she kept her cottage spotless as ever,

but she went about her duties more wearily, and her broad,

solid figure was not quite as erect as of old. She became

absent-minded for the first time in her Ufe, and found her

memory was failing in Uttle things. " I'm getting an old

woman," was her constant thought, though she was still some

three or four years short of sixty ; the burden of the thought

pressed upon her and affected her physically, so that she did,

indeed, begin to grow old more and more rapidly.

Even Jacob noticed the change. He missed coming to

Ashby Sutton at Whitsuntide, although at Easter it had been

understood that he was to spend his three days there. Tony

had suggested the river, and Jacob, who had never been on

the Thames, found the temptetion too strong. "I can't

spend every hoUday at Ashby Sutton," he argued, " and Aunt

Hester will have me for a whole fortni^^t in August," so two

days before the holiday he wrote a long letter explaining his

reasons for not coming, and added :
" But, of course, I will

come, if you want me to very particularly." Hester had been

bitterly disappointed, but she wrote as cheerfully as she could,

and said she was sure the river would be a change for him.

Her own words lingered in her mind after she had sent the

letter. She saw that Jacob must be attracted, now, she could

no longer expect him to spend all his holidays in so unattrac-

tive a place as the small village in which she lived. She spent

her time planning an expedition for the summer fortnight.

She decided that they would go to the sea.

Jacob assented willingly enough to this proposition, and

th^ fixed upon Cromer as a compromise which would not

necessitate Hester's crossing London. Hrater was to go a

day earlier than Jacob, and find rooms. It was when Jacob
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8»w her first, waiting to meet her on Cromer platform, that he
noticed a change. " You aren't looking very weU, dear." he
said, after he had greeted her.

" Oh ! I'm weU enough," replied Hester. " You forget that
I m getting an old woman."

" Oh, nonsense !" protested Jacob ;
" you're not really old."

It was not a convincing answer ; it availed nothing to counter
that perpetual suggestion which was being made so constantlym Hester's own mind. It seemed that aU she did, now. was
done to the accompaniment of that one refrain.
Even Jacob's company during that fortnight at Cromer

did not serve to revive her waning ' .cerest in life. He was
mchned to find fault with her. He did not understand her
lapses of memory, which were new to him, and he was occasion-
aUy fretful in consequence. Above aU, he no longer looked to
her for advice or assistance. It was Jacob, now, who planned
their walks and excursions. He was independent, and proud
of his independence. Moreover, during the last two or three
days of the holiday she saw comparatively little of him. He
had made the acquaintance of some young woman on the sea-
front. It was a harmless flirtation enough, and ended with
the holiday, but it was a source of preoccupation for him at
the time, and as he wished to keep the knowledge of it from
AuDt Hester—in this he was quite successful—he appeared
to be n^lecting her deliberately.

Hester made little remonstrance. On one or two occasions
her old spirit flared up for a few minutes, and once she spoke
bitterly of his loss of affection. Jacob's reply was very
unsatisfactory.

"I don't see how you can say that," he protested, looking
rather sulky, " seeing that I might have gone up the river this
summer with Farrell and Leigh-Weston. They asked me to
go, and I refused because I was coming here with you."

" Did you think it was your duty ?" asked Hester.
" Oh ! of course not," replied Jacob. " It's absurd to talk

like that."

Useless, quite useless. Hester saw that, and gave way
almost, apologizing for her brief outburst. He was inde-
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peiuleiit of her, now. She might have kept him if she had

not set him on his legs, she thouj^t, and there were times

when it was almost in her heart to r^pret that she had been

so thorough in her cure of him. She rebelled against the

injustice of life at such moments. Why shotdd she suffer,

now, for having attempted so much ; for having succeed^ ?

If she had not given all her energies to making Jacob a man
fit for life, she would not be suffering her present loneliness.

Then she prayed to be forgiven for her ungrateful spirit, and

found consolation in the thought that she was getting old

and had not very long to live. In truth her hold on life was

weakening with every new experience. . . .

It was Just a year after this holiday that Hester finally

relaxed her hold, and Jacob was not with her when she died.

That summer the temptation -^f n trip to Oxford with Farrell

and Leigh-Weston proved too strong ; but he compromised by
promising to cut the trip short by four days, which were to be

spent with Hester. He and his two companions were camping

out, and had no address till they reached Oxford, where Jacob

found two telegrams from Fearon, summoning him to Ashby
Sutton. The first was a week old and imperative enough,

the second told him that he was too late. There was no letter.

His first feeling was one of resentment. He had on illogical

desire to find fault with someone—^Fearon, perhaps ; but in the

train his mood changed. He ought to have gone to Ashby
Sutton first, but how could he know, how could he possibly

know ? He couldn't know ! No, that was plain enough, but

still some relentless voice accused him of selfishness, and he
wanted to make reparation, now that none was possible.

" Well, it was some kind of an apoplectic seizure," explained

Fearon. Jacob was staying at the rectoiy. He arrived on
the afternoon of the funeral, two hours after the ceremony
was over, and now he was sitting in the study where he had
spent so many hours in the days of Fearon's tuition. Sub-
consciously he was aware of his old tutor's change of attitude

towards himself. He was no longer at school, he was treated

as an equal. Fearon was growing old, too, he noticed.
" She had been a little queer in her head for some days

M
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pMt," wvnt on the rector. " Her memory pUyed her trioka,

you know ; she'd oome up to see me ftbout pariah affairs or
Miiat not, and foi|;et what she'd oome about. Then a week
last Sunday, ^n^ch must hare been the day after you started
on your river trip, Mrs. Hales found her wandering about the
village in the afternoon, not knowing where she was. Mrs.
Hales helped her home and sent for me, and I sent for Doctor
Brown, but she never recovered consciousness. Some little

bloodvessel in the brain gave way, so Brown says."
" She didn't know, then, that I was not there ?" asked Jacob.
" She never spoke an intelligible word after she was found

by Mrs. Hales," said Fearon. " I think you may make your
mind quite easy on that score. I'm sorry I could not have
found you, but your aunt had told me of your river excursion,
and I knew you'd never call anjrwhere for letters."

" No ! It wouldn't have been any good," said Jacob, and
thought that here was another omission for which he was to
blame.

He pondered many omissions that night in the rectory's
best bedroom ; certainly he had been selfish, and he was sorry,

very sorry. He regretted those last days at Cromer the
previous summer, and the shortness of his letters, but above
all, he regretted that he had gone to Oxford. Yet if he had
not gone ? If he had actually been with Aunt Hester, what
good would it have done ? Before he had realized that she
was ill, he would have been Just as usual to her, and after it

would have been too late. Fate had not been kind to him.
He was angry with fate for not giving him an opportunity.

In the novels he had read, dying people always recovered
consciousness " Just before the end," and spoke a few words
to the best-beloved. But Fearon had told him that Aunt
Hester did not recover consciousness at all, so it was no use
picturing his timely arrival to assure her of his undying love.

He wondered why he was not heart-broken. If Aunt
Hester had died two years ago, he would have been beside
himself with grief. Now he had learned to live without her,

and when he went back to London the only difference in his

life would be that he would not be obliged to write a letter
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onee a week, and would be able to spend hie holidays how and

where he pleased. Here in Aahby Sutton he missed her, of

course—missed her badly. He wanted to tell her about his

adventures on the river. There was no one, now, in whom
he oould confide, he was absolutely alone in the world. . . .

In his regrets Jacob was, unknowingly perhaps, more selfish

than he had been during Hester's life.

5.

Jacob spent four days in Ashby Sutton, four dull, useless

days. He went over to Pelsworthy and called on Ifr. Baker.

Unhappily Bennetts was away on his summer holiday. Jacob

was sorry ; he wanted to see Bennetts, and surprise him with

details of Mr. Morley's office, possibly with a vague hint or

two of the glamour of London life. Mr. Baker condoled with

him on his loss, and was sufficiently impressed, later, to hear

of the magnitude of some of Mr. Morley's Jobs. " We've made
three hundred and seventy-three sheets of drawings so far, for

the North-Westem Hospital," was one of Jacob's fireworks,

and Mr. Baker responded handsomely. " God bless me !" he

said. "Ha! ha! Three— hundred— and seventy—three

drawings for one Job, eh 1 Wonderful ! Wonderful ! l%at

makes some of us country fellows sing small, eh ? Dear, dear."

Afterwards there was Aunt Hester's solicitor to be seen, and

—vaguely—arrangements to be made. The solicitor, how-

ever, was quite willing to take over all arrangements. Miss

Stahl's annuity ceased with her death, of course, he explained,

but there were certain savings, amounting to some two or

three hundred pounds, and the furniture of the cottage, all

of which came to Mr. Sti^l under his aunt's will. There was

nothing in the cotti^ he wished to keep, Jacob told the

lawyer, nothing ; would the lawyer make all the arrangements

for the sale ?

Later it came over him that the " certain savings " rrferred

to had been accumulated for his benefit, and he reproached

himself again for being an ungrateful brute. He had not been

to the cottage, and he did not mean to go. What was the usei

if
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Why should he make hinuelf unhappy by a sentimental
revival of old associations f He had not even been to the
Ehnover stile, he wanted to foiget these things and go back
to London. Fearon was going to preach a " funeral sermon "
on Sunday, he would make some excuse and go back on Satur-
day

; he had to be at the office on Monday.
He had talked very little to Fearon on local matters, and

It was not tiU Friday night,—he had finaUy decided to go next
day, despite a warm invitation to stay over Sunday for the
sake of the funeral sermon—that quite by accident the con-
versation turned on the affairs of Elmover. It was over two
years since he had seen Madeline, and some time since he had
heard of her. She had swum out of Aunt Hester's ken into
the waters of that great social world in London, and Aunt
Hester did not read the Morning Post.
Fearon had startUng news. " You've heard, no doubt,

that Miss Felmersdale is to be married soon ?" he said, and
looked at Jacob over the top of his spectacles, to see whether
there was any tenderness left in him on that subject.
For the moment Jacob was more concerned with his attitude

towards the rector than anything. How much did Fearon
know? he wondered. "Anyone down here?" he asked,
casually, rather proud of his self-control.

" Dear, no !" replied Fearon. " Miss Felmersdale's to
become quite a grand lady, she's engaged to Lord Paignton."

•' Lord Paignton ?" repeated Jacob. " I suppose one ought
to know the name, but I don't remember it in any connection."

" I'm afraid I can't help you much," said Fearon. " He's
an Earl, of course, so Miss Madeline will be a C!ountess and I
believe he's well off."

Fearon's information went no further than this. He had
heard the news in the village, doubtless it had been announcedm the paper, but he had not seen it. He saw very Uttle of
the Felmersdales, nowadays, he continued. Nina had been
in London, too, this summer, and Sir Anthony and his wife
shut themBelves up and saw no one. Lady Felmersdale did
not even send flowers for the altar vases, now ; they hardly
counted as Church-people. Fearon seemed a Uttle bitter.
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" worse,"Jacob wonderwi whether Lady FelmerMUle wm
but he did not put hia thought into worda. He did not know

whether Fearon had any suspioiona on that subject. . . .

The rooms in Great Ormond Street seemed very empty

and gloomy when Jacob arrived on Saturday night. Tony

would not be back till the next evening, or, possibly, he might

go straight to the office on Monday morning.

The rooms had an atmosphere which was unfamiliar. This

may have been due to the fact that the competent landlady

had taken advantage of her lodgers' absence, and given them

what she called " a good turn-out." There was a fairly steady,

obbng table in the middle of the rf om, and this had not been

clear since the last holiday. In ll.s ordinary course, at least

one-half of it war covered with u li tor of books, papers, and

magazines, piled generally on i>he top of a drawing-board,

together with such details as pipes, an ink-bottle, a T-squaro,

a roll of drawing-paper, odd parts of mathematical instru-

ments. . . . When one was working and a meal happened, half

the table was cleared—a rapid process—and treasures accumu-

lated at that end were sometimes lost there. Periodically,

Tony undertook a clearance, but he seldom worked down as

far as the drawing-board. Now even that fewest of strata

was removed and standing against the wall, and the dingy

red and black table-cloth had been brushed and shaken.

Jacob noted the ink-stains which marked Tony's attempts to

clear ; the ink-bottle which generally lay concealed somewhere

in that piled-up confusion, always came out upside down.

" You'd like some supper, I suppose 1" said Mrs. Foster, the

competent landlady.
" Oh ! if it's not too much trouble," replied Jacob. He

had never succeeded in making a friend of Mrs. Foster, though

he had made overtures at first. Mrs. Foster, with all her long

experience, had never learned suppleness. She was not

dependent entirely on her lodgers, as she had a small tobacco-

nist's and newsagent's shop on the ground-floor. She did

not quite approve of the habits of either Mr. Farrell or Mr.

Stahl ; still, she allowed them to stay, since they behaved

themselves fairly decently at home. Also they paid her thirty-

Mi
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five billiogi »wMk for the rooms, and prioee in Great Ormond
Street were guing down.

•• No trouble," repUed Un. Foeter oortly, " whafd vou
bke ?" •' / -

" Some te» lUidm egg, I think," laid Jacob ; he hwi no ideu
on the sabject of food.

The egg was not satisfactory, it had a flavour of straw, and
the yolk was adherent to the sheU on one side, a peculiarity of
London eggs which seems to suggest that they have been lying
down too k)ng. Jacob drank three caps of tea, and tried to
make good with bread and butter and Jam. He had been
smoking too much in the train, and had a general feeling of
dirt and stateness. He had not got rid of the stuffy smeU of
the raUway carriage. He thought that when he had had
something to eat, hb might be able to enjoy a cigarette again
He did not feel molined to go out, and the feeling of staleness

was devefeping into a headache which pnssed on his temples
and hurt his eyes.

Life seemed very worthless to Jacob at this moment. Wliat
jjjs there to look forward to except the routine of oifice work ?Who cared what became of him ? Certainly not Eric, who
had been too much occupied to attend Aunt Hester's funeral
though he had done the correct thing by sending an expensive
wreath. Jacob had not thought of that. He never did the
correct thing, he made a mess of everytliing, he was makins
a mess of his life. What was the good of making determina-
tions to work? He never kept them. And if he did achieve
any httle success, now, there was no one who cared. What
could he do to find interest in life again ? No prospect im-
mediately possible to him offered any allurement. He might
go abroad for six months on the strength of that legacy of
Aunt Hester's, but he knew nothing of hotel life. He would
be hopelessly lost and out of it, wandering alone about forei
cities. Or he might go and live in the country, but then
what was there to do there ? He had no object or purpose in
Me, and there wag none he could think of, which made any
appeal to him, just then. He wished Tony were back, they
might exchange notes of their river experience.
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He went to bed »( h»ll-pMt nine and aoon fell Mleep, bat

the next d»y found the despondent mood itill heavy upon him.

He had hinoh at the Vienna Caf6, played oheei all the afternoon,

and kwt four ahillinga and hie temper. He waa waiting all hia

time, playing the fool and idling, he reflected. Well, in a way,

it was of no oonaequenoe, of ooune, he had £120 a year ; but

something, perhaps that bursting seed, reproaohed him. He
wished he could do something, but the effort needed seemed

too great. The very thought of it made him feel sick. If

Aunt Hester had lived, things would have been different,

she always encouraged him, she believed in him. Yes, he

wanted Aunt Hester back. Now, for the first time since

she had died, he wanted her badly. He could have cried if

he had let himself go. . .

'

Life was a failure and not worth living. His imagination

was asleep, and refused to lift him out of this dull, dreary

world.

When he returned to his rooms at half-past eight, he found

Tony feasting on bacon and eggs.

" Hal-k> P* said Jacob, genuinely pleased to find a com-

panion again.
" Hal-(o, my son !" replied Tony genially. " How goes it ?"

They had not been on such terms of real amity for quite

a long time. Even up the river they had quarrelled on moie

than one occasion.

Tony had news, but he kept it till he had finished his

supper, plying Jacob meanwhile with quec is as to his

doings—and sufferings—since his departure from Oxford.

Jacob did not expand. He gave the details briefly, and

Tony expresaed his sympatliy with a comprehending nod

and an assumption of appropriate gloum.
" More like losing a mother than anything !" he put in

on one occasion. " Bough luck, old chap."

When they had escaped from the subject, however, Tony

brightened again and dropped his bombshell.

" I'm chucking Morley's, my son,"

" What ?" said Jacob. " Why < When ? What are you

going to do ?"

II
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" Going to Canada next month."
" Are yott rotting ?'* asked Jacob.
" Rather not. It's practically all fixed up. I met a chap

in Oxford I was at school with. We were pals—rather.

Joey Fraser 1 I expect you've heard me mention him ?

He's got a bally great farm over there, and is making a pot
of money. He's Just over on a holiday, and he's been looking
for someone to go back with him who'd put in good work
on his farm. Finds it a bit lonely, I fancy, from what I could
make out. Well, I wrote straight off to the guv'nor and gave
him all the parties, and he is willing to start me with a couple
of hunJred quid. Jolly good sort, the guv'nor. I'm going
to see Morley to-morrow, and slinf ^he office at once, if he'll

let me off, and then I'm going hoi iu for a day or two, and
afterwards I shall come back and get my outfit. Joey '11

be in town then and show me the ropes."
" Great Scott !" commented Jacob, and then, " How much

longer shall you want to keep on these rooms ?"

" Oh ! till I go. We'ro sailing on the 9th of September,
three weeks on Tuesday."

" Great Scott !" repeated Jacob. " Wish I were coming
with you."

It is possible that if Tony had taken up the suggestion,

Jacob would, indeed, have gone to Canada. He had realizable

capital, and the suggestion that he should employ it on the
resources of the Canadian farm would doubtless not have been
disagreeable to Mr. Prazer. But Tony did not want Jacob.
Jacob was something of a handicap, he meant restraint in

many small ways, and Tony wanted to be free of all restraint,

BO he answered,
" Poor old chap, I'm afraid you wouldn't be able to stand

roughing it as wo shall have to do. All day in the saddle
sometimes and that kind of thing. Besides, it means Jolly

hard manual labour—^you wouldn't be up to that, would
you ?"

"No. I suppose not," said Jacob. He was a useless

person in this world, and no one wanted him.

f
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He saw Tony off at Euston, but Joey Frazer was there,

very full of bustle and importance, and Jacob had to play the

part of a bystander, for Tony, too, seemed to be fally occupied.

At the last moment only was there any sign of the old

relations. Tony leant out of the carriage-window, as the

guard was blowing the whistle.

" Good-bye, old chap," he said warmly, reaching out his

hand. " I say, Jimmy, you'll write, won't you ?"

••Rather! Good-bye."

As Jacob watched the train out, he was puzzling over his

admiration of two years back. Tony wasn't a bad old sort

in some ways, but good Lord . .

.
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BOOK IV

OWEN BRADLEY

CHAPTER XXn
ILLUMINATTON

1.

Fob more than two yean Jacob had worked side by side with

Owen Bradley, and at the end of that time the two men knew
little more of one another's private affairs than they did on

the morning of their first meeting. They were on excellent

terms, they had never come within sight of a disagreement

;

they occasionally discussed matters of general interest during

office hours. But outside the office they never met. It

was not that Bradley was unapproachable, but he made no

advamces. He was self-sufficient, he had his work and his

ambitions. He was the most respected, perhaps the only

respected man in the office. He worked hard, yet he was

not a " mugger," and certainly not a " prig "
; and he had

no more fear of his employer than he had of the office-boy,

whereas to the rest of the staff, inchiding even old Eckholt,

Mr. Morley was something of the schoolmaster, u person to

be avoided whenever possible, flattered if necessary, and never,

in any circumstances, contradicted.

Jacob knew vaguely that Bradley worked at home in the

evenings, that he went in for competitions ; but Bradley did

not talk of his own doings, and his answers to questions were

short and not illuminating, wherefore Jacob's knowledge on
the subject remained vague. One thing he knew, however,

and knew with certainty, in all technical matters Bradley
242
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was an aathority, more reliable than Mr. Morley himself.

If any point arose which needed settling, one said, as a matter

of course, " Oh ! ask Bradder." In those days steel was only

Just coming into general use in England for floor-construction,

and its use as a skeleton framework for the shell of a building

was still confined to America, but Bradley understood the

intricacies of steel-constructionand the formulee for calculating

strains. It was Bradley who advised the use of rolled steel

H stanchions cased in concrete, in place of the unreliable

cast-iron columns originally designed by Mr. Morley for

various purposes, in the building of the groat North-Western
Hospital. This advice subsequently brought great credit to

Mr. lUforley ; for a ri^al architect, the designer of the big

Eastern Hospital, had an ugly smash during the progress of

the works, owing to an undiscovered " sand-hole " in one of

the cast-iron columns he was using. Mr. Morley seized his

opportunity,—^he was quite Justified,—and wrote a long letter

to the Daily Post, in which he pointed out the defects of cast-

iron construction, and iiveighed against its use as old-

fashioned ; he pointed his remarks with a few instances of

the steel-construction adopted throughout the North-Western
Hospital.

Yet no one would have thought of calling " old Bradder "

conceited, and because he made no boast of his own achieve-

ments, his colleagues treated his cleverness as a matter of

course ; he was an authority in all technical matters, but
he was one of themselves, they even forgot to regard him as

an intellectual superior. Mr. Morley knew his assistant's

worth, and before the North-Western Hospital had been in

progress eighteen months, he gave him a su ostantial advance
in salary—^but it was, at times, a little amusing to hear
Mr. Morley talking about the advantages of steel-construction.

He had adopted the suggestion with such enthusiasm that

he had long forgotten the fact that the idea did not originate

from the otoative imaginings of his own brain. Jacob knew
tioB story and smiled to himself .wmetimes, when he heard
hit duel talking to Bradley on this subject, but Bradley
himself neiver smiled ; he, too, appeared to have foigotten
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In

that the use of steel stanchions in covered-ways, boiler-house,

and the dining-room of the Nurses' House, was his own
suggestion.

To Jacob, Bradley figured e» the Eric of architecture.

He was so safe, he knew so much and knew it so well, his

store of knowledge, in fact, was so great that it was inimitable.

How could he, Jacob, ever hope to bridge so wide a gap. So

he treated Bradley with admiration and some respect, though

he cha£fed him occasionally on matters outside office affairs.

The emigration of Tony made a difference, though it is

difficult to say by whom the initiative was taken, or if either

side made any purticular advance. Yet when Tony had gone,

a sort of intimacy began to grow between the two men who
had worked for over two years side by side without knowing
each other. Doubtless Jacob in his new loneliness was very

willing to make another friend. There was Leigh-Weston,
it is true, who had been the third partner in that trip to

Oxford, but Leigh-Weston was rather inclined to live the

same life that Tony had lived. Unconsciously, Jacob wanted
a change, new knowledge ; and there was little, now, that

Leigh-Weston could teach him.

For two years Jacob and Tony had gone out to lunch

together ; Bradley had always gone alone. It seemed natural,

now, that Jacob and Bradley should go together. That
lunch-hour made a difference. The office was not a good

place in which to discuss private affairs ; there was always

the fear of interruption, but a greater deten . nt than this

was the atmosphere of technicality which ruled within its

precincts. There was something in the air of the place

which compelled one, intellectually. One could no more talk

to Bradley of personal emotions in the office than one could

discuss one's relations with a form-master during class.

The first time he went out to lunch with Bradley, Jacob
felt slightly ill-at-ease, he realized that his companion was
a stranger to him. What interests had they in common
outside office matters 1 Yet it was a waste of time to " talk

office " during that one brief hour of relaxation. Then there

was a change in Bradley, also, he was a human being after all.
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with an oatk>ok on life not completely bounded by building

materials and the complexities of their representation.

The slight stiffness consequent on new relations did not

wear off until lunch was finished, and then Jacob fell on, what

was to him, an astounding revelation of Bradley's capacity.

Some mention of Bradley's home-work made Jacob curious,

and he pressed his questions home as he had never had the

desire to press them in the office.

" You seem to be always working on competitions," said

Jacob in reply to a remark of Bradley's. " How many have

you been in for I"
" A good many," answered Bradley with a smile.

" How many ?" went on Jacob. " I think this is awfully

interesting. Do you mind telling me ?"

" No ! why should I ? Though I would sooner you didn't

say anything about it in the office."

" Rather not. Of course I won't, if you'd sooner I didn't.

I should like to know about these things. I've thought of

going in for a com. myself."

"The one I'm on, now, is the twenty-ninth," remarked

Bradley simply.

This fl^mf^7̂ ng announcement took Jacob's breath away.

He knew what the work of making a complete set of com-

petition drawings for any big Job implied — the knowledge

required, the difficulties of planning and designing, the grasp

of detail necessary to fit every requirement into the general

scheme, above all the days and weeks of close attention in

making an accurate set of geometrical drawings. Twenty*

nine times had Bradley been through that mind-shattering

experience, and Jacob had iuly " thought of going in for a

competition " himself. He gasped—audibly.

" Twenty-nine ! All by yourself ?"

" In five of them I collaborated with some other man, but

it wasn't a success. I prefer to work alone."

" And you've never won a single one ?" asked Jacob, still

on the high note of amazement.
" No I I have been placed several times ; second or third

premium, you know. It helps towards expenses."
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Expenses ? Yet, the expenses must h»ve been quite an
item. The conditions usually required that all drawings
should be mounted on stretchers, then there was paper,
carriage, goodness knows what else. Bradley had nothing
but his salary. Jacob knew that, from what Bennetts had
told him in the old days at Pelsworthy.

" But, I say, do you think it's worth while ?" The question
was inevitable. To Jacob, the mere thought of the energy
expended on such uncertain results made the task seem not
" worth while."
" How else can one start in practice ?" asked Bradley.
" N—no. I don't know. But are you really going on till

you win a competition ?"

" Of course."

Amazing creature ! If his energies had been properly
directed, he might, perhaps, have been another Pitt, the
younger; with such capacities for application and for the
assimilation and retention of accurate knowledge, no ambition
need have been too high for him. But he had set his mind
on success in this one particular direction, and had never
stayed to consider whether his forces might be better apphed.

" Good Lord !" ejaculated Jacob. " It hardly seems worth
while !"

"Oh ! it is," went on Bradley calmly, amused at his com-
panion's excess of amazement, " one learns a good deal ; much
that's very useful in office work, and i^en I do win a competi-
tion, all the experience I've had will be so much to the good."

" I say, couldn't I help you a bit on the one you're doing
now ? Help to ink in, or something ? It must be such an
awful grind ?" Jacob's sympathies were aroused, the offer
was purely altruistic.

" It's very good of you. Later you might ink in some
of the plans, they're not ready yet. These drawings haven't
to go in for nearly three months."

" I should like to help, awfully,—if I could," said Jacob.
" I have had to have some help, occasionally, in that sort

of thing, in order to finish in time. I shoukl be very glad
to let you have the Job, if you care about it."
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" 1 don't wat to be paid, if that's what yon mean," said

Jacob, getting a little red. " Great Scott, you didn't suppose

I was thinking of that, did you 1"

" Why not you, as well as anyone else ?"

" I couldn't be bothered to do it, if I were being paid for it."

Curious that Jacob could make so representative a state-

ment and not realize its applicability to his own wasted efforts,

to his little determinations to work for a particular end ;

curious that he should have lived for nearly a quarter of a

century and never have come within reasonable distance of

apprehending the fact that the only work he could do was the

work he did for the tove of doing it. But then he had not

yet found the right work ; though there were some sides of an

arehitect's work which appealed to him, and to which he

devoted himself with zest.

" Why do you want to help, then ?" asked Bradley.

It was a difficult question, and one which Jacob could not

answer. He could not explain that his offer arose from a

genuine, spontaneous wish to relieve the toil of Bradley's long

and patient labours, so he framed a reason that had, at least,

some truth in it.

" Oh ! I don't know. I should like to. I haven't much

to do in the evenings."
" Very good of you. I'U remember that offer in a week or

two's time."
" I shall remind you of it," returned Jacob.

" It's time we went back," said Bradley, looking at his watoh.

2.

Owen Bradley's chief failing was that he had too little of

Uie artist in him. If you study his elevations, say, the

Corporation Offices in Birehester, or that gre«t block of the

Phelpe-Casterton building in London, you will find that his

critics have not erred. These two designs are fairly repre-

sentative of his work, and in them you will find a certain

stateliness, an appreciation of proportions, even something of

the individuality which is so rare in this connection ; but they

lack what we speak of in vague terms as " feeling," there is no
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emotional quality in them, nothing of that flamboyance which
gives life to French arohitecture, for instance, nor, on the
other hand, of that devotional reverence which inspired
English Gothic. His big works were great achievements, but
they were not inspired. It was this lack of artistic feeling that
told against him in his long struggle to win a competition.
He excelled in his plans, but he failed in his elevations. As a
•et-oB to this failure, it is worth while to note that in his
designs for big hospitals, where elevations were of no account,
he was too original, his methods were ahead of his time, and
beyond the intelligence of the assessors. Even now some
technical critics look askance at the plans of his big infectious
hospitals.

The same lack shows in the character of the man. He had
a quick brain, he was comprehensive and thorough, he had
imagination and originality, but all his capacities were of that
quality which we associate with the gifts of the scientist
rather than with the gifts of the artist. U he had genius it

was mathematical, not emotional.

When Jacob made that spontaneous offer to help in the
completion of those endless competition drawings, Bradley
considered the spirit of the offer, and found it matter for
surprise that there should be no motive in it except good-
will to himself. He did not impute, or try to impute, any
smaller motive of personal gain to Jacob, but he decided that
it was possibly a superficial and slightly emotional friendliness,
and tested its genuineness by avoiding any further mention of
his home-work, in order to see whether the offer would be
renewed.

It was renewed about a fortnight later. Jacob had been
waiting till such time as he thought Bradley would be needing
his assistance, and then broached the subject, boldly, at lunch.
Bradley made a mental note that there was more in Stahl than
he had given him credit for, and accepted the offer with
gratitude.

During those evenings, in which Jacob was employed in the
purely mechanical work of inking in plans and sections (he
realized that he was not clever enough to be trusted with the
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derfttioni), patting an unoont of care and finiah into Ym
woA sach aa he lud never pat into aiqrthing he had done

for Mr. Baker or Ifr. Morley, while Bradley's qaick, clever

pencil or pen was flying over the paper with the mathe-

matical certainty that marked his complete comprdiension of

the task apon which he was empbyed—the two men foand

time for many a diacassion on subjects anrelated to the work

in hand, discussions which would have seemed out of place in

the oiBoe. It was during those evenings that Jacob began a

new phase of his education.

Bradley mi|^t be the Eric of architecture, but in literature,

thou|^ he had read much, and had understood and remem-

bered what was best worth retaining; he was, frankly, an

amateur. And as an amateur 1^0 k>ved literature for its

own sake, not for any ulterior purpose, he was able to teach

Jacob more in a single evening than he could have learnt in a

month from the academic Eric, whose very axioms stated

assumptions which were beyond the limits of Jacob's compre-

hension. Bradley's knowledge as he displayed some fraction

of it to Jacob was not academic. Bradley did not quote

authors and assume that his hearer had read them as a matt«r

of course. He dkl not compare authorities, nor discuss the

bearing of the evidence on some subtle, but quite negligible,

rendering of the classics. His learning was transmuted in the

passage from eye to tongue ; it entered his brain as precisely

as learning entered the brain of Eric, but it emerged in a

different form, assimilated and applied to a philosophy of life.

Eric's learning came out of him as it went in—his uses were

mainly those of the encyclopedia.

Yet these snatches of conversation, interesting and Eug-

grative as they were to Jacob, were necessarily disjointed and

imperfect. Some detail requiring calculation would, perhaps,

absorb Bradley's attention, and then the discussion, however

interesting, was broken off. It was not till the drawings were

despatched, and Bradley was taking what he called his usual

holiday—a few days' respite from evening and Sunday work

—

that the great discussion took place which altered Jacob's

outlook on life.
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3.

It WM a dull, tepid Saturday afternoon in early December,
and the oompetition drawings had been gune for over a week.
In the interim Jacob had seen nothing of Bradley except
during office hours, for that energetic worker had been taking
his physical constitution in hand, and had spent moat of his

pare time in taking long walks through South London,
preparatory to beginning work o^ another big oompetition,
the particulars of which he had abready obtaiiMd.
"Anything particular to do this afternoon)" asked

Bradley casually as Jacob was putting away his drawing
instruments and covering over his board, preparatory to
leaving for the day. The time was half-past one. On Satur-
days the office closed nominally at two, but Jacob counted
the odd half-hour as lunch-time, a chronology he had learnt
from Tony.

" No ! Nothing particular. Why ?" replied Jacob, with
a touch of ei^mess.

" Care to come back with me ? This is the last day of my
holiday. I'm starting on the new competitk>n to-morrow."

" Thanks. Yes, I should like to very much," said Jacob,
and added :

" Are you really starting on another competition ?

Aren't you going to wait till you hear the result of the one
you've Just finished ?"

" Why should I ?" asked Bradley, with a slight shrug of

his shoulders. " Even if I won it, which I don't anticipate, I

should be glad of the other Job, too."
" Oh, you're a marvel," said Jacob.
Old Eckholt, who was standing in front of the fire uid pass-

ing the time till two o'clock, took the opportimity to Join in

the conversation.
" Mr. Bradley's one of the hopeful sort," he said in his rather

high, whining voice. " I used to go in for competitions when
I was his age."

" Why did you give it up ?" asked Jacob, with a Wnt of

aggressiveness in his voice.

"Because I found out it was no good," replied Eckholt
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with a sneer. " The MseMon Men't aappoeed to know the

DMOec of the oompeUton, but, of ooune, they do. They

know the style of all the big men who go in, and know their

drawings Just as well as if the name was written across them."

"And you think they're influenced by that?" put in

Bradky.
•• Why, of course they must be," whined Eckholt. " Doesn t

it stand to reason that thoy want to give the Job to a man

the committee can trust to carry it out. The awessors want

to please the committee."
" Beastly unfair," commented Jacob.
" It isn't quite the fact, though," said Bradley. " I admit

that where it's a case of ceterit paribus, an assessor, if he

guesses that the drawings of one man are those of an architect

of experience and the drawings of the other are unknown to

him, will be influenced in the direction of safety, and I don't

blame him either. But the facts are against your theory,

Mr. Eckholt. Didn't Morley win, in an open field, the first

hospital competition he went in for ? His style couldn't have

been known to those particular assessors, such as Tiltman, for

instance."
" Oh ! there's lots of ways of getting round the conditions,"

suggested Eckholt libellously.

" Well, then," said Bradley, " what about Grover ? Ho
won a c mpetition."

" He didn't get the Job, though," replied Eckholt.

" That's outside the argument. He won the first premium."
" Oh ! it 'appens sometimes by a fluke," returned old

Eckholt, " but it's a waste of time going in for 'em, in my
opinion."

'• How many did you go in for ?" asked Jacob rather rudely.

He was incensed by the old man's pessimism ; he had quite

made up his mind that Bradley was going to win.

'* I'm sure I can't remember, now," answered Eckholt, " but

I've known a good many young men who went in, in this

orfioe, and none of 'em ever won anything except Mr. Grover,

and he didn't get the Job."

"Shut up and come on, ' interposed Bradley, fearing that

i
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Jacob wM preparing to demoiutrate that none o! the young
men Mr. Eokholt had ever known, nor Bir. Eokholt himself,
was to be compared for one moment with Owen Bradley.

" The old fool riles me," expostulated Jacoh »ien he and
Bradley were outside; "he's always giou / .m . saying
nothing's any good."

'* Well ! You won't change his attitude
your temper. It's a waste of time to a':fr.><

Bradley. "Shall we go for a bi«atho)
we go back to my digs ?"

The " breather " took the form of ..d j

'bus to Hyde Park Comer, and a walk .i.n 8s, ..

face of the blustering south-west wind. Ino,
some time by the Serpentine, and then mac t

wards Bradley's humble lodgings in Stockweii
horse-tram, arriving only just in time for a composite meal
chiefly tea, at half-past five.

'\v *^Hi;aiig 'tr ami

iV, hill " >oJi

h 'k ^lr('

ii i) f a

If'itoroc!

!) ivay to
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The heir of the ages ! When the poetic fire glows and the
imagination grows fervid with ecstasy what splendid names
we find for him. It was for this that the nebula threw out
arms in its gyrations, that the arms condensed as they dis-
persed from the glowing parent centre, condensed and split
and united again, and formed centres and tiny systems of
their own as they went heeling round that vast centrai
nucleus. It was for this that one, apparently negligible,
fragment settled down into a steady path, and threw off, or
held by its attraction, one still more negligible congregation
of cooling atoms. For this that the fragment, recognizable as
the third important fragment counting outwards from the
centre, cooled through countless millions of years till the
great cbud of vapour which enveloped it fell as rain ; for this
all the experiments with a million shapes that have perished.
Out of Heaven knows how many million nebulse that have
condensed in the unimaginable history of the universe, one
nebula was chosen in which lay the material for a fragment
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thai dioald in time prodaoe the heir of the egee, N»tiue't iMt

work, the oiefttara with spleikdid parpoee in hie eyee. the

Bnyhm^tt in Aiutnlie, or Soorfttee in Athens, or two architeot's

ueiitents dbfm#'»g their origin in m little beck-room in

Stookwell by the light of en oil-Ump.

Either of thoee two, or any other individual livii^ at the

present moment, represents the last development of the

miracle which grew out of glowing vapour. The vtry atoms

of Jacob Stahl's body once formed a part of that vast spinning

mass of white-hot gas, which extended from what we now call

the son to far beyond the limits of the great orbit of Uranus.

The enei^ with which Jacob Stahl softly blows out a cloud

of smoke, or with which he attempts to follow by an effort of

imaginatmn the pronouncements of Owen Bradley, is merely

a transformation of some infinitely small fraction of the

energy of that original furnace.

On this wonderful night in the stuffy little back-room in

Stockwell the miracle of miracles dawned upon Jacob, in all

its magnifi^ jnoe. Up to this time he hnd thought in terms of

man. Here was a world, so he imagined, carefully designed

by a man of colossal proportions, much as Jacob himself in a

very small way designed a house or a hospital. It was a

worid the arrangement of which one did not criticize, since

it was taken for granted that the colossus thoroughly under-

stood the creation of worlds, even thou^ this one—inci-

dentally designed to accommodate Jacob Stahl—wa« his only

experiment. Among the items also specially designed for

Jacob Stahl's benefit, were so-called stars, the majority of

them so far away that he could not see them without tl:e

artificial aid of a telescope. At times, it is true, his attenti- .n

had been called to certain remarkable instances of forethonj iit
,

such as the fact that since we could not Uve without air and

water these elements had been supplied with a generous

hand. But on the whole one had taken the arrangeniente for

granted, periiape one remembered that certain things were

beyond one's comprehension, and one was " not intended

'

to question them.

Bradley had been talking vaguely of asrronomy, not ui terms

1
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of tfM 1»W8 of Kepler, bat refleotively. » hatting moaoloffae of
wonder at the well-kept geoieta of the heavens.
Jacob listened attentively, and enoouraged him to farther

speculation by questions, but Bradley was drawing nearerhome—he spoke of the cooling fragment and wandered into
geology^ Then man's first appearance on the earth occupied

*i:
*^*°^ ^l

^^^y Miocene-say, 3.000,000 years ago
-tiiat the taxless beast of the forest began to walk without
droppmg his knuckles to the groond ?

"I say, old chap," said Jacob, knocking out his pipe
where do you get all this from ?"

" Books," replied Bradley vaguely, not in the mood to give
chapter and verse as he was capable of doing.

" But, I say," protested Jacob, " you don't believe in aU
that busmess about our being descended from monkeys ?
That chap, what's his name ? is an atheist, isn't he t"

" Darwin ?" asked Bradley.
•' Yes, Darwin, that's it. Do you believe in his theory ?"
"It's at least a theoiy that seems to fit the facts," returned

Bradley, ' which is more than the special creation theoiy

" But that isn't a theory," protested Jacob.
" What, then ?" asked Bradley.
" It's—it's a revelation."
" Have you ever examined the evidence ?"
" N—no, why should I ?"

" It is very poor as evidence."
Then foUowed a long pause. Jacob was smoking another

pipe and gazing into the fire. Bradley was wondering if
Tennyson was right about leaving one's sister when she prays.

" Yes ?"

" Don't you believe in God ?"

"Not the God of the Christian*, anyway," replied Bradley,
wi^ut having resolved his doubts as to Tennyson's advice.mat an astounding revelation ! It was not Hales, the
Ashby Sutton cobbler, who made the grave statement, not
some Ignorant, arrogant fool setting himself up >g*m«t the
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wiidom of Peter Feuon and Aunt Hester, but Owen Bradley,

the olevereet man in the office and the hardest worker, the

man who never stole time from his emplojrer or preached to his

ooUeagnes, Bradley by whose side he had >7orked for two

years, and who was not in the least like Jacob's conception

of an " atheist."

Fbr a moment he hung on the veige, and then a question

presented itself. " Suppose that all the things he had been

taught about the origin of his own insignificant self were no

more true than those other things which he had demonstrated

to be false f

"

You picture him later on the top of the 'bus which was to

deposit him at Cosmo Place, gazing down into the rush of life

that swirled through Piccadilly on a Saturday n^t. He is

wrapped in a garment of wonder, his eyes seeing humanity in

a new light. He is striving with little knowledge to relate

liimself to the nebula, and to comprehend the reason for all

t'tese other atoms, who are so intent on their own futile

business that th^ have no time to spare for this intensely

absorbing problem of their origin.

" It's a diigraoe, ain't it V remarked the 'bus-driver over

his shoulder, with a Uu^ movement of his whip in the direc-

tion of the brilliant crowd.
" Do you believe in Darwin ?" asked Jacob.
" This 'ere hidea of the monkey business," commented the

'bus-driver. " Well—that's another point, that is. Question

whether a self-respectin' monkey'd be'ave as bad as some o'

them fly-by-ni|^ts, in my opinion."

The 'bus-driver was not great on religion, but he was a

family man with daughters of his own.

Jacob was wondering whether the 'bus-driver had been

specially (^signed and created by Providence to fill his par-

ticular nkhe in the worid's economy, or whether he were

mer^ an incidental outcome of the cooling process. Neither

tiMOiy aftmied tht satufaction of a completely reasonable

explanation.
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Probably Mr. Mudie'g asdstants, like bank-oleiks, we much
too busy to make use of the wonderful material at their com-
mand. Yet some of those subscribers' cards, on which are
entered so oarefuUy every book borrowed, most furnish
material for a complete life of the mind, Just as the entries in
the banker's ledgers would give us an insight into the material
affairs and adventures of the depositors.
T e collection of cards endorsed " Stahl-^. L.,» for in-

stance, beginning as a one-book subscription, would supply
an mteresting case for the dilettante psychologist. The
earher entries record the names of weU-known authors : Lever,
Smollfclt, one of old Samuel Ricliardson's,—" Pamela " of
course—it was returned in three days. FoUowing these
books, which give a hint of a slightly pornographic tendency,
comes " Robert llsmere "—kept for three weeks. This is

succeeded by " Silas Mamer," " Vanity Fair," " The MiU on
the Floss," and then a perfect revel of George Eliot, Wilkie
Collins, and Charles Readfr-nearly every work of the last
named appears on the list. No work of Dickens appears
which IS misleading, for Dickens had been read pretty thor-
oughly before the list opens ; and only one more work of
Thackeray's, "The Newcomes." Anthony TroUope is
sampled with an unfortunate specimen, " Is he Popinjoy ?"
and dropped

;
but Thomas Hardy is appreciated, as we can

TOe from the fact that after lus current work has been read,
Stahl—J. L. goes back to all the earlier works by the same
author. So the list goes on recording an account of novels.
We can trace roughly some Uttle improvement in taste, but
there is hardly a sign of any general reading. Even Essays
are refused. Steven«>n leaps into the list for the first time
with " The Treasure Island," which was returned in one day
(was it read in the office ?), but " Travels with a Donkey,"
the next on the list, seems to Imve «nded his popularity.
Perhaps the subscriber may have asked the librarian whether
Virgin** Puerisque " was a story, and, receiving an un-

favourable reply, decided to drop Stevenson. The work
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M^iich follow* is by G. Mft&ville Fenn—^it may mark a reaoiion

in favour of adventure.

Ilien one Deoember, when the subscription is rather more
than two years old, there comes an extraordinary change.

In the first place, the subscription is increased from one book

to three, which seems to imply that Stahl—J. L. has begun

to read more eagerly. But the great difference lies in the

subject of the books. Novels appear rarely ; in place of them
we find, heading the new li»t, " The Origiii of Species " and
" The Descent of Man," aiui these are followed by a catalogue

that cannot be detailed. Works on biology, natural history,

astronomy, gec^gy, f^jrsics, even on anatomy, appear one
after the other ; indeed, for twelve months the sciences seem
to hold complete sway over the reader ; then comes a trickle

of (diilosoi^y,—we note translations of Plato's dialogues,

—

some poetay, essajrs, biogra|]^y, and a little history, chiefly of

the type of Winwood Reade's " Martyrdom of Man."
The dilettante psychologist may lay the cards on one side

—

it is evident, now, that Stahl—J. L. is learning to read.

6.

In the attempt to ascertain his exact relation to the nebula,

Jacob made many curious discoveries. Chief among them
that we are what yesterday we were ; to-morrow we shall not

be less. He did not find the theory stated in the neat phrase

of Fitzgerald, he formulated it for himself ; it was by way of

being a general deduction. Tliis discovery finally robbed
him of the hope that he might become " famous, or clever, or

rich " by a miracle. Tlius he found himself confronted with

the hard necessity of making his own life, if he desired any of

the three imagined rewards. The first he put away from Mm.
His reading had discovered to him that the fame he desired

was bej^nd his attainment. " If I had known ten years Sigo

what I know, now," he reflected, " I might have had a chance.

It's too late to begin. I haven't developed the powers of

attention, concentration, and memory that are necessary."
He decided not to worrv about fame : and—a decision which
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ni*rk8 ihe growth of his faculties—he made no foolish deter-

mination that he would devote himself to the development of

those powers aforementioned. As to riches, admittedly he

deaired them, but as there appeared no channel by which

they mig^t flow in his direction, he put this desire, also, m
the background. There renuuns the third reward ;

" Clever-

ness," as he phrased it, avoiding more grandiose synonyms.

Speaking generally, he decided that the term or its alter-

natives was not only relative but diverse. Herbert Spencer

as cfever, also Ifr. Ridout Morley, but their powers and

I tainments had nothing in common. In the same way

Lric was clever, also his younger brother Jacob ; but while

Eric was precise and encyclop«dic, Jacob was inexact, and

his memory would not retain the items of a bibliography.

0» the other hand, Eric was rigid and academic ; Jacob was an

idealist and a dreamer, hence assimilative and constructive.

Furthermore, Jacob was learning to think for himself—and

Eno. . . .

Thinking of Eric one Sunday morning after he had Just

finished Spencer's " First Principles," Jacob decided to risk

another visit to West Hampstead. It was more than twelve

months since he had seen or heard from his brother. " He

doesn't care a hang about me nor I about him," meditated

Jacob, " but I may as well go and look him up again. Perhaps

he may find me better worth talking to now, than he would

have six months ago."

He found Eric and his wife unaltered. He was greet(d

with exactly the same shadeof warmth, and remonstrated with,

mildly, for havii^ neglected them so long. During tea-tims

he confined himself to asking questions, and discovered that

Eric had written another book, and that Birs. Stahl was trans-

iting ScheUing's " Natur-Philosophie." In the train Jacob

had formulated the idea of airing some of his own knowledge,

but as ho entered the atmosphere of his brother's house, he

became depressed and uncertain of himself. The conversation

during tea lowered his spirits still further. He was overcome

with the feeling that Spencer was elementary, and would he

put on one side at once by Eric and his wife, and yet he was
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oonsdotu of a flaw in all their learning, while he was unable

to put a finger on it.

After tea Jacob was invited to the study " for a smoke."

He accepted gratefully—Eric was bad enough, but Mrs. Eric

was worse. And the two 'ogether ! They backed one

another up, you understand.

The study might have been dignified by the name of

library. Jacob looked at the walls of bouks with a new eye ;

the last time he had been in that room, he had hardly troubled

to read the titles. Eric noted the change.
" I have added a good many volumes since you were here,"

he remarked, " and I've arranged them in better order."

" You've got a good many, now, by Jove," said Jacob.
" Only alMut three thousand," returned Eric, " but there

is no rubbish."

Jacob had said the wrong thing, as usual. Why did ho

always make a fool of himself before Eric ? It was largely

Eric's fault, it must be ; Eric spoke to him as if he were devoid

of common intelligence.

Jacob meant to assert himself. ' What's the principle of

your arruigement ?" he asked, trying to remember how the

books were arranged at Mudie's. He had a dim idea that

they were alphabetical, under authors.
" In subjects, of course," replied Eric. He had gone over

to the mantelpiece, and was lighting a pipe—he only smoked
on the rare occasions when he was not working and expected

to be bored.
" Oh ! I see !" Jacob was not encouraged—Eric had

turned tiis back, and evidently did not consider it worth while

to exhibit his library for the benefit of this unintelligent

brother. Jacob caught the name of Ricardo. "Are these

Italian books ?" he asked at a venture.

Eric looked round. " Eli ? Which 1" he asked. " No,

those are ail economics, why Italian ?"

Jacob grew hot and made no reply, looking closer at the

titles of the books before him. This shelf were all strangers

to him. No ' " Adam Smith !" He seemed to remember
that name in some connection, or was he thinking of " Adam
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•

i

Bede " 1 " The Wealth of Natjons." CM coune. that wa«

the book he had began to read in Ashby Sutton all those years

ago, when Eric had come down for Baster. ... He decided

not to risk any comment, and raised his eyes to the next shelf.

" Sociology," remarked Eric from the mantelpiece.

Jacob felt that he was being watched. He wished he could

think of something to say which would give him an oppor-

tunity to air some of his new-found knowledge. Ha ! There

was a friend, a recent friend—Herbert Spencer. Jacob turned

to his brother.
" What's your opinion of Herbert Spencer ?" he asked, and

added :
" I've been reading a good deal of him lately."

" I question the soundness of his metaphysic," said Eric,

" on the other side, I am not competent to express an opinion.

I'm no physicist, and biology is out of my spliere altogether."

The magnificent pedant—^his very limitations were bound

in leather—had thrown down a gage which an equal might

have accepted. Scholar recognizes sdiolar in half-a-dozrn

words. But Jacob, who coidd never have become a scholar,

did not even realize his opportunity. Also, he was uncertain

of the signification of the word " metaphjrsic," he had only

met it in the plural heretofore. He was in the familiar condi-

tion of being abashed, yet he persisted, seeking for heavy words.
" You're so technical and so—so abstract," he said. " I've

found Herbert Spencer has made a b^ impression on me.

I've seen life more clearly since I road him."

There was nothing about life in Eric's bibliographical mind.

Humanity was a thing he measured with a rule graduated

according to his own standards—^his own achievements. He
had forced a way to knowledge by his own effort ; those who

had failed could have done the same if they had not wasted

time in futilities. So when he regarded his brother, ho

measured him by the Eric standard of ability and success ; and

when he regarded Herbert Spencer he measured him by the

soundness—Eric standard—of his metaphysic ; he took no

account of Spencer's far-reaching influence on human thought-

Nevertheless as host and brother it was necessary on this

occasion for Eric to make an effort. He adopted the attitude
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of mind whkh * wna^er mig^t adopt towards the lowest

form of a preparatory school. Prepared for boredom he

relisted his pipe.
'• In what way have you seen life more clearly ?" he asked.

" By the way, what do you intend by life, in this connection V*

The obviotis reply to the last question was " the whole bag

of tricks," but Jacob fumbled.

"Just life," he stammered, "from . . . from its first

appearance."
" Do you mean that you are converted to the theoiy of an

inorganic evolution ?"

" I suppose it comes to that," replied Jacob, groping ; the

problem had not presented itself to him in this form.

"I don't think you are justified in accepting that con-

chision," said Eric, " it entails a very lai^ge anumption, which

Spencer has not proved up to the present time."

Jacob had thought he understood Spencer, he saw, now,

he did not understand him in the proper sense. Spencer

made Jacob see pictures, that was all, and not necessarily the

pictures Spenoer intended him to ae*^. Jacob read, and

received a general impression. " Oh, Lord," he moaned

inwardly, " what is the good of my attempting to under-

stand ?" One thing, however, he meant to have defined,

and he put the question in decent form.
" I say, Eric, tell me one thing. Do you believe in the

special creation theory ?"

Eric shrugged his shoulders. " The theory is certainly not

proved," he said. " I haven't devoted particular attention

to the subject since I left Cambrklge. Really, I never trouUe

about it, now ; it has no bearing on my work."
" But do you believe in a God ?" persisted Jacob.

"I haven't the least idea," said Eric "I never think

about it."

In effect this was the answer of the 'bus-driver. The main

question was shelved as unimportant. Eric mi^^t be classed

with all those shifting figures in Piccadilly ; he, alao, was tou

intent on Mb own futile bu-^iness to spare time for tfe jsobl^
of his origin. Jacob sighed.

! :
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" H*ye yoa relinqaished your orthodoxy V* uked Eric,

oondeaoendingly.
" I've been wondoring about these thingg," replied Jacob.
" Believe me, it's waste of time," said Erie. " The problem

is insohible in the present state of our knowledge. How's tho

architecture getting on !"

" Oh ! all right. I say, I must be going."
" Better stay to supper," suggested Eric. " Henderson is

coming 'in—^he's one of the lecturers at the School of

Economics."
" I don't understand economics," said Jacob, boldly. " I

must say good-bye to Mrs. Stahl."
" She's in the drawing-room, I expect." Eric did not press

his invitation.

" Won't you stay to supper ?" asked Mrs. Stahl when Jacob

came to say good-bye. " Professor Henderson is coming.

'

" Thanks very much, but I don't understand economics,"

replied Jacob.
" Well, you mustn't neglect us so long again," said Mrs.

Stahl. " We are alwajrs in on Sunday afternoons."

Damn Eric and his silly economics. Spencer to Eric meant

sociology founded on an unsound metaphysic ; laws and

classifications that took no count of the individual. Eric

wanted a definition of " life," and well he might—^he knew no

more of life than the binding8 of his books. Eric might not

have time to consider the problem of his origin, but he was a

narrow bigot, none the less. He did not understand literature

that dealt with the problem of humanity. In fiction his only

regard was for form. For once Jacob was not downhearted

and discouraged ; he could not discuss any problem with

Eric, he was vastly his inferior in the matter of learning.

Well, Jacob had neither the memory nor the acumen of a

schoolman, but he took an interest in life, thank Heaven for

it, and he meant to get some value out of it. He was only

twenty-five, and he intended to adventure into knowledge,

practical and theoretical. Eric ? Bah ! Eric was dead, he

ought to be bound and put among works of reference.
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Erie mkUwIood booki in Unaiol Btwiktuw ; Jacob wMfced

to undarrtand book* in toniiy ol lif»-HJl the ret* wm » for-

mal*, and the fonnula contidiied » ooartMit that had nevet

beenevahiated. Jacob waa for the erahiation of the constant,

he wanted to undentand life. Bother Spenoer'a metophytw !

Damn Eric I

CHAPTER XXm
bbadlby's tiakslatiom

1.

Dotwo the earlier part of this year Jacob had been fuU of

eagerness and anxiety, he had been looking for the resolt of

the great competition upon which he had worked for Bradley.

In the ofBoe he had held his tongue, for he boldly prophesied

success whenever he spoke of the competition, and he did not

wish okl Eckholt to hear him. If Bradley should not win—

abtit omen—Eckholt would not faU to remind him of his

Jubilations. Old Eckholt was bad enou^ at the best of

times—it was superfluous to give him opportunities. Bradley

smiled tolerantly when Jacob let himself go in the lunch hour.

Bradley had twenty-eight competitions behind him, and was

busy on the thirtieth ; he founded no unusual expectations on

the success of the twenty-ninth.

The result when it appeared was aggravating to Bradley, if

it afforded Jacob some measure of relief from the pessimisms

of old Eckholt. For the third time in his career Bradley was

proxime aeeesrit ; the second premium was £26, a useful

addition to his income, but to be so near and fail again was

very mortif3ring.

"Perhaps they may carry out your designs alter all,

suggested the hopeful Jacob, when the announcement was

made. " The first chap may be a rotter like old Grover."

" No, the first chap is ." repUed Bradley, naming a

well-known architect.
" Men like that always seem to win," put in old Eckholt.

Jacob was on the point of being exceedingly rode to his

li
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•eaior, Imt Bndley intwrapted him with :
'* I'm not working

to-night. Come home mm! have « Jaw."
£" Rather," oonMnted Jacob.

" All ri^t t Qood. Shut up about the competition, now.
I'm a bit aiok of it."

" No wonder," sneered Eckholt, who liked to have the last

word.

The " Jaw " was an interesUng one to Jacob, and helped to
point him on the new road he was travelling. Bradley gavi-

him a list of books to read, and discussed many problems with
him. For some time past Jacob had been applying the
principle of natural selection to every natural object. He had
stood for an hour in front of Rowland Ward's little shop in

Piccadilly speculating on the tusks oi an elephant, trying to
follow in theory the steps by which they had been developed.
These things fascinated him, and he had no one with whom
he could discuss them but Bradley.

Rather late in the evening he reverted to the subject of

competitions. " How's your new one getting on !" he asked.
" Not very fast," replied Bradley. " I'm not sure whether

I shall go on with it."

" You're not going to chuck going in for them, are you ?"

Jacob's tone had a note of alanu. He worshipped the
qualities that make for success in others. He liked to read of
success, even the humblest. Failure to him was the great
tragedy.

" Oh no ! This particular one is unusually difficult, that's
all. It hardly seems worth while to go on with it. The site

is so awkward."
" What's the Job ?"

" New offices for the Birchester Corporation."
•• Birchester ? Sounds big. What's the estimate for ?"
" Eighty thousand."
" By Jove ! That's a big thing ! I should stick to it if I

were you."
" I may," said Bradley, and turned the conversation into

other channels.

The truth is that Bradley did not wish Jacob to help him
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in mftUng the new dimwingR. This with wm partly doe to a

feeling of independence. He did not o«re to Moept the gift

of help, however generously and unselfishly the gift was

offered. Bradley had never looked to any man for help. Mid

he preferred to be self-suiBoient. If Jacob would have

accepted a fair rate of remuneration for his work, it would have

been a different matter—but Jacob steadfastly refused any

suggestion of payment ; the point had been raised again soon

after Christmas, some six weeks before. This feeling, how-

ever, was not all. Bradley was human enough to have a

thought for Jacob also. He believed that Jacob was wasting

Ids time in the study of architecture, and now that he saw

the youngster intent on a new study which, if it promised no

immediate reward, would, at least, educate him, Bradley

thou^t it better that Jacob should spend his evenings in

reading rather than in the mechanical work of inking in plans

and sections.

Thus it came about that Jacob had no hand in the making

of the new drawings. He mentioned the subject once or

twice, but it must be confessed that he was somewhat easily

put off. He was very engrossed in his reading at this time,

and if working on the competition meant close association

with Bradley, it entailed, also, long absences from his books.

Moreover, when Bradley was working, his conversation was

very disjointed ; Jacob had heard Bradley at his best, and he

was not now content with the little that had once seemed so

much.
When one day in June, the Monday after the visit to Eric,

Bradley announced quietly at lunch that the Birchester

competition drawings had gone in, Jacob was at first surprised

and then resentful.
'* Hang it all, you needn't have kept it so dark," he said,

trying to di^^ise from himself the fact that he hadnot, periiaps,

been so eager in his offer to help as on a former occasion.

"I thought you were better employed," said Bradley.

"Nv-Jw, don't get excited. I mean that. You needn't be

offended if I tell you that I don't think you'll ever make a big

success an an architect."
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JACOB STAHL

Jacob imnofidifttely became depreued. "No I I tuppose
not," he aighed.

" Well, you needn't get downhearted over it. There are
other ways of making a living."

" None that I'm fitted for," returned Jacob.
" Writing ?"

" Oh ! Lord ! You know how much chance I have in that
direction," expostulated Jacob.

*• Time, man. Time and patience. You always want to
rush things so. Go on read^ for a bit, and then learn to
write. You have got plenty of imagination, bnt no patience
to learn."

"I^^^yon mean, really, that you think I might learn to
write V* Jacob's tone expressed a hopefulness as suddenly
developed as his earlier despondency.

" Yes, I do. Certainly I do. You've got a lot of the
qualifications—but you must learn."

" Yes
!

I must learn. I am learning," said Jacob, not
" By Jove, I will learn," as he would have said six months
before. And then he returned to Bradley's affairs.

" I suppose you've started another competition ?" he asked.
" Not yet. There isn't one going at the moment. By the

way, when are you taking your holiday V*
" I don't know. I haven't thou^t about it."

"I suppose you wouldn't care to Join me. I'm going to
Paris."

" By Gad, shouldn't I, though ? I say. Bradder, do you mean
It? You are a brick. Would I care? I should Just think so."

It is a pity that hero-worship should always be devoted to
those who are independent of worship. Bradley knew that
Jacob's enthusiasm was inspired less by the vision of Paris
than by the fact that the holiday was to be spent in the
company of one, Owen Bradley. But the knowledge gave him
no thrill of satisfaction.

" What ought one to wear for Paris ?" asked Jacob, when
other details had been discussed.

" Whatever is most comfortable," replied Bradley. " Don't
on any account wear new boots, for instance."
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2.

The memory of that fortnight in Paris muat remain for

ever associated in Jacob's mind with the figure of Owen

Bradley, a figure in a light tweed suit which was plainly not

new, and a straw hat ; a figure, nevertheless, neat, incon-

spicuous. Bradley seemed as much at home, at ease, in

Paris as in the City of London. His French was fluent, and

if his accent and gesture were unmistakably English, yet his

Anglicisms lacked insularity. It was simply Bradley in

Paris, not a touring Ei^lishman. One accepted the fact at

once. The customs officials, the cab-drivers, the hotel-keeper

treated him not as a tourist, but as a resident—if asked, they

might have guessed him a Journalist or an artist. Jacob—hw

method marks the contrast—tried to " get the atmosphere,"

he tried to feel and appear French, and failed for sufficient

reasons. Yet after five years in Paris, Jacob might have

passed for a Frenchman. Bradley would have remained

Bradley after fifty years of Paris life.

As a background to Bradley, remains the city of Paris as

she appears in July, overrun with tourists; the American

element most pronounced not by virtue of numbers so much

as individuality. The travelling Englishman, his reputation

notwithstanding, may pass uimoticed in France, he has not

the self-assertiveness of the American abroad, and the

Englishwoman is merely insignificant by the side of her

American sister. But Paris, herself, retains her individuality

despite the aliens who hang on her skirts, and she was more

typically French in face of the invasion when Jacob first saw

her, than she is now with her English shops and restaurants.

Jacob recalls chiefly a memory of splendid buildings seen

from open places, or framed by the avenue of a prospect
;
of

extraordinarily wide roads, and architecture that had a

quality of originality which was new to him. He remembers,

dimly, many museums visited in the company of an explana-

tory Bradley who appeared to know them with a compre-

hensive thoroughness ; and he remembers more vividly the

detail of pavement caf6s, and the restaurants on the other

J;.
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I

side of the river in which they generally dined. With Tony
in Paris, Jacob would have spent much money, but Bradley
was a strong restraining influence. " There's no need to throw
your money away, in order to see Paris," he explained, and
made good his statement. In other ways, too, Tony would
have led Jacob in other paths, and even in present circum-
stances he was tempted to adventure. On one occasion he
broached the subject to Bradley. " You do whatever you
like," was the answer. " I don't mind, only don't ask me to
Join you." Jacob understood clearly enou^ that it would
make no difference to Bradley, but he preferred, nevertheless,
to retain his friend's eeteem—and, perhaps, his own.

It was, on the whole, a brilliant and entirely satisfactory
holiday. Yet when Jacob returned to the office on the
Monday morning which marked the beginning of another
fifty weeks' daily attention to the profession of architecture,
he felt that he knew Bradley no better, no more intimately
than before. He found himself reflecting that Bradley was
an " awfuUy good sort " and " infernally clever," but he
found himself, also, beginmng to assign the first boundaries
of Bradley's limitations. He was not selfish, exactly, no, nor
wrapped up in his own affairs—he never spoke of them unless
interrogated—yet, what was it ? he was so self-sufficient—one
never got any further.

Jacob was not the true type of hero-worshipper ; he sought
a return. He had not realized this in his relations with
Bradley, till after the Paris holiday.

Outwardly the friendship remained unaltered. But Bradley
understood the difference, and was not sorry. He did not
wish to become involved in any intimacy, it might interfere
with his work.

" This will interest you." Bradley handed Jacob a letter.
There was no hint of enthusiasm or excitement in his voice,
and as Jacob opened the letter and saw the printed address.
" Municipal Offices, CJross Street, Birchester," his heart sank—
" another failure," was the thought that leapt to his mind.
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and he felt as if the failure were hia own. He read on before

speaking ;
perhaps, another second premium had been awarded,

-—the second premium in this case^iras £100.

"'Re the Municipal Offices Competition.

"
' Dbab Sik,

"'We beg to informyou that we havebeenadvised byour

assessors . . . (names given) ... of the above competition that

your designs have been approved as the best of those submitted

to us, and are, therefore, awarded the first premium of £250.'

"

" By Gad !" shouted Jacob, forgetful of other lunchers, " I

congratulate you. I am glad." There was no questioning

the genuineness of his enthusiasm. An old man at the next

table, who had sat there every week-day for over forty years,

scowled over his paper ; he disapproved as strongly of this

indecent display of emotion as any member of the Carlton

might have done in other circumstances ; the circxunstance of

the Carlton Beading-room, for instance.

"All right, old chap, keep cool," replied Bradley, con-

tinuing his lunch, " you haven't finished yet."

" Why—surely . .
." began Jacob, and fell to the further

perusal of the letter.

" ' We must remind you, however, that, according to the

terms of the competition agreed to by you, the first or any

design is not necessarily accepted for the carrying out of the

work, and as your name is unknown to us or to our assessors,

as that of an architect in practice in London, we must ask

you to furnish some evidence of your practical qualifications

before publishing our award. .
.'
"

" I say, is that usual 1" asked Jacob.

" No ! Birchester," returned Bradley.

" Miserable blighters !" said Jacob, and continued :

" ' It is advisable under the circumstances that you should

meet the Advisory Committee as soon as possible, in order

that they may arrive at a decision in the matter, and we should

be glad if you could make it convenient to call at these offices

on Thursday afternoon next at 3 o'clock.'
"
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The document was signed by three members of the Advisory

Committee, notably by George Beaue, Mayor ; it was evidently

the composition of some clerk who had served his articles in a

lawyer's office.

" Thursday ! That's to-morrow," commented Jacob.
" You're going, of course."

" I have acceded to the command."
" And, good Lord, you've been sitting next to me since

half-past nine, and never given me a hint."
" Don't say anything about it in the office, yet," said

Bradley. " I have told Morley, of course, but I asked him
to keep it quiet."

Jacob drew a long breath, and gazed through the person of

the forty-year habitu^ opposite. " Good Lord," he said in an
awestruck tone, " I say, what does it feel like, old man ?"

" I haven't got the Job yet," remarked Bradley quietly,
" Have you finished ? Come on !"

The babitud, whose scowls had been so ineffectual, was
greatly relieved by their departur ). To him, the success of

the young seemed slightly profane.

Thursday was a day of penance to Jacob. He had besought
Bradley to send him a telegram as to the success, or otherwise,

of his interview with the committee. " They probably won't

arrive at any decision till after I'm gone," said Bradley.
" Well, wire me what you think will happen," urged Jacob,

and Bradley had agreed.

Jacob was false to his trust on that Thursday. Mr. Morley

was very much in the office, and " kept bobbin' in an' out,"

as old Eckholt said. Nevertheless Jacob found great diffi-

culty in keeping his attention on the full-size details of

mouldings he was making for the mortuary of the North-

western Hospital, and he was so full of Bradley's mission to

Birchester that, at last, he could keep it to himself no longer.

Under a pledge of secrecy he confided the facts to old Eckholt.
" He'U be lucky if he gets the Job," said Eckholt. " They'll

be very chary of giving it to a young man like Mr. Bradley."
" Oh ! aurdy not," protested Jacob. " He's so Jolly clever."
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man."aeverneM don't go for much," replied the old

" They want a man who's had practical experience."

" Well, good Lord," said Jacob, impatiently, "however is any-

one going to start in practice at that rate—it's like saying that

no one must go into the water until they've learned to swim."

" It's a very big Job to start with," said Eckholt.

" Whatever is the good of having competitions, then ?"

asked Jacob.
. .. . ,

" They get all the best ideas," replied Eckholt, and then

get their own architect to carry them out."

" That's a bare-faced swindle," protested Jacob.

" There's a lot of humbug about 'em," said the old man.

" I soon found that out."

Jacob was aggravated, he could hardly control his temper.

" Pessimistic old fool," he thought to himself ;
aloud he said :

"
I'll lay you ten to one, Bradley gets the Job."

" I never bet," replied old Eckholt.

Jacob shrugged his shoulders.

At a quarter to six a telegram arrived for him :

" AU right. Bradley."

" He's got it," shouted Jacob, r^ardless of office propriety.

" How do you know 1" asked old Eckholt, pausing, towel in

hand—he always went down to wash precisely at a quarter to

six.

Jacob thrust the telegram upon him.

" H'm !" said old Eckholt.
" Oh ! sucks for you ! you old fool," said Jacob, rudely,

as soon as the old man had left the room.

There is no precise material from which an exact account of

that momentous interview between Bradley and the Com-

mittee can be reconstructed, but in Jacob's mind there remains

an impression of the scene, partly created by Bradley's own

report of the proceedings, partly romantic. It has, indeed,

the essential qualities of the romantic. The hero, however
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modem, has those heroic gifts of courage and craft which
have dignified the adventurer from the days of Odysseus.
There is, too, a one-eyed giant to be overcome, and though
he appears under so unromantic a name as Geoige Beane, he
is not less powerful than the giants of Homer's imagining.
His one eye is fixed upon a prot^ whose designs have not
been placed by the assessors ; but what of that ? Beane was
Mayor of Bircheeter, and he believed that he had the Com-
mittee under his thumb. The prot^6, too, was his son-in-

law. " You leave it to me, my boy. I'll fix it," the giant
may have said in private—^nepotism is not unknown even in

the municipal councils of our own days. The irony of the
affair lies in the fact that George Beano was a building con-
tractor. Also, he was an essential pillar of the Church ; he had
been a pillar of the Methodist Connexion before he turned
Beane and Co. into a limited company.
The other protagonist had nothing to support him but

his wit, backed by a comprehensive knowledge and a cool

determination to win. The casual observer,—says the com-
mercial traveller who sat opposite to the hero in the tram,—
would have detected none of the qualities necessary to fit this

quiet man for the Homeric struggle. The casual observer
took him at first for a brother bagman, with sample baskets
in the van. He saw a fair-haired man with a trim moustache,
and gold-rimmed spectacles that did not disguise the expres-
sion of keen, rather small blue eyes under brows that drew
together and were separated by one strongly-marked vertical

line, almost to be spoken of as a cleft. He was dressed well,

in frock-coat, top-hat and patent-leather boots—what was
good enough for Paris or London, was not good enough for a
committee of tradesmen in a big provincial town. He carried

his clothes well, he was neither too short nor too taU for them,
and the clothes were neither soiled nor new—only his gloves
were new. " A first-class round for some big house, old-

established, might be connected with the firm," was the
casual observer's summary ; but he was biassed, he thought
in his own groove. He may be foi^iven for not perceiving

the Homeric qualities.
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Undoubtedfy Bradley recognized the leader of the Com-
mittee from the otttaet. Beane was not in hia mayoral robes,

but he bore the stamp of the " boss "—a man of middle height,

somewhat sparsely bearded, with a face which showed that his

money had not been made in the shop, and square thick hands
—Beane had started life as a stone-mason. " That's the man
Fm up against," was Bradley's first impression, he told Jacob
so much and also that he guessed Beane, at first sight, a builder.

The parley began with broad, simple questions from the
assessors

; gentlemen both, and willing enough to pass this

aspirant to Birohester honours if he appeared competent.
They were soon satisfied, the elder boasted, later, that even
in the first brief exchange of civilities, he recognized a man
who would make his mark.

Then the giant enters, already uneasy, but determined to

expose the ignorance of this " cock-sure young Jackanapes
"

from London. He is a practical man, this Mayor, and is not
tired of so describing himself ; he enters the field with a con-

fidence begotten and bred during a long experience of the
unpractical architect. Unhappily the subject is not matter
for an epic, it is not a world-story, it is too technical. Beane
was a progressive man, if he had been rigidly conservative in

building matters, he might have made a better showing. He
believed in modem appliances and modem methods—he led

off with tidiat was then a modem material in construction, he
tried to pose Bradley on the uses of steel-construction.

Only a week before Beane had had a prolonged argument
with his aspiring son-in-law which had had a bearing on this

very subject—and had left the young man protesting that

steel-construction was outside the architect's province, it

was a matter for the engineer. Mayor Beane felt confident

that he would disgrace the whipper-snapper from London in

the face of the Committee, by a few questions on this practical

point. The word " practical " must needs recur in speaking
of Beane—^it was his talisman.

So he fired his first question and being Just one fraction

disconcerted, reverted to a habit of past days and, in the
question, spoke of rolled iron Joists.
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Bradley uuwend the qoeatioQ with fluency and added as a

rider, " Of oourse there is no object in using a rolled iron

Joist when one o«n use steel, which is cheaper."
" Cheftper, eh ?" sneered Beane, realizing his mistake, but

setting a trap.

" Dearer weight for weight, certainly," said Bradley, " but

cheaper to use, when you take the scantling into account."

The lay members of the Committee did not understand

why, but they saw a point was scored against the Mayor.

Is was but the £brst of many. Bullying had no effect.

Bradley was calm, self-contain^, competent. In practical

matters it seemed that he had as much knowledge as his

builder examiner, and when it came to theory he almost had

the giant interested. It was only by an effort that Beanc

remembered his son-in-law, and aU that his son-in-law would

connote should Beane and Son win the contract for the

Municipal Offices, in fair and open tender.

The senior assessor interposed at last with " Really, Mr.

Mayor, I think we are quite satisfied."

If there had been one point bungled, the giant might have

made material out of it, but he was beaten, he had not a leg

to stand on. He had but one vote in a committee of eight,

and he had been so confident of his own ability that he had

hardly troubled to canvass his fellow-members. The son-in-

law must necessarily be kept in the background for the mo-
ment, and he had said little to his colleagues beyond sneering

at vhe possibility of adopting some young Jackanapes from a

London office, to carry out so big a Job. Experience was

what was needed, practical experience, and doubtless Beane,

of Beane and Co., had had no fear of demonstrating before the

Committee that any London Jackanapes had not the essential

recommendation. Major-Qeneral Sir Henry H. Barrow-Fayne,

the only co-opted member of the Committee (the assessors had

no vote), had heard the Mayor's anticipatory description of

the first premium-winner, and Sir Henry spoke of vhe memor-
able encounter ever afterwards as the story of Jackanapes and

the Beanstalk. Sir Henry's was a county family more famed
for solidity than wit, and this jeu de mota had quite a vogue.
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Beane't iMt stroke wm unfortunate, and finally alienated

the qrmpathy of his fellow-members.
" I suppose you'd like that premium paid in cash ?—You'll

be wanting the money to set up your own office, likely t"

Sir Henry and the two assessors winced visibly.

" I was going to suggest," replied Bradley, overlooking the

insult, " that if the work is entrusted to me, the premium
should be merged in the commission. The premium is merely

by way of being a guarantee of good faith."

" No ! No !
!" It was a general murmur.

Beane was a practical man, with plenty ojl good, sound
common-sense and he knew when he was beaten. Moreover,

he was Mayor and he meant to lead, he had no intention of

being in a minority of one.
" Well I I'm satisfied if you are," he said, addressing the

Ciommittee. To Bradley he was generous. " You know your
business better than most architects I've come across, young
man, and you may take it from me that I have had a practical

experience."
" Yes. I inferred that," was Bradley's reply, and Sir Henry

and the two assessors smiled.

Thus the confident expression of victory transmitted to

Jacob was fully Justified.

To Jacob, the great story of Jackanapes and the Beanstalk

furnished an object-lesson in dream pictures. He remembered
his conversation with Tony on the subject of Grover's dis-

missal by the ancestors of this very Birchester Committee, and
he remembered how he had constructed an idealized version, in

which he had, imself, figured as the competition winner, and
had been unanimously approved by virtue of certain qualities

of his—^not specifically realized. Now the fact outdid his

dream at every point, but instead of an idealized Jacob Stahl,

there appeared the real person of Owen Bradley, whose oppor-

tunities had not been greater than Jacob's own. The lesson

to be noted, however, was less the fact that Bradley had cer-

tiun qudities which were leading him on to success in his own
line, than the fact that for the best construction of dream-
pictures, certain practical knowledge was required. " If one

i I
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h«d to write lh*t story, now,** reflected Jacob, '* it woald be

neceasary to know many things. I am to vagne in my dreams.

I miwt study detail. I most learn oonstmction." He had a

choice of two corollaries. One must study detail for the pur-

pose of writing romances, or one must write only of that one

knows from experience. Jacob inclined to the belief that

there was a possible compromise which included both alter-

natives.

The fact of Bradley's success could no longer be hidden from

the office, and congratulation was the only overt expression

of feeling ; but no genius for observation, nor subtle com-

prehension of human nature, was needed to appreciate the

underlying envy which everyone attempted to disguise in

Bradley's presence. Even Mr. Morley himself, making small

Jokes to the effect that he would have to look to his laurels,

was not free from jealousy ; though as he had Just been

appointed assessor for a contemplated competition, he could

not suggest,—as did many members of his staff, in private,

—

that " luck " was the ruling principle that governed the award

in these matters.

Old Eckiiolt displayed the general opinion with more
honesty than his colleagues.

•• Well, you're one of the lucky ones, BIr. Bradley," he said.

" I'm sure i congratulate you."

But Jacol, who was present, had i» word to say ; he was, as

Bradley was quick enough to notice, the only one who at-

tempted in no way to belittle the achievement.
" You're bound to be ' luc^,' Mr. Eckholt," said Jacob,

"if you have genius and persistence—^they're very rare

qualities." This little speech had been prepared in antici-

pation, there had been no question that the opportunity to

bring it in would be afforded.
" Oh ! Mr. Bradley quite deserves it, I'm sure," was the old

man's repartee, which still begged the main question, and left

Jacob grumblinf that that was not the point.

Bradley's leave-taking ^as not long deferred. George
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Bmim might h«Te proved » tumbling-blook to Bndley*s

•ooeptanoe by th« CommiUee, bat he wm » moet uaeful Miet

whbo it cAHie to pnctioal affairs. No unseemly delays were

to throw discredit on Birchester's Corporation, when a building

undertaking was in hand under the management of that ex-

pert, BCayor Beane. The site had to be cleared and the house-

breaJcers set to work. " We will make the excavations and

the foundations a separate contract if you like," suggested

Bradley ;
" it wiU save a lot of time."

George Beane openly expressed his admiration for Bir-

chejter's new architect, and took all the credit for the appoint-

ment. " He knows his Job," repeated the Ifayor, " and that's

r.ire enough among architects."

Inwardly George Beane was wondering how he would fare

when it came to the question of tenders. He decided not to

enter for the foundation contract. "Come Christmas, my
term of office will be over, and I shall have a freer hand," he

meditated. " Likely Fd better resign—temporarily—from

the Council, when I get the Job."

Meantime Bradley had his hands full. There were all the

contract drawings to be got out for the quantity surveyor. He
had begun working on them the night he returned from Bir-

chester ; his notes, tracings, and memory furnished sufficient

material for pencil outlines ; the prize drawings were still on

exhibition at the Town Hall. There were, too, all the arrange-

ments to be made for taking and furnishing an office and for

engaging a staff. The office was to be in London. It had
beea suggested that he should move to Birchester, but

Bradley had resolutelT' opposed that suggestion. No field

smaller than London was big enough for Bradley. Mayor
Beane had made no attempt to alter Bradley's determination

in this respect
;
possibly Mr. Beane was of opinion that, should

he win the contract, he wonld sooner that this well-informed,

young architect should not appear too often on the site.

There proved to be no lack of money for the accomplish-

ment of these things. The thought had occurred to Jacob,

picturing the economies of the Stockwell lodging, that Bradley

might be glad of a loan. There was Aunt Hester's httle
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legacy, practically untouched, if Bradley oared to use it. He
might if he liked make a business transaction of it and pay
interest.

But when Jacob, tentatively, inquired whether finance

offered any difficulties, Bradley replied that he had £2,000—
partly saved—for this emergency. " I knew I should want
it, one day," smd Bradley quietly. Jacob admired the

principle, but he was disappointed in that he had not been
enabled to offer even this little assistance. . . .

When Bradley had gone, the oiUce seemed very deserted.

For two weeks Jacob shared the room with old Eckholt,

who was no companion, though he talked more now than
when Bradley had been there. Jacob wondered whether the

old man had not bei^n slightly in awe of Bradley's superior

knowledge. It had occurred to Jacob that his old office com-
panion, Bennetts, might care to make application for the

vacant place on Mr. Morley's staff, and he wrote a friendly

letter making the suggestion. But Bennetts had been ad-

mitted into some kind of partnership with Mr. Baker, who had
been suffering from diabetes and less able to look after his out-

door work than he had been ; so Bennetts thanked Jacob for

!- Ji thought, but refused the offer.

Jacob had wondered whether he might not be offered a place

in Bradley's new office, but no such offer was made. " I suppose
I am not good enough," he thought bitterly, remembering
Bradley's advice to drop architecture in favour of literature,

should a reasonable opportunity present itself. The bitter-

ness was more or less Justifiable. Bradley was marching on to

success ; he wanted no avoidable handicaps and he wanted
every second of his time ; he had none to spare for friendship

Just then, and Jacob, guessing this, and anxious to avoid

putting himself in a false position, did not press his society

on his translated friend. Bradley was still admirable, his

qualities were splendid, but he was no longer a hero. Jacob
had now definitely assigned the boundaries of Bradley's

limitations.

After a fortnight a new assistant came to fill the vacant stool.

He was a middle-aged man with a pointed beard that was
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streaked with white. He had once been in practice for him-

self and was on the descending path, a fact which he denied

in secret, and attempted to hide in public by an assumption

of superiority. He was rather deaf and spoke little, but he

let it be understood that he had only accepted the berth tem-

porarily, to oblige Mr. Morley. No companion, thip. for Jacob.

There remained Leigh-Weston and his two companions in

the next room, and Jacob contracted the habit of spending

some of his time with them when Mr. Morley was safely out

of the way. He even went home with Leigh-Weston on one

or two occasions and invited him, in turn, to Great Ormond

Street, but the acquaintance did not ripen. . .

.

Time went by and Jacob, wrapped in his books—^he was a

steady and capable reader by this time—almost forgot the

attractions of human companionship out of office hours. In

the office he had made steady progress. He was a trusted

draughtsman now, his tracing days were quite done with,

and often he forgot that he was not in some sense a success

—

by contrast he was a success in the office, there were three or

four new assistants now ; Juniors to him. At the end of five

years with Mr. Morley he was earning £2 10s. a week. With

his private income he was comparatively rich, quite rich

enough to indulge his taste in books. He had over four hun-

dred now, and wanted a new bookcase.

One day, about six months after the great competition,

Jacob met Bradley in the street.

" Hallo !" said Bradley, " why have you never been to see

me?"
" Thought you were too busy," replied Jacob.
" You weren't far out," said Bradley, " I have been pressed.

I've got two more Jobs, bebides the Birchester building, in

hand."
" Good man !" answered Jacob.
" But I shall be freer in a month or two," went on Bradley.

" We must have an evening together."
" Thanks ! I should like it immensely."
" StiU at the same address ?"

" Oh yes ! I'm not thinking of moving."
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Bradley wm evidently in « huiiy, but Jacob had oane more
question to ask. "I say," he said, " did that old blighter,

the Mayor, get the Birohester contract f

"

Bradley laughed. " No ! Beano's tender was the lowest,

but one, ai^ he used all his influence to get it accepted, but
I didn't want himm contractor, I don't think he was strwc^t."

" So you hoofed him ?"

ftwiley nodded.

It was a fitting sequel to the story of Jackanapes.



BOOK V
LOLA

CHAPTER XXIV

AK INTBODITOnON AS1> AN KNOAOEMXDTT

1.

" It's the people that fetch me. My de«ir Lola, do look at

that woman coming in ! All over bits. Where did she

collect them 1"

"You always meet some of those appalling people at a

reception of this sort."

" I haven't the very dimmest notion what the reception's

for."
" Wild Kids' Protection Society, isn't it ?"

" I thought it must be something wild. Here are some of

the very wildest birds coming in now. They're al' moulting,

or moulted, not a feather on them ; no wonder they want

protecting. Where do they come from 1"

" Oh ! the women are simply appalling."

" They amuse me. I must imitate that old bird over there,

when I get home. I'm dying to do it now."

"Don't! I shall laugh, and we shall be turned out in

disgrace. One is not supposed to be amused. It's all very

serious."

"The men are not nearly so interesting. They haven't

got that scallywaggy look the women have."
" No ! Some of them look quite decent."

" I'm rather sorry for that lost-looking little bmi, over there

in the comer."
281
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" Trying to appear absorbed in the water-colours ?"

" Yes ! He is quite lost. When he came in, he didn't
know the Duchess was receiving, and he cut her dead. Never
even looked at her ! He walked on, sweetly innocent that
the Duchess was ready to shake hands with him and that he
had given her the very coldest of shoulders."

" How funny ! He looks rather nice."
" Is he English, do you think ? His hair's so dark."
"Irish, I should say. His eyes are blue—^rather a nice

blue. I noticed them when he passed Just now."
" He looks as if he'd been ill. Do you notice how he leans

on his stick ?"
'

' Isn't he a little lame ? What would you guess he is ?"
" Oh ! Literary, my dear."
" M—yes, perhaps ! He doesn't look hard up."
" Or an artist—^possibly."

" He looks too much like a gentleman."
That's nothing ; he might be an Academician."

" Too young."
" I think you're right about his being lame. There's some-

thing not quite right about his legs—I can't make out what it

is. Doesn't it strike you that they are just about one size

too small for him ? He's quite a well-developed man above
the waist."

" Yes ! I like the lameness. It gives him a distingu^ look."
"He's trying t- vork up an interest in the pictures this

side now. He c Jy looks very lost, lorn and lonely, my
dear. What a pity we can't take pity on him and make him
get us some tea."

As the subject of discussion passed the two women, the less

vivacious, addressed by her companion as Lola, looked up at
him under her eyelashes. There was the suspicion of a smile
in the look, a smile of encouragement ; but the eyelashes—they
were quite distinctly a feature—^were dropped again almost
immediately.

The man hesitated—it was a barely perceptible hesitation—
and passed on.

" A very shy bird, my dear."
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" My dear Sally, he could hardly come up and speak to us."

" Why not 1 We've all shakan hands with the Duchess.

Isn't that sufficient introduction ^"

•' You said he didn't shake hands with her."

•' I forgot that. Oh ! no, it wouldn't do at all. I shouldn't

dream of knowing him under the circumstances."

" I don't know. It's rather distinguished to cut a Duchess."

" My dear, don't you feel as if you could peck a little seed ?"

" I suppose we shall have to go and forage for ourselves."

" It's a pity our nice man was so shy."

The tea-room was overcrowded. Tne visitors evidently

found tea more interesting than the exhibitions of the Society

of Painters in Water-Colour, whose premises were lent for

the purposes of the reception. The two women peeped in, but

decided that the " birds were too wild."

In a room beyond, which they investigated with a faint

hope of finding further provision for tea, they saw the nice

man, almost alone, still studying art.

" Let's sit down and look bored to the world," suggested

the woman addressed as Sally. " He must be able to see

we're starving."

Her companion smiled. " I could do anything for the sake

of tea," she said.

The student of water-colours noticed their entrance. " I

wish I had the pluck to speak to them," he was reflecting,

" but they would probably be offended. I don't know, though,

why they should be. I'm such a hopeless idiot in these

things. I've no self-confidence to carry the thing off." He

turned round and looked in the direction of the two women.

They were sitting down, but they were not looking at him.

They appeared so entirely unconscious of his presence in the

room, that he allowed his glance to rest upon them for a

moment. One of them was dark and rotund—" not pretty,"

decided the man, " but she looks Jolly—amusing, rather a

good sort, I should think. The other . .
." He could not

decide about the other. She was very slight, her eyes were

of rather a deep blue, she had brown hair two or three shades

lighter than her eyebrows and eyelashes, which were not quite

I
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black. She wore her hair dwMed low in the neck. This was
not the prevailing fashion and it gave her a look of intellectu-
ahty, the look of a woman who " did something." She had
on a loose dress of some lavender-grey material, a laige black
hat and a black feather boa with a hint of bronze-green in it.

Interesting," was the word that came first. " She might
be literary, or artistic

; or an actress," was the further verdict.
Something a little French about her—perhaps it's the way

she uses her hands when she talks." The word " interesting
"

came back ; it seemed conclusive.
" Oh I he's very shy, my dear," said the " JoUy-looking "

woman. " He'll never dare, unless we give him most marked
encouragement."

" Wait till he comes past," suggested she who had been
labelled " interesting."

" My dear Lola, I had no idea you were so daring."
•• I'm not. I'm dying for tea, and we can't go till we've

heard some of the speeches."
Sally yawned ostentatiously. " Speeches ?" she asked.
" Oh ! we must. He's coming. Back me up. . .

." Then
in a louder voice, " The arrangements are perfectly disgraceful.
It's absolutely hopeless for two women to get tea ; the way
those people crowd and push is perfectly ap^ling."
The man paused, quite perceptibly this time. He was

carrying his hat but he somehow conveyed the idea that he
would have liked to raise it ; his bow had an air of incomplete-
ness, as of one unaccustomed to bowing.
" I—I don't know whether I could be of any use," he said,

with some hesitation. « I might be able to get some tea for
you—perhaps."

" Oh
!

that's very kind of you," said the JoUy-looking
woman rather coldly. " I'm afraid you won't find it an easy
matter."

The other woman smiled. " We're Just dying for tea," she
said.

The man hurried away, evidently intent on the business of
tea-getting. At first sight it seemed a hopeless task. The
buffet was besieged, and the tables were being served by
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waitreases who never stand by a man on such occasions.

Boldly to attack the buffet seemed almost an impossibility to

the lone man of this occasion. He foresaw the necessity for

something approaching a physical struggle. To bribe a

waitress was, also, prolmbly the wrong thing to do, he thought

;

moreover, it was doubtful whether tea was served in that other

room ; to secure a table in this one was impossible. He
hesitated, inclined to make a dash for freedom and seek the

safety of Piccadilly. Why had he been such a fool as to offer
^

to do a thing that he was obviously inci mpetent to do ? He
took three steps towards the outer room and safety, and was

met by Fate in the person of a leisurely waiter, returning from

his duties of attention to the party of the Duchess—served

with decency, separated from the crowd.

"I want tea for two," said the nice man. "For two

ladies. They are in the room through there." He indicated

the exact position.

The waiter paused on the verge of an excuse, but relented

when he found the proffered tip was a half-crown. The aris-

tocracy alwajrs commanded his respect, and the imperious

demand and the willingness to pay for conveniences, evidently

placed this man above the heterogeneous crowd of wild-bird

lovers clamouring at the buffet.

" I will wait for you," said the nice man, thereby solving a

difficult problem for himself—to return with a mere promise

of tea and await the oncoming of the waiter involved a period

of awkwardness, and if the waiter proved faithless, what

then 1 While he waited, he looked into the small gallery

through the hinge of the door and noted that the two women
were now the only occupants v/f the room. When the tea

appeared—a special tea second only to that of the Duchess

—

he indicated the position of the ladies to the waiter, and walked

back into the larger gallery. He was debating a question of

tact. He had solved the first problem by ordering tea for two
only. He had not forced himself upon them. He must avoid

that. He felt that he could not now wander back into the

small gallery. He was conscious of a wish to make the furUier

acquaintance of that person he had labelled as interesting,
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but even more of a wish to make his way out into the safety

of Piooadilly. He compromised by deciding to make no

further advances. It was for the two women to acknowledge

his services, if they desired his further acquaintance. Yet

here was the promise of an adventure. He had not adventured

for so long—^furthermore, this adventure was of an entirely

new kind.
" He's not coming back," said Sally, as the two enjoyed

their tea in the luxury of the quiet little gallery. " He evi-

dently does not wish to make our acquaintance."
" Rather nice of him, though, wasn't it ?" replied Lola.
" Nice, but not flattering."
'* I don't know. I think it is rather flattering. If we meet

him we must thank him."
" Of course."

Sally seemed content with tea ; Lola looked up more than

once in the direction of the door which led to the buffet, and

presently she ventured the remark that she thought the nice

man was interesting.

Fate would not leave the nice man alone on this afternoon,

and ordained that he should, by the purest accident, find

himself seated immediately behind the two women during

the progress of the speeches. In an interval, she who had

attracted his chief attention turned and saw him. He bowed
slightly and experimented with a society smile.

" So very good of you," said the interesting woman, turning

round. "We enjoyed ourtea immensely. We are verygrateful."

The plump woman turned, also, and smiled her acquiescence

in these statements.
" Such a beastly crush, wasn't it ?" replied the nice man.

" I was lucky enough to commandeer a waiter. There was

only one."

Bother the speeches ! A long thin man with a sandy beard

was on his legs, and looked good for an hour, and the new
acquaintanceship was beginning so auspiciously. He had

done the right thing for once and had replied to her thanks

with a passable commonplace. " Commandeer " was rather

a good word to have used.
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The UU tpeaker was tedious. The woiMn in front did not

turn her hekl again ; nevertheless the nice man foui^ her

more and more interesting. He was lost m a ^7-^^^
when the sound of applause waked hmi to the fact that the

speech was over at last. The two women in «»«* had evi-

d«tttly had enough ; they were preparing to go. What was

he to do! It was not Fate that helped hmi this time. The

two women went out quickly, without turning round-another

Bpeaker was on his feet-but the feather boa which the in-

teresting woman had been wearing was left hangmg, most

conspicuously, over the back of her chair.

The design was obvious enough, but not to the mce man,

who attributed the left property to luck. Regf^^ss of the

opening sentences from the platform, he ooUected the boa and

iSfor the exit. He met his two acquaintances half-way

down the stairs—they were returning in search oi the lost boa.

" You are playing the part of Providence to us, this after-

noon," was the greeting he received.

" Really ? I thought Providence was looking after me,

he said, and then wondered if he had been too bold. The

plump woman was looking at him with coldly inquiring eyes ;

she appeared to be summing him up, but her compamon

evidently found no cause for offence, for she went on

:

"
It's abominable the way they manage these affairs, isn t

it 1 I do think they might take a little more trouble to do

the thing decently."
" Yes it was very badly managed," he said, and found

himself quite naturally walking with the two women towards

the entrance.
, , , . j i.u

The woman with the boa turned to her fnend as they

arrived on the pavement of Piccadilly. "You're coming

home with me, Sally 1" she asked, and receiving a reply in

the affirmative, she turned to the nice man and murmured

something about a hansom. He didn't catch her actual

words, but she seemed to address him familiarly, as a fnend,

he thought. Hansoms were abundant and he stood by

while the two women got in.

"Wm you teU him to drive to Upper Wobum Place,—
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number 27a f" she laid, and then added :
" Ftoriutps we may

meet again. So many thanks."

The nice man stood with lifted hat as they drove off. Ho
had her address, and it seemed to him that she had intended

something more than a polite expression when she had said,

" We may meet again." There had been something in her

tone, in her look. . . .

2.

Jacob's leisnre was restricted. During the week the call

of the office held him during the greater part of the day. But

the day following the reception was a Sunday ; he was free to

follow up his " adventure," as he thought of it,—if he dared.

The unfortunate part of it was that he did not know the

interesting woman's name. He couldn't call.

That Sunday morning found him perturbed. He could not

settle down to read. For the past two years and a half, he

had been growing into a habit of loneliness and nothing had

interfered to disturb him. It is true that in omnibuses and

trains he had frequently looked with passing interest at

women, and wondered whether some day he might not meet

an affinity. At twenty-seven he still believed firmly in the

theory of an affinity and had decided for many reasons that his

first love had not filled the description. Wherefore he had

regarded nxany pretty women with earnest attention—often

to their embarrassment—^and wondered whether this one or

that one was destined to play an important part in his life.

But his dreams remained dreams, he merely wondered and

left the initiative to Fate, or the lady favoured at the moment

with his attention, and neither had so far taken up the

challenge. There had been possible acquaintances, any num-

ber of them, but they had all belonged to anc^^jp class,

waitresses, shop-girls, grisettes. With these Jacob had made

one or two tentative experiments. He had advanced to the

confidence necessary to hold conversation with the Dulcies

and Mauds of City restaurants, and there had been occasional

excitements in the way of mild fiirtations with previously

unknown young women in the Parks, on Saturday or Sunday
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•fternoont. Thftt wm all The ezperim«nU lud gone no

farther. Alway» aome deUU, usuaUy the Cockney aooent,

tood between him and this feminine flotsam. The old ex-

perience with the confectioner'a young lady at Pelaworthy waa

repeated in different forma. If the teeth of theae chanoe

aoqoaintanoeB were presentable, lome other defect was in evi-

dence, hair, complexion, figure or an ensemble of untidiness.

Greatest bar of all was their intellectual standard. Jacob

looked for someone who could share his thoughts on one's

relation to the nebula—none of these had heard of the nebula.

When it was explained to them, in patiently elaborate lan-

ffuage, they probably said, " Oh ! Fency ! 'ave you ever been

to the fireworks at the Crystal Pellis ?" This was not com-

panionship ; and after two years* rigid ceUbacy, his sexual

passions no longer urged him.

On this Sunday morning he was perturbed by the cor

plation of his loneliness ; it had not presented itself to hia o

strongly before. He was conscious of a desire for the sym-

pathy which no man can give. In his thought of the interest-

ing woman he had seen at the reception, she figured as an

audience. " If I could but meet the right woman," he re-

flected,
" I might do something even now. I shall never work

without some inspiration." In visions, the woman in grey

seemed to be of the type which would furnish inspiration and

sympathy, a charming and satisfactory audience. She looked

clever. The friendship might be ideal, but it was difficult to

see how it was to be brought about. In any case there could

be no harm in a visit of inspection. There was no law, cere-

monial or otherwise, which prohibited a walk down Upper

Wobum Place. One might be returning from St. Pancras

Church, for instance.

Jacob dressed himself for ceremony, and took a prayer-

book which he unearthed from a dusty retreat behind books

more frequently referred to.

He jirived at St. Pancras Church by devious ways, Judd

Street and the Euston Road, and beguiled himself until the

worshippers were actually leaving the building. In these

pretences he was nothing if not thorough.
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Number 27a, Upper Wobum Pace, displayed an " apart-

ment card " in the fanli^^t ; there was notiung to differentiate

it from it« neighboun. No sign of life was visible. Jacob

passed hurriedly, but he slowed down as he oame into Tavis-

tock Square and took counsel with himself. Should he re-

turn t Could he summon up courage to loiter in the vicinity ?

He decided that he could not, or, at least, that it was not the

right thing to do.

Lost in speculation, head down, he nearly collided with

someone going in the opposite direction. He apologized before

he recognized that Fate had continued the work so well

begun. After all, the coincidence was not remarkable, and,

as it was, he had nearly missed seeing her.

She on her side was no less surprised. She had not seen him

ooming. " How extraordinary !" was her salutation.

Jaoob stood, his top-hat still in his hand, abashed, blushing,

speechless. It was so unexpected, he was so unprepared.

The " How extraordinary " seemed an echo of the " Quelle

bHise " of long years ago. How little he had changed in the

intervd

!

" I—I was coming back from St. Panoras Church," he

stammered.
" I've been to St. Albans," replied the woman—she was

in black this morning—" it's so much more interesting.

St. Pancras is so triste, don't you think ?"

Here was, indeed, a topic—^it mai j the meeting seem the

most ordinary thing possible, explanations were imnecessary,

the acquaintanceship was taken for granted—but what an

unforttinate topic ! He knew nothing of London services ; he

had never been inside St. Pancras Church. He prayed for

the courage to give a complete explanation. Instead he

digressed.
" Yes ! I think all Church services are—are triste "—it

was a goo4 '^^ord
—

" as a matter of fact I never go to church."

She raised her eyebrows with a look of appreciative interest.

*' This morning is a grand exception !" she asked.
" To be quite honest, I didn't go in." He smiled.

"And the prayer-book 1" she said, indicating his manual.
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"A dkgnkie,** leplied Jacob. Thk woman wm drawing

him ottw already.

She laughed. " I managed to recognise yott, neverthelew,"

he said, and then :
" Do you live near here 1"

"Quite near. Great Ormond Street. It has its ad-

vantages. So little traffic, you know."

They were forming a mild obstruction to the south-bound

stream of ex-worshippers from St. Pancras. Jacob replaced

his hat and, quite naturally, they began to walk back together

towards Upper Wobum Place.

" Yes, I find this rather noisy sometimes," she said in

answer to his last remark, " but there are no 'buses, thank

goodness."

The conversation had eoome unmteresting, but they kept

to the topic till they reached number 27a.

" This is your house, isn't it ?" asked Jacob.

" Yes."

In the pause that followed, both were struggling with the

same problem, and both were hesitant to take the initiative.

The quicker brain spoke first, r^^ardless of the convention of

masculine prk>rity in these afitairs.

" You must think me a terribly unconventional person,"

she said, hurriedly, " but I think there is so much unnecessary

ceremony in these things, don't you 1" She soiled again.

*• Oh ! Rather I" replied Jacob. " But, really, it hadn't

occurred to me that there was any particular unconvention-

ality. Of course, we haven't been introduced, but that's

awful rot, really, isn't it ? I mean, if we were so very keen on

finding a mutual acquaintance, it's quite likely we might

discover one."
*' Yes. Quite ! It's very silly."

" May I introduce myself 1 My name is Stahl."

" Stahl ?" repeated the woman.
" Yes, it sounds beastly German, doesn't it ? But I have

never been in Germany. My mother was Irish."

" I adore Irish people," blit} murmured. " My name is

Wilmot—Mrs. Wilmot."
" Wihnot," repeated Jacob, sotto voce.

i!
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" I have some friends coming in to tea this afternoon," she

went on, " if you would care to come."
" Thuiks. Yes, I should like to very much."

"A bierUdt, then," nodded Mrs. Wilmot, and let herself

into Number 27a with a latchkey.
" Mrs. Wilmot," repeated Jacob to himself. " She's married,

then." He wondered if he had made a good impression.

3.

A moderately clean maid opened the door to Jacob, and

introduced him suddenly into the clatter of voices and

crockery, with the loud announcement, " Mr. StoU." His

hostess disengaged herself from a group, and came forward to

greet him. She gave him the impression, at once, that he

was a favoured visitor, to be received with enthusiasm. She

helped to disembarrass him of hat, stick, and gloves, and

brought him over to a seat near her at the tea-table. So far

as he was in a condition to observe anything, he observed

that she was completely at home, self-possessed ; also—he

had not defined it before—that she had something of the

grand air. She introduced him to someone sitting next to

him, a fatigued-looking woman with pale eyes, loose fair hair,

and an unusually Grecian nose. There were ten or twelve

people in the room, and Jacob was slightly distracted by their

conversation. There was an untidy, fat, clever-looking man

of about fifty, deep in the recesses of an armchair, who seemed

to be attracting general interest. Jacob would have liked to

hear what the man had to say, but the woman to whom he

had been introduced, insisted on talking. He found she was

criticizing the Academy of the year. Jacob had not been

to the Academy, but he had bought the illustrated book

which gives one a fair idea of the most noteworthy pictures,

and he tried to appear intelligent by showing that he was

acquainted with the compositions she criticized ; the question

of colour, he avoided—he thought, dexterously. By degrees

they slipped from pictures to books.
" What are you two so interested in ?" broke in the voice of

Mrs. Wilmot.
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" We are dinussing * The Green Carnation," said the fair

woman.
" Reincarnation, eh ?" put in a small, clean-shaven man,

who was standing on the hearthrug, " my dear lady, why

bother your head about the unprovable V*

Jacob would have corrected the mistake, but the fair woman

accepted the challenge thrown out.
'• Because it is only the unsolvable that attracts me. I

love the mystery of it."

" Men find all the attraction of that kind they need in the

study of your sex," said the man on the hearthrug. " Every

woman is insoluble."
*' Cairns is a cynic," put in the man from the armchair.

" He regards woman as a badly stated proposition."

" No, as an excellently stated proposition which it is entirely

beyond my capacity to understand," replied Cairns.

" But why a proposition 1" asked Mrs. Wilmot.
" Because she is neither an axiom nor a postulate," said

Cairns; "she is certainly not self-evident, and I defy any

man to take her for granted."

Jacob was relieved to be excused from further conversation

with the fair woman, whose name he found to be Miss Fermor

;

he wanted to listen to the man on the hearthrug. Cairns'

face interested him, it was keen, vigorous, yet deeply lined

round mouth and eyes. " A man of experience who looked

rather more than his age, perhaps," thought Jacob, noting

the grey in Cairns' thick hair ; a barrister or a diplomatist,

was his guess at Cairns' profession.

"But aren't you ever interested in theories of a future

existence ?" persisted Miss Fermor.
" No !" replied Cairns tersely.

" But it makes such a difference," explained Miss Fermor.
" Pooh ! Don't believe it," said Cairns. " The ideal of a

future state makes no difference whatever in the life of the

average man or woman. No one really believes in it—at least,

they never act as if they do."
" ' There may be heaven, there must be hell,' " ventured

Jacob, taking hia first hand in the conversation.
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If!

" Meanwhile there is our life here,' " said Cairns, com-

pleting the quotation. " And that's the point of the whole

thing."
" The amusing thing about this conversation," said Jacob,

gathering courage, " is that it began with a misunderstanding.

When you asked what we were talking about, we said * The

Oieen Carnation,' which you translated into metempsychosis."

He was rather proud of the last word.

Mrs. Wilmot laughed, as did, also, the fat man in the arm-

chair. Jacob felt that he Lad scored a distinct point, but

Cairns refused to be diverted.

" It is such a waste of time," he went on, " perplexing and

tormenting ourselves with guesses as to a thing about which

there is not a single scrap of evidence, and which has no

bearing on our present actions."

" You, a positivist, Cairns ?" asked the fat man.
" No ! I'm nothing—except a single-taxer, that's my

religion," answered Cairns.

It occurred to Jacob that this was another aspect of the

Eric attitude. Eric had certain interests. Cairns had others,

that was all, though Jacob had not the least idea what a

" single-taxer " might be. He learnt the true inwardness of

that proposition before long, however. Cairns had the stage,

now, and he talked well. The conversation narrowed down.

Cairns was in the position of a lecturer ; subject, however, to

interruptions, many of them beside the point. Jacob, ab-

sorbedly listening, found himself being addressed by Mrs.

Wilmot.
" Such a clever man, Mr. Cairns, isn't he ?" she was saying.

" He is a splendid speaker
"

" Is he a—a Socialist 1" asked Jacob.

" Oh ! yes."

By " Are you ?"

r " I think everyone musi be who sees the wretchedness of

people's lives in London, don't you 1"

" I don't know that I'd thought of it in that way," said

Jacob, who had never thought about it at all.

Everyone was smoking, including Mrs. Wilmot, Miss Fermor,
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and an elderly young woman with a pince-nez and prominent

teeth, who oocaBionally shot unreasonable questions at Cairns.

"Do you believe in land-nationalization 1" asked Mrs.

Wilmot. She and Jacob were a little out of the main stream

of argument, and it was possible to talk. The sofa on which

they were sitting had been drawn back across the comer of the

room under the window, they were secluded in an eddy.

" I have never really considered the idea," replied Jacob.

He had read Herbert Spencer, but had overlooked the prac-

tical d .notions of Henry George.

"I don't think / am quite convinced," murmured Mrs.

Wilmot, smiling sympatheticaUy. Her smile made Jacob

feel pleased with himself in some incomprehensil <^ manner.

It was a smile that flattered him and seemed to bdmit him

into confidence, a smile at once admiring and intimate.

" But Mr. Cairns is so keen on it," she continued, " th one

can hardly help believing him."
" Is he a barrister 1" asked Jacob.

" No ! He's on the Stock Exchange."
" Is it rude of me to ask these questions 1 I am so inter-

ested."
" Oh ! no !" A simple reply, but the tone and look con-

veyed that nothing Jacob could do would be amiss. There

was a clear impUcation of, " I'm only too eager to answer

any questions of yours." He wondered; the thing was

utterly incomprehensible, but it was very sweet. Ttsy

seemed to be sharing a secret, the rest of the company were

outsiders.
" And the man in the armchair ?" he continued.

"That's Guy Latham," was the reply. Guy Latham

seemed a name one ought to know.

Jacob racked his brain. " Oh !" he ejaculated, and paused,

as one on the verge of remembrance.

"Henry Latham's elder brother, you know," prompted

Mrs. Wilmot, mentioning the name of a popular stage favourite.

" Guy acts, too, but he writes. He's very clever, but he has

never made a big success."

" Plays 1" asked Jacob.
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" CSiiefly. He adapts for his brother, very often. But he

wrote a book called 'Little Utopia.' I dare say you've

never come across it."

" O—oh !" A prolonged and rising oh I significant of

sudden revelation. " Yes ! I have read it. I thought it

awfully good. But I have been labouring under the delusion

that it was Henry Latham who wrote it. Very stupid of me."

Their attention was diverted for the moment by sudden

vehemence on the part of Cairns.
" My dear lady," he was saying to the rabbit-faced woman

in eye-glasses, " this is one of those things that you can never

see by halves. It's like one of those pictures. Here is a

wood—^puzzle, find the cat. You turn it upside down, hold

it every way, and you see nothing but a drawing of a wood.

Then quite suddenly 3rou see the cat, and for the life of you

you can't look at that puzzle afterwards without seeing the

cat first. In this question of private ownership, you've only

got to see the cat once, and you'll never change your opinion

afterwards. The cat's there, all ri^t, all the time, but you've

become so used to the idea of only seeing a wood that you

can't see the cat even when it's pointed out to you."

If Mrs. Wilmot was bored, she did not show it. " He's

ver^- convincing, isn't he ?" she said to Jacob, and made him

feel that it was solely for his benefit that Cairns was lecturing.

" I must read this man, what's his name ? Henry Qeoige,"

replied Jacob. " I am ashamed to say I never heard of him
before."

" Ask Mrs. Wilmot !" interrupted Cairns, laughing.

Jacob had not heard the point referred to his hostess, but

she apparently had been quite equal to the task of attending

to two things at on. j. She seemed to take the reference

seriously.

" Yes, I see Mr. Cairns' point of view. I think I've seen the

cat—but I often wonder if I shouldn't be conveniently blind

to its existence if I had property of my own."
" Ha ! ha ! Bravo ! bravo !" laughed Cairns, " that's just

the point. The moment a question of this sort touches our

own pocket we become ' conveniently blind.' In other
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words, we refuse to acknowledge the intrinsic Justice of any

proposition which would involve our own loss. And women

ue so intensely practical that they can never see a theory

on hroad lines. They want an applioation of it at once to

some case in their own experience. If you talk to them about

the land question, they think of brother Tom, who has got a

freehoW in Kent, and say :
' But I don't see why Tom should

give up his land for the sake of a principle.' Good God! Its

this very devotion to private interests which is responsible

for all the misery."

Jacob found it all intensely interesting. It was an entirely

new atmosphere for him. He stayed as long as he could, but

the rabbit-faced woman was evidently waiting for him to go,

and when at last all with this exception had taken their de-

partures, he became suddenly alive to the fact that he might

have outstayed his welcome. He made his apologies, and

explained his protracted visit by the intensity of his interest.

Mrs. Wihnot accompanied him into the hall. " We must

try and arrange a quieter visit," she said ;
" I generally have a

good many people on Sundays."
^

" Oh ! I should like that, immensely," said Jacob eager y.

She smiled at him, that eame half-intimate, half-admiring

smile. " Would you care to come tc tea on Thursday 1" she

said, " there will be only Deb here, then."

He understood "Deb" to be the rabbit-faced woman.

" Thursday 1" He hesiiated, remembering office obligations.

" I'm not quite sure whether I shall be able to get away."

" Perhaps some other day, then." The tone indicated a

-idden faU of temperature, it conveyed the suggestion of

" Don't come if you would sooner not."

" You see," explained Jacob, anxious to put things clearly,

" it is a question of getting away from the office."

" ShaU we leave it open, then ?" asked Mrs. Wihnot, as

she shook hands. " It won't make any d'fference, you know,

if you find you can come at the last moment."

Arrived in the unfriendly atmosphere of Upper Woburn

Place Jacob called himself a fool. He had been rude, dis-

tinctly rude. Bother the office ! C^ood Lord !
what did the
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office matter ? Of course he could get away for one afternoon.

If Morley were in, it meant asking him, that was all. But
when the invitation had been given, his mind had been looking

at it, as at a secret adventure. He had wondered whether Mr.

Morley would be away, so that an escape would be possible.

" I don't believe I shall ever grow up," reflected Jacob, on

his way towards Holbom. He was surprised to find that

it was nearly eight o'clock. . . .

Despite the chill at parting, he was greatly elated, excited

with his afternoon's experience. These were the kind of

people he ought to know if he ever meant to set up in private

practice. Cairns had shaken hands when he said good-bye,

and said :
" We shall have to convert you." Jacob was quite

willing to be converted to nationalization ; indeed, he was
more than half converted already.

When he had eaten his modest dinner at the Italian res-

taurant in Holbom he always favoured on Sunday evening,

he found himself looking at the world with a new interest.

He had something to live for, something recognizably attrac-

tive. The dull routine of office would be enlivened for him
during the next few d&jB by the knowledge that he would see

Mrs. Wilmot again on Thursday. She was the sun round

which moved such informing satellites as Cairns and Guy
Latham. Jacob was ever ready to swing into a new orbit.

Mrs. Wilmot was a fascinating woman, he had never met
anyone like her before, and she seemed, for some utterly un-

accountable reason, to have taken a fancy to him. It was

an amazing circumstance, utterly without precedent—at

least No ! there had been that equally incomprehensible

case of Madeline Felmersdale. But she wa." a girl, a child,

shut up in the country. This was a mature woman—Jacob

guessed her at thirty—and, by the way, married. It occurred

to him that there had been no sign of a husband. Yet Jacob

didn't think she looked like a widow
; possibly because he

associated the idea of widows with caps and weeds—even

young widows. The husband might be away, or she might

be separated from him. Bother the husband ! On reflection,

Jacob didn't beUeve there could be a husband. He put aside
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the thought of obatacles. and returned to the original theme

of hifl reflections. Was it possible, conceivable, that for some

extraordinary and utterly unaccountable reason, Mrs. Wilmot

had taken a fancy to kirn, the unimportant, unattractive

Jacob Stahl ? He denied the possibility, but looked forward

eagerly to Thursday. Life was worth living again.

4.

" Deb " was one of those kind-hearted, hero-worshipping,

weU-meaning, blind people who never fail to put in an appear-

ance when they are least wanted. It is a rule of their land

to accept all invitations of the reigning hero, in order that

they may carry on the ceremonial of worship, spoken or tacit

;

wherefore the inference that Deb was incapacitated on the

occasion of the Thursday tea-party at 27a, should certainly

have occasioned Mrs. Wihnot a certain amount of uneasmess.

Nevertheless, after a poUto wait of ten minutes or so, the

hostess displayed no overwhelming anxiety on behalf of a

non-appearing Deb, » caUousness which calls for remark,

since Mrs. Wilmot was well acquainted, not only with the

habits of the type, but with the invariable rule of this par-

ticular representative; and she must have known that an

invited Deb could only be deterred from putting in an appear-

ance by some intervention amounting to " en act of God "—

as the insurance policies say.

Jacob, unlearned in the habits of type or representative,

sat in momentarv anticipation of an intruding personaUty m
a pince-nez. She formed the staple of his conversation during

the ordained wait of ten minutes or so. He invented plausible

excuses for her, beginning his sentences with " perhaps or,

to vary the monotony, with an occasional " possibly." Even

after the introduction of tea, his mind appeared to be so

obsessed with the absent visitor that he reverted to her at

every pause. He seemed to have conceived an overwhelming

desire to meet Deb once again.

Curiously, this evidence of nervousness on his part found

a reflection in the conversation of Mrs. Wihnot, who might
ill
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have been Judged Buperioir to such a weakness. She did not

display the same apprehension as to possible fates which

might have befallen her friend, but her fluency on subjects of

siindlar unimportance was equally marked. She was, how-

ever, the first to recover. The stage was marked by the

elimination of Deb.
" She won't come, now," said Mrs. Wilmot, with an air of

finality ;
" she said definitely that if she were not here by a

quarter to five, I was not to expect her."

The faulty psychology escaped Jacob, who could not know
that Deb was never definite unless it were in her acceptance of

Mrs. Wilmot's invitations. Had there been the least possi-

bility of Deb's acceptance, she would have scrambled in at the

last moment—«even o'clock would have found Mrs. Wilmot
still expectant on ordinary occasions.

However, for the purpose of conversation Deb was elimin-

ated. Mrs. Wilmot chose the new subject. Her theme was

books—not the " books, books, books " of the Eric menage,

but a light hovering over current fiction, varied by a flickering

swoop at the best-known classics.

Jacob found himself fully competent to take a hand in this

game. He, too, hovered and swooped, and the number of

books they both knew far exceeded the number of those

known exclusively to one or the other. In the latter class

they exchanged notes, and made memoranda of certain

works which the other " simply must read."

This was very entertaining, but it led nowhere. Jacob could

not say exactly what brought about the introduction of the

nebula, but it was soon in the forefront of the conversation,

and Jacob was expounding at length—^for the first time it

his life—^his conception of the meaning of the universe, moie

particularly in its application to the evolution of Mrs. Wilmot

and Jacob Stahl. From the purely physical aspect of develop-

ment he soon turned to more ethical speculations, his mi
bono ? anticipating the very spirit of pnilosopher Caddlcs's

" Wiiat's it aU for T
Mrs. Wilmot was an ideal listener. Her attention never

flagged for an instant, and she was always ready to prompt
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him with » relevant question ^en he hemtated, self-con-

•oiouBly, on the verge of apology for being a bore. The apology

was always anticipated. In face of his listener's absorption,

it was impossible for Jacob to conceive for a single instant

that he could be a bore.

Not since Aunt Hester died had Jacob had such a listener,

and Aunt Hester's intelligence was not on a level with that

of Mrs. Wilmot. To be understood so sympathetically, so

completely, was an experience bewilderingly pleasant—it was

ecstasy. Jacob had not known that he could talk so well.

The epitome of his satisfaction is contained in a sentence.

Necessarily he had narrowed his conception of the universe

down to a single group of atoms. Illustration of the ethical

question had involved the choice of ' s own experience.

Ahpost without knowing it, he had begun to talk of himself.

" I have never had a chance," he said. ' I have had no

opportunities for learning. I have never mixed with the

right people."
^^

" One would ' ever know that, if you didn't say so.

That was the sentence. The bare record of it is uncon-

vincing. Jacob saw the expression, heard the tone, was

conscious of the atmosphere which gave sublimity to the

words. That sentence, with its concomitants, put him on a

pedestal; the utterance of it expressed that the speaker

regardtid him not only as an intellectual god, but—in some

curious way it seemed to count for more than mere intelli-

gence—as a member of the dite. No one would ever guess

that he had not mixed with the right peopi ! He had been

persistently neglected and underestimated, it was only, now,

for the first time that someone had appreciated the fact that

he was, indeed, fit for any society. Flattery could go no

farther, and this expression was so obviously sincere.

His—or more probably Aer—sense of drama acknowledged

this pronouncement as the cUmax. Jacob found himself

conscious of the astounding fact that it was after seven. His

leave-taking was not deferred by polite expressious, but it

was so warm that no doubt could be left in the mind as to

the complete success of his call.

,P

I
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" You mud oome on Sunday," said Mn. Wilmot, " and—
stay to supper. Poflsibly Mr. Latham or Deb will be staying,

too. Will your
" Thanks. Yes, I should like it of all things. It is very

good of you." His enthusiasm was evident.

But that was not all.

There was a handshake at parting,—on the very threshold

of the open door,—^postponed to the last moment that no

banality should mar the effect by anticlimax. It was no

ordinary handshake. There was a warm pressure given and

returned, and then the hand of Mrs. Wilmot lingered, almuHt

fondly, for a perceptible fraction of a second before it was

withdrawn—lingered with the suggestion of a caress. Her eye-

lashes were down. Jacob could not see her eyes, but there

was romance in the very rapidity with which Mrs. Wilmot

dosed the door. It had an air of purpose. He might have

fancied that she wished to conceal from him the evidence of

emotion. Her manner of closing the door completed Jacob's

apotheosis.

6.

Jacob speculated little as to Mrs. Wilmot's circumstances.

He had Uttle material upon which to found speculations, but

that in itself would not have deterred him. The truth of

the matter is that circumstance was regarded as no more

than a halo, the central figure was so dominant that the

setting was neglected, save in as far as it served to heighten

the relief of the portrait. The halo may be pictured as

expanded to surround the whole figure. Mrs. Wilmot appears

framed in a circular rainbow of vague circumstance. But

Sunday was to be devoted to a certain amount of work on

the background. The artist was an able one, no other than

Cairns ; his detail, however, did little more than give value

to the colour of the rainbow.

Jacob was occupying the same quiet comer on the angled

sofa. He had been the second arrival at 27a, and had fur

some five minutes been practically » listener to the conversa-

tion of Mrs. Wilmot and Miss Fermor, when Cairns arrived.
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liias Feimor was on the subject of art, again, and though an

attempt waa made to include Jacob in tiie oonversation, his

contribution had been a very small one. He had the feeling

that his appearance had caused an interruption—even Mrs.

Wilmot hai been a shade less efihisive, less confidential in

her greeting.
" I want you to talk to Mr. Stahl," Mrs. Wilmot said to

Cairns on his arri'-al. " Miss Fermor and I have to talk shop

for a few minutes. You will forgive us, won't you ?"

Cairns had a look of melancholy this afternoon—he looked

as if the struggle with the world were too much for him. He
sat down by Jacob, produced a cigarette-case automatically,

and began to smoke without asking permission of his hostess.

Jacob would never have thought of smoking before tea. He
thought it a little casual of Cairns.

"Pluc^ little woman," said Cairns, letting his inhaled

smoke straggle out with his words.
" Mrs. Wihuot ?" asked Jacob.

Cairns nodded and breathed smoke.
" I_to tell you the truth, I don't quite know . .

." Jacob

hesitated ; he felt an instinctive disinclination to explain his

manner of meeting Mrs. Wilmot.
" Oh !" commented Cairns absendy, " thought you were

an old friend of hers." His expression was one of the deepest

melancholy.
" No ! I'm afraid I can't say that."

Silence followed, 'aims seemed content to sit and smoke.

His attention concentrated on some object beyond the limit

of ordinary human vision.

" Difficult Job for a woman who has had no particular

training to make her own living." Cairns' remark was

addressed to the opposite wall.

" Yes, I suppose it is," replied Jacob politely.

" Difficult question how far we are Justified in not fitting

women for some definite occupation. Personally I see no

reason why a woman should not have the same training as a

maL !" Ca^ xjb was still addressing the wall His conversa-

tion seeme^ rather in the manner of a spoken reverie than an

»'

15
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Attempt at poUtenait. He continued :
" Take M». WUmot,

for in«tM»oe, when her husband died she waa •bwlutely

unfitted, probably, to earn her own Uving. I beliere the had

a pretty bad time of it. She could draw, of course, and paint-

bat there wa« no market the knew of, in which d- could sell

her talent. She had to learn practicaUy aU ovt. gam what

he did know, before she was any good for her present Job.

" What does she do 1" asked Jacob.

•• Drawings of fashions, corsets, petticoats, feminine frip-

peries generally, for the printers and process engravern and

advertising agents. She's a free lance, of course, but I behevo

she makes a pretty decent thing out of it. It means a tot of

running about, getting orders and drawing the things at the

shop^, and Urd knows what, but she's got a regular market.

Stm, I fancy she gets rathe ised up towards the end of the

week. Doesn't look strong, does she ?"

"N—no," I suppose not, assented Ja^ob, who had not

noticed tha* Mrs. Wilmot was anything but robust so far as

health was concerned.
" Too thin," commented Cairns.

" Yes, she is very thin," said Jacob, making another dis-

^^"^Wfficult question," mused Cairns, apparently reverting to

his first speculation on the training of women.

" Did you know her husband ?" asked Jacob.
^

" Oh Lord ! no. I've only known her five or six months.'

That was all the detail Jacob had for his background. It

seemed sufficient. It threw the figure into relief . Jfob was

warmed to a new feeling. Hitherto he had regarded Mrn.

WUmot solely with admiration, now he added a desire to pro-

tect her from the hardships of making a Uving. Caims had

said she was a " plucky Uttle woman," the phrase conveyed

the idea of a descent from luxury and high society to the hard

necessities of badly-paid labour. Mrs. WUmot was a martyr

and unprotesting. There had been no word of her own diffi-

culties on Thursday-she did not boast her own pluck.

Certainly Jacob wanted to protect her.

This Sunday afternoon was not so brilliant as the last.
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Only Deb Mid Jacob sUyed to supper, and Deb babbled an*

oei^^ngly—her oonyersation did not interest Jacob in the

leMt. As a visit to Mrs. Wilmot, that Sunday must be written

off as a failure, save inasmuch as it admitted him to the weekly

freedom of 27a. That was her last word. " You won't wait

to be asked any more, will you ? I am at home every Sunday.'*

It was a day to be looked forward to all through the week.

Jacob had had some idea of spending his summer week-ends

on the river. He had even made inquiries as to the cost of a

Canadian canoe. This plan was quite forgotten.

'm

»:

i:

0.

This week an irruption came before Sunday. It came on

Friday in the shape of a letter. The manner of it wa- simple

enough

:

" Dbab Mb. Stahl,
" I have a ticket for a private view of Fletcher Williams*

water-colours at the Grafton Galleryon Saturday. If you would

care to come, will you meet me «.t the Gall'n at 3 o'clock ?

" Yours very sincerely,

" Lola Wilmot."

The handwriting was artistic, large, but not too large.

The capital G's showed an appreciation for line, their backs

formed the subtle curve of a cycloid. These things did not

appeal to Jacob—he thought the writing " pretty," and on

second thoughts " refined "—but the matter of the letter was

cause for elation. Even Saturday this week was to be glori-

fied. He replied at once, carefully, expressing his delight.

When he came to the subscription he paused. Had she said

" very sincerely " ? He referred to her note, and observed

a peculiarity about the signature. All the note up to and

including " Lola " was in black ink, ink which had been left

to dry naturally, the Wilmot was faint, evidently written in

later, and blotted at once. Had she carelessly signed her

Christian name only, and remembered later that the conven-

tions required the addition of a surname 1 or—paralyzing
20

; (
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thought-had she hesitated ? Had sbe sat for an uncertain

five minutes wondering if she dared to send the note with so

intimate a signature, and then modestly dashed in the surname,

perhaps with a blush ?
. , u j

Jacob remembered MadeUne at the spring, he remembered

the thought that had suddenly flashed into his mi]»d'
^^

she expect him to kiss her V He had experimented with the

ahost ofa Mss, and found he had been right. Was the expen-

ence to be repeated ? Did Mrs. Wihnot expect-what ?

The thing could hardly be defined. Did she anticipate a

possibiUty of warmer relations, of a possible engagement

marriage even ? The idea was too wildly improbable, but

he carried it with him to the office, where he arrived twenty-

five minutes late. He played with the idea as he worked

and reflected on it at lunch-time. Furthermore, he brought

it home with him, and gave it precedence over the ideas of

Mr. Henry George.

His attitude towards the idea was one of paralyzed wonder.

The word " wonderful" indeed was uppermost in his mind.

Mrs. Wilmot, for instance, was quite wonderful. It was the

idea that entranced bun, not the question as to whether he

were in love with Mrs. Wihnot. She was so vastly upenor

to him in every way that the thou • c -.f aspiring to love her

had not crossed his mind. Yet, L , .3 were indeed human

yes even if she had condescended to find something that

attracted her in so relatively unworthy a person as Jacob

Stahl, it only made her the more wonderful. ...

The private view was crowded, and the arrangements for

tea Uttle. if any, superior to those of the Wild Birds' Proiection

Society. , „,, .. ^
" ShaU we go somewhere quieter for tea ?" was a question

which presented itself.

Mrs. Wihnot consented to become Jacob's g.'"-t—he owed

a return of civiUties, he was already in debt for 'ee teas and

a supper—but she suggested the rendezvou out of her

superior knowledge of the resources of Bond Stioet ;don.

The precise locale is unimportant. The tea-shop selected

by an informed Mrs. Wilmot was one of those delightfuJ,
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ephemeral ventures whiV i,vpre more plentiful then than now.

It was a place wherr o le might An^oy the luxuries of ease and
quietude. It was tfc excess oi qit t.tude, the chief recommen-

dation from the poi vb uf viev; o certain people, which un-

fortunately killed those ve^Vires. If only tea-shops could

prosper on the custom of two people at a time. . . . These

vile economical questions kill comiort as well as romance.

Another advantage of the basement luxury—the furnishing

was elaborate and comfortable—was that after tea Mrs. Wilmot
couldsmoke. Sheconf3Ssedthatshewas "dying for a cigarette."

The conversation flowed easily over the subject of the after-

noon's exhibition. From art as a general topic, with Jacob

as an attentive listener, a confessed neophyte, to the degraded

form of art which was Mrs. Wilmot's profession was a natural

transition. No less natural was the development of the still

more personal theme. Jacob fell upon the discovery that

Mrs. Wilmot was " loneiy."

" But you have so many friends ?" he protested.
" Friends 1 Oh ! acquaintances, yes. Do you think they

count for very much 1"

Jacob, 7«ractically friendless, was inclined to think they did,

but he compromised with " N—no. Perhaps not."

It seemed that Mrs. Wilmot's only relation was an unsympa-
thetic mother living at Eastbourne. There was a hint of

strained relations ; the reason, vaguely, a lack of sympathy.
Jacob received the impression that Mrs. Wilmot's mother dis-

approved of her daughter's plucky and truly admirable

struggle to make her own living.

" One does not get much sympathy," said Mrs. Wilmot.

Jacob, a little troubled, was wondering what she expected

liim to say. Or do ? He forced an opening—experimentally.
" I want you to tell me something," he began, and lowered

his voice, became intent.

She returned his gaze for a moment, and then looked down.
" Yes 1 What is it V* The manner of it was a murmur,

not entirely free from self-consciousness.

" In that note you sent me," said Jacob, " did—did you
sign only your Christian name, first V

I

f
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Mrs Wilmot's eyes were noticeably downcast. If Jacob

had but known it, she was trying to blush. She said nothing,

but her hand wavered in his direction.
, , u ^

There was no one else in the room. Jacob took the hand

and held it. The warmth of his pressure was returned.

'• Is it possible that you like me, a little 1" he ventured.

" It—^it seems too wonderful."

The eyelashes lifted for an instant like the shutter of a

camera. That and the pressure of a responsive hand were

sufficient answer. . i.. v. u
Jacob had passed the gate through the bars of which he

had peeped into wonderland. How perfect and desirable a

place it appears when glimpsed through an opening, much too

small to permit of ingress !

CHAPTER XXV
A FABBNTHBSIS

OuB acquaintances do the most incredible things. In life

people are so disgustingly inconsistent, and give the histonan

unr.ecessary trouble—which is one reason why history, senous,

conscientious history, is so uninteresting. The senous lus-

torian, who has to make some sort of a decent job out of his

deUneation of the character of, say, Henry V. or Queen Eliza-

beth, must start with some good working assumption to the

effect that they had a character to begin with, and he must

try to pretend that they were consistent within decent limits,

and conformed to the rules laid down for the type. At the

last resort he may describe them as being " contradictory

characters," but this is a mean evasion. The trouble which

Ues always in wait for the historian has been put aside once

and for all by the dramatist and novelist. They recognize

the fact that were they to take their characters from average

human beings, their plays and books would be dended. It

has become a convention to draw the exceptions, the con-

sistent characters, good, bad, or indifferent, who do exist m

actual life, rare birds to be brought down at sight by the
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literary hunter. For the rest the depiotor of types may
study at first hand, preferably not too closely ; afterwards

he may bring his imagination to bear upon his creations, he

may use his genius to make his characters consistent enough

to pass muster as human beings in the eyes of his readers.

But credible, at least, his characters must be.

To Jacob, Mrs. Wilmot appeared fairly incredible. He

had seen her from a certain point of view, and h: r admission

of a marked penchant for hia society—to put it modestly

—

did not fully harmonize with his picture of her. He had to

fall back on adjectives of amazement—^he had told her plainly

bhat she was wonderful, and she had not appeared to resent

the implication.

To CaJms, man of experience that he was, the explanation

was simple enough. Stahl was a good-looking man, and she

had fallen in love with him. No more than a charcoal sk^ h

this, however ;
get Cairns in the mood, and he might cons^ ^

to give a little value to half-tones. " Lonely," he might say,

" and past thirty, even a pretty woman, if she has to work

for her living, may not be too particular in her choice. iTat-

tered, too, no doubt. Wonderfvd the power of flatty-y on

women. Stahl was down in the dust before her."

To Deb, hero-worshipper and confidante, the thing was ex-

plicable because she had an explanation at first hand. " My
dear—^I don't know, I was swept off my feet. It is one of

those things one can't explain. You know, from the very first

moment I saw him, at that reception, I wondered, " Is that

man coming into my life ? I dare say I have given way to

the feeling, but why shouldn't 1
1"

Deb echoes with a new touch of disapproval in her voice :

" Of course not ! My dear, why on earth shouldn't you 1"

Mrs. Wilmot, not to be checked by any tone of Deb's voice,

reverted to her first phrase :
" You don't know what it is to

be swept off your feet so completely . .
."

" Oh ! my dear Lola, indeed I do . .
."

*' Not in the way / mean." Mrs. Wilmot was dramatic,

she gave point to her statement by tightening her grip on

the dtow of her chair.

i;
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" I've never been in love with any man, if that's what you

mean, my dear." Deb was too polite to snifi audibly, but

she conveyed the impression of a sniff so vividly that Mrs.

Wihnot dropped her tragic attitude for the moment, and said :

" You needn't be sniffy about it, dear, I've told you before

anyone."
, j Vi. j

Deb understood well enough, though possibly she doubted

the seriousness of Mrs. WiUnot's intentions. Deb had seen

her friend " swept off her feet " on other occasions.

The person who does not understand why Lola Wilmot

made such marked advances to Jacob Stahl is a critical

person with an inordinate passion for labels. He does not

figure in this story, and no further description need be given

of his habits, but he has a drawer, or a glass Jar, or a guard

book, into which he fits his specimens, and prominent among

his labels is one which bears the classification " adventuress."

This person has proved conclusively that Mrs. Wihnot could

not have faUen in love with Jacob Stahl. For this critical

person, busy among his classifications, the label "adven-

turess " has a very definite signification. The specimen is,

inferentially, a bad woman with a past, striving to regain a

footing in society, or a bad woman with a past pursuing her

passion for badness, but always ready to snap at the one and

only bait which reaUy appeals to her—hard cash in sufficient

quantities. She has, it is true, the potentiaUties of an effective

death-bed repentance, and she may be checked in her badness

by the intervention of an " innocent child," the more innocent

and childlike the better. But to aUow an emotion for a mce-

looking boy with a private income of £120 a year and no

prospects in his profession to mfluence her life seriously,

when she has clauns to beauty—" Pooh !" says this critical

person, " a most inconsistent character," and he takes down

his cuttings, and exhibits the type "adventuress" m con-

vincing print. It is useless to demonstrate that Mrs. Wilmot

is not an adventuress according to his definition, he has made

up his mind, and you cannot argue with him.

There is one other person to take into account. Her ex-

planation to Deb should be compared criticaUy, with her
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other explanations ; but these are so various that they tend

to confusion—one may stand as an indication of the rest, it

was made much later, briefly, thus, " My confounded cussed-

ness.

"l

CHAPTER XXVI

HABBIAOB

1.

That the course of true love never did run smooth is an

adage, the universal truth of which may be proved by the

evidence of romance. Indeed, the truth of the adage was

established from earliest times,—pace the love-affair of Jacob

and Rachel—even in the polygamous community true love

was hindered. Laban was the ancestor of the modem com-

mercially-minded father of fiction ; the type remains, armed

with other, if no more effective, methods. From the days of

Laban onward, the pages of romance may be searched in vain

for the one grand exception. Smoothness is of no account

in romance, it stands for the unromantic ; a fig for the love

that never overrode an obstacle, such love cannot be proved

true, any evidence afforded by biography notwithstanding.

But in this thing Jacob—the modem representative, not

he of the bigamous proclivities—made no application of the

wide knowledge he had gained from the reading of romance.

He should, surely, have argued that the love which ran

smoothly could not conceivably be true. He did not argue

;

he drifted, blissfully. When we come to the practice of life,

as opposed to the exercise of theory necessitated by the offer

of a choice between alternatives, we are little guided by the

historic wisdom of the novelist.

Jacob had a perfectly bhssful fortnight. He dreamed at

the office, saw Mrs. Wilmot every day, made progress in the

small intimacies of love, listened with respect to Cairns and

Guy Latham, cursed the intrusions of Deb with her banal

commonplaces, and, generally, floated on clouds of glory.

He never doubted that he was deeply and truly in love.

r
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He had read of a tert, and this one test he applied. " Did the

be oved ever jar one's susceptibilities, be it never so slightly,"

he had read, "she was not the afBrnty." It was a psychic

test, and made application of the principle that in this great

world there was but one perfect mate for every man and

woman. It remained for every man or woman to seek the

twin-soul who would be recognizable by the test specified.

No time limit, however, was given for the occurrence of the

first
" jar," and Jacob, finding none in the first fortnight, was

satisfied that the affinity was found. His feelings differed

in many ways from those he had experienced when he had

made love to Madeline, but that was to be expected. Briefly

—it was different-

Only once during that blissful fortnight did he ever question

the sincerity of his passion.

It was a Sunday evening, eight days after b'S declaration.

He had stayed to supper, and, Deb being absent, he had

remained on in Upper Wobum Place till nearly eleven o'clock.

When the last parting had been made, he found himself

walking through Tavistock Square, conscious of a feeling of

relief. He wanted solitude, to think of his love-affair, dream

of it, glorify it into a vision of perfection, instead of wanting

to act it in the presence and with the help of his afl&uty.

The consciousness should have given him pause, but it seAaed

such a small thing in comparison with the wonders he was

experiencing It is true that he had never suffered such an

experience in the days of Ashby Sutton ; there the desire was

to be with Madeline always, never to leave her ; but, again,

that was different—how and why he did not stop to analyze.

The inwardness of that feeling of relief waj explained by a

condemnation of his own peculiarities. He was dreaming

again. Definitely this thing must end, it was time for him

finally to emerge into the world of reahties.
'

He soon learned that he was to receive very able assist-

ance in the emergence, and the knowledge was gained at the

cost of some loss of glory. He had to learn that the clouds

which had upborne him were artificial ; and in process of

deflation, moreover.
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The day waa once more a Sunday, the fortnight was passed,

a very quiet Sunday without visitors. The engaged couple

had time to discuss their own affairs and prospects, a subject

that had been 'vieated with scant attention so far. Lola was

becoming acquainted with the inwardness of the architectural

profession. To give poJit to his description, Jacob picked

out Bradley as an example of the difficulties of progress

towards private practice.

" Why don't you go in for competitions ?" asked Lola.

" It's so utterly hopeless," replied Jacob.

" But why couldn't you do what Mr. Bradley did 1'

Jacob winced inwardly, but, remembering that he was a

hero in this house, and that heroes can do no wrong, he

struggled towards sincerity. A man of Jacob's temperament

seeks always to be loved for his faults rather than for his

vu1)ues, though always he has an eye to an interpretation of

those faults at least as sympathetic as his own.

" No !" he said ; " I haven't got Bradley's powers of apph-

cation."

"But how do you expect to begin in private practice,

then r' Lola's tone was not quite sympathetic. Jacob qva

hero was a Httle inclined to resent it.

" Influence, I suppose, is one way." he said. " One ought

to know as many people as possible. People who may know

other people who may be going to build."

" And as a preliminary you have shut yourself up for the

past, how many years ? and known no one. Oh
!
my dear

Jimmy."
"I suppose I'm built that way." "Jimmy" was stiU

complacent. „
" But you mustn't be built that way. You must wake up.

Jacob quite agreed with the theory of this pronouncement,

but he would have preferred that the statement should have

come from himself.
" Waking is a painful process, sometimes," he said, striving

for an acceptance of his faults.

Mrs. Wilmot's eyes narrowed, and her mouth—it was not

a good-tempered mouth—set firmly, with the least possible

I'

;

«}'
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projection of the under-lip, which had none of the attractive-

ness of a pout. It would have been obvious to Deb that Lola

was recovering her foothold.

" Oh I my dear Jimmy, you will have to be shaken if you

talk like that."

There was no mistaking the definiteness of this attitude.

Jacob realized that it was time the role of hero was put on one

side, but he still looked for sjrmpathy.
" I suppose it's a question of temperament," he said, hesi-

tating. " Of course, I realize that I must do something,

but . .
." He left an opening for a fond completion of hia

sentence. He had, in two weeks, become used to fondness.
" You haven't the energy to rouse yourself."

" It isn't a question of energy, exactly." Jacob's tone was

argumentative, now. Positively he was being bullied.

Lola Judged her limit to have been reached for this occasion.

She came over to him and sat on a footstool at his feet.

" Oh ! my darling old dreamer," she said, " how are we ever

to get married, if you won't wake up V*

"1 will wake up, darling," responded Jacob, repentant,

" you must help me."

That was the first of many conversations on the qriestion

of ways and means.
" Why don't you ask Mr. Bradley to help you V was one of

Lola's suggestions.
" I don't know ! I don't care to, altogether," was Jacob's

answer.
" You must care to !" was Ixla's reply. The clouds were

becoming sagged ; the process of deflation distinctly per-

ceptible.

" Must ?" echoed Jacob, with a look of perplexity. He
had a rooted dislike to the word.

" Well, how on earth do you expect to get on if you won't

do the simplest thing 1"

" N—^yes," said Jacob, and then :
" I don't quite see what

Bradley could do exactly."
" He might pass on some of his work to you. You said he

had more than he could manage."
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" I don't expect he would do that."

" Why not 1 You were a great friend of his."

" You see, I haven't got an office."

" Why not Btart one ?"

It may seem a trivial suggestion, but it set a ball rolhng that

was to alter the whole course of Jacob's life. He did not

crasp the possibilities for a moment.
^ ^. ^

•• Without any work in hand 1" he asked, as though that

were final. , . , .» \. a.-^

•• Oh 1 my dear Jimmy "—Lola's tone was kmd, if emphatic

—'• you must see that you are arguing in a vicious circle.

You can't get work because you haven't got an office. You

can't start an office because you haven't got any work. That

sort of thing can go on for ever."
j i. i,

Jacob awoke to the fact that, according to precedent, he

was patiently awaiting the performance of a miracle.

"Well! What do you suggest?" His tone was im-

patient, he appreciated his fiancie'a logic, but not her attitude

towards himself.
" Why shouldn't you start an office ?"

" And leave Morley's ?"
. . . ^. „

" You must make a beginning. You must show imtiative.

" Isn't it taking a tremendous risk ?"

"
If you failed, you would be no worse off. You could go

back to Morley's or take some other position."

The idea was beginning to take hold.

" I've never thought of it before," he said, with the first

symptoms of enthusiasm he had displayed.

" Oh ! you dreamer !" replied Lola.

They feU to the discussion of plans. It was aU so easy.

Jacob had a balance of over £300 at his bank ; more than suffi-

cient. Before he left that day he had promised to caU upon

Bradley, and they had decided to look about for suitable

quarters for an office—it was settled that the office was not

to be in the Gty. Why not an office and house combined 1

Then Jacob would not have to be away all day, when they

were married.

*-|

:i

!:
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The idea of independence, c ice formulated, began to take

an increasing hold on Jacob's mind. He was an amateur of

life, unpractical, and lacking in ambition. He regarded the

idea from one point of view only—it was a new adventure,

and the more he thought of it, the greater the possibilities it

seemed to hold. He allowed his imagination to run ahead
of all probabilities, and, meanwhile, he found material for

dreams,—the real basis he always looked for—in the work of

setting about the practical business that was necessary.

At times he had qualms as to his qualifications. There
were many details of practical architecture with which he was

unacqua-nted. He was no Judge of materials, for instance

;

at least, not of actual materials on the site—^he had sotae

theoretical knowledge of faults to be avoided. He had copied

specifications for Mr. Baker, and he remembered vaguely such

facts as that timber was to be well-seasoned, and " free from

all defects, sap, shakes ; large, loose or dead knots." When
the qualms came he put himself ^rough a mental examination,

and was, generally, rather well satisfied as to the result.

When he found a self-imposed question that he could not

aiLBwer, he looked it up in his books on building construction.

He decided that when he had an office of his own, he would

have a practical library at hand to which he could refer at all

times. He bought several books at once from Mr. Batsford's,

and read parts of them. It way* all hopelessly amateurish,

but not notably more unpracjkical than much of the serious

business of life which passes muster.

Fate was favouring him at this time—making large promises,

egging him on.

He had a very satisfactory interview with the great Owen
Bradley, whom he had not seen for more than twelve months.

The great man was engaged, so said the clerk in the outer

off .e, but he would take Mr. Stahl's name in, and he did,

written on a piece of paper. Jacob had forgotten his cards.

Bradley ca|fte out at once.
" My dear fellow, awfully glad to see you," he said, " but
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I am checking a list of extras and omissions with the builder

and the quantity surveyor. Did you want to see me about

anything particular V
'• Yes, I did, rather," said Jacob. " But H . .

."

" Let me think," interrupted Bradley. " Look here, can

you come round about half-past six ? I shall have finished

then, and we can go and have dinner somewhere."

" Thanks very much. Yes, I should like to."

A wonderful man, this Owen Bradley, so self-confident, so

certain in knowledge, so completely efficient. Jacob thought

of that reported examination of the bill of extras and omia-

sions. The builder would get no certificate for unaccredited

extras out of Bradley, thought Jacob, but if J. L. Stahl,

architect, was called upon to adjudicate such matters ?—he

wondered if there were any work dealing more particularly

with this important subject.

At half-past six Bradley was " very nearly finished," and

at a quarter-past seven he was actually free. Jacob saw a

man he Judged to be the builder, come out looking rather

depressed.
" Was that your builder 1" he asked Bradley, as they went

down together to Bradley's club.

" Yes. That was Wilcox, the senior partner of Wilcox and

Wilcox, you know. They built the offices at Birchester."

" He looked as if you'd been taking it out of him, rather."

" One must be pretty hard. It's a question of which of you

gets in first. He wanted me to have dinner with him, so I

was very glad to have an excuse."

" Doesn't do, I suppose ?"

Bradley shook his head. " One can't be too careful," he

said.

Jacob made a mental note that he must never in any cir-

cumstances accept anything from a builder.

During dinner they spoke chiefly of technical matters.

Jacob was genuinely interested in Bradley's experienct, and

plied him with questions which Bradley was not unwilling to

answer. Later he even paid his guest the compliment of

saArii^

:

i
i|
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" Tou seem to have got a bettor grip of practical matt<>rR

than you used to have."

This was in the smoking-room. It was an opportunity, and

Jacob took it, somewhat shyly.

" Do you think so ?" he said. " I'm glad, very glad. The

fact of the matter is, I'm thinking of starling in practice for

myself."
•• Good for you. What Jobs have you got ?"

Jacob blushed and explained. Incidentally he broached

the topic of his engagement, and received congratula-

tions.

" But about this office of yours ?" asked Bradley, returning

to essentials. " Isn't it rather a risk ?"

" Nothing venture," suggested Jacob. " You see, there's

no hope of getting any work until one has an office."

" Quite so," assented Bradley. " But what about pros-

pects ? You must at least have some prospects."

Jacob was uneasy. Bradley made it so difficult to ask him

for work.
" Well, I'm trying to meet as many people as possible, you

know," he said. "Mrs. Wilmot, my fiancie, has a lot of

friends, and we think . .
."

" Are they the right kind of friends 1" put in Bradley.

" Friends who have the money and inclination to build ?"

" One never knows," said Jacob, and then desperately

:

" I was wondering whether you ever had an opportunity of—

of passing on any jobs—Uttle Jobs, of course, too small for yon

to bother about."

Bradley pushed his spectacles on to his forehead, and

looked out on to the twilight Embankment. It was still early

in July, and the lights in the smoking-room were not turned

on. Bradley was very short-sighted, and when he wished to

consider a question he preferred the semi-obscurity afforded

by partial blindness.

Jacob sat silent awaiting a reply. He was not short-sifted,

and the picture of the Embankment, as it appear*^ at tisat

moment, was one of the memories which alwajrs remained Txrid

to him.
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" Yet," said Brndley at Uwt, replacing hli speotaole* and

looking earnestly at Jacob, " I could and I will."

" That's awfully good of you, old chap. I should be tre-

mendously grateful."
•• And . .

." Bradley paused, he had not yet spoken the

thought which had caused his hesiUtion. " And, if you are

not sure about any technical matters, you'd better refer them

to me till you feel your feet a bit."

This was a glorious report to bring to Lola. Jacob could

not wait till morning, and made a very late call—it was after

ten—at Upper Wobum Place.

" I like Mr. Bradley." was Lola's comment.
" He's an awfully good sort," agreed Jacob with enthusiasm.

" But why need you consult him ? Why are you so pleased

about that part of it 1"

" He's had so much experienoe," said Jacob.

Lok boked at him, inquiringiy. " My dear boy," she said,

and this was the Brst timo she had so addressed him, " you

must learn to have more confidence in yourself."

Jacob felt as he walked home that the fine edge of his

pieagure had been blunted. He would gain confidence in

tsne—hang it all, she needn't be always lecturing him about it.

3.

Fate was evidently in the mood, for on the Sun^cj following

the visit to Bradley, Cairns came in, very blight and full of

vigour. It seemed that he had made a successful coup on

the Stock Exchange, and when he heard of his friend's new

ventuw. he said at once that he had always iitended to build

himself a little place in the country—on the Chiltem Hills,

or Surrey, perhaps—and that now was the very time to start.

Cainm had ideas about the construction of houses, revolu-

doxuffy ideas such as Jacob had never heard of.

"M thte business of emptying slops, carrying them up and

do«s itaiTM aad Mich nastineeses," said Cairns, on the hearth-

rug is his favourite attitude, " nothing of that sort in my
housa.**

I
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" But how ...?'* began Jacob, taking the point as being

a personal one, thou|^ the remark had been addressed to

the company generally.

" How 1" interrupted Cairns. " What could be simpler 1

You architects, like other professional men, let your minds

run in a groove. Now, why not fitted basins with a tap ?

Why carry water about and spill it all over the place 1 Once

sanctify a thing by custom, it doesn't matter how absurd the

thing is, and that thing has to stay. Wash my hands in a

fixed basin, when I've always been accustomed to one I

could knock over and break ? Turn a tap to get water, when

I've always been accustomed to struggle with a great unwieldy

Jug that slopped the water all over me when it was too full ?

Oh ! no ! not for worlds ! Why, my dear fellow, my father

never had a tap or a fixed basin in his house, and he lived to

eighty-seven. No, thanks, not for me, I like the good old-

fashioned methods. Good Gk)d ! it's wonderful, simply won-

derful."

Cairns had lived in Australia for many years, and his

expletives were sometimes rather forcible. He had many

other ideas about the designing of houses which he expkined

fully, while Jacob made mental notes, but he did not on this

occasion condescend to any practical details beyond the

suggestion that Jacob should get out some phms. The

accommodation even was not settled, as when this point was

brought forward. Cairns launched forth on the subject of

hospitality, and explained how he should keep open house,

not only to his friends and acquaintances, but to certain

waifs of the hedgerows. Cairns was in great form that after-

noon ; incidentally, however, Jacob did learn that Cairns was

a widower with three children. It seemed that this house of

his was going to be quite an important job.

Lola was enthusiastic about it after Cairns had left, but

she had one practical suggestion to make. " Don't wait for

him 1 . bring the subject up agam. He told you to get out

some plans. Couldn't you start some sketches at once ?"

" I've got absolutely no information," pleaded Jacob, who

had been delighted at Cairns' suggestions, but was quite
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willing to postpone any actual work until his office was an

accomplished fact.

" Oh ! you've got heaps of information," said Lc!a. " Didn't

you listen to all his ideas ? He m so original."

" M—yes," said Jacob. " But I don't think his ideas, some

of them, are very practici^. What about that annexe for

tramps, for instance ?"

"I shouldn't bother about that," replied Lola. "He'll

probably have forgotten all about it by next Sunday."

4.

Eric'sLastly, Eric turned up with practical assistance,

assistance, when given, was always practical.

Lola had not been introduced yet. In fact, it was not until

after the scheme of the private office had been mooted, that

she learned of Eric's existence.

" Haven't you any friends or relations ?" she had asked,

when they had been going through a list of possible people

who might be of use.

" Oh I There's Eric, of course," Jacob had admitted, and

the necessary explanation had followed.

The conclusion of it had been an implied rebuke adminis-

tered in a kind form.
" Oh i you dreamer ! Fancy dropping such a brother as

that. Why, he must know heaps of people, useful people

!

Darling, when will you learn to be Just a little practical 1

Have you never even written to tell your brother that you are

engaged ?"

Jacob had to confess that he had neither seen nor written

to Eric for quite a long time, months, many months.
" He'll think you're ashamed of me," said Lola.

" Oh ! Great Scott, no, he couldn't think that. I'll write

to-night," said Jacob.

Mrs. Eric left cards during the week. Lola was out. " I

will write to Mr. Cairns and the others," she said to Jacob,

the same
Sunday."

evening, "and we'll go over to Hampetead on

21
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Jacob ironderad idiat Eric and his ^e would think of

Lola, not what Lola would think of Eric and hia wife. It

was a curious inversion, the significance of which did not occur

to him.

For once Jacob had the felicity of being the important

person in the West Hampstead mina^.

Lola was a social success. She seemed to impress the Eric

Stahls by her ease and manner. The conversation was kept

away from technical subjects, and in all others Mrs. Wilmot

was quite capable of maintaimng her superiority. Mrs. Eric

drew her out on the subject of art, and Lola on this topic

was obviously the teacher, and not the taught.

It is true that there was a slight chill when Eric took his

brother off to the study for the usual smoke.
" Who was her first husband 1" was the inevitable question.

" I haven't the least idea. I have never mentioned the

subject," was Jacob's answer ; as an afterthought he added

:

" I've an idea that it was not a very happy marriage."

" Was he well off ?" asked Eric.

" Very, I beUeve."
" But Mrs. Wilmot has no private means."
" No—none."
" How do you suppose that came about ?"

Jacob shrugged his shoulders. "I can imi^e possible

reasons," he said. "He may have been living up to his

income, for instance."

"About this office of yours," said Eric later; "do you

think your prospects Justify you in taking it ?"

" Absolutely !" returned Jacob, and gave a glowing account

of Cairns' and Bradley's promises.
" H'm !" was Eric's comment, after he had put various ques-

tions. "Bradley seems all right—I'm not so sure about

Cairns. On the Stock Exchange they are millionaires one day,

and paupers the next. However, I think I can put a little

work in your way. It's not a big Job, but every little

helps."

It transpired that Eric had an opUon on a smidl property

of something over an acre in Putney, a neighbourhood which
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WM not then completely smothered in bricks and mortar.

" The house is rather a wreck, at present," explained Eric,

" but the garden will be delightful. Doris and I feel rather

suffocated here, sometimes. I should be glad if you would

go down and see the place, test the drains, and report on it.

Professionally, of course. I expect you will find that we

shall have to spend three or four hundred pounds on the struc-

ture. We haven't absolutely decided, but I think it is prob-

able we shall take it. Doris seems keen on it, and it will be

her speculation. As a speculation, by the way, there's little

doubt that it will be profitable. Property is going up in those

suburbs, as I dare say you know."

Jacob did not know, but he nodded with u arance.

" Everything seems to be coming our way," he said to Lola,

on the way back to Upper Wobum Place, but he was very

distinctly doubtful as to his capacity for testing the drains

and estimating the repairs necessary at the house in Putney.

He had had no experience in that kind of work. He woukl

have found it much easier to design a hospital.

But all this work which was pouring in upon him necessi-

tated hurrying forward the matter of taking an oflBoe. He

must leave Mr. Morley at once. They decided this that very

Sunday evening. And there was a house to let in Blooms-

bury Square. £130 a year was a big price, of course, but with

such prospects it was not too much. It was no good to take

too small a place, and then be obliged to move again. They

need not furnish the top floor at first. It was decided to

inspect that house.

Only one thinj more, the delicate question of a date for

their marriage. Why should they wait ? Lola was very

sweet about it. When they had agreed that the end of

August was not an impossible time, and that the ceremony

should be a very quiet one, Lola said, " You can leave all those

stupid arrangements to me, darling, you will have your hands

very full."

Jacob agreed with this last remark, and after making the

necessary expostulations, he consent^ to the unusoal arrange-

muit ol iMving all negotiations to the future bride.

il

i
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" You're sure you don't mind 1" he aaked more than once.

" Quite sure. Of course not ! Why should 1
1"

Really, she was very unselfish.

I il

II !

5.

Jacob was not inquisitive, but he had a genuine eagerness

for knowledge, and one department of knowledge that he

explored whenever a chance aflforded, was that which contained

the human facts of life. He Uked to hear real stories of indi-

vidual experience, and more than once he gave Lola an open-

ing to confide something of her past history, not because it

might in any way concern himself, but because he thought it

might be interesting. But Lola-never responded. The only

answer he had ever received was '-' I can't speak of that time,"

and she had tightened her grasp on the arm of her chair with

exactly the same gesture as she had used when talking to

Deb. It gave the effect, this gesture, of the necessity for

great self-restraint ; those whitened knuckles, the tensity of

the whole attitude, implied that the speaker was on the verge

of some outbreak of grief, that she must succumb if she did

not keep a very firm hold of herself. Her eyes, too, looked

as if they might, in another moment, brim with tears. With

it all there was something chastened in the look and pose,

something which might have been expressed in words such as,

" I have been through the mill, I have suffered unspeakably,

but I can go on—I am not beaten." Jacob was much affected

on this occasion, and had the feeling that he had been rather

brutal in putting too pointed a question.

He did not, however, scent any mystery, then ; he was not

looking for mystery, but he thought of these things in his

own rooms sometimes, and sometimes he speculated as to

what the trouble could have been. Had her husband been a

brute ? In some undetermmed way that was the impression

he had received.
,

Another curious thing was that among all Mrs. Wilmots

many acquaintances, there was none who had known her for

more than three years at the most. Deb, with three years,
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seemed to have established a record. Tet, at times, Lola

referred, casually, to people she had known in earlier ywws,

people who seemed to have occupied more important positions

in the social world than those members of the semi-Bohemian

circle who appeared on Sunday aftem«. >ns.

" Don't you ever see any of those people, now ?" he had

asked on one occasion, when she had been speaking of older

friends, and Lola had shrugged her shoulders. "Tve no

time to keep in with them, now I have to work for my living,"

had b«en her reply. The answer did not seem quite satisfac-

tory, v«rhen Jacob added it to his other causes for speculation.

Then, once, when they had been buying furniture together

for their new house in Bloomsbury Square, there had been an

incident.

They were walking down Oxford Street, in high spirits,

both very eager on the game of bargain-hunting, matching

their knowledge and skill against those of antique furniture-

dealers who spent their whole lives in defendii^ themselves

against the cunning of Just suph customers as these.

They stopped to look in at a window.
" I say that's rather a Jolly gate-table," said Jacob, point-

ing eageriy. "I wonder how much thev want for that.

Shall we go in and . .
."

He stopped abruptly, for Lola had suddenly laid a hand on

his arm, a hand that gripped him tightly enough to hurt.

" What's the matter ?" he asked, and, turning to her, he

saw that her face had grown very white. She was not looking

at him, but at a tall, broad-shouldered man with a brown

moustache, who had been gazing into the same shop-window.

In her eyes was a look of fear and appeal, the look of the

trapped animal facing its giant trapper.

Jacob turned hastily towards the stranger, the first thing

in his protecting mind was that the big man had in some way

insulted Lola.
" Oh ! come away." Lola's tone was urgent.

" But . . ." remonstrated Jacob.

Lola was biting her lip, her grip on Jacob's arm was com-

pelling ; she positively dragged him away.

I:

if

f
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Jacob, HtiU rehiot«nt, looked back over his shoulder. The

tall man was watching them, smiling; a cold, sarcastic

smile.
" What's the matter, darling 1"

' Wait till we get home," she said.

When they were back in Upper Wobum Place, the ex-

planation was not entirely satisfactory.

•• It was dreadfuUy silly of me," Lola said, " but that man

was so exactly like—like Edgar."
" Your husband ?" asked Jacob.

She nodded. " It absolutely appalled me for a moment,"

she said after ui interval.

" You, you couldn't have—cared for him very much {

said Jacob.
" Hated him !" she replied in a low tone, with a vehemence

and viciousness that startled Jacob.

The incident closed tenderly. Jacob came over to her.

" Do you know, I am rather glad to think that you didn't

care for him very much," he said.

" Dear thing," repUed Lola, and they finished the day in

the manner of lovers.

It was afterwards that Jacob reverted to the explanation.

It accounted for everything except the man's smile ;
it had

been a smile of understanding.

Lastly, Jacob could not help speculating sometimes as to

the inwardness of the relations between Ix)la and her mother,

Mrs. Fane. Now that I^ola was to be married again, the

earUer reason assigned, that Mrs. Fane .disapproved of her

daughter's method of earning a livelihood, had surely lost its

cogency. Certainly it had been decided that, for a time, Lola

should continue her work, and add to their smaU income, but

if she were married there could no longer be any question of

impropriety. Jacob had the impressionr-all his talks wth

Lola on this subject had been so indefinite—that Mrs. Fane

was, perhaps, old-fashioned, not abreast with the times which

had accepted the independent woman. Mrs. Fane might dis-

approve of a widowed Lola, living alone, and earning a hveU-

hood by what doubtless appeared to her mother as strange
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meuis, butr—Jacob went back over the old ground. It was,

at least, odd that Lola had not even written to her mother.

All these causes for speculation mij^t have keened Jacob

to a sense of the necessity for resolute inquiry, a decided and

ruthless cioss-exanunation of Lola. There were two reasons

why that stage of inquiry was never reached, ignoring the fact

that, had the stage ever been reached, Jacob would never

have had the determination to conduct such a cross-examina-

tion.

The first reason was that he did not think clearly or con-

secutively. If he had written down his causes for specula-

tion and studied .aem, he might have been roused to a con-

dition of more potent wonder, perhaps of anxiety. But his

thought was formless, a series of disconnected pictures that

took shape and colour according to the mood of his imagina-

tion, and not according to the influence of any desire for

logical sequence. Such facts as he had were not compared,

collated ; they were isolated save in so far as he did press

them imaginatively into one all-embracing enclosure. This

enclosure figures the second reason.

It was by way of being an inclusive explanation, thus :

—

Lola had been very unhappy in her first marriage ;
she had

suffered, terribly ; she wished therefore to forget aU the cir-

cumstances. Under such conditions Jacob, also, would have

wished to put all unpleasant associations behind him, would

have struggled to forget. Mrs. Fane was included as a cir-

cumstance ; it was possible that she had arranged Lola's first

marriage. Mrs. Fane was probably an unsympathetic woman

(damning description), and had sided with the late Edgar

Wilmot—of odious memory.

;

6.

During the second week in August Jacob received his cus-

tomary half-yearly dividend for £61 lis. 9d.—less mcome-tax

—and it occurred to him that he might as weU take out his

pass-book and see how he stood in account with his bank.

He had taken the house in Bloomsbury Sc[uare on a thyee-
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yean' agreement from the end of September. As a oonsidera-

tion, he had been albwed occupancy from the half-quarter

;

the consideration on the landlord's aide had been relief from

doing any structural repairs. The agreement was not with

the Bedford estate, but with the leaseholder. A sum hud

been allowed for redecoration, but it was quite inadequate to

cover the cost of Lola's scheme, a scheme which was never-

theless being carried out.

Jacob set himself to calculation. There were so many

items. House furniture (they had adhered to their resolu-

tion not to furnish the top floor), office furniture and fittings,

the extra expense on the decorator's estimate, lawyers' fees,

personal exr nses (Lola liked him to dress well, and he had

opened a new account with a West-End tailor), the expense

of the forthcoming honeymoon (they had decided on Paris),

and his wedding present to Lola, a cheque for £50, to say

nothing of a few minor presents that he had given her and the

engagement and wedding rings.

Jacob found his balance, counting his ^ivid^i^d, amounted

to £271. That figure astonished him, for it intimated that

he must have spent Just over £100 in the past six weeks-

including that wedding present, of course—that was a big

item. He set himself to estimating the future cost of the

other items he had enumerated. At first he estimated

liberally, then he came to the conclusion that there must be

some mistake, and went through the items again with more

care and greater regard to accuracy. Finally, a third time.

He had intended to pay all the accounts at once, but he saw

now that he must reconsider that intention, for, according to

the final estimate, uch a proceeding would leave him over-

drawn some £25 or so at the Bank. And he and Lola would

have ordinary living expenses for six months, would have to

pay wages and the first quarter's rent due at Christmas, to

say nothing of rates and taxes, and Lord knows what else

;

and at the end of the six months there would be a dividend

of £61 lis. 9d.—less income-tax. Jacob came to the con-

clusion that £300 was not such a big sum as he had imagined.

He also came to the conclusion that there was nothing for it
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but to sell a certain amount of stock. His investments were

earning 3J per cent.—well, he might sell stock to the value of,

say, £660 ; that would reduce his income by the odd £20 a

year, which would make practically no difference. By Jove

!

he would have to work. Meanwhile, he wrote to his solicitors

at Pelsworthy, and requested them to set about the sale of

the stock. This done, he felt greatly relieved. With another

£660 at his back he could face the future in a hopeful spirit

;

by the time that was spent, he would be making a decent

income. One more conclusion—he would not worry Lola

with all these financial detaUs. She had never questioned

him about money matters, why should he trouble her ? She

had had trouble enough in her life. Furthermore, she might

not approve of his selling that stock.

His last thoughts before going to sleep turned on the neces-

sity for practical work. There was that Job of Eric's and the

plans for Cairns, n^kcted for the moment in the rush of so

many immediate concerns. But Eric and Cairns had both

understood his explanations. There was no violent hurry.

Eric and his wife had decided to buy the Putney property, it

is true, but they had no intention of moving before the spring.

But when Jacob came back from his honeymoon, he would

have to put his back into it, and, by Jove ! ht would. Every-

thing being thus comfortably settled and arranged for, Jacob

slept the sleep of the consciously righteous. He was adven-

turing right out on to the sea of life, now, and he found the

promise of the voyage most inspiriting.
!

7.

This chapter of Jacob's experience closes with a farewell

word of advice and the shadow of events forthcoming.

The farewell was to the offices of Mr. Ridout Morley at the

end of July. The staff subscribed to give him a wedding

present, but that was nothing but an embarrassment. The

thing he remembered was the unexpected good-bye of old

Eckholt. Jacob had always regarded the old man as a pessi-

mist, he had expected to hear him depreciate any promise of

?
- T[

ijii
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roooeM in Jaoob't enterpriM. bat iiwte«d oune ft few words

of kindly advioe, beginning

:

" Well, I'm rare I wiih you every 'appineas, Mr. Stahl,"

«nd then :
" The great thing in practice, in my experience, is

never to give yourself away. So long aa you stick to it and

Uke trouble, things can't go very far wrong, and at the worst

it's only the builder as knows. Keep in with your builder,

and he'll see you throu^, even if he does make a Utile extra

out of it."

Jacob shook hands warmly with old Eckholt and thanked

him, the advice seemed good. It was only the genius, such

as Bradley, who could afford to be so independent with

builders, and never accept so much as a dinner from them.

The shadow was unrealized at the time by reason of Jacob's

ignorance of certain technicalities.

Jacob signed the certificate first, and after Lola had, also,

signed, the copy was taken and handed to the bride, who

took it and stowed it away hurriedly in a little bag she was

carr3ring.

From the church (they had been married by special licence),

they drove straight to the very tea-rooms in which they had

first arrived at an understanding. They had taken the whole

of the smoking-room for the afternoon, and had invited their

friends tluther for the little reception which was to mark the

event. In the cab Jacob said,

" May I look at the certificate ! I've never seen one."

Lola hesitated and looked at him, a question in her eyes,

the shadow of a determination on her face.

" Yes ! You may—if you like," she said slowly.

As Jacob looked at the certificate, his wife watched him

closely, came a little nearer to him, slipped her hand through

his arm. Her face was pale, but the determination was

evident in the set of her under-lip.

" I say, how quaint !" said Jacob. " Why are you de-

scribed as ' single and unmarried '?"

** Because I've been married before," replied Lola quietly.

" But why not a widow 1"

There was silence between them for a moment, and thei)
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Jacob Ibkled up the oertifioate with » iMigh and gave it back.

"Oht Loidl these legal Johnniea do find some quaint

phraaea," he said.

The shadow of the detennination on Lola's face was passing

away. " Yes—they are funny," she said, and then, " Don't

mention it to anybody."
" Why not 1"

" It's a superstition, that's all."

" Oh I all right. Of course I won't. I say, do you realise

that we are actually married 1"

Lola beared a long, deep »ig}x of relief. " I am beginning

to realise it, darling," she said.

The little reception was quite a success. Cairns was in

great form, and had a remarkable argument with Eric on the

question of land-nationalization.

Ml

CHAPTER XXVn
SINOLS AKD UWMARTUTO

L

The importance of to-morrow cannot be over-estimated. In

the animal world there are but foreshadowings of that wonder-

ful conception ; and those are gross—a watering at the mouth

and eager eyes induced by a sight of the quarry ; nevertheless,

signs of an imagination, a present enjoyment of pictured satis-

faction that may never be attained. In that primitive antici-

pation lies the germ of the wonderful to-morrow—^it is only a

question of extension. To-morrow, be it noted, contains all.

To span the gap of a period of unconsciousness is to scale the

fences of eternity ; to live in the to-morrow is to live beyond

the bouikls. But the animal, dripping saliva, points a tedious

moral ; in two words—^leap quickly. It is the practical appli-

cation, you must flesh your dreams, oh ! dreamer.

The last cigarette, smoked in complacency, while Mrs.

James (or Jacob) Stahl is being allowed the twenty minutes

of solitude she demands to prepare herself for the luxury of
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laep, thif Iwt, daUberate cigwwtte hM been dedio»*»d to

to-morrow, without ritual or determiiuktioiM, almost without

intention. Ai an institution, it began on the very fiirt night

in Bloomabury Square, when a slightly harrowed Jacob

solemnly put away from him thoughts of small disagreements,

of incapacities involved in the testing of drauis, and all such

insistent facts of life, and floated in a dream eternity of un-

realizable to-morrows.

This last cigarette is Jacob's nepenthe, and has a sequel

which is not yet.
. . «, .

His nepenthe enabled him on this first night in Bloomsbury

Square to forget the inferences of a three weeks' honeymoon

in Paris, inferences that had deepened the gloom of the train

Jounrey from Newhaven that morning, and had been strength-

ened when the Stahls arrived at a home that had not been

prepared for their reception ; or not prepared to the satisfac-

tion of Mrs. Stahl ; the effect is the same.

Certainly the home-coming had been inauspicious.

Arrangements had been made which implicated the agency

of a still faithful Deb, in connection with a retained char-

woman and a promised cook and housemaid, all engaged to

put in an appearance some three days before the Saturday

that heralded the return of master and mistress. But the

cook proved faithless—she was never heard of again—and

what the charwoman and the housemaid could have been

doing for those three days, it puzzled a tired but still dynamic

Mrs. Stahl to tell.

"Everything's filthy," was her pronouncement, and she

persistently disregarded Jacob's expression of optimism which

embodied the spirit of the amateur actor's certainty that " it

would be all right on the night." Indeed, the night was come,

and even the phenomenon of an evaporated cook, however

amazing, did not excuse the leaving of a dustpan on one of

the drawing-room chairs. " Everything's filthy," Mrs. Stahl

had repeated, when the new hovisemaid had been summoned

upstairs, and a demonBtration had been made with an indig-

nant forefinger on the mahogany of the beautiful revolving

bookcase, the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Eric Stahl. That one could
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yrrite ons't nune in the duat wm demoiutnted conoluaively.

Mid the fiery sigzag axeouted by Lola, conveying the idea of

a lifted and explodkog oraoker, may have stood as a symbol

for the auU^prai^ of the indignant house-nuatress.

Jacob, on the hearthrug, with the reminiscences of a Septem-

ber crossing from Dieppe still Htrong upon him, had wondered

how the housemaid would take it, what the housemaid would

think. As a woman, thu housemaid was not unattractive,

dark-eyed and dark-haired, but these attractions seemed to

weigh not at all with her mistress, who repurded the maid,

evidently, in the Ught of an inefficient machine—the appear-

ance of the machine in this particular application was beside

the point.

The housemaid had a sfHrit, too.

" I dusted it this morning, mum."
"Before you swept the room, or after?" This with

intense scorn.

The maid had bridled, but she stood convicted of having

progressed by an illogical sequence. " Fm sure, if I don't

give satisfaction . .
."

" Don't be impertinent !" Lola had blazed, and Jacob had

cleared his throat, but before he could interpose the maid had

gone. " Bounced out of the room and slammed the door,"

reported Lola, to Deb's amazement. Deb had thought her a

" nice, willing girl, if not clever."

To be faced with a household without a cook, and with a

maid fully conscious of the fact that she would leave at the

end of the month, was a hard beginning—certainly inaus-

picious.

Jacob had been hot and uncomfortable. After the house-

maid had bounced and slammed, pointing the last detonation

of a very capable firework, he had been uncomfortable but

pacificatory, anxious to remove impressions—^but the smell

of gunpowder remained. Doubtless he jight have proved

more successful with the maid, but no opportunity had offered

of using his influence in that direction. All this had hap-

pened before breakfast. It was the distinct culmination of

honeymoon relations, and even honeymoon relations had not
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been •ll-poweiful. There had been times when an active

bride, intoxicated v;ith Paris shop-windows, had resented the

lassitude and lack of enthusiasm displayed by a husband not

over-interested in the Jewellers* exhibitions in the Rue de la

Paix. On one such occasion the word " indolent " had come

to the surface. It is not a word used to designate the heroic.

These things explain the need for nepenthe. That last,

deliberate cigarette becomes a ritual ; worship to the great

god of dreams, the creator of all-blissful and perfectly im-

possible to-morrows.

2.

The three years that followed the return to Bloomsbury

Square, were years of development, but the story of them is

not to be told in detail. Here and there a scene stands out,

representing a mil&stone, perhaps ; here and there is a scar

to be accounted for, but the intervals that mark k)ng, slow

progress, intervals of months or a year, these must be passed

by, only their influence is to be remembered.

According to precedent, it was the early days of married

life that were most full of significant detail There was, for

instance, a scene that pointed the set of the road which these

two were to travel, a scene that occurred three weeks after

the return from the honeymoon.

The Sunday " at homes " were resumed in the new quarters,

on a larger scale. Printed oards were sent, dropped on to the

breakfast-tables of the remotest acquaintances, business ac-

quaintances of Lola's, acquaintances of Jacob's whom he

never thought to see again ; it was a hunt for names amoug

the byways and hedges, but with a difference—there were to

be no scallywags, the byways must be select as Curzon Street

;

the hedges were those of private gardras, and the hunt was

conducted on the gard^t side.

That third Sunday had been a success in its public aspect.

" I say, what a crowd !" remarked Jacob.

Lol»—Just returned to the drawing-room after speeding the

departure <d the iart straggler—shut the door with decision.

" Your manners are simply appalling," was ner reply.
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Jsoob, sexenely unoonsdous of offence, was too ABtoniahed

for words. He looked his unacement, trying to oatch the

eye of a wife, who lighted a cigarette with unnecessary yigour,

threw the match into the fire, picked up a book, walked

angrily across the room, sat down and began to read, all

without a single glance in his direction.

An intense silence followed, during which the turning of a

page of Lola's book—and she seemed to be reading incredibly

fast—sounded like the crepitation of musketry.
" I haven't the least notion what you mean i" He was

somewhat afraid of the sound of his own voice.

The intermittent musketry practice terminated with a

volley—the book was slammed with a horrible crash.

" Well, I thinl 's about time you learned, then
!"

" Learned what >"

" You leave me to wait on everyone, while you stick in a

comer with Mona Fermor, and never stir a finger." The

answer had the air of being consequent on her first complaint,

the intervals of hvish and of question and answer had been

obliterated evidently ; but to give point to the accusation,

she closed on the keynote " Your manners are simply ap-

palling."

Now, Jacob had been trying to be polite. He had picked

out liiss Fermor and tried to entertain her, because he had

seen her sitting n^ected in a comer. He did not care for

Miss Fermor, her Grecian nose made no more appeal to him
than her Rossetti mouth, and her conversation bored him.

His attentions to Miss Fermor were by way of being a noble

act of self-sacrifice, and ten minutes had marked the limit of

his renunciation. Furthermore, Lola had been surrounded

with male helpers in addition to Deb. Every man, with the

exception cf Guy Latham, had been giving assistance. Jacob

had a sense of Justice, he was willing to admit a fault, but he

resented blame when his intention bad been innocent.
" I don't think you are quite fair," he began, and, neglecting

a sound of contempt from Lola, which was more nearly a
snort than anything, he went on :

" I didn't know you wanted
me to help you."
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the least idea of mannewl Surely you must
' himself up m a

interruptionknow that it isn't usual for the host to wedge

comer, and let niswue wait on everyone." This

for re oXeak."^ " But you had Cairns and Lexg^Weston

a^d Snell and aU the others to help you," he persisted

"OhTcan't you understand that you were the host-that

it was your proper place to entertain people

•' I was entertaining Miss Fermor. . .
•

" Yes you needn't tell me that.'

::^'ir»°"«'w." C::™d. .he n^U ^..W the

°°!?0?l'lome, that ton't true." J«ob ineviUbly took the^L of defence, that ««« of Jurtiee -WW^;, '

••Oh!^» make »««*. Why teU he. about rt !
You

kMw perfectly weU that you hwdly .poke to anyone etae.

" Oh^ rot r exoUiimed Jacob, with vehemence.

.. ?„a Needn't Aout at me, though I .«ppo« 1 ™8''t ^
exp.^ you would ; you «en. to have no conception of the

"1^had°'h^nS^"wound him, deUbetately, and, now,

ehKuSTHi. face grew hot and hi. Up. t«mbW

.tXlTd beef without
-J^.

--
"^f.^^rn

pass him that condiment. He felt it an a<^t oi oan^

he asked her in a. level a voice as possible if rf^e wouW h^

any more beef. The temperature of her tone m replying

mkht have kept the beef fresh for a voyage.

After supper they read ; that is to say, Jacob sat witn m
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open book held in front of him, and mechanioaUy scanned

page after page, but the eenae of the words never penetrated

to his brain. He was going over and over the scene of the

afternoon, and when he remembered a former apotheosis—

that " One would never have known "—he was ahnost ready

to choke. He endured it for an hour, and then he let the

book fall in his lap.

Lola was looking at him with a smile ....
" You might know what a Jealous little beast I am," was

the explanation she offered.

" But, Lola darling. Miss Fermor of all people. I can t

stand the woman."
" Tou looked so absorbed."
" I expect I was bored to extinction."

^^

" But, anyway, you ought to have helped me with the tea.

" Tm sorry. I won't forget next time,"

Yet he was glad when the reconciliation was over, he was

glad when she went to bed and left him to his last, deUberate

cigarette. He paused before Ughting it to reflect on her thm-

ness. She was not a satisfactory person to—to nurse, and

she had no passion, she was not reciprocal, she didn't stir him,

she . . . He reaUred what he was thinking, and lighted his

cigarette hastily. It was curious that his dreams that mght

were of Madeline ; a sUghtly improved Madeline, who walked

with him through an impossible to-morrow.

3.

He had told Lola about Madeline, in the early days, in that

first blissful fortnight. After that first serious quarrel, he had

good cause to regret the indiscretion. His often repeated,
'
I

t«M a fool to teU her ;
good Lord, I tww a fool !" reprewnts a

futility, for even as he protested his fooUshness, he knew with

certainty that he would tell again in similar ciroumstances,

that it would be impossible for him to refrain from telling.

The question had been direct ; asked if there had ever been

another woman in his life, his reply had, necessarily, been m
the affirmative. There were a dozen reasons for admission,

22
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and only one for: denial. »nd that one wa.uBwali.ed ^ him,

^ugh he may have felt a moment's doubt as to hia wisdom

^m^ns for confession were manifold, but two wiU^rve.

The first w«i his difficulty in thet^ of

•f^;^?';^?^,^^^
it came harder to him. now. than it did m the Ashby Sutton

davT In those days there had been other motives. An

honourable Ue to defend another person seemed admirable

and even a Ue which involved ingenuity became endow^ w^th

quaUties. it had the attractiveness of htei»ture Fa^^d with

2 frank question der.unding the answer " Yes or No if

he had Ued. his
" No " would have had the fuU significance of

"
^e "other reason was one of vanity. To confess a blame-

less life would aave seemed to him a confession^t shame-

ful certainly derogatory. He envied the man who was adored

oi U>men. He figured the attractions of such a man as essen-

t^^rfle. and^ the more ambitious to win the flattery

of adoration, because he beUeved conscientioudy. and without

^If^^ption, that he had none cf the qualities admired by

Set^rsex.' It « evident tnat in the first ftish ci success

when he had found a woman to admmister the Aftte^ he

had yearned for. he could not have made an •^mu^on wh^ch

would, in his opinion, have bwered him «» ^^T^y^ ^V?
womak. His confession of early conquest had been, mdeed,

a boast, and the facts aad been subtly transfigured
;
an a*pec ,

this of the ingenious, constructive Ue which was not difficult.

Of Miss Mason and her kind he had not spoken-fortunately,

no question had been asked-tiiere was nothing admirable m

these things, there had been no conquest.
„ , ^„h

Morwvw, MadeUne was the daughter of a baronet, and

was now, a Ck)untess. This was to brag, mdeed.

He had been ^ fool, there was no denying it, but one reason

for bitterness, albeit a contradiction, was not known to turn,

^lah^^ beUeved him. That there had been something,

Sri bTv^, but not aU he had lK>asted J-l»
Wilmotj.s

a student of society, and the name of the bewildering Ladj

P^ton was weU-known to her. MadeUne was a famous
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beanty, and she had a reputation. (In the dube men won-

dered why Paignton stood it.) " Not a nice woman," would

have been Deb's verdict, but Lola had a sneaking admiration

for so splaidid a sinner, Lola's own defections having been

by no means splendid. Over all, there shone the ^ory of the

coronet which imparts a special virtue not corruptible by

immorality. In Lola's mind there could be no connection in

thought between Bfadeline, Countess of Paignton, whose

amours knew no limit of ambition, and Jacob Stahl, some-

time architect's assistant, whose father had been something

in the City ;—^the old disguise had served to cover the shameful

admission that Hermann Stahl had been a mere commercial

traveller. Lola Wilmot had taken too much for granted

before she committed herself, and afterwards, perhaps, it had

been a case of faute de mieux, complicated by that " con-

founded cussedness."

These things have a bearing on future quarrels, but not so

great a bearing as Lola's great coup de main. It was a master-

stroke, this, which evidenced great capabilities, genuine talent

in the misrepresentation of facts, a genius for the comprehen-

sion of character. It put a weapon in Lola's hands that

quelled and subdued Jacob, a master weapon of di&bolical

ingenuity.

f
I

This weapon came into use almost by accident.

It was at the end of October, when they had been married

some two months, that the gr^at and never-to-be-forgotten

scene was enacted.

Jacob had been reading a novel, a harmless book enough,

with an excellent moral, but the author with a commendable

eye for realism had explained for his own purposes the signifi-

cation of a phrase which he had occasion to use. It was no

less a idurase than that used in our church registers (the lay

official is more candid) to describe the condition of divorced

perscms, namely, " Single and unmarried." The novelist had

used it as a heading for one of his chapters.

They were sitting in the drawing-room after dinner. When
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Jacob read the chapter heading he smaed, and was on the

Boint of reading it aloud for Lola's amuaement. when he

reflected that she had shown signs of being m ^^^^
temper aU day, and that it would be a pity to disturb her now

n^e^lasLping so quiet. She. also, had a book m which

Bhe was interested. So Jacob read on.

He read the novelist's explanation twice, very owefuUy.

and then his heart went thump and stopped Mid then thumped

again so loudly that he thought Lola would hear it. His first

filing was one of extraordinary excitement ;
he was m the

middQe of a wUdly exciting adventure, cast for a big part m a

real drama. This strange thing had happened to h^ of aU

people, he could hardly credit it. He dropped his book and

Stored into the fire, but Lola did not raise her eyes.

But to this feeling there succeeded a reahzation of the facts

of life. He had been duped. This woman he had married

had Ued to him. deceived him. He tried to be very angry and

resentful, but that ethical sense of his began to donunate him.

She must have had some good reason. And. lastly, ft desire

to be fine overtook him-* reversion, maybe, to his first

feeling for the theatre-a desire to be splendidly forgiving,

broad-minded, humble, condescending, gracious, heroic, and

magnificently self-sacrificing all in one. He oontmued to

gaze into the fire, revolving these things.

And at last, Lola became conscious of a feehng of tension

in the atmosphere. She was sensitive to atmospheres. At

first she was a httle uneasy, restless, and then she looked over

the top of her book at Jacob staring mto the fire.

"Jimmy," she said sharply, "what are you dreaming

He started slightly, turned, and looked at her.

She read something unusual in that look, and dropped a

hand on to the arm of her chair.

" What is it. dear V she asked, and Jacob could see that

she was frightened.
"

It's nothing—reaUy," he said, and stretched out an arm,

leaned over, and offered her the book he had been reading.

She took it in silence, and read the mdicated paragraph.
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Jaoob returned to his contemplation of the fire, it was an

act of delicaoy.

Lola watched him for an instant intently, shrewd anal3rsis

in her eyes, watched him with the intent eyes of a prize-

fighter looking for his opportunity, then she came and knelt

by him, buried her face on his shoulder. Jacob put an arm

round her, and said :
" Tell me all about it, dear."

It was the one thing in the world she had no intention of

doing, but she told him a masterly story, inconsecutive, full

of gaps, without detail or confirmation, but, to him, so com-

pletely and finally convincing.

It began with a fact. She had been married at twenty.

That was the only statement which was quite truthfully

represented. To please her mother—Edgar was well-off, and

she had not disliked him. The preliminaries were a trifle

obvious. The remainder was chiefly innuendo.
" We didn't quarrel exactly, but—^he was brutal, there were

other women—soon, and I knew he was tired of me. Ho
wanted to get rid of me. Oh ! it was hell, hell. My mother

never believed me, she sided with Edgar. I had to bear it

all alone and pretend. I had to pretend to our friends that

I was happy. Once I tried to commit suicide. Look !"

She raised her head for a moment, and showed him a straight

scar under her chin.
" Good God !" murmured Jacob. He had never noticed

the scar before, a Uttle white line, possibly two inches long

across her throat.

She dropped her head again. " And then," she went on,

"there was a man Edgar threw in my way. He did it

deliberately. He wanted to be rid of me, and the man was

sorry for me. There was never an3rthing between us, we were

only friends, but it was so easy to compromise us, and I didn't

care—I wanted to be free, then, even though it meant poverty

and disgrace. The case was not defended. No one ever con-

tradicted the lies they told about me." She was crying now,

in a state of complete emotional prostration. The story she

was telling had te^en hold of her, her imagination made it all

real. She was the injured innocent, she did not complicate

I

ill
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her idle by Wttoroew, nrt of revenge or kill the veririinflttiide

of her simpUcity by any art of the theatre. In her «!iuet gnef

that seemed to bear no maUoe, the wae lupremely artistic

and convincing.
, , , u

" What became of the man 1" asked Jacob.

" He wasn't well-off. He had no money to defend the case.

I hardly saw him afterwards. He was very bitter against

Edgar, and it put him against me. I believe he thinks it was

deUberate on my part, too ; that I used him to get my freedom.

It is difficult for you to understand how utterly careless I was

about it all. but nothing seemed to matter Just then, only that

I should be alone and free."

There was insistence on that anxiety to be away from her

husband. No accusation was made, but the unspoken sug-

gestion left a deep impression. When Jacob, anxious on this

point, asked a question, she shuddered. " I can't speak of

that." she said.
, , ^ . tt n

What a subject for pity she had become !
How evilly

treated ! What remained for Jacob but to make amends for

all that cruelty ; to give her peace and love and a little Joy in

life ? That was become, now, his one reason for existence.

How could he ever again reproach her ! He nust endure,

and endure silently, whenever he suffered misunderstandmg

from her ; he must remember how much more cruelly she had

been nusunderstood. ^ , .. .„ i. u
" You have had a rotten time, darling, but it wiU be aU

right now." he said.

She clung to him a Uttle closer, and was bitterly sorry for

herself.
. , , ^i

" Why didr'^ yon tell me before 1" he asked presently.

" I meant to. I know I ought to have told you," she said,

she was all humiUty this evening, " but oh ! if you only knew

how I hate any reference to the subject, you would under-

stand how I have put it off and put it off ; and then I began

to hope it need never be mentioTOd."
"
I understand !" said Jacob. " We won't ever refer to it

agam. , i

It was a happy evening in many ways. If only that mooa
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ol hnmOity had stayed, there might have been a hope for

tlMm, but it soon evaporated. Lola Stahl had gifts, great

gifti ; she oonld deceive others and deceive herself ;
hot she

ooold never make any man happy nor find true happiness for

herself. The curse which had been laid upon her was the

instinct to kill the thing she loved, to kill the love she desired

by irriteting it to death. Her emotionalism, her insincerity,

her posing, and her intense egotism were the outward u^
of a shallow woman who longed to be deep ; and she achieved

the appearance of depth ; but by complexity. She was not

clever enough to see that it is only the single-hearted who are

capable of great emotions. The greatest of Lola Stahl's

troubles had never weighed upon her ; her greatest grief had

been compounded of emotionalism and false sentiment ;
the

outwaid aspect of it had always been her chief concern, even

when she was alone.
. . ^ .»

" Just one more question,'* said Jacob. It s the last.

She nodded her acquiescence.
^^

" That man we met in Oxford Street ; was he ... 1*

" Edgar," she nodded. This, also, was a true statement.

After a long pause, during which she sat still at his feet, holding

his hand, she said

:

" Promise not to make me think of it again !

" I promise—faithfully," returned Jacob.

6.

The determination to work, made in Great Ormond Street

when faced with the necessity for the liquidation of capital,

was put to the test on the first Monday after Jacob's return

from Paris. It is probable that the start might have been

postponed to Tuesday or Wednesday, had it not been for

Lola, who assumed without question that Jacob would start

work on Monday. He had essayed enthusiasm. " There's

an awful lot to be done," had been his form of submission.

A quondam dining-room had been devoted to the uses of

an office. It was on the entrance floor, and easy of access

for di^ts ; and for any travellers who might be attracted by
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the brilUAnoe ol the new hnu pl»te. Thi« room h«d been

atiafaotorily fitted for its new porpoaee. A dr»wing-Uble

h«d been fixed in the window, ft long brown wood sUb that

reftohed from wftU to wall, oftnted sli^tly towftrds the room

ftnd fixed at ft height convenient for one either to stftnd and

work, or to use the tftll stool. In the middle of the room was

ft great pedestal table with edges shot, and inlaid with a hard

wood slip to take the heftd of a T-square and guarantee a

reliable right angle. The pedestal which supported this table

was filled with long drawers capable of receiving a double

elephant sheet laid fiat. Only two drawers out of twenty

were filled as yet. One contained " cartridge," and the other

" Whatman "; the other eighteen drawers would presently bo

labelled with the titles of the various Jobs executed by J. L.

Stahl, Archt. k Surveyor. On your rij^t as you looked

out into the Square was a bookcase of capable dimensions,

containing at present some hundred and fifty works on tech-

nical subjects ; the majority of them bought within the past

three months. For the rest, there were the usual furnishings.

On the walls were hung T-squares of various sizes, set-squares,

curves, and a centrolinead which Jacob had not yet learned

to use, but which he had bought because he meant to make

his own " perspectives," with Lola's help. The only other

mural adonunents were two engravings in oak frames which

did not represent architectural subjects. In one comer,

badly placed for light, but there had been no other place for

it, was a big roll-top desk, with a revolving chair, and against

the walls near at hand were three other chairs designed for

callers. It was at the desk that Jacob intended to sit when

interviewing his clients.

Into this rather bleak room, in which he was to spend so

many long hours, Jacob came with Lola at half-past nine on

that first Monday morning. They decided that it looked

business-like and professional. Everything had been pro-

vided, all the receptacles designed for various necessities and

conveniences had been filled. Office note-paper, paper-

fasteners, fookcap, pencils, indiarubber, drawing instruments,

elastic bands, pens ... a whole catalogue of little things,
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were all in their proper id*oe«, nothing renuuned bat to ait

down and begin.
" I won't interrupt you," said Lola, and went out.

Jacob lat down at the open desk and prepared to begin.

The trouble was to know juat how to start. Bradley's Jobs

had not come in yet. Eric's Job must be visited and measured,

and the drains tested. (Jacob had bought a book on drainage.

)

For Cairns' job he had, as yet, no particulars. Obviously, he

must begin by writing letters to Bradley, Eric, and Cairns.

This was soon done. What next 1 He might, of course, get

out some sketches for Cairns, but what was the good t It

would be a waste of time. If Cairns wanted plans to talk

over when he came, there were any number of designs in the

Builder and the ArchUecU? Review, and he had five years'

bound volumes of those Journals. He took them down and

went through them, marking the position of any plans he

thought suitable with slips of paper.

At a quarter past eleven he found himself yawning.
" Oh ! Lord, this won't do," he thought. " I'm Just getting

through the time as I did at Morley's. I wish to goodness I

had something definite to do." It war. the old trouble of lack

of initiative. He found it so hard to make work for himself.

" Those drains of Eric's," was his next thought. " I'll go

down to Putney as soon as I hear from him." He took down
the book on drainage, and prepared himself to make a com-

prehensive study of the subject, but the book was technical

and not very comprehensible. The yawns were not stifled by

his study of drains. Nevertheless, it tided him over till half-

past twelve, and then he went upstairs to report progress.

Lola had been out shopping, and was full of her own affairs.

She did not ask many questions, and Jacob's report gave the

impression of a fairly successful morning.

The first two days were in some ways the worst, and were

not truly representative. The end of the week was brightened

by two expeditions. The first to Putney, on Wednesday,
when he had the good luck to find a moderately competent

workman to assist him in the work of testing the drains. The
workman's practical experience and Jacob's theoretical know-

lii'
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ledge were oomUned to pat the dnins of Erio*i fuiare nwi-

donce to ft eevere teet by water, » tert to which they were by

no meuu imperrioue.
" 'Br leaks •omewheree," wm the worknuui r verdict on

nearly every length examined, and Jacob, after repeated

queetkmingt at to whether the workman wae eure his " plug

was holding," wae—perhaps a Uttle reluctantly—forced to

admit that " 'er did leak somewheres."
" They'll all 'ave to come up," was the verdict of labour,

and in Jacob's report there was a rider to the effect that the

system was not above criticism; beU-traps, a UabiUty to

siphonage—practically exploited—and unventilated lengths

of drain were commented upon. Jacob was proud of that

report—it was practical, and showed competence ;
moreover,

it led to a triumph.

Eric, the hard-and-fast, replied wth what was ahnoet an

insult, however carefully worded. A^ould Jacob object to

Eric's taking a second opinion ! The report involved an

expenditure far in excess of the .um originaUy estimated.

Eric did not want to incur that expense unless it was abso-

lutely necessary. The letter impUed, though it careful y

avoided stating, a doubt as to Jacob's competence. The o d

attitude, of course. Eric would never believe that Jacob could

do anything properly.
, ^ 3, ,. .

,

The expert opinion called in was undoubtedly rebable, none

other than the sanitary surveyor. There was a four-handed

conference at the house at Putney between the surveyor, Enc,

Jacob, and the competent workman, who had been again

engaged by Jacob to perform necessary and somewhat unclean

duties. The surveyor, who took nothing on trust, and gave

careful attention to the fixing of every {dug, had no objection

to employing Jacob's workman. The second testing was

exceedingly thorough, but the result of it detracted Utile

from the matter of Jacob's report, now in the hands of the

surveyor. The Uttle tiiat was cUpped was elaboration, the

result of Jacob's experience of hospital work m Mr. Morleys

oflBce. The surveyor hesitated a Uttle, and tiiought some of

the recommendations were, perhaps, unnecessary. But he
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poke to Jacob aa to a brother-profeaakmal, and was inter-

eited in hearing of the preoiiiona involved in drains that

carried infectbn.

It was a complete triumph. For th*' first time in his ex-

perience Jacob was able to put his br > h r > the background.

Eric's opinion on these matters wf

the Mmference was concluded, Eri

" I hope you didn't mind our <

said. "You see how matter <•

denied that there was any catvsr u

turned out, he was quite satiF*' - F

have oomj^ete confidence ii. Uai*. 'yfi, jtip cc iceming

the structure of the Putney hou^i^ i.i . ;
• 1. jvhv i'« V;ttnds.

This was splendid, but there were man -' pra ical difficulties

still to be struggled with, and the cou«i^' worKrran, though

he received a substantial acknowledgment, did not receive

certain credit that was due to him. If Jacob had visited the

Putney house with an incompetent workman on that first

occasion, it is doubtful whether those defective drains would

not have been passed.

The second expedition in that first week was to Bradley,

and the outcome of it was not quite so encouraging.

" I admit it's a beastly Job," Bradley said. " But you will

have plenty of time to give to it, and my fellows are full up."
" Yes, I have plenty of time," replied Jacob, with a feeling

of doubt as to whether that were all that would be needed.

The beastly Job was an alteration to a certain buildir<;( in

Old Broad Street. There was a great wandering basei > nt,

shut off from daylight, now partly partitioned off into sainple

rooms, and partly devoted to lumber ; this had to be cleared,

some daylight admitted if possible, old columns and floor

supports re-designed, a new staircase planned, and the whole

generally improved and redecorated, so that it might serve

the purposes of a restaurant. On other floors, further clear-

ances had to be effected. In brief, the old wandering, un-

lettable place had to be reconstructed internally without

touching the shell, so that it might be turned to profit and

bring in a rental of over £2,000 a year. Bradley was quite

if j
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right, it w»» a bewtly Job, nothing straightforward about it.

When Jacob took homo the rough plans, he had really no idea

how to set about the work. And there was no credit in it.

Bradley appeared as the architect, if Jacob took the commis-

sion; only the work, not the client, had been passed on.

There was one consolation, Bradley would be responsible, and

would noc pass Jacob's designs until they were approved.

Nevertheless, Jacob had to demonstrate his competence to

Bradley, and he doubted his aT my. This was before the

tri ^mph of the four-handed conference, which served to put

new heart into him—^for a time.

The work of Cairns hung fire. In the first place, because

Jacob felt that he had his hands full, in the second, because

Cairns msisted that there was no hurry. He consented to

look through some of the plans in the Bwlier, one Sunday,

but he never came to figures or any precise information as to

his own plans. He talked a grAt deal of detail, vaguely, but

even the site was not yet decided upon. " You might look

out for something," he said to Jacob concerning this question

of site, and Jacob said he would, thouj^ he had no idea in

what direction he was to look. " I don't care where it is,"

Cairns had said. " It must be high, I like hills ; not too far

from a station in a well-wooded country. I must have at

least ten acres of ground, and don't forget to see that there

is plenty of water."

It is not diflScult to understand why Cairns' plans were

shelved, and it is fairly certain that even the most initiative

of architects would never have brought that genial philan-

thropist up to the scratch. Cairns' house was a castle, and

its situation was unapproachable in the days before aeroplanes

and dirigibles. This fact made it all the more unbearable

that Lola, whenever she needed an accusation to bring against

Jacob, always reverted to Cairns' plans, instancing them as

an example of a splendid opportunity lost by indolence.

" The first Sunday I mentioned the subject, I told you to

get out the plans, and not wait for further particulars from

him," was a statement of hers which had a bewildering

quality of truth, and it carried an implication that was
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Justified. Jacob knew that he had shirked, and all his pro-

testations that Cairns never meant to build, did not excuse
that first evasion.

With all his cleverness, and Jacob was clever in many ways
even as an architect, it is easy to see why he fafled. That
lack of energy and initiative was the primary cause, among
the secondaries were his lack of self-confidence, his incapacity

to keep his mind on uncongenial subjects, and, finally, the
spirit of despair and complete lack of interest which overtook
him when domestic and financial worries fretted his mind and
made him incapable of any act of concentration. It is that

desperate state of mind which must now be recorded, it grew
upon him after the second completed year of his married life.

r-j^

CHAPTER XXVIII
AMOTRXB ANODYNE

1.

Thk pitiable mental condition into which Jacob declined

during the third year of his married life, a condition possible

only to a man of his temperament, yet in no way representa-

tive of his normal abilities, will be clearly understood by the
scientific psychologist, the student of the normalities and
abnormalities of mental functions under stress. But the
critic of human actions and motives, whose Judgment is based
on his knowledge of literature rather than on his knowledge
of life, will inevitably overlook the pathology of the case, and
demonstrate, on a priori grounds, that Jacob Stahl was both
culpable and incapable. The contradiction involved is purely
metaphysical, and is put on one side by the critic whose name
is Eveiyman—the word " man " in this connection denoting
genus, not sex.

Indeed, the thing happened ; it was inevitable that Jacob
should suffer criticism—and condemnation. In some cases a
ihrug of the shoulders sxiggested the word "incapable," in

others the aecusation was vocal, c^es lezigthy, ssd " culpable "

|| I I
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wa. the e«ence and intention <>«

*t
P"*^''^;^

took over the funotionB of Jury and Judge. Prom tf• P«»®-
took over une lui. , ^

anfortunate that he (the

cutor-B point of ^^'^^'^ T*'^ ^^^e the Bupreme

go variouB. If Jacob had naa nw way, lu* **- .,_,'. +>,.* , t

Z toipM th»t it woaW h»™ led to the »«» id-l » *>»• <
>

d»ftt^ "A«iow BO ^-emb^oir* ttat Jl oth« expUo..

''°S'.S;^"rn^°Sth. letter. Aft« «-t fi^

"l^S"^ toJ^b ^l^tTLme ;« Ctliig, «.d 'ae

S:::^ U toTt^be » faU ot pn.au* that J«ob e»g^rf

^S'^^rtmt r. K»l«y of £2 » week. Catling w.. mtent on

^eTTlU^t :^North.m ^bnj -^^^^^^
r '^r^toJxr^^TcS^nv^^thtx^.^ge

u kLA to hfl i:»««iimed ; the houses were to be plannea

SnS^ to ^taa with a .i« to rendering them hataUble^

K tol^bte that the Kh«ne might have been a «.coe» even

llZ^S:y.. but oertain I'"!'!'™"'?" J™»"T^
The. architect qualifications which Jacob did not possess.

-^t^hi^t sh^uid-- i-tf^rh^te:::!

Z:^Tj^y. 'e sh^Tha^e^tood^the^bUit^^^^^

Les of material with a view to economy. When it came
^ZU on Jacob's estimates, the scheme was unwork^le

,

U

^^\r^r.A £1 000 in building a house, you cannot afford to

Tit fC^a^ in-^^ and in Chung's scheme the^

sfas a Ji^ng-fund to be aUowed for. oatlmg ca^ t. tb.
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oonclosion that his scheme was an eotmomic impossibility,

and not one of the houses was ever built. The fee allowed

for the drawings made, was miserably inadequate, but Catling

beat Jacob down. Catling was a business man, and had other

irons in the fire, also, his capital was limited.

Yet this scheme of Catling's kept Jacob occui»ed for more

than a year. He was justified in building great hopes upon

it, for if the plan had matured, it would have kept haa fully

employed and provided him with a sufficient income. The

withdrawal of Catling marked the first coming oi the diadow

of despair.

And, meanwhile, that capital in the funds was evaporating

at a most unholy speed. Lola had ideas about entertaining,

and her ideas grew as her scope widened. " You must know
people," she said to Jacob, and knowing them, in her sense,

meant entertaining them. The Stahls' circle of acquaintances

extended rapidly, but the anticipated advantages were still

to seek. Jacob only garnered two very small Jobs from all

that circle. It is difficult to understand quite why it was

that his connection did not grow, but, certainly one reamm
was Jacob's modesty. Even Lola could not teach him to

talk about himself and brag of his professional attiunmenta,

and this part of the afiair was left to him entirely. Lola

herself, always avoided any form of advertisement ; she had
a pride, true or false, which took fright at giving any hint to

her guests that some form of payment was expected for their

entertainment. Indeed, it is probable that she allowed her

social ambition to deaden her common-sense. She figured to

herself that her part of the business was to entertain, and she

did it thoroughly, and forgot that, so far as she was con-

cerned, the entertainment was for a specific purpose. She
had definitely given up her own work three months after her

marriage. She was not strong enough to keep it up, she had
said.

She must be forgivwi on ot» count—Jacob did not confide

liis financial troubles to her in detail. He had never given

her a clear sta^Mnent as to his mecjui before they were married.
Alt«wwm»«<« K@ hi&ied diHeulties at fii^t. but he found that

4n
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conversation on ih«« .ubjeot. alwy.
»^J«..^^tS' ^.

to the uw by Lola of that unhappy ^f . T^^ "^
nection with Jacob's doinp. As a rew^t. ^^^J^
himBelf . and bore his trouble, to o;«>«^„^"^"f^
two years of marriageW bnefly. f^f^ ^ *^a

*

row rve got enough worries without that. UnhappUy,

Zl. wel^ n^t avoidable ; Jacob, fallen ong «nce^^r«-

3LJII of heroes, was now become one of those vmfortunates

X^^ never do anything right. LoU's methods were the

more cruel in that they were so subtle.

2.

A day which definitely marked the deepening of the shadow

came one May, when Jacob was Just thkty y«« ^^^^^^^
been married for nearly two years and mne months. They

W b^nto a theatre and to an " at home the night before,

a^^W^temper had suffered because she had been over-

^y, did not come down to breakfast, ^'i«^^^'«,•/«"^f'

but^ther and equally depre«h«jompamon sharedja^ s

oi Tt arose like a genie out of the smaU compass of a

;:^r, aUZvJi\ri^n. filled the
^^^J^^l^:^

The letter contained the information that £800 alone stood

hAfwnen him and financial failure.

He^tXw into his office to think things over not because

he ul^the office-he had grown to loathe it a«d its associa^

ttonsTbut because he was afraid that Lola mi^t be down at

%eT.^X'wn at his desk, and began to draw idly, meaning^

le^V on a piece of paper, first capital letters and grote«quo

SVrndtLndisoLected curves and lines. Histhough^

were running round in a vicious circle, thus
^^^^'"f

must be done, we can't go on bke this. Only £800 left, t

Zm. iLt us another year, not much more than six month

Tour resent rate. Good Lord ! I have been a fool. I must

teUhlfshe must understand the situation, now while there

^,tm something left. We might let the house furnished. I
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mil^t get ome regular work. But I must make a clean

Ineast of it, and then . . ."—he shrugged his shouldecs—
*' then there will be an awful shindy." He pulled down the

comers of his mouth, and became intent on the accurate

drawing of an entirely meanin^ess curve. " Shindy, shindy,

shindy," he repeated ak)ud, uid then printed the word in

capitals on the jMiper in front of him. " Oh ! my God ! I

can't face it," he said, still specJcing aloud, and he got up

from his desk and b^an to pace up wid down the room.

The sound of a step overhead warned him that Lola was up.

He took a sudden, desperate resolution. He had been through

this half a dozen times in the past three months ; he must act.

Lola must know. He went upstairs before his resolution had

time to cool, and found Lola criticizing housemaid's work in

the drawing-room.

"That new girl is a perfect slut," was the greeting he

received. " She hasn't touched this room this morning."

It was always a case of " that new girl " in Bloomsbury

Square. Mrs. Stahl did not keep her servants.

" Hasn't she ?" replied Jacob wearily.

"You can see for yourself that she hasn't," said Lola

indignantly. " Will you ring ? I must speak to her."

The occasion was not well chosen, but Jacob knew that a

really suitable occasion might be difficult to find. He was

desperate, this morning, his mind was revolving to the tune

of " only £800 left " out of over £4,600, in less than three

years. Where had it all gone 1

" Never mind the maid Just now," he said. " I want to

talk to you."

She scented trouble, instinctively. " Oh 1" she said, and

in the interrogating ring of the monosyllable there was the

sound of disapproval. " Well ! Don't be too long over it.

I've some shopping to do before lunch."

Jacob was half inclined to play the coward, but he nerved

himself now as he had nerved himself eight years before,

when he had faced the tyrant of Ebnover. This was not

such an ordeal as that had been.
" W» about money," he said. " We shall have to draw in
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a bit." She w»B about to speak, but he hurried on. "I

heard from my lawyer this morning. He teUs me that I have

o^eight hundred pound, of capital left. What wiD happen

whL ttiafs gone-candidly, I don't know-I really dont

" What 1" It was not a request for a restatement, but a

criticism-a sharp, incisive, brutal, slightly vulgar comment.

Jacob could not faU to gather the import of that curt, fault-

finding
" What r He fixed his mind as he always did, when

a quarrel was impending, on the thought of how Lola had

suffered during her first marriage. Her first husband had

beer a brute. Jacob was determined she should never be in

a PC «tion to bring that accusation against him. " I m ijony,

he .id, meekly (far too meekly !),
" but those are the facts.

^jid you kept me ignorant of the fact that we were hvmg

ar capital ? Oh ! . .
." She shrugged her shoulders with a

4r ire of hands and arms, and turned away to the window.

% contempt could not have been expressed more plwnly

.

I wanted to save you worry," explained Jacob, keeping

e"X't^, poUtely. "Save me worry ?" she repeated.

vor tiink I haven't worried, when I have seen how
IX

let y our chances sUp by 1" She spoke with her back

She turned

Jacob.

you

to him
•• What chances ?"

^^

" Every chance that's been put in your way !

to him, " From Mr. Cairns' house onwards."

"Let's leave Cairns' house out of it," begged

" What else was there ?"
,. , .

" Oh ! you muddled that work o* Mr. Catling s m some

incomprehensible way. Got him out estimates for about

twice as much as he wanted to spend, and then let him ofi

for about a tenth of what he ought to have paid you.

" You don't understand these tilings," said Jacob. How

could he go into the detaU of that affair of Catling's ? There

was so much to be said, but it would be so useless to try to

sav it. She would take him up on the first point, and escape

the main issue.
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" I think I understand—perfectly," ahe said.

The worst of it was that she did ui^erstand up to a point,

and Jacob had been fool enough to confide in her within

limits. He remembered that in a generous mood she had

sympathized with him when he had lost Catling's work.
" I really don't think you can say I threw away my chances

with regard to Catling," Jacob returned to the chief of the

side issues with which his wife was obscuring the question of

rash expenditure.
" Of course you did." There was contempt in her face, and

tone. "You slacked and muddled; you know it yourself

perfectly well."

If only there had not been a grain of truth in the accusation,

he might have had an efficient answer, but she was so infernally

clever, so diabolically subtle in her attacks. She misrepre-

sented, but her very misrepresentations had so much sting.

" I don't see that it is any good abusing me," said Jacob.

" You have done that often enough. It won't mend

matters."
" There is only one way to mend matters, my dear Jimmy

;

you must pull yourself together, and be a little less indolent."

" Oh ! Good Lord ! What am I to do ?"

" Why didn't you go in for competitions ? Wasn't that

how Mr. Bradley got a^ his work 1"

" I'm not clever enou|^ !"

"It's rather a pity you didn't tell me you were a fool

before we were married."
" I think it is," replied Jacob quietly, and then, to cover up

the significance of his saying, he added, " You soon found it

out."
•• What do you mean by you think it is ? I suppose you've

been regretting it for some time. Well ? Why don't you

get rid of me ? It won't be a new experience—for me."

She put a world of meaning, bitterness, and misery, into that

" for me." It was unfair, it was not justified, but, as usual,

it reduced Jacob to feebleness.

" My dear Lola, don't talk like that. I have never given

you the leadt cause—in any way."

:i
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" You've been very forbeMing, 1 know, but you hftve even

given up pretending thi^ you love me." „ . . ^^ ,

It WM true, damnably true, and he knew it. He had tried

•o hard to go on pretending, tried in hie own thought, even,

but all hi. trying had been u^dee.. He did not love her ; riie

had kiUed hia love, if he had ever had any. killed it atowly.

deliberately, remomele^ly, and, now, she adduced the fact

that he no longer loved her aa evidence against him. Of aU

the uses of her weapon, that weapon she had wielded» cruelly

ever since her confession, this was the one that wounded him

most. Curiously, it aggravated him at the same time. If he

loved her no longer, whose fault was it 1

"It's not a case of pretending." he protested. You know

I haven't altered," but there was no conviction in hia tone,

no warmth. ,

" You are quite right," she said. " It's not a case of pre-

tending. You've even given up doing that."

Jacob sat down and buried his head in his hands. He fore-

saw the ending of this discussion now. She had made it im-

possible for him to return to the money question without

buUying her. He had merely given her another cause for

complaint against him. And, presently, it might not be for

two or three days, there would be a reconoiliatkm. How he

loathed those reconciliations when he was brought tower ^an

the dust, and then forced to pretend—to pretend he toved her.

Yet what could he do ? this must go on and on, always. It

^uld go on when they had been driven from Bloomsbury

Square, and he had found work as an assistant in some archi-

tect's office, and Lola, perhaps, if her pride would let her, had

taken up her own work again. Yes, it would go on
;
it mMt

go on. Her first husband had been a brute-Jacob must do

his best. , -

"Very well," he said wearily, after a long mterval ot

silence. " Have it your own way."
" My own way, indeed I" She had won and meant, now,

to have full value for her victory. " There isn't much ohwice

of my having my own way unless you make up your mind to

work, instead of wasting your time, mooning about the place.
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**Ohi go ont" pat in Jacob. **Yoa*Tie said it all

beion.**
" And you nerer take any notice i Why don't yon Mk

Mr. Bradley to give you some more work t"

" He haan't any to give away at the present moment. I

can't go on pestering him."
" I suppose he's sick of your incapacity, if the tru^ were

known.
« Very likely."
** Don't sit there like a dummy agreeing with everything I

say. Why don't jrou try and bi^ve like a man ?"

" I wonder what you would say if I did t" He had another

thought in his mind, and he looked at her directly. He hardly

ever looked at her when they were quarrelling.

*' I can't imagine the possibility," she retorted.

Jacob got up and walked slowly across the room. There

was only one way to treat such women as these, was the

thought in his mkul. She would respect him, perhaps love

him, if he were brutal. But her first husband had been a

brute i Had As r For the first time Jacob began to doubt

that assertwn.
" Where are you going 1" asked Lola sharjdy, as he reached

the door.

"Hell, I think," replied Jacob, and he heard her lauj^

scornfully as he went out. He shut the door quietly and

deliberately.

S.

He dM not go to hell immediately, not even to that little

private hell of his downstairs which had become so populous.

It was full of devils, that room. Since the assistant had gone

—he had been dismissed when Catling's work failed—Jacob

had shrunk more and more ^rom facing the first morning

entry into his ofBce. He would postpone beginning woric

when it was possiUe ; only the choice of the harder altemap

tive—Lc^'s reproaches on his idleness—drove him to that

retreat. And then the usual struggle began. The physical

nausea which overtook him at the thuu^i of eftott, the

i
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phyiioal diitette he felt towMdf lay ezeroiM of brain and

imagbiation. It wm aU so hopeleM, so uielew. LoU had

killed hit fi^th in himself. He h»d no direnioni, even. To

write, or try to write, wm waste of time in Lola's eyes. To

read was waste of time. He did nothing ; he was afraid to

read surreptitiously in the office, for fear of Lola's intrusions.

She had formed a habit of dropping in upon him unexpectedly

" to see how he was getting on." So he had to work, had to

^m.hm work, had to pretend to work, and at night he felt tired

out, though he had accomplished nothing, though there was

never anything to show for all his misdirected energy. For

energy was expended, however uselessly, and energy of the

most draining and exhausting kind. He was like a nervous,

fretful horse set to uncongenial work. The draught might be

light and the road easy, but the driver Jagged his mouth,

whipped and fretted him. He had worked himself mto a

nervous sweat, and every touch of the whip roused resent-

ment. U he had been coaxed and fondled, he would have

put his wei^t to the coUar readily enough, proud to show

his paces. As it was, he threw up his head. Jibbed, shied,

and yet tried to demonstrate that he was working. The load

remained almost stationary, but the nervous prostration of

the animal that drew it was greater than if he had dragged

the load across England.

Jacob must not be Judged by the philosopher's mdex, his

case was pathological. He had come to believe in his own

incapacity, and, mentally, wrote the story of his faUure. He

pondered over the parallel case of inertia in the negroid races,

and came to the conclusion that it was duo to the failure of

some brain function.

The time had soon come when the thought of suicide pre-

sented itself as deliciously attractive. He planned a dozen

means of exit, some of them ingenious, by which his parting

might be achieved with Uttle effort and with little pain. It

was a strange form of altruism which restraixted him. He

did not consider suicide as an act of cowardice, to himself he

believed that he owed nothing, but he felt that he had a

responsibility which he could not neglect—his care of L«>i».
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H» did not h*to her ; he had not that sttUime egotism which

indnoee the nonriehment of h*tred—cablime egotism, or mad-

ness of other kinds. Jacob, even at this moment, was too

sane to cherish any persistent ideal of hate. The passion

may have biased in him for a moment when she Jarred his

most sensitive nerves, but it evaporated rapidly when he was

alone. In truth, he was sorry for her. He blamed that brute

of a first husband, who had distorted her mind. She could

find good in no one. Deb was laughed at behind her back

;

Cairns was criticised, unkindly ; Guy Latham's weaknesses

were handled without mercy ; Bliss Fermor was openly de-

spised. All these criticisms on his acquaintances hurt Jacob.

At first he had attempted to stand up for them, but that

method had led to unpleasantness. He had fallen into a habit

of agreement to avoid the terror of a row—and subsequent

reconciliation. She always displayed a weakness for recon-

ciliations, later. It was this trait that set him to framing

excuses for her. She had been warped, she had suffered—

whatever happened, she must not suffer again at his hands.

All these thoughts, and many other allied thoughts, passed

through Jacob's brain in the short time which was occupied

in going downstairs. He loitered, it is true. In the hall he

paused and looked doubtfully at the closed door of his office.

A shaft of Bfay sunlight was piercing the fanlight of the hall

door. TT 1 L J
He was wearing a blue serge suit that morning. He looked

at the hat^tand, paused, took down his bowler, and went out

into Bloomsbury Square.

It was one of those rare May days, still and clear, which

give a foretaste of summer far more delicious than summer

itself; days which are full of impossible promise, days in

which to dream of a to-morrow impossibly romantic.

Jacob made for Oxford Street, and bought a straw hat.

"The first day of summer," said the shopman, and Jacob

agreed with him.

He was going to spend the day in dreaming. This is the

sequel to that last deliberate cigarette. He had but one

refuge :_to forget. He would forget for a whole day, put
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hi0 life away from him, go out into th« quiet and peace of the

oonntiy, and let the oonsequences go hang.

He went to Bomham Beeches, selecting a train at Padding-

ton, haphazard, as he had done years before at Ashby Sutton.

But this day was not marred by afternoon rain nor excess of

claret. He wandered and lingered, discovered the beeches

after what seemed to him a very long walk, and had hmoh

there, a very primitive lunch, for the season for Bumham
Beeches had not begun, and the provision for tourists was

elementaiy—^but he had it at a trestle-table in the open sir,

and was satisfied. He drank ginger-beer. Then he idled

among the beeches, and played romantic games with an

imaginary companion. Later, he drifted eastward over the

common, and at five o'clock found himself at Stoke Fbges,

where he made acquaintance with Gray's churchyard, and

was disappointed. He had always associated the " El^^r

"

with the churchyard at Ashby Sutton, which hung on the

side of a hill, and had a fine prospect of meadow-land falling

to the distant river. He was very tired when he reached

Slough, but restfully, physically tired. His mind had had a

much-needed rest from worry and aggravation and the com-

pelling necessity for effort.

But as the horrible train bore him back towards the grime

and odour of London, the shadow from which he had escaped

for a few hours loomed darkly on the horizon. It was a London

shadow ; he visualized it as a great, impenetrable pall of smoke

which was not sm^ke in anything but appearance, it was the

shadow of a million fearful crimes. Never had there been any

shadow like this over him in the country. The thought of his

misery at Ashby Sutton, after the perfidy of Madeline had

been made clear to him, was a Joy, a thing of beauty, com-

pared to the depression of the shadow. His misery then had

been clean, romantic, country misery that had a quality of

beauty—^the sort of misery one could enjoy, in which one

could, to a certain extent, luxuriate.

But this shadow ! It was—to use Lola's word properly

for once—appalling.

It was in the train that he made up his mind d^nitely.
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When the £800 were gone he would go out of the world

quietly, by one of the ingenious ways he had devised.

As he pat his latchkey into the door of the house in Blooms-

bury Square, he braced himself for the coming scene. " This

time she really has some excuse," he reflected, and, illogically,

decided that on this occasion he would not stand being bullied.

He found Lola in the drawing-room, reading.

" Where, on earth, have you been V* she asked, laying down

the book.

He went over to her and drew a chair near to hers.

" In the country. Bumham Beeches," he said, quietly.

She looked at him inquiringly.

" All by yourself ?" she asked.

"Yes, all by myself. Most certainly all by mjrself. I

wanted a little peace and quiet." She was strangely calm,

he thought. He was almost sorry, he felt in the mood to

hold his own.
" Poor old boy," said Lola, soothingly, laying her hand on

his. " I'm afraid you've been dreadfully worried lately. But

it will all come right." As an afterthought, she added

:

" But you might have taken me with you. It has been such

a glorious day."
" I thought you didn't care for the country," said Jacob.

"I love it—sometimes." The accented word was delivered

with emotion, and the qualifying adverb hardly depreciated

the quality of her enthusiasm.

There was silence for a few moments, she was still holding

his hand, and then she said :
" What did you do 1"

"Nothing, absolutely nothing," replied Jacob. "Just

loafed and mooned and dreamed."
" It's very pleasant to do absolutely nothing, sometimes,'*

returned Lola, softly.

The genius of the woman ! How perfectly she realized her

limitations! With what consummate skill she bided her

time ! Her instinct, so sure in some things, so utterly false

in others, had told her, even as Jacob entered the room, that

this was an occasion when she would be defeated if she

attempted to bully him. He was master to-night, and she

J

,
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would aDow him to exercise his mastery if he had a wwh to

be master. But in her apparent abdication she gained control,

she did not lose it. He was master to-night, and knew it, but

he had put another fact on record against himself, a fact which

she would not scruple to use at some future tmie. He had

not only wasted a whole day in loafing, mooning, dreaming,

but he had gone off and left her in suspense, without a word.

Later he would learn that she had suffered agonies that day,

he would learn that he, too, had been a brute.
^. , ,

Dimly he was conscious of aU this, as he sat, his hand

resting quietly under hers. But he made no use of his

visioTH-he was inclined to blame himself for having gone out

alone. It had been a Uttle brutal. He must make amends

by working, really working to-morrow, though the very

thought of it brought a feeUng of deadness and heavmess.

He sighed ! _ ... ,, ,

How well Lola knew Jacob—in some ways. How httle he

knew her in any way at all.

CHAPTER XXIX

TRX INDISOSXTION OF OAIKNS

1.

Cairns had dropped out of Mrs. Stahl's visiting list. He

had not been to Bloomsbury Square for more then a year.

Jacob had frequently deplored the fact ; he liked Cairns, who

had been the means of effecting a change in Jacob s pohtical

opinions. In the old days—the system of chronology marks

a change of mental attitude-Jacob had been a Conservative.

He had accepted the principles of Conservatism as he had

accepted the inspiration of the Bible. Radicals and atheists,

people like Bradlaugh, were anathema. Even when he had

learned to doubt the inspiration of the Bible, he still went on

accepting the principles of Conservatism, and he would have

been fiercely indignant if anyone had ever accused him of

being a Radical, it appeared so obviously to be a term of
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reproach, it had none of the ripe, aristocratic savour that

attached to the old-fashioned term of Whig. He always

pictured a Radical as being unwashed.

Cairns had helped Jacob over another barrier. He had

helped him to think for himself in politics, as Bradley had

helped him to think for himself in religious matters. Jacob

was not converted (or perverted) ; he did not change his

opinions, because he had not held opinions of his own before,

but had quietly accepted the opinions of his teachers: he

merely developed, and the generosity of his temperamem,

which admitted readily enough the necessity for equality of

opportunity, and the undercurrent of optimism which ran

through him, could only result in his becoming Liberal in

politics. In his own words, he " wanted everyone to have a

chance, and he wanted to see the world progress." It was

another aspect of his adoration of success. He even wanted

the world to succeed, and this feeling was genuine, it was a

part of himself. But as regards the detail of policy, the

pansing of this or that measure, he was comparatively indif-

ferent. It was the broad lines of policy which interested

him, not the minutiee.

Because he was so eager for the success of the world, he

missed Cairns, who was an interesting and fluent speaker, and

an optimist, aJso, even more pronounced in his optimism than

Jacob. Jacob liked to hear Cairns talk ; he missed him.

" I wonder why he never comes, now ?" he said to Lola on

one occasion.

Lola had signified her contempt for Cairns by a gesture.

" I've asked him two or three times, and he's always had

some excuse," she said. " I'm not going to run after him.

If he doesn't want to come and see us, he needn't."

" I wish he would turn up again," said Jacob.

" He has probably found some new friends who are more

interesting," replied Lola ; it was quite plain that she was not

going to bother her head about so insignificant a matter.

Jacob thought she was unfair to Cairns, but he did not say so.

About a fortnight after that excursion to Bumham Beeches,

Jacob met Cairns in the street.

i^

li

^
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" HiJ-lo," said Jacob with enthuuMm, " I thoQi^t you

had gone back to Australia."

Caims shook hands cordially enou|^, but he looked slijjtly

distressed. " Tve been frightfully busy, my dear feUow," he

said, with a preoccupied air. " How are you getting on

!

How's your wife ?"

" Oh ! all r^ht," returned Jacob inclusively. He would

not admit that everything was all wrong, but he did not wish

to lie in detail. " I say, why do you never come to see us,

now ! It must be over a year, since you've been near us."

" Nonsense ! Impossible ! I must try and get over next

Sunday," said Caims, but he said it without enthusiasm.

For a moment Jacob was half-inclined to let him go, but

he wanted companionship of the kind which Caims could

give him, and he put the inclination on one side.

•* Are you doing anything particular just this minute !" he

asked. " Couldn't you come and have tea somewhere ?"

Churns was one of those generous, kind-hearted, slightly

emotional, undependable persons who always wish to please,

and who find a genuine pleasure in generous acts, if they do

not involve too great a sacrifice. He was popular with every-

one. He achieved popularity with little effort. It was un-

like Caims to hesitate when he was thus flattered by the

expressed wish for his company ; he foimd his hapjaness in

being generous. But on this occasion he did hesitate. He

looked at his watch.
" A quarter to five 1" he said, and paused as thou^ making

a mental calculation as to his engagements.

"Do come and have tea, there's a good chap," insisted

Jacob. " I've been rather in the blues, and there is no one

who can put heart into me better than you can."

Caims pursed hb lips and looked at Jacob keenly. " In

the blues, eh f' he said. "Money troubles, or domestic

worries 1"

" Tm not going to bother you with my affairs," replied

Jacob evasively. " I only want to have a Jaw, politics, any-

thing you like
!"

" Come to my club !" said Caims,
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There can be no doubt th»fc Cwms was imprudent, it has

already been noted that he wa« not dependable. When in

fundB, he had been known to lend five hundred pounds to a

man in trouble, with little or no chance of ever seeing his

money back. He had been generous, the action in many

ways had seemed fine. It is true that every one of Cairns*

friends heard the story, modestly told, artistically told, in a

way that threw the limelight on to the troubles of the man to

whom the money had been given—it was, obviously, a gift--

but even if Cairns had not hidden his light under a bushel, it

could not be denied that he stood to gain nothing but the

appreciation of his friends. The gift earned him no financial,

or even social, advantages. The giving of it had been an

emotion which gave Cairns real pleasure.

Another man mi|^t have spent the money on a more

selfish hobby. This matter of the five hundred pounds is very

typical of the man.

When Cairns saw Jacob Stahl's unhappiness—and he drew

him out on that subject with Uttle difficulty—Cairns made

him a gift of certain knowledge, a giving which must be

oondffitnned as imprudent.

It came about very simply. Over the tea-table Cairns

initiated the imprudence.
" Why in the blues, old chap 1" he asked genially.

" Oh ! I don't know," replied Jacob. " Things generally."

" Married life not turned out such a brilliant success as it

promised V
" Oh ! I don't know," repeated Jacob, a little uncomfort-

able. Already he had the feeling of being disloyal to Lola.

" My dear fellow, you can trust me. I saw how things were

going a long time ago."
" What ? How 1" asked Jacob.

Cairns made a French gesture. " My dear fellow, I know

the signs. Good Lord ! I've been through it all."

" Been through what 1" asked Jacob, still on the defensive.

" The trouble of being tied to a woman who can never leave

i

i I

i

I

I
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one «k>iie. There's only on*) way to treat them, my dear

fellow, trust me, I have had experience. U you don't put your

foot down, once and for all, your life will be a perfect hell."

" But how could you gueu 1" said Jacob, throwing up the

sponge, and making the great admission.

" It's the type," replied Cairns.

" But you don't know everything," replied Jacob. " There

are such complications in this affair."

" Go on, out with it !" said Cairns encouragingly, " you

will feel a lot better afterwards." Already Cairns was

tempted to be imprudently generous.

" You see, she . .
." Jacob felt that in omitting the name,

he made his disloyalty something less shameful, "she had

such an awful time during her first marriage. Her husband

was an awful brute, and that makes one so sorry for her. I

feel that I must do something to make up, you see."

" Hm !" There was a great deal of meaning in the sound,

which cannot be expressed in writing. " Hm !" And then,

after a slight pause, Cairns, having wavered, gave rein to his

temperament, indulged his taste for generosity. " Did your

wife tell you that her first husband was a brute V*

" Yes ! That is . . . Oh yes ! definitely."

" You know he isn't dead 1" Possibly Cairns anticipated

that the sentence would be dramatic. Jacob received it with

a slightly heightened colour and lied loyally.

"Of course. I heard the whole story long ago." He

intended, and left the impression, that Lola had confided all

particulars before their marriage.

" You've never met him, I suppose 1" Cairns still had a

minor theatricalism in waiting.

" No ! not to speak to. I saw him once. In the street."

" Tall, rather handsome man with a dark moustache 1"

Jacob nodded. " Why ? Do you know him ?" he asked,

" My dear old chap," Cairns' tone had become affectionate,

paternally affectionate, " I met him in business about fifteen

months ago, and, to teD you the truth, that is why I haven't

been to Bioomsbury Square for so long." This time he made

his hit.
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H« had been his own nu»tor for lo long that the thought of

o£Boe slavery waa become repulaive.
, . u u

Sometimes he thought :
" If only I were alone, I ahouldn t

mind."

CHAPTER XXX
aBOBUDESOXNOX

1.

Jacob had often dreamed of Madeline—not only in his waking

thoughts. The picture of her had frequently been presented

to him in sleep, with that vividness which is beyond the attain-

ment of the conscious imagination. Many times he had waked

with a memory of her so enthralling that it had been pain to

realize she was separated from hhn by something more than

aUenating distance. Many of these dreams were foolish,

involving the usual absurdities, but the waking impression

was always the same—a longing for her presence, no matter

whether his dream had been one of repossession, or the more

usual one of the interference of some incomprehensible ob-

stacle. In these dreams Madeline was sometimes married,

sometimes a widow, but generaUy he dreamed of her as she

used to be among the old surroundings. He woke to long for

the old days returned, and tried, vainly, to revive the ecstacy

of the dream by an effort of his wakhig imagination. After

he and Lola occupied separate bedrooms, these dreams re-

curred more frequently. It may have been that he slept

deeper, or it may be that our dreams are affected by the near

presence of another sleeper.

In those days Jacob stiU clung fondly to a few of hw old

superstitions, and he tried to deceive himself into the belwf

that these dreams were premonitory. Whenever he w>uld

make an opportunity he went into the West End
;
Bond

Street, Regent Street, or Piccadilly. On Sunday momii^

he and Lola used often to 30 to Hyde Park for Church Parade,

but h6 was never rewarded by the least glimpse of the cele-

brated Lady Paignton.
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The months that foUoiv«d the "great soene," a* Jacob

labelled it, were in some ways more endarable than the years

which had preceded that determining episode, bat haj^iness

was far to seek. He had given up hope of happiness, it had

become a question of whether the state of being was more,

or less, endurable.

Lola, that strangely adaptable personality, had apparently

acquiesced in the conditions which were be<x>ming established

by habit. She bullied him less, she went out less, she enter-

tained less ; she was more like the woman Jacob thought he

had married. His chief dread, now, was the return of senti-

mentality. While that was fended off, he found life Just

endurable despite the increasing gloom of the financial shadow

which lay over him. But the thought of any re-establishment

of the old relations between himself and his wife, was utterly

repugnant. He did not hate her, but certainly he did not love

her. Sexually, she attracted him not at lOl ; as a friend, she

was insufficient, too wrapped in the contemplation of her own
personality, her own ambitions and despairs. Iforeover, he did

not trust her. A friend one has learned to distrust is a friend

no logger ; mutual trust is the only basis for friendship.

As the months went by and Christmas approached, Jacob

was forced to the contemplation of the need for financial re-

construction. He put it off tin the new year. In January

his assets, including commissions due to him, were under £200.

He had practically no debts. If they had not been living

more economically during the past seven months, the smash

would have come sooner. In looking back, Jacob used to

divine the finger of Fate in many aT>parently unconnected

events. That chance meeting with ijaims, for instance ! A
matter of seconds would have made the diffeiience ; he and

Cairns would not have met, and Jacob's life would have taken

another course. He sought to find Fate kindly in its inter-

position, but all the good that resulted he found in the gather-

ing of experience. That became his philosophy. " Oh ! well,

it's experience," he would reflect, and hope, blindly, that

Fate had a purpose in store for him, a purpose which involved

a man tutored by such experience as he had suffered.
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One morning towards the end of Jannwy. he decided that

the life he and Lola were living must go on no longer. They

must let the house in Bloomsbury Square, furnished. They

must go into rooms. They must do all the other things he

had foreseen must be done one day. It would be misery ;
it

would be almost disgrace ; it would be failure ; but the thing

must come. If it were postponed much longer they would

be absolutely penniless.

As was his ourtom on these occasions, he decided to take a

lonely walk in order to brace himself for the ordeal of ac-

quainting Lola with the trouble and with his proposed remedy.

It was a clean, frosty morning, with a keen North-East

wind that kept the air clear. Jacob climbed on to the top

of a 'bus, and rode down to the Marble Arch. He intended

to walk through the Park, but the Park looked bleak and

deserted, so he decided to face the wind and walk home

instead. However, when he reached the top of Bond Street,

he changed his mind. The wind was so bitter when one faced

it. Bond Street presented itself as a refuge.

He was a little below Grafton Street when the unantici-

pated, the unexpected happened to him.

Its first appearance took the form oi an ahnost unnoticed

victoria, with a dashing pair of bays that ptmtA him, and drew

up at a shop a few paces ahead. The to' *mma «
'
o got down

to stand by, while the occupant of the carriar Wghted, and

to open the shop door for her, stepped rudely a the direct

line of Jacob's advance. Jacob, slightly pet«la«t, took the

inside of the pavement to avoid him, and sta^ directb at

the alighting occupant of the victoria. One o*

had learned from Cairns was to despise thoei

once spoken of in a boyish phrase as the " grt*.

earth." His thought, as he stepped round the

footman, was :
" Who is this person that nee*

pavement of Bond Street?" He was distinctij

!( Mons he
m he had
«e8 of the

jitannerleea

'he whole

o«entfnl.

He would have liked to be a little rude to the aristf -^ wlio

drove in a victoria with two horses and two serva»l»

He stared straight into the tawny eyes of Madeline Pair ^
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She WM ft k>T«ly thing to vUn ftt. Any omd mi^t be lor*

given for itaring long end Mudnoiuly. EQm wm drened in

dark fort, iHiioh gftve yaliie to her brilliAiil ookmring. The
Budl bonioett of thoae d»ys did not hide her nmgnifloent hair.

The drive in the ocld »ir had not heightened onduly the

natural warmth of her oomfdexion ; indeed, ahe had a oom-
plezion which never loet ita beauty and oleameia. But the

chief imprewion she gave waa ci her raperabundant, gloriouf

vitality ; she was feminine, eeeentially feminine, and she waa
o buoyant, lo eager, she had luoh a test for life in her ejree,

in her every movement.
Jacob caught his breath and stared like a fool. He forgot

to raise his hat. And Madeline, one foot on the step of the

victoria, paused and returned for a second his wonderstruck

gaze.

An inspiration came to Jaoob. He was the first to speak.

He raised his hat and smiled. " Quelle bdtise i" he said. It

had been a catchword between them in the Felmersdale days,

a reminiscence of their first meeting. But inwardly he quailed.

She might cut him.
" My dear Jimmy, where did jrou spring from V*

She, too, had been taken aback for a moment, but her

recovery was quicker than his, and she greeted him, now,

as if they had parted a few days before, parted as friends or

acquaintances, and not with bitter recriminations and insults.

" Come in and help me choose a wedding-present for Nina,"

she went on quickly. " I haven't the least idea what to get

for her. She's not like the ordinary person."

Jacob found himself followirg this vision of loveliness into

an elaborate shop. He had had his revenge on the rude foot-

man. The idea presented itself strongly to him as that menial

deferentially held the door open.

"Now, do be helpful," said Madeline to Jacob, as she

settled heraelf in the chair brought forward by a most def^-

ential shopman. She loosened the furs at her throat, and
pulled back the heavy cuffs of the long coat from her wrists.
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**GiT» BM KHMthkig lo go on,** rapUed Jacob, ttriTiiig

after purfeot aelf-poiMMion, thougji he wm tremblisg, end
theakfnl for the chair whk)h had been thmal upon him.
" Who's Nina going to marry t"

" CHi I a panon, of oocum. That's why I'm here instead of

at ft jeweller's. DianKmds and things are moch too giddy for

Nina."

Jacob looked round the shop for hupirations. The motive

of the place was leather. Leather in a thousand forms, from

the dahatiest of gold-bound fripperies enshrined in the glass

cases of the counter, to the vision of solid and substantial

portmanteaux which could be glimpsed ^wn the vista of a

skylit showroom in the rear. A wonderful shop, such as can

Im found only in the great cities. Here was every article a

man or woman could wish for, and yet none that had not the

essential material of leather incorporated in some detail of its

manufacture. Still, no inspiration came to Jacob from his

tegntd of all this superabundance, and the very superior person

b^ind the counter who had displaced the almost equally

superb assistant, was waiting graciously for my lady's orders.

His superior presence embarrassed Jacob. The man was so

deferential in his manner, it seemed impolite to keep him
waiting, and he did not proffer the usual question :

" About

what price 1" It was a hint that Jacob had been waiting for

and expecting. But this shopman had the air of serving

royalty ; he did not apparently dare to begin a conversation.

His place was to answer questions.

"You're not tainking !" said BfadeUne. "It isn't fair.

Oh ! do buck up. This shop's so hot." She threw back the

furs still more from her throat. Jacob was conscious that

she was regarding him with interest. He ceased searching

the recesses of the shop with his eyes, and met her look. He
was hoping secretly that the shopman was not offended by

her candid criticism of the heat of his shop.
" I'm the most hopeless person at things of this sort," he

said apologetic€^y. "I can't think of anything bnt the

hackneyed dressing-case."
" Oh ! that's all right," replied Madeline carelessly, " but
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anything decent runs you into such a heap of ^^ney."J^
thrft«t time she threw a look to the shopman, and released

^ " w!Je a very nice dressing-case at sixty guineas, my

lady," he said " if you would care to see it ?"

"ho you think Nina's worth all that ?" asked Madehne

*"*
" Depends on the point of view," ventured Jacob. " Hadn't

vou better ask her fianc6 1"
, *_i.i. - ^«

Madeline smiled. "Perhaps I had better ask Arthur on

this occasior," she said. p-;««.
Jacob inferred from her tone that Arthur was I/>f^f^

ton "Anyway," he said. " you'll admit that Fm hardly m

a position to make a valuation of Nina s merits.

^e supc b assistant who had been displaced, but who had

been hovering in the vicinity, had sped away
"j.^^^^Jf

some mysSous sign made by
^\^^^^''}.^'X,,Z2.

ment of one of the hands ; ahnost imperceptible. Tlie msw

t^t returned now. and deferentially laid a dressmg-case on

*^"
wTmly as well look at it." remarked Madeline, and it

was instantly opened and displayed in aU its magnificence.

^C^'t look bad, does it?" said Madelme, examinmg

Bome of the gold-mounted fittings. " It's rather small, of

course."
" Yes, my lady.

*^«' Wc^e, Arthur will be ratty about it, but I ^^^^^^gi^^

her something decent." said Madeline to Jacob, and she shook

her heTd although trying to shake off the heat of the ^op.

" Come along," she went un, rising, " it's stifling in here.

The assistant, in answer to another imperceptibie sign from

the expert behind the counter, was already at the door and

bJore Madeline was fairly on her feet the expert himself was,

2o, in the front of the shop. He bowed ^^^y^^'^^^'
and without initiating a single observation. Jacob had never

shop^ in this st^e before. Madeline was. mdeed, now

fmSTthe " great ones of the earth." There was no question

It's what we call a medium-size." said
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of payment or of whether the " things were to be sent." My
lady expected her will to be understood even when it was not

expressed in words. The marvel of it all was that the expert

behind the counter had such a perfect comprehension of her

wishes.

3.

Jacob stood and watched Madeline enter the victoria. He
assumed that the adventure would go no further than this.

He had no intention of forcing himself upon her. They had

not shaken hands, so casual had been their greeting, and he

did not expect her to shake hands mth him, now. He could

not rid himself of the impression that she had condescended

in speaking to him. The old relations were dead for ever.

The thought of them gave him no sense of familiarity with

the woman he saw under these new and strange conditions.

" Gome along ! What are you dreanung about ?" She

was making room for him beside her in the victoria. She

did not ask him whether he had anything else to do, any

other affairs in hand. She merely said, " Come along," and

made room for him.

Jacob hesitated. It was not the thought of Lola which

restrained him, but his shyness. In the past three years and

a half he had lost much of his nervousness. He could talk

with assurance, be perfectly at his ease with his visitors in

Bloomsbury Square, or when he went out to the house of an

acquaintance with Lola. But this was different. The mere

sight of Madeline seemed to have taken him back to his boy-

hood again. When he talked to Eric all his learning seemed

to fall away from him, and now, when he met Madeline, all

his assurance and training in the usages of society seemed to

have disappeared in like manner. Was it not probable that

Madeline still r^arded him as a raw country youth, even as

Eric regarded him as an ignoramus 1 The truth was that

neither Madeline nor Eric held the opinions of Jacob with

which he credited them ; but because he beUeved them to

hold these opinions he descended in thought to the level of

the estimate he imagined Eric and Madeline had formed of him.
H
il

s

!
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**Wh»t are yoa waiting for!" asked Madeline with a

tonoh of Borprise.

"I'm afraid I can't oome, now," replied Jacob. "Tve
got some woric I oa|^t to do."

" Boeh !" returned Madeline and held the rug back for

him to enter.
" Are you married yet 1" she asked him as the bays danced

off down Baod Street. Jacob had no idea where they were

going.
" Yes. I've been married for over three years," he said.

" Living in London 1"

" Yes ! I've got a house in Bloomsbury Square !" It still

seemed rather a wonderful thing to Jacob that he should

have a house of his own.

Madeline passed it by as a matter of no importance. *' Have

you been in London long f" was her next question.

" I came up a few weeks afteiv-after the last time I saw

you," he said. " I've been in London ever since."

She certainly did not wince at his reference to that episode

in the Elmover spiimy, but she looked at him with a smile

half interested, half quizzical.

" You soon got tired of the country V* she said.

" After^-after that. Yes," replied Jacob. It was very

like the beginning of a flirtation.

" Did the country lose its attractions after—after that ?"

she asked, imitating him.

"Well—of course," replied Jacob. He was near her,

touching her furs. This was more real than his dreams, yet

something was wanting.
" Why • of course ' ?" she laughed. " After you had done

with me for ever,—^you told me you had, you know—^what did

it matter 1"

" No ! It was you . . ." he began and th«i stopped. He
realized suddenly that they seemed to be drifting back into

the old relations. Friendship between them could never be

possible. And Madeline was the Countess of Paignton, now,

and he was a baiAxupt architect married to a wife he did not

love. The thing was absurd.
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" Don't yoa think I had better get out here ?'* was his con-

clusion to the interrupted sentence.

"No! Why? Come and have lunch. There'll be nobody
there who matters, only Arthur and his sister."

Lunch 1 It was a paralyzing suggestion. He was about

to refuse unconditionally, but the victoria, which had
pranced into Berkeley Square, drew up before one of the

houses, the door of which flew open as if by magic and
revealed the figure of a dignified butler 'ot*cked by two
footmen.

" Oh ! . . ." he began. He was genuinely scared.

Madeline touched his hand under cover of the fur rug.
" Do come," she said, looking into his eyes.

4.

" Come upstairs and see Arthur," said Madeline imperiously

as soon as they were in the haU. Jacob found himself almost

miraculously stripped of his hat, stick, gloves and overcoat,

a man to every article, he beUeved. He was led, still resist-

ing mentally, up a wide staircase. It seemed wide after the

staircase in Bloomsbury Square, and the stair carpet was
inches deep in pile ; it felt like soft moss under his feet. It

seemed to typify the whole atmosphere of the place to Jacob.

He wanted to walk on tip-toe, though it was obviously un-

neoessaty ; he wanted to move quietly and mysteriously.

This place was more dignified than axiy ordinary church.

Once in Paris he had wandered into the church of La Made-
leine at the commencement of high mass. The impression

he had received on that occasion was the one he received

now. He was awed, and inwardly he was cursing himself for

a fool and trying to remember something of Cairns' disser-

tations on the feebleness of the British aristocracy.

Moreover he had lost Madeline. She had 8i>ed upstairs,

once she had made sure of him, at a pace he could not emulate.

When he reached the first floor he was confronted with three

doors. One of them was open, and he heard Madeline's

v i
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voice. He ventured in timidly and nearly slipped on a
highly polished parquet floor.

A short, withered-looking man of between forty and fifty

was lying back, deep in the recesses of an armchair drawn
up to the fire. He was not impressive in appearance, a little

man noticeably bald, with short stumpy features, their stumpi-
ness accentuated by a ridiculously large, dark moustache.

" Oh ! Arthur !*' Madeline was saying, as Jacob paused at
the doorway, "we must do the thing decently." It was
evident that she had had time to explain the nature of her
Bond Street purchase while Jacob was tremblingly ascending
the stairs.

It is not di£Scult to be easy and nonchalant in imagination

;

Jacob had done the thing a hundred times, but in the present
situation \diat could he do, decently ? Madeline was baLmc-
ing on the back of a chair, her face away from the door. She
couldn't see Jacob and had probably forgotten all about him
for the moment. Lord Paignton was staring moodily into
the fire and had his profile to Jacob. For all intents and pur-
poses Jacob was intruding on a family quarrel, a listener to
things that Lord Paignton would probably not wish to confide
to a bankrupt and utterly unknown architect from Blooms-
bury Should he cough ? He did better by good luck.
Near the door was a fine Hepplewhite bookcase with a glass
front divided into lozenge-shaped panels. Jacob took four
steps into the room and turning his back on the disputants
began to examine the titles of the books. It did not matter
that he could hardly read the titlos, it was an occupation.

" My dear girl," Lord Paignton was saying, " surely you
can distinguish between doing a thing decently and doing it

recklessly. . .
."

" Oh ! all right !" broke in Madeline. " Send the thing
back when it comes and get some rotten thing, yourself. I
don't care, anything's good enough for Nina and her old
archdeacon or whatever he is. Oh ! by the way, I brought
someone back to lunch. . . ." She d'-engaged herself from
the tilted chair on which she was swayi ig and turned round.
" Oh ! there you are !" she said to Jacob. " Here ! this is
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f^.' ^""tu^TS
'^*^^^ l^'wband 8he proffered the in-formation that this was "Jimmy Stahl." L more. AhLthi8 mtroduction she went out of the room Avith a rush, sayimras she went that she was going to " get her things off."

^
Jacob had made some kind of a bow when his name was

S^T^ ^^"i ^*^*?''^ ^^^^ ^^^^ » few inchesforward m his chan: and nodded. There was nothing tot

u^^tI^v ^.^ T' ^ *^«^ '^"d make convention^til Madehne returned. He had never spoken to an Earl
before, and despite aU the dissertations of Cairns, JatSb's
early miprossions were strong upon him. He could not forthe hfe of him help regarding Lord Paignton as a superiorc^on^To be nonchalant at the foment ^a^TC

won'f̂ u r^^*^"'
'" "'"**^'^ ^"^ ^^'^^''' " ^^ ^*>^'

There was nothing for it but the weather. Jacob prophesied

Z^Zl^'^Tri^t'r He was pricking Sfolto be emphatic. Lola had always told him that he was too

^tffited^^"*"'^
''^^°'" ** ^ ^® expected them to be

A brief silence followed. Jacob was considering and re-Jectmg a hst of subjects ; they were all either too banal orelse referred to the things one did not talk about in society
rf the precedents afforded by fiction could be reUed uponUejned to appear un- acemed and sat weU back in his

"I suppose you didn v notice whether the Birchester bv-
eleotion result was out ?" asked Lord Paignton

f^fi J*'"^! ?i^ T °°* °* *^^ **"«d «"»>Je<'<» according
to fiction, but barred or not it was a straw, and Jacob, drow^ing m embarrassment, grasped at it eagerly.

" No, it wasn't out when we came in," he said ; " but it'sa oert lor the Government, don't you think 1"

"^~7 «ys not." repUed Lord Paignton, mentionimr «prominent member of the Opposition. " He was speaSig
25
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down there and I saw him at the Chib last night. He seemed

quite sore we should win the seat."

Plainly Lord Paignton was on the other side in politics.

That was to be expected. But how could a mere reader of

the DaUy Poat argue with a man who met ez-Ministen at his

ohib, and spoke of them as one might speak of Jones or

Brown. Still conversation had to be made. Jacob took the

easy course.
" Really !" he said. " That's very interesting. No doubt

having been down there he would be ab)e to gauge the feeling

of the constituency 1"

It was poor stuff, but it served to pass the time till Madeline

should reappear. The conversation resolved itself into a

series of questions and answers. Jacob could, at least, frame

intelligent questions, and he stuck to the game with perti-

nacity.

5.

Lunch furnished other embarrassments. There were so

many different kinds of wine and a separate glass for each.

He was a little uncertain which glass should be used. This

was at the outset. That difficulty was solved for him by the

butler. Jacob began with hock and stuck to it. No one

urged him to try a chuige, but he had been prei>ared to say

that he preferred to keep to one wine, to hint that it was a

peculiarity of his.

Then there were so many dishes. They came at him from

the sideboard without making any preliminary d6but on the

table, and the menu was in French and very few of the words

on it were intelligible to him. However, he studied it care-

fully and worked on the principle of accepting two coursee

out of every three. He soon found that it did not matter

if he left half. No one protested, and the footman was

alwa3r8 ready to take his plate away. He ate a good deal of

bread.

As to conversation, he was saved by Lady Alice Crawley,

Lord Paignton's sister. She was a harsh, somcA^at untidy-

looking woman of fifty or thereabouts, with a thin nose
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utterly unlike her brother's snub. Bfadeline had mentioned
the fact that Mr. Stahl waa an architect and Lady Alice was
an enthusiast on architecture. It is true that the style she
admired was classic—she seemed to know Rome and Athens
intimately—and fr^uently posed Jacob with questions as to
examples of idiich he knew no more than the names ; it is

true, also, that she assumed, at once, that Jacob must have
studied architecture on the borders of the Mediterranean, but
he contrived to " keep his end up," as he would have phrased
it, and the duologue between him and Lady Alice formed
the staple of conversation during the meal.

Nevertheless at the back of his mind was the consciousness
that he was really " out of it " all, that he was only pretending,
and that his pretence must be patent not only to Lord Paignton
and his sister but, also, to the servants. And he did not
pretend to himself that he was enjoying this plunge into the
circles of high society, his chief wish wm to be away in some
place where he could be free. He hated the restraint that
was being imposed upon him.

6.

After lunch Madeline snared him. Lord Paignton went to
his club, nodding a casual good-bye. Lady Alice had dis-
appeared.

" Come into my room," said Madeline. " It's much cosier
there."

Jacob followed her up to the second floor, a little scared.
" Her room 1" He wondered what she meant by " her
room."

He found it was a sitting-room and was conscious of relief.
He was a little bewildered. Madeline was so unexpected.
She drew an arm-chair up to the fire and indicated another

for Jacob. " Now let's be snug for a bit and talk of old times,"
she said, and passed him a silver box of cigarettes.

There was nothing subtle or incomprehensible about
Madeline. She was a lovely animal with a synthetic brain

;

purely creative ; the process of induction was unknown to
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her by experience. She Uved fuUy, ahe outraged the feeliags

of her sister and her sister-in-law, and she defied her husband.

" You're going too far," he had said recently, and she had

repUed that "he had his remedy." He had, and he was

disinclined to use it. His first wife had died chadless.

Madeline had given him a magnificently healthy heir. But

it was not only for the boy's sake that he shrank from divorcing

Madeline. His own life had been far from a blameless one,

but Madeline had been a new experience. He loved her

passionately and hated her viciously by turns, but even in

his periods of hate he could not reconcile himself to make a

gift of Madeline to some other man. For that was what

divorce proceedings implied. If Madeline had had ambition

she might have won a far more distinguished title than that

Paignton had given her. She might, and probably would,

climb higher even now if Paignton gave her opportunity. So

he undertook a course of self-deception and resolutely shut

his eyes to facts. The men at the Club were welcome to their

own opinions—he was Paignton, and he had a record. This

sort of thing could be lived down.

At the present time Madeline was bored. She was filling

in a fortnight waiting for the frost to give. She and Paignton

had waited in Leicestershire for two whole weeks with the

ground like iron, and then, at her suggestion, they had come

up to town. She wanted something to do. The sight of

Jacob had suggested an excitement. He revived old memories,

and when Madeline was a little sick of new experience she was

quite willing to live an oki one over again--if she could live

it. She had no weakness for sentimentaUties or abstract

romance, but if she were cast for an historical part she could

play it with exuberance though her reading might appear

modem. Moreover, Jacob appealed to her as he did to many

women, though he was sublimely unconscious of the fact. If

she had ever been sorry for anyone in her life, she had been

sorry for him. Her present attitude was a blend rf open-

handed, careless generosity and the miser's desire for pos-

seaskm. If any excuse can be found for her, it must be found

in the fact that she never analysed her own motives or criti-
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oiced her own Mts. She seemed to be merely progreMive, to

hare oontradksted in her own person the Uw of reaction.

Her life represented one onmulative diastole, the systole

when it came was rapid, intense and final.

The UU-d-tHt was interrupted before Jacob was half through

his first cigarette. The door was fiung open and a small red-

haired boy of between three ai^ four years old burst into

the room like a iiiiirlwind. He made straight for his mother

and scrambled eagerly into her lap, crying, " Hide me, hide

me!"
"Oh! you Uttle beggar!" laughed Madeline. "Don't

wriggle so
!"

"Nurse is coming. Hide me, hide me!" persisted the

heir of the Pugntons.

The nurse, indeed, had arrired. She was standing de-

murely at the open door, waiting for her instructions.

" Oh ! she's there !" grumbled Lord Arthur Crawley, catch-

ing sight of her. " Why didunt you hide me 1"

He was a vigorous, handsome little fellow, Jacob thought.

He was wearing a smocked overall which was now all round

his neck, exposing a pair of splendidly sturdy 1^ clad only

in the shortest and loosest of knickerbockers. That common
strain introduced by Lady Felmersdale had done something

for the blood of the Paigntons.
" Shake hands with Jinuny, you rude little beggar," said

Madeline, " and get o£F my dress
;
you're making a nice mess

of mummy's dross."
" Who's Jimmy 1" asked Lord Arthur, regarding Jacob

with a childish stare.

" A friend of mummy's," replied Madeline.

"Oh! Didn't see you. Howdy do?" Lord Arthur

tumbled off his mother's lap and shook hands with Jacob.
" Never seen you before," he added, partfy in explanation.

Then he turned to his mother. " Fm goin' to stay here," he

announced.
" Oh ! no, you're not, dear," said Madeline, and at this

hint the nurse advanced into the room.
" I am, I am, I am," shouted Lord Ar&ur vigorously, and
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M the none made a tentative movement towards him, he

hit at her outrtretohed hand with hia olenohed flat. It waa

quite plain that the nune waa afraid of him.

liadeline solved the problem. She took him up in her anna

and carried him out of the room, not with any show of anger,

but with a definiteneas of purpose that overruled the will of

the child. He submitted almost quietly. His only protest

was a marked tendency to wriggle. The nurse foUowed, and

for a few minutes Jacob was left alone with his thoughts.

The incident affected him strongly. The picture of

Madeline as a mother would not harmonize with the picture

of the Madeline of Ehnover. He was inclined to attribute

many virtues to her as a consequence of his sight of the little

heir of Paignton. This not sentimentally, but because he

had a fixed set of ideas connected with the ideal of mother-

hood. It was another version of his original attitude towards

Lola^he had not been able to picture her as a widow because

she did not wear widow's weeds. So now his habit of mind

compelled him to regard Madeline in a new light. She was a

mother. It seemed to follow as a natural consequence that

she was therefore devoted to her child, that she would never

do anything that could bring disgrace on that child's name.

This was another of those many rules of life that were broken

for him by experience.

7.

" He »» a little devil," remarked Madeline when she re-

turned. " And that woman is frightened to death of him.

He bit her a few days ago—really badly—in the arm, but she

adores him all the same. Of course he can do what he likes

with her. We shall have to get an older woman."

This little speech confirmed Jacob's picture of a maternal

Madeline. It put her still further beyond his reach, but

it added a new charm to the many.

For quite a long time the conversation turned on the

vagaries of Lord Arthur Crawley. Then Madeline became

conscious of the approach of boredom. They were standing

still, a thing she could not endure.
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" Do you ever go down to Aihby Sutton, now V '
she adud.

" I've never been sinoo my aunt died," repUed Jacob.

"Oh! yea. I heard of it. I'm sorry. I hardly ever go

down now. Blother's getting wor«>. You know. There is

nothing to be done. I'm afraid." The speech was very

reminiscent of the old days, and they soon feU into other

reminiscences. -j »» j «««
» You needn't pretend you were so cut up," said Madeline

in reference to a reminiscence of Jacob's, and for the hfe

him he could not help saying what he did. She listened re«l

enough. He was so splendidly in earnest ;
his love-mi^ ^

such a contrast to the facility of the many she had knowa

"
It isn't a question of having been ' cut up ex.*ctly, s^

Jacob. "That happens to anyone. You see, you definiWi^

shaped my life. I know I've married, but it doewi t coulo-

ir a way It never has counted. No one could ever. ii«»-

y. take your place. I have never even dreamed of aBy»«»

...8 Ml hive of you...." He hesitated. He felt tha* h«

had gone rather far.
. .. .

Madeline was looking at hi. ite seriously. U u

funny," she said-her phrases still retained somethn^v Hhe

schoolroom flavour, " but do you know / feel rather 1ft » thai

about yott."

" Oh ! Madeline ! Not really V

She nodded, still holding him with her eyes.

He leaned forward out of his chair, and then growi^

bolder, he got up and kneeled bes'de her. She put her hand*

on his shovdders.
, ^, , . , , . ^_

She still had a faint line of fre 'Je3 across the bndge rf her

Uttle, straight nose, the result, probably, of huntmg before

Christmas. Never, surely, did any woman have such a skm

"^^r^M within touch of the irradiance of hex vitaUty now.

It wrapped hhn round and intoxicated him. He hung on the

verge of realization for a time that seemed immense. He

could feel the warmth of her skin. He drank in her beauty

with his eyes. He inhaled the perfume of her mdividuaUty.

Then very slowly he bent his head towards her and touched
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her oheek ; it wm Jiitt rooh Another Um m that he had flnt

given, by the spring on the common.
It m*yMem mi ocUoue oompailfon, but the ritee he had paid

were very dmilar to thoee he had omitted at the Wheatsheal,

when he had earned the contempt of the Wheataheaf landlord.

He stayed. They had tea together. He was reoklesa now
of every opinion.

Before he left, Ifadeline had said she wonid call at the

house in Bloomsbary Square.

Lola would be gratified, thought Jacob, and she would
never suspect. . . .

8.

He found Lola in the drawing-room entertaii ag one of

their newer friends, a certain Frank Reade, a young man ot

private means who was reading for the Bar.

Jacob was so engrossed in his own affairs that he did not

perceive sny signs of embarrassment when he entered ; nor

did it occur to him that a visitor y^o had dropped in to tea

did not usually stay till a quarter past seven.
" Where have you been all day 1" asked Lola quite

amicably.
" I met Lady Paignton in Bond Street and went back to

lunch with her."

It was a startling announcement, and Lola's eyee showed
that she was startled, but she had no intention of allowing

Mr. Reade to think that the circumstance was unusual.

"Oh! ReaUy r she said. " Was Lord Paignton there T
" Yes, and Lady Alice Crawley—^his sister, you know."
" I say ! It's a quarter past seven. I must be going,"

put in Mr. Reade. " I had no idea it was so late."

When he had gone Lola turned to Jacob.
" Well ?" she said, and there was a worid of meaning in her

tone. It revived memories of the days before the "great scene."
" She's coming to call to-morrow," said Jacob.

Lola shrugged her shoulders. " I shan't be at home," she said.

But she was at home.
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CHAPTER XXXI

CBI8I8

I.

Tm intrusion of Bfadelino still further postponed the finMioi»l

orisis, but it was accelerating]; another crisis which Jacob did

not foresee. He had entere-l on this, the most wonderful of

all his adventurM, in a sp.rit of recklessness. As a back-

ground for future dreams it was magnificent ; as a present

experience it was a perfect anodyne. He could forget his

miseriee in Madeline's presence. The memory of earlier

expedients—^the last, deliberate cigarette or the exonision to

Bumham Beeches—made him scornful. He was only fust

beginning to live, he thought, and forgot how many times

before he had made a beginning. Only one dread overhung

him for the moment—a change of weather. He knew that

when the fmet broke, the Paigntons would be off to Leicester-

shire. Madeline had warned him. It is true that they would

be returning to town at the end of April, but he had an

instinct that his footing would be different in the season, if

he had a footing at all. This was a quiet interlude. In May,

Lady Paignton would have too many calls on her time to

pay much attention to a Bloomsbury architect. He realized

that, even in the full glory of Madeline's condescension. He
knew quite well that he was out of it. Lord Paignton had
taken the place of Sir Anthony, a person to be avoided when-

ever possible, to be conciliated by Bfadeline, a person whose

movements made the difference between heaven and hell.

When Lord Paignton on one occasion went away for three

days, he left the gates I heaven set wide open behind him,

and Jacob entered with less hesitation than might have been

expected.

Lola's attitude was not one of patient resignation, and yet

her resentment had no effect as an impediment. Jacob never

saw her before lunch, and when he was at home to that meal,

she was always quiet, subdued ; she asked him no questions
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as to his plans. It was at night that she became active.

Then her reproaches were full of sting and bitterness. The

subject she avoided every morning was freely aired any time

after dinner, if Jacob chanced to be in. He did not suspect

that there was anything deUberate or purposive in these

tactics ; he was too engrossed to analyze his domestic re-

lations.

Madeline's call had hardly been a success, but Mrs. Stahl

had had the satisfaction of knowing that a brougham with a

coronet on the panel had paraded before her door for three-

quarters of an hour. Jacob's prophecy had been fulfilled

;

it had been snowing.

Lola had been very gracious, effusive even, and Jacob had

wondered what Madeline would think of her. MadeUne had

made herself very much at home, and had insisted on a visit

of inspection to Jacob's office.

There had been a return call—Lola had insisted—but Lady

Paignton had not been at home. Mrs. Stahl had a marked

vem of snobbishness in her disposition. If she had con-

ceived it possible that the Paigntons would be added to her

visiting list, she might have suffered in silence, but she under-

stood the situation perfectly. Her husband might go to

Berkeley Square in Lord Paignton's absence, but Mrs. Stahl

would not be invited. Lady Paignton's call in Bloomsbury

Square had been nothmg less than an insult. Lola's mouth

and eyes grew harder when she was alone ; and more and more

chastened, sweet and resigned when Mr. Reade happened to

call. Frank Reade had exactly the same opinion of Jacob

Stahl that Jacob Stahl had had of Edgar Wilmot.

And still the frost held.

It was, now, more than a fortnight since Jacob had met

Madeline in Bond Street.

One morning in February, Jacob, who studied the meteoro-

logical conditions with an earnestness such as had never been

equalled by the very keenest of sportsmen, fancied his morning
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tub had less sting than usual. He returned to his analjrsis

of the weather from t' ) bath-room window.

This was the third morning of fog. The country had been

rejoicing—that part of it which was not intent on getting in

a few more runs that season—^in a hoar-frost ; still, cloudless

days, perfect weather for skating where the ice was protected

from the direct influence of the sun. In London these con-

ditions had produced miserable days of cold darkness and

oppression. Yet on this morning the fog, as seen from the

bath-room window, was less stagnant than it had been.

Jacob in his dressing-gown was distressed ; he dreaded any

change. He threw up the window and peered into the

darkness. Undoubtedly the fog was moving. He caught

sight, now and again, of the outline of bleak trees in the

Square ; a silhouette of intensely black outline against a dirty

orange background. As a view it was reminiscent of an

amateur negative. The movement seemed to be coming from

the south-west. " Damn it ! it does feel warmer," said Jacob,

scowling. " K the wind comes from the south-west Fm done."

He dressed hurriedly and went out on the doorstep while

he waited for breakfast. There was a fibn of ice on the lower

steps, but the fog was undoubtedly drifting from the south-

west and the air had less bite. After breakfast he went out

and investigated the conditions in the Square gardens. The

ground was like iron, but the fog was lifting, l^ere was even

a gleam or two of sunlight—the first for three days. Jacob

found the gardener pottering about in a small shed among

the bushes.
" What's it going to do 1" Jacob asked anxiously.

The gardener straightened his back and looked round the

Square doubtfully. " (Wouldn't say, m'sure !" he ventured.

" iog's lifted."

" Yes, I can see that," replied Jacob.
" Shouldn't be surprised if it turned to rain," surmised the

gardener, and was slightly startled by Jacob's vigorous re-

sponse. It was an expression he had copied from Oaims.

At a quarter past twelve he had a telegram. " CJome about

four. M." That was all right.
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It was undoubtedly thawing when he went to Bericeiey

Square, but he thought this might be due to the effect of sun-

shine, though the sun had shone intennittently only in the

morning, and for the past three hours had been completely

obscured. He took a 'bus for economy's sake, and sat on his

favourite seat behind the driver.

" Well, this is about the end of it, I fancy ; thank God !"

said that individual.

" What makes you think that ?" said Jacob, who under-

stood that the remark had reference to the weather.
" I come from the country, ' Jo," replied the driver. " I

knows the signs. Three white frosts and then rain, that's

'ow it goes in my experience. We shall 'ave rain afore night

—

thank Qod !"

Jacob did not Join in the driver's psalm of thanksgiving.

Madeline met him with news which sounded good at first

hearing.
" Arthur's gone down to the country !"

" For long ?"

She nodded.

Jacob looked at her inquiringly. " I suppose I ought to

pretend I'm not glad ?" he said.

" I'm going to-morrow !" She said it as one breaking ill

news.
" Oh ! Maidie ! Why ! Where are you going 1"

" We had a wire from Melton, this morning."
" But the frost won't be out of the ground for dajrs yet."

" Depends whether we have any rain," she replied. " But

it isn't only that. Arthur and I had rather a scene thin

morning. I promised I'd go."

Jacob was not content to accept this pronouncement as

final. He protested.

"Well, let's make the best of to-day," prevaricated

Madeline.

Before he left, however, he had wrung a promise from her.

She would not go until the day after to-mon'ow unless it rained.

As Jacob walked home, he felt the first drops falling. By

the time he reached Bloomsbury Square it was pouring.
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" Oh ! well," he sighed, as he let himself in, " I snppose I

must be thankful for small mercies. Fve had to-day."

He found the drawing-room in darkness. He supposed

that, contrary to precedent, Lola had gone to bed. He lit

the gas and found that it was nearly eleven o'clock. He was

Just about to put out the gas, when he saw a letter on the

table. He picked it up, and found that it was addressed to

himself (J. L. Stahl, Esq., was the superscription) in Lola's

handwriting. It was sealed heavily with black wax.

" Going to slang me in writing this time for a change," was

his thought as he opened it. He had once before had a letcer

from her since they had been married, which had said " cer-

tain things " she had felt she " could not talk about." This

letter was apparently in the same strain ; the opening seemed

familiar enough. It began directly :
" I can't stand it all

over again. I have tried, you don't know how hard, but you

see. to forget that I've been through it all before."

" Oh, Loid !" sighed Jacob.

The letter continued to expatiate on the well-known theme,

laying all tiie blame upon Jacob, and impljring that the

Cairns story had been a fabrication from first to last. It was

not till he had nearly reached the end that Jacob was startled.

" So I have come to the conclusion that I cannot stand it any

more. When you read this I shall have gone. Do not try

to follow me. You will not find me. You can think I am
dead if you like.

—

^Lola."

Jacoly tossed his head wearily. " What's the game, now, I

wonder?" he thought. He went to Lola's bedroom and

tried the door. It was not locked. He opened it a few inches

and then knocked, loudly. There was no answer. He

struck a match and saw that the bed was unoccupied, and the

beginnings of fear began to shake him. Suppose she had

committed suicide, after all ? He lit the gas and fell to an

examination of the apartment. There was no silver on the

dressing-table. That fact was significant, and he threw open

the wardrobe. It wjw empty, the chest of drawws, also.

He shrugged Ms shoulders, turned out the gas, and went to

his own room. She had not committed suicide, then, not
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even left the threat of it over him. That was a relief, but he
was oonsoious of a feeUng of intense sadness. It had all been
Booh a failure. " Poor Lola I she had not been altogether to
blame," he reflected ;

" he had not done all he might have
done. And he had been unfaithful at the last. Perhaps,
after all, she had been more sinned against than sinning.

She had always said that no one understood her. Well, cer-

tainly he had not. He ought to have tried harder."
WeU, it was all over; to-morrow he would pay oflf the

servants and set about trying to let the house furnished. He
would have about a hundred pounds in cash when the imme-
diate calls upon him were settled. There would be a half-

year's rent dub \ March, but that could wait. Yes ! he
must set about lociing the house. And then . .

.

He threw up the window and looked out. The rain was
falling steadily. He would not see Madeline again for a
long time. He mij^t never see her again. He had noticed
a slight change in her during the past few days. To-night she
had yawned several times after dinner, and her good-bye
(she had known it would be good-bye) had not been satis-

factory.

Oh I Lord! What was the good of it all ? What a fa dure
he had been—what a complete, miserable failure ! Oh

!

for sleep and forgetfulness

!

CHAPTER XXXn
SETTLEMEirr

1.

Jacob awoke next morning to an immediate consciousness of

disaster. He felt that he must have dreamed disaster all

night, though he could remember no detail of any dream. He
found that it was a quarter to eight and he had not been called.

He verified the fact by looking outside his door for hot water.
As he turned back into the room to ring the bell, he heard
the housemaid coming upstejrs. " They know," was his

•
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thought, and " they '* must be paid a month's wages and sent

away as soon as possible. But what was he to do ? He must

find somewhere to stay, and he must find work. As to the

first necessity, it seemed to him that a boarding-house would

involve least trouble. There were so many things to do—all

of them distasteful. And first he must tackle the servants.

What should he say ?

He spoke vaguely of " circumstances " to the housemaid,

but he was sure that she put the worst construction on his

indefinite phrases. She looked sorry for him, apologized for

being late, and had the air of moving in a house of tragedy.

When she left the room she closed the door very gently as if

someone were ill upstairs. He had decided that " they

"

should stay till Saturday. He must have time to pack and

to find rooms.

After breakfast the cook appeared. He had heard from

Lola tk%t she was " an abominably rude woman with an

appalling temper," and he anticipated some kind of a scene

when she name in. He knew it was the cook before she

entered, because she knocked. He was agreeably surprised

to find her a motherly, generous person. She avoided any

allusion to Mrs. Stahl, and explained that she had " Just come

to say don't bother about the 'ouse, that'll be all right. Me
and Jane '11 put everything straight for yer before we goes.

And can't we 'elp yer with yer packing ?"

" I should be awfully obliged if you would. It's very good

of you," said Jacob.

He was quite touched by the gentleness and consideration

of cook and Jane.

While he was looking over some of the rubbish that might

be burnt, he came across the drawing of the priest's door of

the church at Ashby Sutton. After a long survey he decided

to keep it as a reminder of unfulfilled determination. More-

over, he had been working on that drawing at the time when

he first came to know Madeline. " Curious what that drawix^

should never have been finished," he thought.
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He would not go near Erie, Bradley, or Bidout Morley, and

his search for work was little more than a pretence. He had

found a boarding-house in Torrington Square that was cheap,

if not over clean, and in his poky third-floor bedroom he com-

pleted the work of the little £1,500 house he had on hand. He
fanc^ that his client guessed that his architect was in

trouble, but the client was a good fellow who professed him-

self perfectly satisfied with i^ the details of his house, and

paid his architect's commission in full some time before it

was due. The builder was settled with by the end of March,

and then Jacob found his time completely free.

He made another feeble attempt to find a place as assistant.

He visited the offices of two or three architects known to him

by name only. He was received politely and a promise made
that Mr. Stahl's name should be remembered if a vacancy

occurred, but he did not build on these promises, and the

prospect of earning money seemed as far off as ever.

He had let the house in Bloomsbury Square, furnished. He
had had luck there, as he had found another architect, Just

starting in practice, who had been willing to pay £4 a week.
" You might, perhaps, care to sell the furniture at a valua-

tion, later on ?" suggested his tenant. Jacob had vaguely

answered that perhaps he might. He still had faint hopes

of a miracle.

And during those long, dreary two months he looked in

vain for e«iy news of Lola. She did not write, and neither

did he meet her in the street nor hear any news of her. He

thought at first that she might have returned to Upper

Wobum Place and to her original work, but as the weeks

passed and he did not hear from her, he put that idea away

from him. If the running away had been some " game like

the sham suicide business," he thought, " she'd never have

kept it up as long as this." Yet he had no suspicion of the

real facts of the case. He had no suspicion concerning the

integrity of Frank Beade.

At the beginning of April he found that he had some £40
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left after he had paid the six months* rent of the house in

Bloomsbury Square. His tenant paid monthly in advance.

He had the satisfaction of knowing that the house was off his

hands. The incomings from it slightly exceeded the rent,

rates and taxes, and he could at any time transfer his lease

to the new tenant, and sell the furniture at a valuation. He
was at ease on that score, but he must find work. He sighed,

he was feeling run-down, nervously worn out, depressed,

useless, suicidtd.

At last he decided that he would enjoy one more fortnight

of life ; he would go right away into the country and " think

things over." He must find new energy, he was drifting

hopelessly, he was losing his pluck and his pride, degenerating ;

he was coming within sight of the condition of that grateful

man to whom he had once given a shilling on the Embank-

ment.

He had never been to (Cornwall. It was an expensive

Journey, but it sounded so remote. He closed his account

with the Bank one morning in April, and on the next day he

took train from Waterloo with one handbag on the rack, and

£33 in notes and gold in his pocket. He had left his heavy

luggage in Torrington Square, and arranged with his landlady

to keep his room for ten shillings a week until his return.

As the train steamed out of Waterloo Station en rotUe for

Padstow, he peered out at the roofs and smoke of London,

and wondered whether he would ever see them again.

That was a point which he had decided to settle within

sight of the sea.

90



EPILOGUE "^

TEX KABTH-NOTS

Hs wrote the epilogae himself, but he thought of it as a
prologue, and perhaps he was right. Nevertheless, it is, also,

an epilogae.

He did not commit his prologue to paper, but he phrased
much of it in his mind. His mind was singularly clear that
morning.

He was sitting on a step of rock, the top step of a short
natural ascent. Behind him the cliff rose for another eighty
feet or more, in front of him it fell sixty feet into the sea. He
had come down the valley to the point of the western arm of

the cove that the natives call " Live^ro." (The spelling is

phonetic. The " i " is short, as in the verb.) On hif right

was the U-shaped cove that ran back a hundred yards or
more into the cliff, a cove walled by dizzy heights of rock,

and entered only by one perilous-looking path which he had
not dared to venture upon. On his left lay the valley and
the bluff beyond, indifferently skinned with grass, through
which broke rough bones of granite. Down the valley careeied
a tiny, impetuous stream that tumbled at last on to a table of

rock and slipped down forty feet into the sea. At the foot

of the bluff a tumble of rocks reached out into deep water.
And before him rolled the Atlantic ; there was no land in

that direct on for 3,000 miles.

There had been .< storm out on the Atlantic some time
during the previous twenty-four hours, and though the wind
was now blowing mildly in harmony with the passing bright-

ness of the April day, the rollers were coming in with sullen,

deliberate force, barking deep-throated with hoarse protesta-

tions as they burst on the pinnacle of rocks at the foot of the
402
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outotretohing Uaff. And ometimes below the baying and
bellowing of the sea, the spatter of falling spray, and the

medl^ of indistingniahable soundB that made a running

aooompaniment to all the clamour of separate, recognizable

over-tones, Jacob could hear a deep, low boom that rever-

berated on a lower note than the lowest mutter of thunder.

He fancied to himself that this occasional reverberation was
the earth-note, the tonic of the very world itself, beating out

below the crash of sea and rock. It was a note he had heard

as the fundamental note of extraordinary gales
; perhaps, then,

too, the whole shell of earth had been shaken until it re-

sounded to the full keynote of its structure. . .

.

He was hapi^ that morning; the sight and sound and
rmell of the sea had brou^^t back life and vigour. As he sat

on his lonely seat of rock, with only the sea for company, he
had a vision of himself in relation to his whole past life.

Burely some directive force must have been behind all the

curious coincidences of his existence, from the concurrence of

trifles that had upset him from his perambulator down to the

present hour. He had had experience ! The thought came
to him as new. He had not realized in the happening quite

all the experience he had gained. He had known two women
intimately. . .

.

Madeline ! His feeling for her was a kind of ache of regret.

He guessed that she was lost to him again, and lost for ever.

Perh&ps she was his affinity, but in this incarnation the

directing force had ordained that she should go through her

world experience with blind eyes, seeking ephemeral pleasures

and misHing the stay of lasting satisfaction. Poor Madeline !

He still had an ache of longing for her presence, but she lacked

something of perfection even in his eyes. He could not con-

tinue to love the inconstant. He sighed for Madeline.

And Lola ? Pity was the only thought in his heart for

Ijola. She was cuned, ridden by the fierce devil of her own
egotism, and so—incapable of giving even the temporary love

which Madeline could give. He did not sigh for Lola : he
merely pitied her. Her case was hopeless. He would have
liked to help her ; he would have been delighted to learn that
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ii

ha had found some apinoftoh to happineM, bat he never
wkhed to see her again. . .

.

Bat what ol all the other peraonalitiea wtuo had figaied in

hia experience ! Had they found latiafaotion—happineaa t

What of Bennetts, Tony Fanrell, Bradley, Cbima, Eiio t Did
he envy any of them ! No ! He iloubtod if one of that five,

for instance, was capable of the Joy he waa experiencing on
this morning of April sunshine, as he looked out over the

tumult of the sea and listened to the ocof lional reverberation

of the earth-note. After all, eveiy one of them was intent on
self-seeking. Each of them was generous in his own way,
capable of fine emotions, no doubt, but they were all wrapped
in the small affairs of life ; their outlook waa very limited.

Was any one of them adding to the knowledge of the world?
oould any one of them echo reaponsively to the boom of the

earth-note ? . . .

Ah I well, it was easy enough to analyze, but wbaA could

he do ? He felt in tune with tiie eternal forces that morning,

but when the influence passed, would he not fall back into

feebleness 1 What was it he was so proud of being 1—Even
his mood of exaltation oould not suggest of " having done."

"Nothing," he answered to the sea—" nothing. But the

time has not been wasted. I have had to learn in bitterness,

but I have not lost my ideals. They cannot be spoiled by any
human action, by any slight, or cruelty or indifference. My
ideals stretch out beyond the limits of this little worid, they
reach out towards the eternal values."

As he set his face inland to the tiny ha. Jet, the ragged

cluster of cold stone cottages that make up the village of

Trevarrian, he made up his mind that his satisfaction could

only be found in literature. " I must make a hving some-
how," he thought, " and I must read again, and I must learn

to write."

With a face that still glowed from his passing vision of the

eternal values, he faced with eagerness the outset of a new
life. . . .

iLLiira AMD Bom, ltd., nnr r t, ouildvord
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